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Peter, I was wondering if you could introduce yourself, please.
Yes, my name is Peter Head and I was trained as a civil engineer in the UK.

When were you born?
I was born on 27th February 1947 and actually I was born in Birmingham but moved
to London at the age of two, so mostly brought up around London.

Who were your parents?
My parents were called Vera and Robert and my father was a – a clerk really, in the
civil service, in the post office. He used to look after the buildings for post offices.
And my mother spent most of her life being a housewife. She was born in Coventry.
And I think they met and got married before the war. He spent time in Africa during
the war and so they then had their children sort of at the end of the war. So I had a
sister, who was a year older than me, and I was obviously born just after the war.

So did you grow up in London?
Yes, pretty much. I mean, from the age of two, I have a – I have the odd memory of
Birmingham but really most of my memories start in – in South London, actually. We
moved to Worcester Park in Surrey and – where we lived in Evesham Road, I can still
remember the house. And was brought up there, went to primary school there, and
then we sort of moved around that area. We lived in Stoneleigh, we lived in Ewell
and I went to school in Kingston, so very much brought up in that part of South
London.

Why the reason for the move?
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It was really my father’s job and I suppose it was gently increasing the size of the
house, ‘cause I think the first house we lived in wasn’t quite big enough for a growing
family and so the second house that we moved to in Stoneleigh had an extra room
over the garage, so it was a slightly bigger semi detached suburban house. And then –
my father eventually then moved up to Leeds actually and then back to Ewell again
and that was because of his job, but – but that was much later. So most of my time,
up until I left school, was actually in – in Stoneleigh in Surrey.
[02:45]

You mention your father, could you tell me a bit more about him. What was his
name?
Yes, his name was Robert Cyril Head and he was, erm, a very sort of focused civil
servant, really, I would say. Not a very easy person to communicate with in many
ways. So I had a nice relationship with my father but he was very – a very sort of
closed up sort of person, so didn’t have much conversation. My parents were very –
very focused on my sister actually and her life and career rather than me, so I just sort
of got on with my – my life in the background, really, in the family. Unfortunately
my father died when I was about twenty-five, so – so I sort of – and I’d been away at
university as well, so – and at school, so actually I don’t really feel as if I ever knew
my father that well, which is a shame, really.

What do you think your strongest memories are of him from childhood?
Well, I guess it’s probably holidays. I’m sure your life, when you’re young, is
defined by holidays rather than other things, with your family anyway. And like a lot
of people at that time, we used to go to caravan holidays in Cornwall. So we had
these wonderful experiences, travelling down there on the train. We never had a car
all through my life, through school, we never had a car, so it was all about travelling
on trains and public transport. So we used to pack a trunk with all of our holiday stuff
in that was taken by British Road Services to be delivered to the caravan and we went
on the train. And I still have these wonderful memories of travelling on steam trains
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down to Cornwall and sitting in the restaurant car, eating soup, on the Cornish Riviera
Express and things like that. And we would arrive in places like Wadebridge,
Padstow, and have holidays at Polzeath and Treyarnon Bay and all those places in
North Cornwall. And so, yeah, memories there of flying kites with my father and
building sandcastles and sort of damming up water and those sort of things that
suggested I was quite interested in – in engineering and structures and things like that.

What sort of hobbies did your father have?
My father was a sort of – the thing he did a lot of was sort of looking after the house
and, you know, painting rooms and decorating and things like that. So he was mostly
a person looking after the house and the garden. So my parents were – were very,
very enthusiastic gardeners, both of them, and they spent a lot of time in the garden, a
lot of time redecorating the house and making it nice for everybody. And that was
really it. He didn’t have any other passions outside that. It was mostly focused on
that, really.

Did he ever talk about his wartime years?
No, he never did, which, you know, looking back at it now, it’s a great shame. I’ve
got photographs of him in Ghana and, you know, with the local football team in
Africa and so on, but he never talked about his experiences in the war, as of course a
lot of people didn’t, ‘cause I think it – probably there were fairly traumatic parts of it
and I guess people just didn’t want to talk about it at that time. So – so he didn’t
really, no.

Do you know how he met your mother?
I think they met through sort of social – social gatherings in and around Coventry,
which is where he went to school, and quite what took my mother to Coventry, I’m
not sure. I think – I think her parents ran a sweetshop in Coventry and I think they
somehow met socially. I know they used to play tennis together at a tennis club, so
maybe they met there. And – and this was before the war, of course. So they actually
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got married there and – and then the war came, so he then disappeared off to the war,
I guess. So I’ve got photographs of them playing tennis and, you know, being –
getting to know each other in that part of the world.
[07:15]

Could you describe your mother to me?
Yes. My mother – she actually lived till she was ninety-five, so she’s – she’s only just
recently died. A person who was a very kind and very concerned and – looking after
everyone who came into her sphere of life. So she was someone, I think, highly
respected and regarded by everyone she ever came to meet because she was so
concerned about everyone else rather than herself. So she was an amazing person in
that sense. She was very beautiful when she was younger. You know, she had a great
sort of physical beauty about her, which everyone remarked upon. And she went
through her life focused very much on her family and when her family left home she
focused on the community and her friends. And she was a great networker with the
family. She kept all the family in touch with each other and sort of generally looked
after us all in that way. And she went on later in life – she did a lot of charity work.
She worked in charity shops and so on. So she was a – so she always devoted her life
to everyone else, which was a remarkable characteristic, really. There’s one particular
anecdote I remember. She wanted to get her own income at one point, when I guess
we were growing up and they needed some extra money, so she got a job in the paper
shop in Ruxley Lane, which is near Stoneleigh. And I remember there were one or
two really quite famous film stars and singers and people, Frank Ifield was one of
them, lived locally. So she used to see Frank Ifield in the shop and I remember her
being very excited about that [laughs].

Do you have any other particularly strong memories of her?
Erm … gosh. Not particularly, really. I mean, she actually came and lived with us for
the last four or five years of her life. I mean, I suppose you could say she came to die
with us, really, ‘cause that’s how it was, really. And – and so my memories of her
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then were still very active. She actually died shopping in Morrisons, which sort of
seemed in a way the right thing [laughs]. She was probably buying chocolate or
something. And so I suppose my memories of her are – are just, you know, what a
sort of kind person she was, really. I’ve no particular memories of her other than that.
[09:44]

Do you think you’ve inherited any characteristics from your parents?
Yes, I think I probably did. I think I – there is a certain part of my nature which is
much more about trying to bring people together and focus on other people than my
own particular self, so I suppose in that sense I get that from my mother. I think my
father – his father was an engineer and he sort of worked in building, sort of. You
know, he was more of a clerk. But I think there is a sense of technical skills that he
had and an interest in technical things. Certainly his father had and I did meet him.
He worked for GEC in Rugby on – on turbines, I think, or turbine manufacturing. So
I think there is a sort of characteristic coming through my father’s side of engineering.
And so I think I have a combination of technical engineering interests from him and a
– and a nature from my mother about the way that collaborative type of things are
better than individual things. That’s probably the two. There are many other things,
I’m sure.

Did your father have any particular technical interests?
Erm, he – I always remember that he was very interested in crystal – the early crystal
radios, the little crystal things that you used to have to sit and put your ear to to get
any sort of noise out of them at all. I always remember he had one of those. I think
he was probably one of the first people to sort of play with one of those. And he was
– he was quite interested in tape recorders as well, the early tape recorders and so on.
And music and sound were things he liked very much, which is sort of relevant sitting
here, really. And I – I was a – I was a choirboy in the local church in Stoneleigh and I
became the – the lead chorister, and I’ve still got a recording of me singing in the
choir when I was, I suppose about eleven, at the local church, because he managed to
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get someone from the BBC to come and actually record me singing. And the BBC
apparently used it in some concerts, as background music in some concerts. And so
he organised all of that. And so it’s rather nice now ‘cause I now have this tape
recording of me singing as a – as a soprano choral person at the age of eleven. And
that was really, I suppose, because of my father’s passion about sounds and music and
recording.

What sort of church was it?
It was a Church of England church, a fairly traditional parish church, in Stoneleigh,
top of the hill there, near the station. And very traditional. So we used to sing at the
Sunday – the Sunday communion and evening service and we used to sing at
weddings on Saturday. And we used to have choir practice one or twice a week. So it
was quite – it was quite a big commitment for me, ‘cause it meant having to be there
at least three or four times a week. And through, you know, through being sort of
nine to thirteen or so, that’s quite a big commitment in your life when you’re also a
Boy Scout, which I was too.

Were your parents particularly religious or …?
No, not really. We didn’t – they and we didn’t go to church very much. So my going
to church was more about being in the choir than being there with my parents. But
nevertheless, they must have encouraged me to become a chorister, I suppose. But
they weren’t particularly religious. I think my mother was a believer. I think she
believed in God, but I don’t think my father did, but I think she did, or at least she –
she probably felt she ought to believe in God and therefore keep [laughs] – keep going
to church occasionally. But I wouldn’t say she was passionate about it.

What was your own religious outlook growing up?
I – I enjoyed going to church but I didn’t ever really believe in God or believe in – so
I didn’t actually have a belief. I – I adopted the value system of Christianity very
strongly but I didn’t ever get myself to a point where I believed in God as such. So –
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so I’m a sort of believer in the value sets and philosophies of different religions
actually and as I’ve gone through life I’ve got very interested in all of the philosophies
and religions, and I think the value sets in a lot of them are quite similar in many
ways. And so I sort of adopt them but I don’t – I haven’t been a regular churchgoer or
a believer in God at all actually in my life.

Is there any particular reason for that?
No. I suppose – I mean, I had enough opportunity to, you know, at the age of eight to
thirteen to be a regular churchgoer. I had enough opportunity to be able – if I really
felt that I could believe it, I was, you know, I was baptised and so on. So I think I
made up my mind that I – I didn’t really believe this [laughs]. So I think it – I think it
was a positive thing that I actually decided that I didn’t really believe that there was
anything behind it other than a set of philosophies and value sets which I thought were
important.

What did you enjoy about going to church?
I really enjoyed singing, actually. I enjoyed the community of being in a choir and
the – the leadership around it too, ‘cause I was a lead chorister therefore I had a
responsibility. For example, at a wedding, you know, people have high expectations
and the singing of the lead chorister at a wedding is a very poignant moment and I
was very aware of that. So I enjoyed the leadership of it. I enjoyed the – if you like,
the regular going and being part of a community. And I think that was the main thing,
really.

Are you musical in any other ways?
No, I’m not. It’s a great regret, actually, because I always feel I should have learned
an instrument. I should be a pianist or a violinist or something, but I’m not. Tried to
learn the guitar once and never really got very far with it. I somehow feel I should
have done. I think I would have got a lot out of it, actually, as I did with singing. I
love music and – and the – for instance – again, this is partly my father with a tape
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recorder, he brought tapes home. And I suppose I must have been quiet young, I
guess I must have been eight or nine, and he brought tapes home of Sibelius
symphonies and Rachmaninoff piano concertos and I got completely in love with
those at that time. I used to lie in the front room at home, which was the room where
you weren’t allowed to go normally, you know, sort of only used for special occasions
room, and I used to lie on the sofa then and just listen to Sibelius and Rachmaninoff
music, which is pretty unusual at the age of nine or ten [laughs]. And would be
distinctly geeky these days, I suppose. But – so I, you know, and I used to imagine,
listening to Sibelius symphonies, that I was floating over the forests and lakes of
Finland and – and get completely lost in it. But – so somehow, having had that
passion for music, I’ve always felt I should be playing it, really.
[17:40]

What sort of tapes were they at this point? Are we talking open reels or cassettes?
They were – they were open reel tapes, yes. So this was – this was reel to reel tape
recorder type tapes, which – to be honest, I don’t quite know where they came from.
He obviously knew people at the BBC, so they might have been BBC castoffs or
something. I’m not sure. They seemed quite high quality things.

What do you think about those particular types of classical music appealed to you?
What about it? It sort of seems a curious sort of time, with the ‘60s just starting, to
get into it?
It was. Yeah, it was, because this was – yeah, this was sort of Elvis just coming round
the corner time. So the first record I ever bought was Elvis’s All Shook Up. So I was
interested in Elvis music in the – I suppose this must have been the late ‘50s or
something. I’m not quite sure exactly which year that came out, but I remember
buying it. But this was at the same time as that. And somehow classical music kind
of engaged me a lot more than pop music at that stage in my life. I think it’s partly
because I was a, you know, I was a chorister, so I was singing classical music a lot, a
lot of different types of classical music. I could read music and I – I enjoyed singing
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it, and therefore I suppose somehow my brain was deeply engaged in classical music
anyway. But it is – I guess it’s pretty unusual for someone to be so passionate about
things like Sibelius and Rachmaninoff and Shostakovich and composers like this
[laughs], which were not exactly mainstream at that time, I guess.

Did you have any other passions growing up?
I used to like model making. I was – in fact I became rather well known in my family
for making models and, you know, air fix type kit models and, you know, gluing them
together and painting them and making them really nice. And I used to spend a lot of
time on my own just doing that, and that was probably quite a big part of growing up
other than doing homework and things. And so I was always very interested in
models. I was very interested in trains and steam engines and I still am rather
passionate about them. I still get very excited when I see a steam engine, which
occasionally I do at Victoria Station at the moment. So I think those were the main
things, other than – I suppose increasingly sort of involved in work really, because
actually to do well at school – I went to a grammar school and to do well you had to
work very, very hard actually, and there didn’t seem to be a lot of time for that. And
of course then sport started to come along too. So that – sport, being a chorister,
being a Boy Scout and working was pretty much my life, really.
[20:33]

I was interested with your talk about models. Models of what?
Aeroplanes. I suppose at that time it was military aeroplanes mostly, because it was
just after the war and there was that sort of intense interest in the – the models of the
planes that had won the war. And I suppose the – the skies were still full of them and
there were still stories about them in the press and so on. And to some extent trains as
well, so it was trains and planes mostly.

Is this just from kits or are you …?
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Yes, yes, kits. The only thing I ever made from scratch was a caravan. I’ve no idea
why I made it. It might have been a Boy Scout project or something. But I made this
really amazing caravan out of plywood, with an aluminium roof that was sort of bent
so that it covered the roof. And it had all the furniture inside. So everything was
bespoke. There were cupboards, there were tables and chairs in it and everything, all
cut with a fretsaw out of fairly thin plywood, all glued together and painted. And I
did that with wheels and everything from – from scratch at the age of – must have
only been about eleven or something. So I – so I did get into fretwork and I did quite
a lot of sort of careful fretwork type stuff. No idea where that caravan is now. It’s a
shame. It’s obviously disappeared out of my life somewhere [laughs]. But that’s
about the only thing I ever made that wasn’t a kit.

What did you like about making models?
Don’t know, really. I suppose just being creative. I suppose out of a box of nothing,
producing something rather beautiful and – and expressive of – of something. I don’t
know. I think it was the creativity of it. It was the – and I suppose the – I like –
somehow liked the precision of it. I liked the ability to create something, you know,
that was very precise and ordered and to use – to use different materials and
components and so on, and actually understand how things fitted together. I suppose
we were beginning to lead into my first sort of passion – and actually my grandson
has – I can see it in him right now, and this is the extreme interest in everything in the
outside world and why it’s how it is. I was always very interested in why a lamppost
had a particular height, had a particular curve top to it, had a particular characteristic.
I was fascinated. And I wanted to know why everything was shaped and ordered in
the way it was from a very young age. And once I’d worked it out I was happy to
move onto the next thing. It was like I needed to understand how the whole world
was ordered by people and I suppose models helped me to sort of understand that
things came from bits [laughs], maybe.

Did you read much?
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No, I wasn’t an avid reader. I think possibly I may have been slightly dyslexic, I
think, ‘cause I didn’t get so much pleasure out of reading as I did out of working with
my hands. And I have a feeling that – my son actually is dyslexic, so I suspect that I
was too a little bit, and therefore I found it quite difficult to read things and I never
really enjoyed reading. I never have enjoyed it, actually, and I’m sure that’s probably
why. So – so being practical was much more – much more what I enjoy.
[24:20]

Can we talk for a little bit about being part of the Scouts?
Indeed, yes. I was – I think probably being a Boy Scout was a really, really important
part of my life, and in fact what’s helped me in my life, really. And I started right
from the beginning as a Cub, and that was actually in – before we moved to
Stoneleigh, actually. Well, as we moved to Stoneleigh I was a Cub, so I must have
been right at the earliest age you can be a Cub, I guess. And went through that and
then became a Scout. And I became a – a leader at every stage. So I somehow
emerged out of my – whatever Cubs are called, patrols or packs or something, I
became a pack leader, I think. And then I moved to Scouts and I became a patrol
leader and then I became a senior patrol leader and then I eventually became a Queen
Scout, so I went through the whole process in a – in a sort of thorough way and
became Queen Scout at the end. And I think some of the – the great joy of it was
having summer camps. And I was lucky ‘cause we – I belonged to a very ambitious
Scout group, so we used to have summer camps all over the United Kingdom. So we
went to – we went to Ireland. We went to Scotland, in the wilds of Scotland. We
went to Wales. We went to Somerset, you know, all over the country to some
wonderful wild places that we could camp in and enjoy. And – and the sort of self
sufficiency and having to make sort of stuff that you could live with and – and just
being part of teams and – and leading teams and bringing young people along and all
that sort of thing. A lot of things that I learned in there were very important to me in
later life, I think. So I – I feel that it’s a hugely important opportunity for young
people, being a Scout, and I think for me it was a very important part – I didn’t have
many school friends. I didn’t, you know, I didn’t have – there wasn’t a sort of pack of
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us at school. My life was much more to do with being part of the choir at church and
being part of a Scout group. That was where my main friendships and comradeships
came from, really.

When you said you had to make things in Cub Scout camps –
Yes.

What sort of things did you mean?
Well, I suppose you had to pitch the tents and then you had to make sort of all the
kitchen area. You know, you had to build things, plate racks and sinks to sit in. And
then we used to make rope bridges and we used to make aerial cable runs to – for
going down and so on. We used to take all our stuff with us and make it all there.
And it was pretty sophisticated sort of early engineering stuff for me, I suppose, and it
gave me a huge amount of knowledge and a huge amount of sort of confidence about
being able to arrive somewhere in a completely open, natural area and create a living
– a living place that was quite comfortable and practical, you know, where you could
cook and eat and enjoy doing things, and climbing and ropewalks and things. It was
good.

I seem to recall that my main attraction to Cub Scouts was collecting badges
[laughs]. Were there other parts of it that appealed to you?
Collecting badges was incidental for me. You know, that was never the objective. It
was – it was all that practical stuff. And I enjoyed the sporting side of it too. But –
but it was mostly that practical comradeship and so on. And I suppose this was my
mother’s side again, it was that I was always wanting to look out for others. You
know, I was – I was always interested in – in the community and helping youngsters
coming through and helping them to enjoy it as much as I did, I suppose. And
somehow the camps were the – the main focus of the year in that sense.
[28:30]
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It sounds quite a lot of outdoorsy sort of activities. Could you give me an idea of what
the area you were actually living in was like? Was it Stoneleigh you said you spent
most of your time in?
Yeah. Stoneleigh was a – was a very typical South London suburb, really, with semi
detached houses and – but quite long gardens, so the long narrow gardens fairly
typical of South London. So my parents did a lot of gardening. So the – the gardens
were beautiful, full of flowers and, you know, a nicely kept lawn and perhaps a pond
and an area for – for growing cut flowers. There was always cut flowers in the house.
And not much vegetable growing. My parents never really grew vegetables. But it
was a very green area, you know. The suburbs of London are pretty green and
actually rather – rather pleasant in that sense. Not at all – didn’t really feel like an
urban place. And of course very well connected with railways too, so that was why
we never had a car. So we didn’t really need one because the railway ran through and
you could – my father used to get the train up to London every day. And so life was
very much dictated by the sounds of trains and – and the sort of green place with birds
singing. You know, it was a sort of place where trains and – and birds sort of [laughs]
held sway. At that – at that stage, of course, no aeroplanes really to speak of, so you
didn’t have the aircraft noise. So it was a very different, rather sort of – rather calm
place compared with what we might imagine now, I think.

What was home like, your house in this sort of set up?
It was – it was a semi detached house with a room over the garage, which was my
bedroom, actually a terribly cold room because it was over a garage, with a thin floor.
And all the – virtually all the walls were outside walls [laughs]. So it was a very cold
room. Had a little electric bar fire in it and that was the only heating. And we didn’t
have central heating in the house, so – at that stage, so the bathroom was equally cold,
you know, sort of frosted ice on the inside in the winter. So you had to sort of jump in
the bath and very quickly emerge out again. A very simple downstairs, very simple
front room and back room and then a kitchen and another two – there were three
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bedrooms altogether upstairs and – and two rooms and a kitchen downstairs. Very
simple house, really, and not that big, but big enough for a family to grow up in.

What do you think the strongest memories are of family life, living there?
Probably the arguments that went on most of the time [laughs]. It was a house full of
arguments, particularly as my sister was becoming a teenager, about whether she
should go out or not on a Saturday night and – and what she should be wearing and all
of that. So for me life was, you know, the most strongest memory I have is
screaming, shouting arguments about what my sister should be doing most of the
time. My parents finding it very difficult to cope with a teenage girl in – in the early
‘60s, when, you know, when – as we said earlier, when pop music was coming round
the corner and freedom – sexual freedom, I suppose, was coming round the corner
too. And it was quite a tricky time of transition, I think, for parents around 1960
[laughs]. And that really dominated life and I was just sort of - sort of existing round
the edges of that [laughs] – of that situation, really, keeping my head down.

I was going to say, do you think you caused your parents any – any worries that were
similar?
They probably did but I don’t really remember what they are. If I did, they were – I
don’t know. They – they certainly didn’t have screaming arguments about things I
was doing, ‘cause I was – I was being a chorister and a Boy Scout. I wasn’t going off
to parties [laughs].
[32:40]

What was your sister like?
She was – I mean, she was about eighteen months older than me, and of course, being
a girl, she was effectively three or four years older than me, really, in maturity. So
quite tall. She went to Rosebery Grammar School in Epsom and – big circle of
friends and very sort of outgoing, very – enjoyed parties and – and so on. Worked
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fairly hard too but – but very – very – she had a very definite view about what she was
going to do in life and how she was going to live it. She had a sort of independent
streak that my mother had as well, I think, a sort of strong personality, a strong female
personality, so … and I was very distant from her. When I was growing up in the first
house in Worcester Park, there was a girl living next door and one two – two doors
away, called Pamela and Wendy, and they – the three of them used to spend all their
time playing together. And there were no boys around so I didn’t have that, so I was
always [laughs] – I was always the boy, sort of excluded from the gaggle of girls,
which I – I suppose I didn’t like very much, but – so my sister was a little bit sort of
away from me. You know, I didn’t spend a lot of time with her. She was always
spending time with other people.

Does that remain the case for the rest of your life?
In the sense of her, do you mean, or …?

The sense of that distance.
No, not really. I mean – no. No, I mean, not in my general life at all, no, but – but, if
you like in terms of our family life, with my father dying very young and then my
mother living a long way away from me and my sister actually eventually moved
away as well, our family life has been quite, you know, not as close as some families
would be, probably. Certainly not as close as my family now is, where we all live
relatively close and I see my grandchildren a lot and so on. That sort of life just did
not exist in – in my early childhood. I used to go and see my grandparents in Rugby
and Warwickshire occasionally, but it was a very formal visit, you know. You went
on a Sunday and you had - sort of had a meal in a very formal environment, were
tipped out into the garden while they talked and then came back in again to go home.
So you were very much on the fringe of – of the formal family life at that – at that
time. So it’s very different now, really.

Did you see much of the rest of your extended family when you were growing up?
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Erm, only on – on sort of weddings and funerals and the occasional visits, set piece
visits. And so, yeah, really – never got to know my cousins as - sort of growing up
together. You know, there was never any sort of opportunity to spend time with them
in a – in a sort of growing up sense, which was a bit of a shame, looking back at it,
actually. So it was – it’s beginning to sound as if it was quite a sort of lonely life. It
didn’t feel like that. But I guess compared with kids now, who probably have big
circles of friends, it was a bit lonely, I think, in that sense. If I look at my
grandchildren now and the sort of communities they have, it’s very different. But I
guess that was the mentality after the war, really, that people were still hunkered
down, trying to recover. And I think it – everyone was trying to sort of do their own
thing a bit at that time and I think it wasn’t normal for people to have large circles of
friends. I think people were still very much focused on their own – their own lives
and making the most of them, really.
[36:40]

I’m interested in what you said a few moments ago about just wanting to know why.
Yes.

I guess there could be a number of different things motivating that. Was there any
particular one for you?
Yeah, I’ve often thought about this and I can’t put my finger on what it was, but it’s –
I think it’s not that normal to be that intensely interested in everything. And it wasn’t
just a casual interest. It was, you know, why is a plastic cup that shape, you know,
why is it wider at the top and narrower at the bottom and why is it ribbed and why
does it have a little rim round the top. Those were the sorts of things I was really
interested in from quite a young age. I didn’t always find the answers but at least I
was always questioning it and discussing it. And I don’t know where that came from
because my parents were not interested in those things. I never had conversations
with them about it. It was very much me wanting to understand the world, really, and
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how it worked. And it’s hard to quite know where it came from. It sort of came from
nowhere, I think [laughs].

Did it attach itself to any particular topics?
I don’t think so until – I think there was one sort of – like, I think, most children, there
was one particular teacher who I always remember sort of helped to move me in a
good direction. And this was a senior school. Actually I went to Tiffin School in
Kingston and there was a physics teacher there, whose name I now can’t remember,
who actually suddenly opened this door to me of understanding the world in terms of
materials and physics and, you know, mechanical engineering and so on. He opened a
door that suddenly enabled me to make a lot of sense about things that I’d been
questioning in my life up to that point. And that probably is when it all began to
become relevant to me, I guess, and obviously what then tipped me into an interest in
engineering. And it was – somehow he did something in the teaching that enabled me
to make real sense out of the subject of physics, and to some extent drew me into
maths as well. And I think up to that point I hadn’t been very academically good. I
mean, I scraped into Tiffin School, which is a grammar school. I scraped in, because
I didn’t do that well in my Eleven Plus exam and I was due to go somewhere else and
at the last minute they said I could go to Tiffin ‘cause there was a spare place, which
was quite a good school. Still is, actually. But I didn’t do very well until this one
physics master suddenly unlocked something in me related to that subject, related to
the subject of studying things and the way they were.

What was his teaching style?
Erm … I suppose his teaching style was to relate the subject to the practical world.
So actually instead of teaching it theoretically, he’d very much illustrate it by
experiments and so on, which seemed to relate to things that I could relate to. I can’t
particularly remember any examples of it, but he – he was very much focused on the
practical implementation of physics rather than the theory of physics. But you, of
course, learn the theory in the background as we went along. But I think that was the
thing that enabled it to be real for me. And so many people teaching at that time
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tended to take a very, you know, just teach the theory and teach to the exam and teach
to the – the stuff you needed to do to solve problems and answer exam questions,
whereas he was very much focused on helping us to understand the world. And I
shall be forever grateful to him for that. It’s a very important moment, I think. But by
that time, of course, I was out there building things and building rope bridges and
things as well, so I was sort of – I was obviously ready for that.

Are there any school science classes you remember in particular with examples of
that sort of thing in?
No, I don’t, no. I remember – I suppose, as most people do, I remember using prisms
and being very excited about rainbows coming out of the back end of a triangular
prism and things like that. They’d made a big mark on me, because it seemed to be
spectacularly exciting to see that in practice, just a beam of white light suddenly
becoming split into a spectrum. That stuck with me. I suppose one or two chemistry
lessons, you know, the usual things of explosions and things of that kind. But I was
hopeless at chemistry and I still find chemistry not a subject that appeals to me
compared with physics and maths. But yeah, nothing particular. I suppose electrical
circuits as well were very interesting. The fact you could get a light to come on
[laughs], it was a very simple thing but I still remember being quite impressed by that
for the first time.

It sounds almost like an interest in sort of causes and effects.
Yes, yeah, indeed. Yes, this is my quest, my quest to understand things. And I
suppose in the end, if you’re going to be creative, which – I ended up being an
innovator, you have to – you have to have a grounding in understanding the existing
world because if you don’t you can’t really be easily – you can’t easily be very
creative. So I suppose for me it was a – it was somehow, you know, that sort of
magic of that level of intense interest and the – the ability for people to unlock the
theory of that to me, or at least to help me understand there was a theory behind it too,
was very important at that, you know, that very early stage.
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[42:43]

[Clears throat] Sorry. Did you enjoy school?
Yes, I did. I don’t think I enjoyed primary school that much, ‘cause I moved primary
schools when we moved from one place to another, and it’s always very disruptive
when you move primary school in the middle. But – but the new school was very
welcoming and they were very kind to me and I got through the Eleven Plus, you
know, just about. But I – I don’t think I felt I was very clever. I – I didn’t have a
sense of being particularly good at anything at that stage. So I think at primary school
I didn’t really enjoy myself. When I got to secondary school, when I got to Tiffin
School, I found the first two or three years very, very hard indeed, ‘cause there were
some very, very bright people there and I was only sort of, you know, lower to middle
of the class and I felt a bit dispirited about that. And I wasn’t part of a community
either. But I began to do athletics. I began to do cross country running particularly
and discovered I was really good at it, without having done any training at all. And I
remember in the second year, I won the school cross country race for that year, totally
astonished [laughs] myself and everyone else. And somehow through athletics and
cross country running, I began to establish a sense of myself in the school, which then
led onto a bit more confidence and then led onto this sort of bit of a revelation as I got
older in physics. And then eventually I became deputy head boy of the school. So I
sort of went through a stage of finding the school very difficult to actually being a
leader in the school by the time I left, and actually really enjoying that. So I went
from finding it difficult to actually really enjoying it by the end, which I guess is – it’s
the mark of a good school that helps you to do that.

Could you describe what Tiffin was actually like to me?
Yeah, Tiffin is a typical grammar school, red brick grammar school in the – in
Kingston upon Thames in Surrey. Very much a school focused on academic results.
It always was actually from the beginning. But also a school that – that thinks sport’s
very important, so sport and academic achievement, really critical. Pastoral care was
very limited, so actually there wasn’t much support structure in place. So you could
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see a lot of people fell through it and couldn’t cope with it. Fairly brutal at times, you
know. Fairly, you know, corporate punishment was still alive and well, you know.
People were beaten in the classrooms when I was there, you know. So it was a quite,
you know, but that was how schools were then. Even in the 1960s, people were –
corporate punishment was still very much there. You know, the cane and the slipper
and things were used in school. Surprising really ‘cause it’s not that long ago, really,
that these things were still there. But the – there was a network of schools that did
sport and played sport against each other, so every Saturday there was a sort of, you
know, pretty fiercely competitive sporting occasions and that tended to sort of
dominate life. And the Scout troop that I mentioned earlier was part of the school, so
actually the Scouts that I was part of was a school outfit, which meant it was a lot – a
lot more practical for me to be involved in it, ‘cause the Scout hut was actually on the
school premises. So I could do scouting and school at the same time, and sport. And
then I could go to my choir in the evening back at home. So I could cram in more
than perhaps I could have otherwise. So I mean, I’m fond of the school. It was very
good for me, but it was a fairly tough and fairly brutal place without a lot of - the sort
of care structures that we’ve come to expect now were not there.

What sort of things were people punished for?
Bad behaviour, not producing sort of required standards of work. Mostly bad
behaviour. But there were certain people who were victimised at the school, I felt
anyway. There were people who were picked on a lot and made an example of, and I
thought that was pretty unfair. And, you know, that was – that was – I personally
didn’t like that at all, but it was just part of life, really. You could say it was almost a
form of bullying going on within the school of certain individuals. So – but the other
– the other aspect of it – there was a house system in the school, so there were
different houses that pupils belonged to. And I became the leader of the Drake house,
and so every Friday I think we had a house meeting, and that was of course pupils of
different ages coming together in one organisation. And there I used to have to give a
speech every Friday to – to sort of exalt them to do better in the sport competitions
and – and the house competitions so that our house could be the best house. So I got
to learn how to motivate people to do well in these competitive events and that was
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quite an important part of my learning, I guess, about leadership and so on. So I think
that grammar school structure of having house structures and interschool sport and
academic rigour was in the end a good training ground for leadership and innovation,
actually. But it’s a fairly brutal playground and if you succeed in it, it’s great, but if
you don’t I should imagine it’s not great [laughs]. But I did okay.

Brutal’s quite a strong word.
Yeah. Well, I think it is, actually, or was then. I don’t think it is now. I think there’s
a lot more focus on pastoral care in education then there was then. But I think it –
grammar schools and independent schools I think were fairly brutal places. I think we
know that from novels and so on. But I don’t think grammar schools have ever had
the attention perhaps that the independent schools had rather more famously [laughs].
But – but they were. They were rigorous places.

Is that sort of rigour from the staff or from the pupils as well?
Staff, mostly from the staff, yeah. It was – it was a regime where the staff were in
control [laughs].
[49:34]

Were there any subjects that appealed to you in particular? You mentioned physics
already, but more broadly?
Yeah, I think it was mostly maths and physics. And I think - geography and history, I
always felt they should appeal to me but they didn’t, really. Geography maybe a little
bit, but not that much. So – biology and chemistry, not really. Yeah, I was very, very
focused on those two subjects, really, in the end. And I’d no idea what I was going to
do, of course, so it wasn’t that I had a career structure in mind. I was just – I was just
doing my thing and I didn’t put effort into those subjects particularly because I
wanted to do something. I had no idea what I was going to do. But they just appealed
to me, so that’s really where I focused.
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We’ve talked a bit about physics, but why did maths appeal?
I think eventually, once I got the hang of it, I enjoyed the precision of it, again. I just
liked the idea that there was an answer to the question. And I suppose this was my
wanting to think that life was like that, you know, you could find an answer to every
question [laughs]. I now know, of course, that’s not true, but – but at that time it was
quite appealing that you could have a complex problem and solve it with, you know, a
quadratic equation or something. I really enjoyed that. Finding the answer to the
question out of some magical use of formulae and equations and things really
appealed to me. And the satisfaction I got out of going through exam questions and
things and finding solutions which worked, I used to love that [laughs].

How do you think you were – you were seen amongst your peers? Do you have a
sense of that?
Well, one of my nicknames at school was Nutty, I think partly ‘cause of Head and the
nut. But I sense I was probably regarded as a little bit academic and probably rather
quiet and probably, you know, obviously my sporting abilities were recognised to
some extent. But I was never part of the sort of sporting crowd in the sense of the sort
of – a bit later on, you know, the beer swilling rugby crowd or whatever. I was never
part of that. So I was probably rather quiet, probably not noticed that much. Probably
just got on with things. Was never an academic star but I was always in the – the
upper bit. So I suspect I probably just went through things being just part of the
background pretty much, until I became deputy head boy and I suppose I was a little
bit more – a little bit more at the forefront. But very much just someone who got on
with it, I think.

Did you have many friends?
I had a small circle of friends, but only very small, really. And in fact I’m now no
longer in contact with anyone I was at school with, which is really quite shocking
when I think about it now. But yeah, so I had – I had a couple of very good friends.
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In fact in the last two and a half years of my time at Tiffins, my parents moved to
Leeds so I was left behind, living with a friend in Tadworth in Surrey. And we used
to travel in on the 406 bus every day into Kingston, which is a long way from
Tadworth. And I was living with him at home when I did my A levels, so that was
fairly tough actually for me, to not be at home. But anyway, I succeeded just about.
And – but I’ve lost touch with him now too, so – so they weren’t- they were friends
but they weren’t people I’ve wanted to have – be lifelong friends, I suppose. Can’t
explain why but that’s just how it happened. I suppose you go to university and then
you tend to lose touch with people.

How much thought had you had about what you wanted to do after school?
I hadn’t really had any. And I suppose I – it was only when I – I knew what A levels I
was doing, presumably ‘cause I was – I was obviously, as I’ve said, maths, physics
orientated, so I went towards a science direction rather than the arts. And I suppose at
some point it must have dawned on me that I’d got to [laughs] start thinking about
what I’m going to do with this. And it was a very strange situation because – here
again my father must have had a good intuition about this, ‘cause he brought an article
home from the Daily Telegraph and it was a little sort of thin cut out article, which
I’ve still got at home somewhere, and it said that the – someone in civil engineering
was offering a scholarship for people going to university to do civil engineering, and
he encouraged me to apply. I’d never heard of civil engineering. I had – the term had
never – I’d never heard about it, so I went to my school and said, ‘Could you give me
a bit of advice about civil engineering?’ And they hadn’t got a clue what it was either
[laughs], which was really worrying. If you think of modern, you know, modern
career structures in schools, at that stage I couldn’t find anyone who knew anything
about civil engineering. And you couldn’t Google it, you know, you couldn’t look it
up. So – but my father said, you know, ‘You’ve clearly got some interests.’ You
know, I’d been building dams on beaches and things, so I – obviously I must have had
some interest. So he encouraged me to apply and astonishingly I got a scholarship. I
actually won a scholarship. I’ve no idea how I did it, but – I must have had an
interview, I suppose. So I actually got this little scholarship, actually before I applied
to university, so – so therefore I obviously then applied to do civil engineering
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[laughs], because – ‘cause it went with the scholarship. So it was a slightly curious
way of getting into it, which was sort of simply this little article my father brought
home [laughs] from the Daily Telegraph. And I suppose he thought it would be
helpful to have a bit of extra money, ‘cause they were not a, you know, they had very
little money and they were worried, I think, about being able to support me at
university, ‘cause - those days you had a means tested contribution from the local
authority to help you at university and because they – because he had a sort of
medium sized job at that stage, it meant that they had to support me, pretty much.
You know, there wasn’t a lot of support coming in from the local authority. So they
had to provide me with living costs and they were quite worried about that, so this
scholarship completely changed that ‘cause it meant I actually had some financial
support, which meant therefore there was less stress on the family. So that – I didn’t
have any thought about it other than [laughs] – other than that process.
[56:35]

Had your parents gone to university?
No, no, I was the first – as far as I know, the first in the family to go to university.
My sister didn’t go to university either, so – so I was the – yeah, I was the first.

How do you think your parents regarded that?
I think they were very proud. I mean, they were very proud of me getting to
university and they were very proud of everything I did subsequently – well, not
think, I know. So yeah, I think for them it was – I suppose one thing I didn’t say
earlier is my mother believed in social climbing, as you would call it then. You know,
she was passionate that we, you know, the family should be better off than they were
and – because, you know, the previous generation were, you know, were shopkeepers
and so on. So for her, I think it was a big, big step, me getting to university, and I
think they were very proud and excited about it, really. And I think they thought it
was amazing that I got good enough grades to get into Imperial College, which is
where I went to, which, you know, was probably, and still is, one of the top
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engineering universities. But there’s a story about that which we can talk about,
‘cause I wasn’t – Imperial College wasn’t my first choice, but …

I was going to ask, why Imperial?
Well, it was strange because once you got this scholarship you then had to decide,
obviously, where you went for, and my school was the sort of school that liked to get
people into Oxford and Cambridge because they were the two places – you got lots of
brownie points as a grammar school for getting people in, I suppose. So they decided
to encourage me at that stage, as deputy head boy, to take the Cambridge scholarship
exam to go to Cambridge. And the Cambridge scholarship exam meant you had to
stay on an extra year at school. You couldn’t do it straight from A level so you had to
stay on an extra year to study extra work to be able to attempt the exam. And they
persuaded me to take the scholarship rather than the open entrance exam and the
scholarship meant that you either got in or you didn’t. It was a sort of black and white
affair, whereas the entrance exam depended on your score and availability. So they
persuaded me to go for the all or nothing option, which I – I don’t know. By that time
I suppose I was confident enough [laughs] to say, okay, I’ll give this a try. So I stayed
on at school and – which meant I could do quite a lot as deputy head boy and do the
sport and other things. And – and I failed the exam [laughs]. So obviously in parallel
I’d applied to other universities and it was quite clear Imperial College was top of the
back behind Cambridge as a – as a university for civil engineering. It had a reputation
and a standing. So Imperial College was the first choice of the rest. And to be honest,
I spent very little time researching that. I just made that decision. It was a very
haphazard decision actually, because I thought I was going to Cambridge, so …
[Laughs] So it was a sort of – almost like an accident, but obviously there must have
been a bit of theory behind it.
[1:00:08]

When did you actually start at Imperial?
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I started there in 1966, in the August of 1966. And it was – of course Imperial
College was quite near home, so it wasn’t a – a big step away. By that time my
parents had come back to South London from Leeds, where they’d gone while I was
doing my A levels, and so it was relatively near home. But I have to say, it was a, you
know, it was quite a wrenching experience to some extent, going to university, you
know. I can still remember the first day, you know, when you arrive with your trunk
and your stuff and you’ve no idea what’s going to happen and you’ve no idea what
it’s going to be like, really. But it was – it was a – it was good. It was good from the
very beginning, actually. I had a good time.

Can you talk me through that first day?
I can, yeah. I remember arriving and the – you arrive at the halls of residence, ‘cause
I got a year in the local hall of residence in South Kensington. So you basically arrive
in the car with your trunk and your stuff, or bags or whatever, and you obviously are
given a room. So you go up to the room and you put all the stuff in the room. And
nobody had ever explained this to me, but obviously you’re all arriving together, so
actually you’re all there with the same feeling of, my god, you know, what am I doing
here, what’s going to happen next. And so you go in your room, you say goodbye to
your parents and then you – you think, god, you know, what’s going to happen next.
So you go down to the common room. And the first person I met in the common
room was called Brian Coulston and he became – he has become a lifelong friend. He
was my best man. We were friends all the way through university. And he was the
first person I met. And it is interesting, isn’t it, ‘cause you sort of cling onto each
other [laughs] in a way. We got on really well, of course. But that was an amazing
day in a way, ‘cause he’s been a lifelong friend and he’s still a friend and a family
friend and we see each other a lot. So he’s one of the sort of longest friends I’ve got,
actually.
[1:02:27]

What sort of chap was he back in 1966?
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He’s a – he comes from Newcastle and lived in Guisborough in Newcastle, so he had
a broad Newcastle accent and a wonderful sort of northern attitude to life, completely
different from this little boy from South London. And it was fascinating because he
had a completely different view upon life to me and in a sense that – we found that
very appealing to each other, I think. And for example, eventually we walked the
Pennine Way together. We walked the Pennine Way from one end to the other when
we left university. And of course that’s walking into his homeland of – of
Northumberland and Newcastle. And – and actually I discovered later on that my
grandfather’s father, I think, came from Newcastle, so somehow in my genes and my
roots there’s a sort of – there’s a sense of place about the north east, which – I’ve don
ea lot of work there too subsequently, so I have a great sense of – of bonding with that
part of the world. There’s something about it that appealed to me. Can’t explain it,
really.

You say he had a completely different outlook on life to you. Could you contrast the
two, please?
Yeah. His outlook of life was – a lot of it was about football, Newcastle football
team, erm, the sort of industrial life. He was a chemist actually and he – he worked
for Chorus in – in – he actually commissioned the Redcar blast furnace at – in Redcar.
And he – he just had a, you know, he came from an industrial sort of heritage
background and the football and the family life in Newcastle and how tough it was,
and – whereas I was this quiet little schoolboy, chorister, scouting person from South
London who, you know, wouldn’t say boo to a goose, who was a very different – a
very contrasting sort of view of life. But – but each of us was fascinated in the other,
really, and enjoyed each other’s company. Several things happened. He – we both
met our future wives at the university and we were – we were both in the presence as
it happened, as it were, which is also curious. So that’s a sort of lifelong bonding
thing. And also our circle of friends was very – that was developed was very crossdisciplinary, so instead of making friends with the civil engineering community, right
from the outset we developed friends across the university, so we weren’t in a clique
within our own disciplines. So we had a wonderful cross-disciplinary group with
mathematicians and – and others in it and people who came from completely different
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backgrounds. There was someone from Burton on Trent, there was someone from
Northumberland, there was someone from South Wales in our – in our group, which
was lovely, actually, and very special to us. So – so it sort of – there was something
about the enjoyment of not making friends with someone from your own – your own
little narrow world in Imperial that appealed to us.
[1:05:53]

What did you make about the prospect of going to Imperial?
I think I was very excited about the prospect, because of its reputation, and I think I
was completely awestruck by the notion that I could go there and be part of it. And,
you know, universities like that seem like enormously powerful institutions that you
can’t possibly sort of understand or get to know. So in the end, I think my attitude to
it was just to sort of hunker down and try and do what I could do personally, you
know, and just sort of make the most of it rather than even attempting to understand
what it was all about [laughs], and just take it as it came, really. So I was very much –
I was still rather – rather an academically focused person. I spent a lot of time
working. But the first year at university was actually really easy for me because I’d
spent an extra year at school doing advanced studies for the Cambridge scholarship.
I’d therefore done a level of maths and physics that was way beyond most students
going to Imperial. So my first year was much too easy for me and therefore I was
able to play bridge late into the night and do all sorts of rather, you know, sort of
intellectual but pursuits that didn’t require huge amounts of academic work, so I had
quite a good time in the first year. I also – I was still doing cross country running and
I actually ran something called the Hyde Park Relay, which was a big important road
race in London, and I was asked to help with the organisation of that. So in my first
year I was – I was heavily involved in organising this massive event in Hyde Park and
so I didn’t need to spend a lot of time doing academic stuff. So it was quite an
interesting year for me. It was the first year perhaps when I didn’t need to be working
every night on exams and things, so I had a little bit more freedom. But I chose to do
it organising relay races and play Bridge [laughs] rather than anything else.
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How did you find being away from home?
It was fine because I’d been away from home for the previous two or three years,
living, you know, in someone else’s house. So for me it wasn’t difficult at all, really.
It was much more difficult doing that for the first time than going to university. In a
way university was a – was a nicer environment than living in someone else’s house,
you know, when you had all the constraints and lack of freedom that that brings and,
you know, not quite knowing what the expectations of you were. So for me it was – it
was actually very pleasant to have my own room, to be able to make my own
decisions and make my own decisions on what I wore and where I went [laughs] and
what I did. I really enjoyed that. So for me it wasn’t a wrench at all.

Where were you actually living?
In the university. Well, it was in something called South Side Halls of Residence,
which is just off Exhibition Road, opposite the mechanical engineering building. And
actually only just recently it’s been demolished and rebuilt, but still there, I mean, but
a new building now. And it was a very interesting building. It was – it was a sort of
concrete and wood building. Very much felt like the festival hall sort of architecture,
but quite nice rooms, really. Had our own room. And you were literally right next to
the place where you worked, which is a great privilege in London, to actually be so
close. Never had to travel anywhere. Never had to get involved in that. Could just
walk everywhere, enjoy Hyde Park just up the road, and, you know, it was very, very
convenient. And I was in there for the second year as well. It was only in the third
year I had to find accommodation outside the – outside the hall of residence
arrangements and that was – that was when I realised just how difficult London was,
‘cause you ended up with a tiny little room above a shop in – in South Ken, which
was pretty unpleasant, actually, and it made you realise you were very privileged to be
in a hall of residence for two years out of three.

What was so bad about the little room?
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Well, it was pokey. It was small. It was cold. It was not very clean. And you
literally went there to sleep, really. So you worked and ate and lived in the university
and just sort of – it was a garret, really. And even at weekends, you wouldn’t spend
any time there because it was pretty unpleasant. But I – in the end I thought it was
better to be living close to – close to university than commuting long distances from a
rather unpleasant room out in the suburbs [laughs] for me. I thought it was better to
have a rather poky small room there. The interesting thing about that room was it was
in a building that Winston Churchill had used in his youth. It was – there was a little
plaque on the wall inside saying Winston Churchill lived here [laughs], which was
very strange. But the building’s still there. It’s opposite Brompton Oratory, over one
of the shops there.
[1:11:15]

After that first year of playing bridge and doing relay races, what’s social life like for
you at university?
Well, it was – it was pleasant enough. I mean, obviously girls were of interest at that
stage, so there used to be dances and things that we would occasionally go to. So
there was – University College London used to have a very good sort of dance type
music event every Saturday, where they used to have big bands there, so we
occasionally went over there, but I think it was more to meet girls than it was to listen
to music. And then there were one or two events actually in our hall of residence and
around the traps [ph] and one or two events at other places. So there were – and then
there were the occasional party. You know, people had circles of friends. So I can
remember going to one or two parties in Chiswick and places as far west as that. On a
Saturday night somebody would say, ‘Oh, I’ve got an invitation to a party,’ so you’d
go along there. It was mostly – mostly about meeting people and drinking and, you
know, there wasn’t much else to parties other than a bit of music, a bit of dancing, a
bit of drinking and so on. Mercifully no drugs in my life, either then or subsequently
or earlier, actually, although I was aware at that time that people smoked cannabis and
so on. But certainly – fortunately I never really either got involved in it or was even
at a place where that sort of thing was going on. I think the only party I ever went to
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was in Oxford, where people were smoking cannabis, you know, almost openly, as if
it was normal, which I remember being very shocked about and I sort of – I sort of
very quickly left [laughs], because I thought this is not – this is not appropriate. But it
was actually in the end of the – it was the end of the first year. In fact it was on May
12th 1967 that there was a dance at my hall of residence, which was free for women to
attend, which is obviously what you did in a rather male dominated hall of residence,
and that’s where I met my wife. She actually came from Whitelands College, teacher
training college in Putney, and arrived there and I asked her to dance [laughs]. And
that was it [laughs]. So from the end of the first year through my second and third
years at university, I had my wife as my – my sort of friend and girlfriend, as it were.
And so life was sort of dominated by that too. So she became part of the, you know,
the friendship circle. And my best man also met his future wife the following year at
a similar event somewhere else. So – you know, so gradually the circle included
women rather than just males at the university.

What did you like about your wife when you first – when you first asked her for that
dance?
She was very pretty. She – she was just a very nice person, really, and very good
looking, very beautiful person. So we just got on really well. And I think she – she
was sort of looking for friendship, as I was, I suppose, and somehow we clicked. It’s
hard to know, isn’t it? But we’ve been married for – that was 1967. We got married
in 1970 and we’re still married. So we’ve been going for forty-two years. So it’s
worked out pretty well, really [laughs].
[1:15:10]

How did your relationship actually progress after that first meeting?
Erm, relatively slowly. We didn’t sort of jump – jump into a deep relationship that
quickly. At that stage, this was 1967, I suppose the – the sort of openness hadn’t
reached everybody by that stage. You know, it wasn’t – it was a sexual revolution
going on but it wasn’t – everybody wasn’t up to it, you know. So I’m sure some
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people were but we didn’t, and so it was quite a gently relationship that gradually
built up over a number of years, really. So yeah, so it was – so we got married pretty
much – I mean, she left – she was a year ahead of me, so she was – she’d left college.
So actually for one year we were both in London but for the next year she’d gone off
to – to teach on the south coast, so actually we were quite separated again. So
actually we were only together for a relatively short time until she left her college. So
actually it was a long distance relationship for the third year. So – so it was a slow
sort of relationship, really, building up to eventually deciding to stay together. So it
wasn’t – it wasn’t anything other than that gentle getting to know each other thing.
And I suppose you can’t spend that much time together, ‘cause she was working very
hard, I was working very hard. But I think, to be honest, it was only after I met her in
the second year that I really, you know, as the challenge of university gathered, that I
really started to work very hard. She – she inspired me to start working really hard at
university, which is – which is nice. And somehow I suppose I was beginning to
think about a future with her and that meant that I had a responsibility, I felt, you
know, to sort of really focus my mind. So I started working really hard and I became
known at university for someone who worked ridiculously long hours on everything
and produced really high quality work.

Could you give me an idea of how long ridiculously long hours might be?
Oh, I would work till – I suppose I’d work most nights till about one in the morning
probably doing coursework and stuff. Doing civil engineering is a very tough thing to
do at university. You have to learn a lot. You have to do a lot of coursework, a lot of
writing up laboratory stuff and writing essays and so on, and of course there is a level
at which you can do – there are lots of levels you can do it at. You can do it at a
nominal level. You can do it at a very high level. And I somehow opted to do it at a
very high level, both in terms of content and presentation, and that meant I had to
work very long hours. And certainly people in mathematics didn’t work anything like
the same amount. People in chemistry didn’t need to work. It was actually the
engineers who were known all over the university for people who had to work much
harder than everyone else. So it was – it was tough. And I eventually ended up
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getting a first and I think, you know, to get a first at Imperial, you have to work really,
really hard to actually achieve it. That’s what I decided to do.

I think that seems a good point to stop for lunch.
Yes, okay.

It’s one o’clock.
[End of Track 1]
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What do they actually teach in civil engineering at university?
Well, it was – it was a three year course for the undergraduate course and the first
year was a general engineering course. So actually you’re being taught largely with
the mechanical engineers and electrical engineers and so on, but you have one or two
laboratory sessions specially for civil engineers, but it’s mostly a general course. So
in that year you’re doing mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, civil
engineering, in a fairly general sense, which means it covers a lot of AS level type
maths and physics. So that’s why, in fact, I’d done a lot of that before, so it was only
really the laboratory sessions and the specialised bits of civil engineering that were
different. But it’s in the second year it became much more specialised. And so then
you’re getting into sessions on structural engineering, in terms of water management,
in terms of geological – teaching about geology, landslips and things like that. And
also some architectural teaching and visiting museums and doing drawings and things
like that as well as the foundation – extending the foundations of maths and
mechanics and so on. And then in the third year it’s largely coursework of all kinds
and major projects and so on. And then there are exams each year, so you have to get
through those, and your total mark is very much influenced by how you do in each of
the three years, really.

In that first year, when you’re mixed up with all the other types of engineers, are there
any distinguishing characteristics between a civil engineer compared to an electrical
engineer or a mechanical engineer?
Erm … interesting question. I mean, it did seem to me that the civil engineers were a
little more worldly, let’s say, a little more sort of interested in the wider implications
of things, you know, the social and economic aspects, and, you know, a little bit more
focused on real large scale projects rather than small manufacturing and other things.
So actually there is – there is a difference in mindset between people, even when
they’re starting doing civil engineering. I think they partly have some sense of
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wanting to influence and help people’s lives and a real understanding of infrastructure
and its relationship. I think there is a difference.
[02:50]

I couldn’t help but notice that quite a large chunk of the second year seemed to be
taken up with, well, learning about the land, I suppose.
Yes, yeah, geology and land and – yeah. I mean, when I started civil engineering, the
idea that civil engineers should effectively manage the forces of nature for the benefit
of people was very much the philosophy. You know, we were there to manage
natural systems and to make sure they didn’t interfere with the progress of
humankind, you know, as it were. Whereas of course now we realise that – it’s now
completely the opposite. What we need to do now is work with natural systems, in
harmony with them, to actually improve quality of life. So in those days it was very
much about managing the earth in a way which – where it would support us, you
know, in terms of tunnelling and land, you know, geology and building cities on land
that wouldn’t subside and making sure that dams didn’t fail and so on and so forth.
You know, it was very much about that, whereas I guess if you did civil engineering
now you would be looking at sustainable development. You would be looking at all
sorts of ways of understanding natural systems and working in harmony with them.
So it is – I think things have changed dramatically. But the soil, the earth and the
ground, water and water systems were very much part of what we did. It was a very
critical part of it, really.

Can we talk a little bit more about things like geology?
Mm.

How much of it do you do compared to the other subjects?
Erm … it’s a good question. I’m not sure. I mean, it wasn’t a huge part of the course.
I would say it was probably not more than twenty percent, if that, probably. And of
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course we had the privilege actually of having Skempton there still as a professor,
who in many ways was the – was the father of geology and geotechnical research and
knowledge in the UK, and he was still there. Professor Skempton was still teaching.
So we had one or two lectures from him, which was very inspiring because he is one
of those people that probably created a lot of modern civil engineering techniques in
geology. And I think at that stage, because of metro construction particularly,
tunnelling was becoming more and more important, and also probably for water
supply as well. So rock tunnelling, as well as – as well as soil. So actually the course
was divided into two areas. Professor Hook, I think his name was, in the Royal
School of Mines taught us about rock engineering, and Skempton and the team taught
us about – taught us about soils and soft clays and soils. So actually it was, you
know, Imperial College was sophisticated in the sense that you had two completely
different departments teaching those two elements, both of which are very important
to civil engineers.

Why does a civil engineer need to know about soil?
Well, basically because everything we build is – is obviously on land. It’s not flying
in the air. So it’s basically rooted in the land and the stability of the land is important,
both in terms of just stability of putting something very heavy there, which obviously
has to not, I guess, subside or collapse sideways, but also the whole issue of using
those soils to build things with, like earth dams and so on, and stability of slopes
around cuttings of railways and roads, making sure that the slopes are stable and so
on. So pretty much every civil engineering structure has to – has to sit on or be
involved in the soils and rocks around it. So a lot of success is associated with that
element and you cannot just be a structural engineering without bringing geotechnics
into every single project one does, really.

Bearing in mind I don’t really – I’ve never really thought that much about soil before
[laughs]. I’m wondering, what sort of things do you have to know about it?
Well, I think the – the really difficult part of it is getting to grips with the idea that it’s
all uncertain, because – going back to my – some of my thoughts about being a
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youngster, wanting to think that everything is determinate and can be calculated and
resolved, to some extent structures are like that. You know, reinforced concrete and
steel structures of all kinds can be pretty much resolved in terms of how they behave,
but soils can’t be because they’re infinitely variable. You never quite know what’s
there, even if you drill through it to, you know, we do sort of borehole sampling,
where you drill through the soils and you can look at the different layers in one place
but then if you drill a hole somewhere else it might be very different, so – because
soils are laid down through geological history in layers and – and they vary all the
time. So it’s the variability of that, the softness, the different combinations of
different minerals and silts and clays and sand and – they all have different properties.
So it’s an infinitely complex problem and you can have inclusions in there, which can
be quite different in one place to another, or even holes in the soil, holes in limestone
created by water and things like that. So it’s therefore a very complex subject and
therefore requires a lot of empirical and clever mathematical theories to try and
understand it as best as possible, with large factors of safety to cover you against
several of the different eventualities. So it – it’s probably the one subject we were
taught at university which made you realise that life is not certain in the way that my
original desire was that it would be. There’s a lot more interpretation and a lot more –
being someone in the field who can look at things from experience and actually make
decisions without being able to do infinitely complex calculations to resolve it and
everything. So it’s quite an important part of a civil engineer’s psychology is actually
being able to manage risk and uncertainty rather than just the risks associated with
certainties.
[09:20]

How do they sort of teach you about things like – is it a practical subject you learn?
Or do they – field expeditions or –
Yes. Yes, I mean – yeah, because the professors that we were talking to had evolved
ways of actually analysing these problems, which were to some extent empirical,
which means that they’re not, you know, scientific theory. They’re an assembly of
experience, which is then put into empirical formulae and other ways of looking at
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problems. And most failure mechanisms are well known. Bits of soils tend to go
along slip circles, as they’re called, where you get a sort of failure plain, which you
can anticipate, and you can therefore look at the soils at the interface along a typical
slip plain and then work out what the resistance to failure might be using empirical
formulae. So – so yeah, there are ways of handling those uncertainties, but actually
they’re very, very complicated and if you put a – if you build a wall down into the
ground and you excavate on one side of it once you’ve built the wall and you’ve got
to work out what – how the thick the wall has to be to stand up, for example, that is a
very, very complex problem and it depends on whether there are drain holes and
whether water builds up behind and what the actual condition of the soil is actually
there. And these things are very difficult and uncertain actually and that’s why I think
– you may remember, when the Heathrow Tunnel railway was being constructed there
was a big – there was a big collapse of one of the Heathrow stations, for example,
caused by the roof material being too thin and then collapsed. There was a huge hole
suddenly appeared at Heathrow [laughs] when they were building the Heathrow
Express. Things like that still happen because of the uncertainties associated with it.
[11:17]

Were there any parts of the engineering course that appealed to you more than
others?
I suppose I was drawn towards structural engineering. I enjoyed – I enjoyed prestressed concrete actually very much, ‘cause pre-stressed concrete – this is where you
have concrete with some reinforcing bars in it, which is fairly conventional, just steel
bars holding the concrete together. But then you put a – another cable through it and
you sort of put a lot of stress and you sort of compress the concrete together, so when
you then try and bend it, it doesn’t crack and you can take higher loads. And I found
that very exciting because actually, depending on how much load you put in and
where you put it in and what eccentricity you put it in, you can actually be very
creative about designing structures with different shapes. And I found that very
appealing ‘cause it was actually a very flexible and exciting design opportunity, which
I really enjoyed. So actually I did a major project in pre-stressed concrete. It was a
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warehouse building, not very inspiring building really, but I quite enjoyed designing it
and working it all out. So I think when I left university, I was really keen to work in
pre-stressed concrete and I didn’t ever work in pre-stressed concrete [laughs]. But –
but actually it was a subject I really enjoyed at the time and probably, you know, I
found quite inspiring actually. There were lots of famous engineers around at that
time. Jean Muller was one of them, who was a bridge engineer, who was designing
some most incredibly complex and exciting bridge structures in – in pre-stressed
concrete. And – and another one was Leonhardt, a German engineer, who was again
doing some very innovative construction techniques in reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete structures. Both of them came and lectured at the university, so we
had that sort of connection to real engineers in the field, who were pioneering in –
particularly in bridges.

Interesting choice of words you used in describing pre-stressed concrete, enjoyed prestressed concrete, found pre-stressed concrete inspiring. Most people wouldn’t see
that in concrete. Could you unpack it a little bit and tell me what – what’s inspiring
in it for you?
Well, I think probably it was the ability to shape it and to put stress into it so the
shaping could be used to your advantage. When you’re designing in steel and other
materials, actually creating those freeform shapes is much more difficult ‘cause
you’re constrained by manufacturing issues and three, you know, three dimensional
curvature in steel and metals is really difficult. So – so the idea that you could create
virtually any shape you like and then stress it in a way where some of that shape
works to your advantage is actually a very, very interesting and amazing opportunity,
actually. And there was an Italian engineer called Nervi, who was very famous for
designing some bridges and big shell roofs and things, and I found those structures
both beautiful and also they were very economical, actually. And that’s where the
inspiration came from were those great engineers, who were exploiting those
materials in a way that – at that stage it really wasn’t possible to do it in other
materials. We can now because we’ve now developed automated cutting and – and
manufacturing systems in metals, which can now begin to match those complex
shapes, but then it wasn’t possible to do that and therefore there was a lot more. You
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know, for a young person who was really quite interested, you know, in shapes and
architecture expressions, I found that very interesting at that moment.
[15:27]

I’m interested as well in the sort of differences there are between architecture and
civil engineering and structural engineering and things like that. What did it actually
mean to you just as you were starting your career in civil engineering?
It was interesting, actually. I didn’t say this earlier, but actually I had a hunch that I
might be interested in being an architect at some stage. And it was only a hunch, but I
think it was probably ‘cause I’d been this young boy sort of studying things intently
and therefore, you know, the way buildings were put together and the way roof gutters
worked and the way that roof tiles worked and – you know, all of those things were
things I was interested in, so therefore there was a sort of sense of – I could probably
be an architect ‘cause I understand some of those things already feeling about it, but
because of my father coming along with a bit of paper, that didn’t – that didn’t figure
out in the end. But – but I had that interest in shape and form and the way things went
together. And so when I did the studying in civil engineering, I was obviously able to
sort of start thinking about how those joined together. And we were – there were
some innovative ideas there. We used to go and do sketching and drawing, and it
isn’t until you draw things that I think you can understand form and shape properly
because you – it’s like my modelling, I suppose. You know, as a model maker you
get a much better understanding of three dimensional shape than you ever would just
looking at drawings. And it’s the same when you actually go and try and draw things.
So we went to Paddington Station and did drawings of the station roof. We went into
the science museum and did drawings of the building and the things inside it. And
when you do that, you start to understand the relationships between shapes and form
and human activity. And so we probably had quite a good understanding of the role
that engineers would play in enabling architects to create dramatic shapes and forms,
which maybe are not possible otherwise. So somehow at the end of the three years in
Imperial College, one came out not being a – just someone who could calculate
things. You came out actually being able to think about problem solving of working
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with architects and others to actually resolve complete solutions. In fact, one of the
professors at Imperial College once referred to this as a habit of mind and I think in a
way what Imperial College gave me was a habit of mind about problem solving,
which wasn’t simply doing a calculation but it was actually a complete solution of a
holistic type of problem, which, as we said, would include resolving foundations and
soils, resolving materials and shapes, stresses, strains and loadings, uncertain issues of
natural events and so on. Somehow or other we came out with a habit of mind, which
gave us the confidence to be able to tackle things. And I think that’s really, really
important that – that teaching isn’t just a, you know, teaching a formulae to do
calculations to solve questions in exam papers, you know, that it was more than that.
And that I’ve been eternally grateful for because I think I did have a habit of mind that
prepared me for the sort of next stage and – and it’s hard to quite know how that’s
happened. I think it’s a mix of theoretical teaching, practical experimentation and
going out and drawing and – and being able to spend time studying architects and the
relationship between architects and engineers.
[19:20]

As a holistic approach, how much were you encouraged to think about how the civil
engineering things you were going to be building in your career would actually affect
the world around it, people, those sorts of things, while you were at Imperial?
There wasn’t a great deal of teaching about that, I have to say, but of course we did
have case studies. So if you were a thinking sort of person, you would understand
these case studies were not just about the structure, they were about the benefit to
people. And I can’t remember any examples of it, I have to say, right now, so I think
it wasn’t all pervasive at all. But clearly from meeting people, there was a realisation
that real projects were making a real difference. I mean, at that time – ‘cause we’re
talking about 1968, ’69, the whole of the motorway system in the UK was being built.
So I mean, this was a pretty – it was a good time to come out of civil engineering
‘cause there were lots of jobs. So actually that was the time when the whole of the
UK infrastructure was being transformed and therefore I suppose we must have had a
pretty good understanding that this was all about improving quality of life for people.
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And in a way it was, you know, its own little way, it was probably as important as
some of the original Victorian railway engineering that shortened - the journey time
from London to Bristol, for example, was probably a two and a half day coach trip
with coach and horses suddenly became a couple of hours in a train, even in Victorian
times, in Brunel’s time. And I guess probably the same happened with the motorway
system, that suddenly you could drive at least half – in half the time, distances that
you couldn’t drive before. So I think there was a real sense that engineers could
actually really transform quality of life for people at that time, which we were very
much conscious of, and very much conscious of the sort of big challenges of design
and construction and everything else. And it wasn’t just about design. I’ve talked a
lot about design, but also an understanding of construction, an understanding of what
construction was about and how it was done and how you needed machines and – and
safety issues and so on. So there was a lot of that too.

How much of the course was practical in that sort of sense then?
Well, it increased through the three years. So as we got into year two, that increased
and in year three it was quite practical. We had some field courses. Imperial College
has a field centre out in Berkshire where you go and do practical surveying and the
sorts of systematic surveying of – of topography and distances on the ground which
you need to start civil engineering projects. So we went out there for a few days and
actually did that sort of practical stuff in the field. We had laboratory work, where we
were able to use bridge models to actually understand how bridges behaved in three
dimensions and actually test models and test how the stresses and strains in them are
working out and so on. And we had some work with practical civil engineers who
were visiting professors, I guess, who used to come in and give us some lectures on
real – real world projects, and we had one or two site visits to real world projects in
and around London. So yeah, so there were quite a lot of practical things. And then
in year three it was very much about major projects, where we had to actually design
something. So we had a bridge to design and I chose to design this pre-stressed
concrete warehouse, for example. So it became more and more focused on practical
things. And you could choose at that stage. You could do a water project or a – or a
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structural project or a geotechnical project, you know, and I – I chose the structures
one, but lots of other people will have chosen different things.
[23:35]

I’m interested in this idea of laboratory work and I guess, you know, laboratory isn’t
a word you readily associate with building things. So what do you do in a civil
engineering laboratory class?
Well, testing materials, so standard tests on concrete blocks and tensile tests on steel
specimens and things like that, just to understand both the test techniques and how
materials behave under load and give you some idea of that. And if you take a
concrete block, what happens if you reinforce it and how that’s different. And those
were the things that you can learn firsthand in a laboratory. But then also scale
models of structures, as I said before, and how they behave. And at that stage, of
course, we’re talking about a time when computers were almost nonexistent. We’re
still talking here about 1968. So the, you know, there weren’t – computers didn’t
exist for doing calculations in a practical way. It was only about five years later
before computers were available for calculations. So it’s as well to remember, this is
a time when I was using a slide rule for all our work, so all of my calculations that I
did at the university were done with a slide rule and logarithmic tables for the more
difficult calculations. So – so, you know, this is actually a world where having three
dimensional models you can test to understand three dimensional behaviour was
really important, because there wasn’t really a way of analysing it in any other way
than testing the three dimensional behaviour. So at that point laboratories were really
important. I would say there’s less so now because we can now model everything
using what are called finite element models, where you can actually virtually test
behaviour of most structures now in a computer rather than having to build a – rather
than build a model.

Do you think you lose anything by putting the model inside the computer and doing it
yourself?
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Yeah, I think you do because clearly you can make a mistake in the – in the properties
in a computer model, for example. So you could have a model that you thought was a
perfect model of something when actually there might be a – a component in it which
is much too weak or much too strong, that might actually be wrong when you haven’t
spotted it. And I have a real life example of that later in my career. So yeah, so
actually having a physical model’s a lot more convincing in some ways [laughs], but
there are of course ways now of checking whether computer models are right or not.
But there was a whole period as they evolved where it was quite hard to know
whether the computer model was right or not.

How much calculation is involved in a civil engineering degree?
Rather a lot, actually, I would say. That might be ‘cause I took a structures sort of
evolution, which meant calculations were fairly pervasive in working out whether a
structure was going to stand up or not and how much it weighed and how much – how
much material it needed and so on. So I would say probably fifty percent of one’s
time was doing calculations, I would – just – that’s from memory. It’s a long time
ago now, but it felt like that. It’s probably less actually but it felt like fifty percent.
But – but quite a lot of writing reports and drawings and tables and graphs and things
like that. But graphs are calculations too.

I’m interested as well in the sort of sketching and drawing. Is it something you’re
actually trained in at all?
Yeah, we were trained. I mean, I wouldn’t say that it was a mainstream training, but
we did go and have these drawing classes and we were taught to draw by people who
were – were architects and practising people, and that was very helpful. I was really
good at drawing, actually. Always have been. And I really enjoyed that time because
I could draw – I had the encouragement and freedom to draw in a way I’d never done
before, so for me it was quite an exciting time because I was effectively asked to go
and draw seriously and then I found I could do it really and that actually led me to
getting into drawings and painting at that time, which – which was very exciting in
another dimension of my personal capabilities. And so drawings actually were
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something I enjoyed all the way through my early career. Actually, you know,
producing drawings myself for the things that were going to be built, I found very
satisfying, yeah.

Were these technical drawings or –
Well, both, really, both. Both, if you like, life drawing as well as technical drawing.
So we actually were doing both and we were encouraged to do both, which I think is
very important, ‘cause technical drawing has a, you know, has a purpose but actually
life drawing is very important in terms of communicating design ideas and illustrating
things in a practical way. And both of those I’ve used all through my career, actually.
Both are important, really.
[29:05]

Are there any teachers or lecturers you remember in particular from university?
Well, one – one particular person who was hugely influential in my life actually was a
Professor Tom Wyatt, who was my personal tutor at Imperial College. And the
reason that he was so important in my life is because he is probably the one, as he was
my personal tutor, who encouraged me to go into bridge engineering, because he
realised I was interested in structures. And also he was an aerodynamicist, so he’s
someone who looked at the stability of long span bridges in high winds and was a
world leading expert on that. And somehow or other – well, he encouraged me to
move to a company called Freeman, Fox and Partners, who were involved in long
span bridges, and that sort of sent me off in that direction. But then, because I worked
on some of the world’s longest bridges and in very deep innovation in aerodynamics,
he became a lifelong colleague, professional colleague, in the subject and therefore
taught me and a lot of people under me how all that works. So – so I was fortunate to
have him as a – as a colleague, I guess. There were lots of others but none of them
have played a big role in my life other than Tom, who is still a dear friend and – and
absolutely – a person who’s – who’s wonderful in his field but is also a very human
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person and actually someone who, you know, becomes a friend, which is – which is
very important when you’re a youngster at university.

What sort of chap was he back in the ‘60s?
He was a – a very tall, very intense, technically demanding but very kind person. So
he came over as someone absolutely vibrantly involved in his field with huge
expertise but also time for little old me to [laughs] – to take to me about my problems
and issues. But you always sensed that he was doing big things and – and one was
quite in awe of his – the world he lived in and the people he was working with. As I
said, this was the period when big bridges and major roads were happening all over
the UK. The first Severn crossing was – he was involved in designing and building
that, and the Forth crossing I think was sort of reaching conclusion. And so, you
know, he was involved in all those fantastic feats of – of human engineering. So – so
he was a great person to be with.

With what sounds like a busy work life, did you still have time for sporting activities?
Yes, I do, a little bit. Not quite so much now as I used to [laughs], inevitably. But
when I was at – when I was at school I became a runner, as I think I said earlier, and I
was taught by a person called Robbie Brightwell, who was a world class 400 metre
runner, and he was our games master at Tiffin School. And so he arrived, I think only
in my last three years at university, I think, and so he used to take over our training
and mentoring. And I was quite a good half mile and miler. In fact I – I was the best
half miler and miler at school by quite a long distance and I always won the – the
athletics competition every year, but I, you know, I got into sort of regional and
county level running, both in cross country and athletics. And so he trained us. But
Robbie Brightwell actually was off to the Tokyo Olympics himself while he was still
teaching us, with his girlfriend Anne Packer, and I actually trained with him on the
lead up to the Tokyo Olympics and used to run against Ann Packer, who was a half
miler. And when Robbie and Ann went off to the Olympics, he was expected to win
the gold in the 440 yards, as it was then, and she was not expected to do that well in
the half mile, although she actually won the half mile gold medal and he, I think, got a
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silver or bronze. And – and the fact I trained with them and I actually could just about
beat Ann Packer at half miling – at least my best times were slightly faster than her
best times, was quite a memory for me. So I have a sort of sporting heritage and
that’s – as I’m now doing, I bring out this story occasionally [laughs]. But I think it
was mostly downhill from there. But I carry on playing tennis and I play cricket and
I’ve played cricket for various companies I worked for, you know, on a sort of casual
basis. And I used to play seven aside rugby at school and whenever I watch England
play rugby I always remember that moment, the kickoff when the whistle blows and
still – I still feel engaged with it. And I – I love watching England play cricket too.
So – so I’m very much interested in sport.

Why?
[Laughs] I think it’s the – it’s the competition. I’m a competitive person and I always
want to beat everyone around me, I suppose, not in a particularly aggressive way but I
just – I want to test myself all the time. And so sport is – is the obvious place where
you do that. And I also enjoy physical activity. I enjoy the – the feeling I get from –
from physical activity and this is why I do walking and mountain climbing. I just
enjoy testing myself against the elements and – and so on. So it’s as much me against
the elements as it is the team sport thing for me.
[35:05]

I was wondering if you could paint me a portrait of yourself about – as you were
approaching the end of your university time.
Mm. Erm, portrait of myself, gosh. Here’s a – a sort of very hard working university
student, wearing a corduroy jacket and – brown corduroy jacket, sort of probably light
brown trousers and reasonably smart shoes with a – quite often wearing a white shirt
and a – and a tie, which is a pretty unusual image of a student nowadays. And
working pretty hard, trying to get the best degree possible and beginning to think
about his future with a – with a girlfriend and spending a lot of time with her probably
rather than with people in the university. So I’m off down to Worthing at the
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weekends to see her and so on. So a rather hard working, not around very much
student [laughs].
[36:15]

Had you had much thought about what you wanted to do after?
No. It was only really through my – through my tutor, Tom Wyatt, that – who was – I
suppose for the last year at university, was encouraging me to go off and to – to work
for Freeman Fox. I think it was partly because he – he obviously worked a lot with
them on these big bridges and therefore knew all the partners there very well, and I
guess they were on the lookout for people that they wanted to try and encourage into
the company. I know that now, of course. I didn’t know that then. And so I guess he
– he picked me out as someone who might be useful to them. So – so I think he was
the one that really very cleverly encouraged me towards that, without ever – without
ever saying they want to give you a job or anything. And I suppose at that stage,
being interested in structures, you had to be interested in big bridges, because if you
were a civil engineer, and because such big bridges were being built around the world
at that time, you know, it’s a very romantic and very exciting thing. So I think it was
a fairly obvious transition for me at that stage. And so I then looked around and I
think I applied to three or four companies. But we were very fortunate because, you
know, the industry has been up and down. You know, in the 1980s you couldn’t have
got a job for love nor money, coming out of Imperial College even. So there are times
when it’s good and times when it’s bad, but we were very lucky in 1969 because it
was probably the peak of the – of the boom in construction in roads in the UK and
there were loads of jobs out there. So in a sense we could pick and choose which
company we worked for. I actually had the choice of three, actually.

Which three?
So it was Freeman Fox, Travers Morgan and Mott Haye and Anderson, as they were
then. So I was offered a job with all three, actually.
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Why did you take Freeman Fox?
I think it was – it was the romantic big bridge thing and Tom Wyatt, really. And I
think it – ‘cause they were doing the longest bridges in the world at that moment.
And of course disaster was about to strike them, but at that moment they were, you
know, they were the world leading long span bridge engineers by a mile in the world.
And it was a very exciting prospect for me that I could be involved in that. I have to
say, I still wanted to do pre-stressed concrete bridges. I didn’t want to do steel
bridges. But – but it wasn’t a hard decision. And I always remember the interview. I
can’t remember the guy’s name, but he was the personnel director. And I went into
this interview really trembling, ‘cause I’d never been to a job interview before
[laughs] and there was this guy with a huge cigar, I remember, smoking a huge cigar,
which I absolutely didn’t expect, in a very sort of stuffy old fashioned office in 25
Victoria Street, which isn’t – it’s now been redeveloped. And I was expecting to have
a really hard interview and in the end I was interviewing him, because it was very
clear from the outset that he wanted me to join the company. And I ended up sort of
interviewing him about what was the job, you know, where would it be, what would I
be doing, you know, how much would I be paid. And I came out thinking, my god,
you know [laughs], I haven’t been interviewed, he’s been interviewed, which was –
which was really interesting. And that was just – that’s just the nature of the time,
that moment in history.
[39:55]

What sort of company was Freeman Fox?
It was not a very big company. I now can’t remember how many people it would
have had, but I doubt whether it was more than a thousand, probably less than that.
Might only have been 600 or something. Mostly people involved in road design,
highway design and bridge design, but had a very, very strong steel bridge design
capability, a very large – relatively large number of people. Based in 25 Victoria
Street with another office up the road in – round Wilton Road near – actually two
offices in Wilton Road, next to Victoria Station. And an office in – where did they
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have an office? I think they might have had an office in Hong Kong at that time, or
maybe it was just starting one there. But mostly London based but working all over
the world on bridges, where long span bridges came up. And pushing the boundaries
of steel design beyond where they should have been pushing it, as it turned out, which
is the next bit of the story, really. But – but – for example, the M5 motorway was
being designed. Motorways were carved up between different consultants, so they
had a chunk of designing the M5 motorway, which involved bridges across the Avon
and all the way into Somerset and various bridges there. So, you know, there was a
large portfolio of projects going on in these organisations at that time and they had
more that their fair share of the major bridges, really.

When did you actually start?
I started with them in September 1969, so there was no gap. I went straight from
university into the company and started work in an office in Wilton Road, actually. It
was just over the – literally, if you come out of the – the Kent side of Victoria Station
and turn right, there used to be a car leasing place there. It was called Davis House. I
think it was Davis the car hire company. And it was an office above there. So it
wasn’t one of the fancy offices, it was a little sort of backstreet office, really, but very
close to Victoria Station, which is why we ended up choosing to live in Beckenham.
My – my wife, as she became, and I decided to buy a flat in Beckenham because the
train came to Platform 2 at Victoria, which was the closest platform to [laughs] – to
this office, which seemed very logical to us, to save up and get married and live in
Beckenham. So – so I started work there and I – I went in there and I said, ‘I’d really
like to work on pre-stressed concrete.’ And they said to me, ‘Well, we don’t have any
pre-stressed concrete work at the moment, so would you mind working with – with
Ken Goodall and someone else on – on these steel bridges? And, you know, the
others may come along later.’ So I immediately started working on some of the
bridges on the M5 motorway and – Nash Hill over-bridge, Clapton footbridge, I
remember, and these were fairly complex steel bridges, quite exciting little bridges.
And – and the one I designed totally myself after only a year or two there was called
St George’s Over-Bridge. It took the motorway over – over the railway, just down in
the – the flats beyond the Clevedon Hills towards Somerset. There’s a – there’s a
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river valley flat area where there’s the – the road crosses the main railway line, and I
designed that bridge myself. I did all the drawings and – and everything. And that
was my – really my first, you know, the first bridge I ever designed was that one.
And it’s still there and I occasionally drive over it down the M5 and think, gosh, it’s
still there, I designed it. And that was in my – I think the end of my first or second
year with them, actually. Given an amazing responsibility.
[44:04]

What does the bridge actually look like?
Oh, it’s very boring. In fact, you wouldn’t know it was a bridge, driving over. But it
has steel plate girders, what we call steel plate girders, which is basically an eye
shaped beam with a couple of flanges and a – and a web, which is the – the long bit in
the middle of the – the down bit of the eye. And there are probably – they’re spaced
at about, I don’t know, two and a half metre centres and run along the length of the
bridge. So when you’re driving, you’re driving along the – one of the eye beams.
And it has a concrete topping, which joins the eye beams together and – and acts as
the – as the top bit of the beam. It’s sitting on concrete columns, which are sitting in
piled foundations. So really rather simple bridge but something that, you know, we
didn’t have computers, remember, so this is still a time when you had to work these
things out using the sort of techniques you’d been taught at college. Computers were
just beginning to come in, I can still remember in that office, the very first desktop
computer was on a trolley. It was probably about a metre square. And this thing on a
trolley could do simple calculations of large numbers multiplied together. And that
was the first computer I ever saw in the office, in about 1969. And then of course
Hewlett Packard, the old Hewlett Packard’s came in, with the little card that you
could put into it to do very sophisticated differential equation solving and all sorts of
things. And they came in the following year. And then, you know, then it all kicked
off and then we were using very complex finite element analyses within about five
years and walking up and down to computing officers at University College in
London with piles of hand punched cards and things. So things moved on very
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quickly from there, but when I first went in there it was still – it was basically still
slide rules.
[46:07]

Could you perhaps talk me through the design of your first bridge?
Yeah.

I guess I’m interested in the whole process, how it sort of goes from right at the start,
the sort of things you need to know, to actually having a finished bridge at the end of
the day.
Yeah.

Where does it begin?
Well, I suppose the first thing is that clearly somebody works out the road alignment.
So there is a sort of, you know, both a vertical and horizontal alignment of a road of a
certain width crossing a railway line. So the highway engineers have already decided
that there’s going to be a crossing at this point. So as a bridge engineer you’re given
this drawing, which shows a road at a certain height, ‘cause the clearance above the
railway has already been worked out so that you probably can fit a bridge in. So
you’re given that envelope and it’s up to you to then decide where the – the
embankment stopped, because the road is elevated above the ground, so there’s an
earth embankment on either side. So you’ve got to decide where – where the
embankment is going to stop and where your structure starts, and that’s to do with the
sort of slope between the embankment and the railway line. So that means there’s a
certain distance back that the soil slope will stop, which means it’s where the bridge
has got to spring off from. And then it’s simply a matter of seeing – typically you end
up with columns either side of the railway, which dictates the span across the railway,
and then another – so it’s three spans. So you’ve got a span across the railway, a span
to one embankment and a span to another, so it’s a three span bridge. So what you’ve
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then got to do is to look at the beams that will carry that and the columns that support
it and work out the loads, which are standardised. So highway loading is a
standardised thing you get out of a book and it tells you how much load you have to
apply for different types of lorries and heavy vehicles and traffic jams and things like
that. And you then do some beam calculations to work out what depth of beam you
need and, you know, whether it’s a large beam at larger spacings or smaller beams at
closer centres, depending on the headroom you’ve got available. And you then sort of
piece together the whole thing with some bearings, which enable the bridge to wiggle
a bit when the loads come on and so on. But actually there’s quite a lot of
standardised bits in there. The bearings are standardised. The expansion joints are
standardised. And you get those out of catalogues. You don’t have to design those.
And so really it’s a matter of deciding if you’re going to have steel beams or concrete
beams, and once you’ve done that there are sort of standardised solutions in that set
up, which people have done before. So actually to some extent it can be a bit
empirical, but then you have to do a lot of detailed calculations to show that all the
details have been worked out. And once you’ve done those calculations, you then
produce drawings, detailed drawings, for all the bits. So the concrete beams are
drawn. The bearings are drawn. The columns are drawn. The reinforced concrete
deck slab [ph] is drawn, with the surfacing and the drainage, which has to get the
water off, with drainpipes to discharge it to where it’s safe to discharge, with little
gullies on the roadside and so on and expansion joints. So they all have to be drawn
with detailed drawings. So when you’re a designer, you do the design calculations,
which are then checked by someone independently, and you then direct the production
of all the drawings. So we had draftsmen in the office who produced the drawings,
which I had to then check and make sure they were all consistent. And then those
drawings would go off to the fabricators and the constructors and you had to visit
them to make sure that the construction was in accordance with the drawings and so
on. So as a young person it’s a pretty exciting process, you know, ‘cause all this
happened within about – from start to finish, I suppose it was about – not more than
about two years between starting the design and finishing the drawings and
construction starting on site. So, you know, that’s quite exciting for a young person.
To have that responsibility and learning experience was tremendous for me.
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[50:27]

What guides something like the choice of materials in the choice of a bridge? Why
concrete, or steel in this case?
Yeah, it’s complex and it’s still – still a question that everyone asks today, actually
[laughs]. And there’s always been a competition. It’s regarded as a competitive
thing, should it be steel or concrete. And it’s to do with cost primarily. And what’s
happened is that the steel industry, which I ended up being very involved in, has done
more and more and more to make steel as cheap as possible in terms of the fabrication
cost, using automated systems of protection costs, so the maintenance costs are not
too high, of access and protection for it. And it’s always been the case actually that
concrete and steel bridges in the UK have often been very close to each other in terms
of cost, but then people argue maintenance of steel bridges is more expensive. And so
in a sense, at that stage in the motorway construction period, concrete was quite the
norm for most of the bridges. So when you drive up and down the M5 motorway, you
see a lot of the bridges are concrete, but one or two bridges are steel and the reason is
when they have slightly longer spans. Concrete, you can get away with twenty,
twenty-five metre spans, but if you got up to thirty metres at that time then steel
tended to be more cost effective. And this because the road was skewed across the –
across the railway - it wasn’t sort of at right angles, it was skewed, so it means the
spans to get across tend to be longer. And so as that skew increased, it meant that
steel became more attractive and that’s the reason why. And a number of other
bridges I mentioned I worked on were very long spans, relatively long spans across
the motorway, going over the top. So again they were steel. So it turned out that I
was working on relatively long – I mean, they’re not long in the, you know, crossing
the River Severn scale, but nevertheless in a motorway construction sense they were
long enough to be steel at that time.
[52:40]

Can we talk a little bit about – I guess the environment that you’re actually working
in.
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Yeah.

So the office is at – was it Wilton Road?
Yes, Wilton Road, yeah.

What sort of building is it?
It’s a pretty awful sort of – I suppose it must have been built early ‘60s, but typical
early ‘60s building, concrete frame with rather – rather manky, erm, steel frame
windows, I think, not double glazed or anything, and rather sort of grubby round the
edges. Not a very attractive office, really, with a lot of desks in, basically. So you’re
talking about flat desks with – well, literally just flat desks, really, ‘cause no
computers or no telephones on every desk or anything at that stage, just a flat desk
and probably a drawing board next to you with a draftsman working at it. So you’re
sort of mixed up, engineers and draftsmen mixed up. And literally at a flat desk,
where you worked with your slide rule and your – your calculation pad and that was it
[laughs]. It wasn’t – there was no high tech. It was very – very much a matter of you
and your brain and your slide rule and your logarithmic tables, figuring out a bridge,
you know. It’s – it’s a very different world now. And no facilities other than that.
There was no coffee shop or anything, so you had to go out at lunchtime to get a
sandwich and – and so on. So I mean, the senior engineers would be in little boxes in
– in their own little rooms, so when you got to a certain level you would get to be
there. I seem to remember there was a hierarchy that – you started off as a young
person in the – next to the aisle, because obviously there were several desks next to
each other, and you gradually worked your way to a window. And I think your
hierarchy was you got to the window and then you went into an office. So I think
[laughs] that was pretty much how it worked.

Who else are you sharing the space with?
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Who else? Erm, you mean in terms of the sort of people, working environment, ages?
It was actually a very multicultural environment and obviously a whole age range,
from me as a youngster up to people nearing retirement, but actually a fantastic mix.
So you had people from Eastern Europe. You had people from China and so on, even
then, you know, at that stage, a very, very multidisciplinary environment. And as we
went forward, when certain disasters happened to the company, which happened two
years into my life there, there was a huge influx of people from the aircraft industry
into – into my area, because – that must have been a time when there was a downturn
in work in the – in the aerospace industry, and so a lot of people came across who’d
been working on thin walled aircraft to work with us and that brought another huge
diverse influx of people. So it was a surprisingly diverse organisation. I remember
there was a guy from India who was working in my team. He’d been working on the
Googly – was it the Googly Bridge? No, the – something like that anyway, in
Calcutta - Hooghly River Bridge, maybe it was. And he, you know, he was in the
office too. So it was a very rich environment, a multicultural environment, and a
large age range.
[56:20]
But I think the most important thing, there were no women in there other than
secretaries and personal assistants. You know, it was a male dominated environment,
which I’ve always had a bit of a problem with in a way, in the sense that it never
really felt like a very – it was never the most creative environment it might have been
if there had been more women there, in my view. Because later in my career I worked
fifty-fifty and it’s a much better environment, in my view. But – but, you know, one
of the problems with engineering in those days was it was a fantastically male
dominated environment.

Who do you think that mixed offices are more inventive?
Well, I think it’s just that women bring a lot to the creative process, particularly in
relation to their sensitivity about place and social issues. And – and also they’re much
better at team working, I think, in many ways. I think mixed teams with women
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actually get a lot more done as teams in my experience. So I think we miss a lot by
having male dominated engineering environments. It was quite interesting actually.
At Imperial College we only had, I think, three women in our year of civil engineering
and one of them was Jean Venables. And Jean became the first woman civil
engineering – president of the Institution of Civil Engineers quite recently. And she
actually met her husband, Roger Venables, on the course. So I was actually with
them when they developed their relationship and both of them are pretty well known
in the civil engineering industry. But, you know, Jean became the first woman
president from a point where – on that course she was only one of, I think, three or
four women on the course of forty people. And certainly that was reflected in
working offices and consultants, and certainly out on site it was even more rare. I
mean, I eventually went on site, about five years after joining that office, and then I
did work with a female engineer on one of the sites, about – probably that would have
been about 1975. But again, it was very, very unusual to have a woman engineer on
site at that time, whereas I guess if you’d gone to Russia or Eastern Europe you’d
have found a lot of women working in civil engineering. So it was a very strange
time. And in fact to some extent it’s still a bit like that, although it’s better.
[58:58]

Could you – I’m just trying to think how to phrase the question. Are there any sort of
colleagues you remember in particular from that early period in your career?
Yeah, I do. One is a – has stayed a friend, actually. Well, a number of them have
stayed friends, because it was a very powerful time really in many ways. One of them
was a guy called Robert Brewerton, who worked with me on some of the thin walled
steel design problems and solutions, and he’s remained a friend. He went off and
worked in the – in the offshore industry, doing some very innovative engineering
there, and has stayed a friend. And he did very complex analyses and blast protection
and all sorts of – he was a brilliant analyst and a finite element analyst and he’s stayed
a good friend. I remember the senior partner, called Bernard Wex, that I worked for,
who was one of the real leading Freeman Fox partners at the time. And I always
remember his ability to listen when – when I needed to talk to him about a problem.
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He was a great listener and actually did take action on things that I raised with him,
which was – which was wonderful as a young engineer, to feel both that someone
would listen to you and also take some action on things that were really worrying you,
because this was a time when the – when two of their bridges failed and actually fell
down and killed people and there was a huge inquiry, and that sort of changed the
course of my engineering life. And it wasn’t one of his bridges that fell down, but he
was involved in other bridges that – I was then drawn in to help make sure they didn’t
fall down. And so he, you know, I guess he was sensitised to the need to listen to his
team, but he really did. So I had a lot of respect and admiration for him.
Unfortunately he’s died. He died rather young, which was very sad. And Ken
Goodall, who’s the person I mentioned earlier, was the sort of team leader I worked
with, who is, as far as I know, still alive and was a wonderful, kind and hardworking
and thoughtful person, who wasn’t technically totally brilliant but he was a wonderful
manager of people and projects and so on. And then probably on the computing side,
a guy called Walter Brown, who actually was the person who introduced finite
element analysis and computer analysis into – into bridges and developed all sorts of
innovative programmes, which became world leaders in their field. And we had
access to those very advanced computer programmes. And so Walter was a very key
person for me and in the development of what we were capable of doing in leading
the field eventually. So – so I always remember him. There are lots of others I’m
sure I remember too, but they were the ones that stand out, anyway.
[1:01:58]

I was wondering if you could talk me through what a typical day was like, working in
that sort of environment, from the point at which you wake up in the morning,
perhaps.
Yes. Yes, it became – I mean, at that stage of your career it’s very much a – you’re
spending most of the time in the office, so it’s – so I guess it’s starting in the office
usually about half past eight. So you’d be getting up I suppose about quarter to seven,
half past six, quarter to seven, having breakfast at home with – with my then wife.
And then she would be off to her school – she was a teacher, so we’d leave home
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roughly the same time. She’d go off to – to her school and I would walk to the station
in Beckenham and get the train, which was just twenty minutes from Beckenham to
Platform 2 at Victoria, just round the corner from the office. So I suppose – I don’t
remember quite what time, but I’d certainly be in the office by half eight, probably
even earlier, maybe between eight and quarter past. And – and then the day would be
a strange sort of intensity, actually, where you get totally absorbed in calculations and
drawings and – and things. You almost become – you almost forget people around
you. You know, it’s very intense. It’s very closed in. Occasionally you’re talking to
your draftsman and then you sort of come up for air at some point and maybe have a
cup of tea or something, and then you go down into this hugely intensive world again.
At lunchtime, grab a sandwich, probably eat it in the office and then carry on the same
way till – certainly no earlier than half five to six. And then quite often, maybe two or
three times a week, go and have a quick beer with someone, or a celebration or
something that’s going on. And then back home again and the only break from that
would be probably a game of cricket in the summer, because there was an
intercompany cricket thing, so we’d go and play cricket on Wednesday evenings,
weather permitting. But it was a fairly relentless head down intensive design and
calculation business, really. It’s hard – unless you’ve actually done it, it’s hard to
describe it. It’s very creative and intense. We didn’t have very long to produce these
designs and get the drawings done. It was all done under a lot of pressure. I don’t
ever remember any period of my working life when there hasn’t been an intense
pressure to deliver something. It’s – it’s always like that [laughs].

Are you under much supervision during all this?
Yes, of course. You had – you had your senior supervisor. But very quickly I
discovered that they – they trusted me hugely, actually. I mean, maybe it was partly
‘cause I’d come from Imperial College, I don’t know. But I was given a huge amount
of responsibility very, very early in my career, which for me is very important. And I
always have said to people throughout my career, we must give young people more
responsibility, ‘cause if you do that and you supervise them well, work is cheaper, but
also of course people can develop quicker and therefore your organisation is more
successful. And this tendency not to give people responsibility because they might
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make a mistake is – I think is not a good thing. So I always have taken that view,
because of the opportunities I was given, I’ve always tried to do it for others, not
always as successfully probably. But I certainly was hugely grateful for given that
level of responsibility, you know, to be able to design your first bridge that soon in a
complete sense – but somebody checked the drawings and they obviously knew
whether it was roughly the right arrangements, clearly. But – but, you know, it was
built to my – my drawings [laughs].
[1:05:55]

Did you enjoy working there?
Yeah, I did. I mean, I think the – the thing that really defined it – as I said, I think I
was in the office there for five or six years, but it was a period of intensity because of
these bridge collapses, these very thin walled steel bridges that Freeman Fox were
designing. The first collapse was Yarra Bridge in Melbourne, which was – failed
during construction and killed a lot of people both in the bridge and on the ground
under the bridge, and that included a number of Freeman Fox engineers who were
killed. And that was really shocking and there was a Royal Commission inquiry into
it. And clearly, as a lot of other bridges were being built using the same design, there
was a lot of concern and everything had to stop. But then almost immediately after
that the Milford Haven Bridge in Milford Haven in West Wales collapsed during
construction, and of course that was – meant that two major bridges collapsed, killing
people, both designed by the same group in Freeman Fox. So what then happened
was that the partners obviously had to put partners onto the inquiries into those
bridges while other partners picked up what was going on on the bridges that were
still under design and construction. And the ones under design and construction at
that time were the Avonmouth Bridge at Bristol, which I think had just started
construction, the Erskine Bridge in Glasgow, which was almost – was being
constructed and nearing completion, and – gosh, what were the other ones? One or
two others, I think, but those were the main two. And so what then happened was the
partners regrouped the organisation, and by that time I was, what, two years into my
career. I’d just done the St George’s design. And so Bernard Wex, my partner, was
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asked to pick up the Avonmouth Bridge and looking after the – if you like, the
checking and redesign of the Milford Haven Bridge. And so I was asked to look after
the Avonmouth Bridge, under supervision, which meant I had to take the – a lot of
research started then into what the problems were and what the design solutions were.
So I then had to start picking up that research and feed it into redesign during
construction of a major bridge, the Avonmouth Bridge at Bristol, at the age of twentysix or something. And that was a phenomenal job for me. So when – if I say I
enjoyed it, I sort of – I was on a sort of rock and roll experience of taking – of extreme
innovation, of extreme research, applying it to a real bridge and actually being out
there on site as this huge steel bridge was being built, with massive cranes and
cantilevers and – and huge deflections, knowing other bridges had fallen down over
live railways and roads and things. So for me [laughs] at that age, it was a
phenomenal experience, you know, to actually go through and it was – it was about –
I suppose when I went out onto site on other projects, that was about five years after I
started. So that period of five years was a fantastically intensive period for me, really.
And – and I suppose a period that set myself on a track for innovation, really, or it
taught me how to innovate as an engineer.

Shall we take a short break?
Yes, yeah.
[End of Track 2]
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What was the reaction inside Freeman Fox like when the bridge collapses started
happening?
It was quite interesting because I don’t really remember initially. I remember being
shocked and worried about my job [laughs], you know, what was going to happen.
But I suppose as a young person, it was – I don’t remember a lot of conversations
about it, strangely, which is a bit odd, really. But I suppose we sort of knew that –
‘cause there wasn’t a lot of publicity other than the fact the bridges had collapsed.
There wasn’t really any knowledge, you know, at a lower level about it. So I suppose
in a sense it was very much – we were all involved in our own jobs at that time and it
was another office. It was Alliance House and Bill Brown who was involved in those
bridges. So in a way it was a little bit remote from us. It was obviously concerning
and worrying, but it seemed a little remote. I guess it was only when we were asked
to pick up the – the Milford Haven and Avonmouth Bridges, with the college – there
was a guy called Brian Smith who picked up the Milford Haven issue and I picked up
the Avonmouth issue under Bernard Wex, that it suddenly became real and important
to us. But then it was much more about the day to day – dealing with the situation we
had to deal with [laughs]. So I wouldn’t – it’s odd, isn’t it, ‘cause you would think
that it would be, I mean, shocking and awful and whatever, but it didn’t quite seem
that way at the time, at least not in my memory anyway. Maybe it was so shocking I
can’t, you know, maybe I’ve erased it from my memory. I don’t know.

What sort of ways did the collapses affect your own career path?
Well, basically, as soon as we were asked to pick things up, what then happened was
they created this thing called the Merrison Committee, which was a group of experts
who started steering new research work at Imperial College, particularly under Patrick
Dowling, but also at Cambridge University under John Dwight. They started doing –
very quickly started doing research into components of steel bridges and how they
performed and what their, you know, what their performance characteristics really
were compared with what had been experienced. And because computer programmes
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were still in their embryonic stage, it was much better to test things in the laboratory,
really. So they were getting involved in some very large laboratory equipments, they
were putting together very, very quickly because of the urgency. ‘Cause you had real
live bridges – Avonmouth Bridge was – two spans I think were up and a lot of steel
was in the fabrication shop, so it was quite urgent to resolve it. And the Erskine
Bridge was well underway and the Wye Bridge I think was either nearing completion
or whatever. So – so there was a real urgency. So actually I was asked to get
involved in a sort of subcommittee - because the Merrison Rules were being written to
deal with my bridge and Milford Haven Bridge, so I was asked to get involved in a
subcommittee that would meet to take the data coming out of the Merrison Rules and
start applying them to the design of the – of the bridges we were asked to be involved
in. So in a day to day level, I was then therefore involved in trying to understand the
testing that was being done, trying to understand the output from it and how to apply
it to the bridges we were dealing with, and trying to prioritise it around the needs of
the contractors on site and the needs of the fabrication. And so my life became, you
know, instead of this – using design manuals and traditional stuff suddenly became a
melting pot of – of sharp edged thinking about, you know, the fundamentals of
engineering and design and construction. And therefore it completely changed the
course of my life because it meant therefore that instead of relying on history and
historical evolution of stuff, I was working at the sharp edge of cutting edge thinking
and innovation and applying it in the real world in a way that was robust. And I had
to invent ways of thinking myself that meant that, as far as I was concerned, it was
robust. You know, I – I had to find ways of checking and of, you know, of evaluating
things for myself to make sure that I was comfortable that what I was doing was safe
and secure and so on. So that’s a very – I think you can imagine, that’s a very
different environment from the one that I was in just three or four months earlier,
really.
[05:05]

Could we pick up on, I guess – I guess partly the sort of day to day activity – just so
I’ve got a bit of context to this. So did you have to work on site at Avonmouth or were
you controlling it remotely?
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No. I mean, very quickly it became a job where I had to spend one or two days down
in the fabrication shop and on site, and increasingly moved to site. And possibly a
day or two every week in – in a meeting about the research and data, and then quite
long hours in the office with a much larger team, working on the redesign and – and
so on. So it became a very complex world for me, a lot of travelling, a lot of intensity,
a lot of responsibility. ‘Cause I had a bigger team now, ‘cause I had to have a much
bigger team to deal with this, and I had to plan, a lot of planning too, a lot of
prioritisation, a lot of communication. And those were days when that wasn’t easy,
you know. We didn’t have – we didn’t have the tools for communication that we
have now. So I can remember – I can’t remember which year, it might have been
1972 or 1971, we got a thing called a telecopier, which was the first evolution of the
fax machine. It was something in between telex and fax, which was a – a scribe that
scribed on grey paper, where you could transfer a drawing through the telephone wire
to somewhere else. So I think we were one of the first people to use it as a tool to
communicate drawings from the office down into the fabrication shop, in order to
transfer knowledge in that way rather than sticking it in the post and it getting there
three days later. And it’s hard in the modern context to just remember how hard it
was even to communicate ideas about drawings without having to send it through the
post. So it – it was quite challenging [laughs] in all sorts of different ways.

What’s the upshot of that in terms of I guess how efficient it is to work, the allowances
you have to make, any times it doesn’t go quite as you planned because of these
things?
Yes, mostly it’s about – I think quality of communication was just as good and
arguably better to some extent than it is now, because you had to be much more
precise, because you knew that this was important to get this absolutely right, because
if it’s not there’s another three, four days wasted, which is a complete disaster. So I
think the quality of information was good. But actually, you know, the ability to have
– not be able to have telecom from schools and other mass conversations without
actually being together in a room meant that the human communication side was
much more difficult. I think communicating through drawings was fine, but of course
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you do need a lot of other communications and explanations. Because when you’re
working in steel bridges, as we did then, a lot of it is about quality control. It’s about
– about welding and the effect welding has on steel and – and stiffening existing steel
has different challenges. So it’s not straightforward. There’s a lot of practical issues
there as well as others. And of course I was having to learn all that too. I wasn’t a
welding expert at that time. I very quickly became one, but, you know, and testing for
laminated steel where there might be inclusions in the steel that could create problems
and – and so on and so forth. There were a myriad of issues that we had to deal with
and one had to be out there with welders in the field, explaining things to them and so
on and worrying about their problems of welding around corners and inaccessible
places. It was very complicated and very – a very steep learning curve for a young
engineer [laughs].
[09:13]

Can we talk a little bit about some of the individual elements of this process in a little
more detail, particularly about the sort of committee meetings that came out of the
Merrison Committee. You mentioned university people at Cambridge and Imperial.
Do you have to work with them personally or –
Yes, I did. I mean, I got to know Patrick Dowling really well and we’ve been lifelong
friends, really. I eventually became chairman of the Steel Construction Institute much
later in my career and I took over from Patrick Dowling as chairman of the Steel
Construction Institute. So, you know, all the way through our careers we’ve been
heavily involved in supporting the steel industry in many, many ways, and that’s
partly because of the – the intensity of the process we went through at the time, really.
So we became good friends. I also got to know John Dwight at Cambridge, who was
an expert in aluminium thin wall structures at Morgan Steel, and he brought a lot of
understanding to the complexities of welded structures and the influence of welding
on the behaviour of structures and the way in fact, when you weld something, you get
a sort of area plasticity local to the weld, which then heals back again and creates a
stress – stresses that are locked into the structure that you have to allow for as well.
And so we used to have – quite often at Cambridge actually we had get-togethers of –
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with Patrick and his team, with John and his team, but also they started to bring in
Douglas Faulkner from Glasgow University, who was involved in ship construction,
‘cause ships are also thin walled steel structures, and so there was a lot of expertise in
that industry. So Douglas Faulkner also came to the meetings and he had a lot of
knowledge and experience in ship behaviour, ‘cause ships were pushing the
boundaries too into longer and longer and thinner walls and – and, you know, there
have been problems with those too, cracking and failures of ships. So – so in a sense
we were all pushing the boundaries and therefore it was a melting pot of knowledge.
And so a lot of the sort of – if you like, a lot of my learning about how these things
behaved was simply listening to these people discussing and debating how to design
these types of thin walled structures and actually piecing it all together in my mind as
the same time as they were writing the rules down, so that I had a fairly deep
understanding of – of the way stresses flowed around these structures and the way that
deflections would happen and the way that welds would influence it and so on. So
those meetings were very, very important, absolutely incredible. I mean, I – I had to
pinch myself sometimes to the fact I was there with all these incredibly
knowledgeable experienced researchers, and of course an awesome responsibility to
interpret what they were saying accurately and well. Because if you looked at the
Merrison Rules now, you would just see it as a mass of tables and charts and graphs
and – and an almost incomprehensible array of stuff that we had to build bridges with.
And nobody would ever be asked to do that now but at that time we had to – we had
to really understand the fundamentals of what was going on, really, in order to do it
properly.

How do you think that actually – that level of understanding differed from what had
been previous practice?
Erm, well, I just think there had been no attempt at that level of understanding by the
people who were designing these bridges in the first place. So in many ways they
were being designed as very, very simple beam structures, without understanding
either the thin wall buckling type problems that could occur, but also the complexities
of very complex box structures and how they behaved in – in the way they deflected
and the way they deformed and the way that influenced the – the different connections
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and sections. So for me it was fairly astonishing that actually that level of
sophisticated analysis and understanding of behaviour wasn’t being applied until we
came along. It was – it was done very, very simply and not at all robustly in many
ways up until that point. And it was all done very, very quickly and hurriedly too,
which was also rather surprising. A lot of these bridges were designed very, very
quickly and the drawings were given to fabricators, you know, with – with not very
sophisticated calculations behind them, of the kind that we were now starting to do,
anyway.
[14:10]

I was interested as well in how – how do you take, I guess, understanding and
knowledge out of these meetings and actually apply it practically on the Avonmouth
Bridge?
Well, what we tried to do was – because computers were beginning to come in and
Walter Brown, who I mentioned earlier, had begun to develop some – some ways of
analysing plates. So if you imagine a box is made up of four plates, basically with
stiffeners on to make a box, he developed a way of analysing one of those plates with
stiffeners on. You could put loads round the edge and so on and begin to understand
its behaviour. So in order to start modelling the whole bridge, which is made up of
two boxes and lots of interconnections, we began to look at that as – as analysing four
plates and – and getting the boundaries between them to be joined up, so we could
sort of check some things using those analyses, which was helpful. But also treating
the bridge like a sort of grid of beams and doing some analysis using what we called a
grid analysis programme. We were the only design office, I think, at that time to have
one of those design programmes. So we’d look at the overall behaviour of the bridge
as well as individual plate behaviours. So as well as using the rules and
methodologies coming out of the research, we were cross checking how it all fitted
together in the overall bridge structure using those computer programmes. And – and
it was at that point that we discovered some really fundamental problems with the
Avonmouth Bridge, because the Avonmouth Bridge was – was sort of – if you
imagine a very, very wide bridge, I think the overall width of the bridge is about fifty-
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five metres, something like that. It carries about four lanes of traffic on either side.
And there were two of these boxes running along underneath to support each
carriageway with crossbeams. And what we discovered was that the thing was
unbalanced, so actually the boxes were too far apart. So actually when the whole
bridge was sitting on the columns, you had two bearings under each box, so actually
what happened was under the load of the bridge, the bridge was trying to sag in the
middle and transfer most of its weight onto the inner bearing on each box. Because as
you put concrete on the top, the, you know, the thing sort of sagged in the middle and
tried to put all the load on the inner bearing. Well, that came out of some fairly
simple analyses that I did personally, almost on the back of an envelope. I could see
that that was a problem and raised it with people straight away. ‘Cause the first thing
you do when you’re given a problem like this is – you don’t go into the plate design,
you go into the overall behaviour and you do a few back of the envelope calculations.
And when I discovered this, I was really alarmed, you know, within a – within a
couple of weeks of being given the project. And I pointed it out to people and they
immediately agreed with me, that probably there was something fairly seriously
wrong with this arrangement. And – and so that’s really just to explain that it was a
combination of taking the rules coming out of the researchers but also doing some
very fundamental and simple analyses of the bridge for ourselves, and actually finding
some of the biggest problems by just doing that [laughs] rather than needing the
research. And I think there’s a lesson in that, because detailed research is useful but it
– there’s no substitute to doing, you know, to getting a proper understanding through
relatively simple ways of analysing structures. You know, to find really serious
fundamental problems that haven’t been thought about. If you rely too much on
complex structures, in other words, you might miss something rather obvious, which
is what had happened in that case.

How did your bosses take to these revelations?
Well, it was interesting that they listened, as I said earlier, to the problems. And then
of course they said to us, ‘Okay, you’d better go and find a solution to this.’ So what
we then did was we thought, well, if it’s unbalanced under the weight of the bridge, it
may be possible to equalise it before the traffic comes on and then it might be okay.
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So what we decided to do was to see if it was possible to effectively jack the bridge
up once the dead load was on and – and effectively, by putting it on jacks, release the
outer balance load on the bearings and lower it down again, so the bridge sort of
twisted into the middle a bit and then the loads would be equal. So we thought, well,
that might work, so we actually devised a scheme for that. And I had to do a
computer analysis of that to see if it would work, whether the bridge was flexible
enough to allow that to happen, how many – how many piers you would jack up at
once and so on, you know. It wasn’t a straightforward thing. So I did an analysis of
that using this grid programme and – and because you asked about the reaction, I then
went back to them with this idea about releasing of bearings and – it was complex
operation but I thought it was practical and it meant you didn’t have to redesign the
whole bridge because it would actually be okay. And they said, ‘Oh, this is really
interesting. This is quite practical. We can make this work.’ And then I went home.
For some reason I went back over my model and discovered I’d made a factor of ten
error in the stiffness of boxes, that I’d actually got the beam – torsional stiffness
wrong. And that was probably the worst night of my life up to that point because I
didn’t know what the implications were until I ran it again. So I rushed into the office
the next morning and I picked up all of my courage and said to them, ‘Look, you
know, you’ve had – you’ve been given this solution. You’ve gone through the
contractors. You’ve had high level meetings with everybody and agreed that this is
what we should do. I have to tell you now that I’ve made an error [laughs] in the
stiffness calculation and we’ll have to run it again to see what the implication is. And
I’m afraid – I’m sorry but this might be wrong.’ And I was terrified. I thought this
was going to be the end of my career, really. So of course we then changed the
stiffness calculation and everyone said, ‘Fine, not a problem, you know. We’ve got to
get this right.’ Ran it and it didn’t make any difference at all actually, as it happened,
so it was all fine. But that was a really big lesson, first of all he listened and said,
‘Don’t worry, let’s just get it right,’ but secondly I had the courage to own up to the
mistake, because that’s also really important [laughs]. So it was a – it was a good
environment in that sense, I think.
[20:52]
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When you said he listened, was this Bernard Wex?
Bernard Wex, yeah, yeah. And there was another example later, where I was worried
about a problem of a temporary condition in the bridge as well and had discovered a
problem, which could have led to a local failure during a particular stage, and we were
fairly close to doing the operation. And again, he listened and agreed and we devised
a different procedure, which was then adopted, which was very safe. And again, he
listened and was happy to change. And I think that – so as you can see, I have a lot of
respect for him because he was – he was exactly the right person to manage that
situation, I think.

Did the process for checking up and releasing the tension on the bridge work?
Yeah, it did. No, it worked. It was used and it was very successful. It was quite
difficult. We had to use a sort of collection of jacks under each – under each
diaphragm and released the bridge and it behaved pretty much as we predicted in the
model, which was very good, really. And so the bridge was then lower down on the
bearings, which means that – which meant actually that the bridge was not so difficult
to then stiffen. It would have been almost impossible if the bridge had been perched
on the inner bearings. And in fact, as the concrete was put on the bridge, it might well
have failed if we hadn’t done that. So it was – yeah, it was pretty – pretty profound
[laughs], a pretty profound discovery, really.

Did you have to make any other changes to it?
We had to do a lot of stiffening inside, because the boxes were not – were not strong
enough to – to withstand a lot of the loads. So the size of the – what we call the
flanges, which are the top and bottom plates of the – of the box sections, had to be
increased in size by at least a factor of two in terms of cross sectional area, to enable
the bridge to be. And the main spans had to be substantially redesigned ‘cause they
weren’t in the fabrication shop. So the very long span in the centre of Avonmouth
Bridge was completely redesigned with a new stiffened arrangement, and that was –
that was then built. One of the people that I – well, the organisation I worked with
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was Fairfield-Mabey, the fabricators, who are still based in Chepstow, and they were
a wonderful, wonderful company and I developed some very strong relationships with
them. And one of the people that worked for them was Ralph Freeman’s son,
Anthony Freeman, who was a well known bridge engineer, the son of Ralph Freeman,
the very famous bridge engineer. And I struck up a great friendship with him because
I was the designer and he was the contractor’s engineer, both of us similar ages and
we worked together as a team, devising jacking procedures, designing the
construction procedures, measuring deflections, checking everything behaved exactly
as we expected together, and it was a great relationship. And unfortunately he was
killed on the collapse of a gantry on the – the bridge in Lisbon that was being built
just before the expo there. He was killed when the gantry collapsed. The bridge was
okay. It was the gantry that collapsed that he was working on. And that was a terrible
accident, ‘cause Jean Muller’s son was also on the same gantry with him, so Jean
Muller’s son and Ralph Freeman’s son were both killed in the same bridge accident in
– in Lisbon, which was a terrible tragedy for – for both families, but particularly for –
for Anthony Freeman’s family. So – so that was – that was another tragedy later in
his career, but – but we worked together very successfully on the Avonmouth bridge
and it was built and – and opened and everything was fine.

What sort of chap was he?
He was – he was in a way probably more of a risk taker actually than I was in some
ways. I was – well, he wasn’t a risk taker, but he – he was willing to take unusual
methods of doing things in order to do things in a very cost effective way. So as a –
he was a contractor’s engineer, so he was responsible for temporary works and – and
so on and I was responsible for the main bridge. But he – he was always willing to
adopt new ideas and new approaches to doing – and he was the one that picked up the
idea of jacking the bridge and – and so on. And so it was a good relationship. But he
was a very, very innovative and very bright and – and hugely energetic person. He
was always scampering around the site and – and, you know, and sort of energetically
engaging everyone and so on. Had a huge amount of energy and drive, whereas I was
perhaps a little bit more calm and steady, perhaps, one might say [laughs].
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[25:40]

How much responsibility do you feel is on you as a bridge engineer in the case of
something like this?
Oh huge. I mean, absolutely totally huge. I mean, there are checking systems, so I
mean, it’s not as if this was being done without being checked. But nevertheless,
when you have a huge section of box girder being cantilevered out over the port way
in Bristol, with a crane on the end picking up a – another box unit, which – and I think
the deflection when it was picked up was probably about half a metre or something of
deflection, out over the road there, and you know that bridges of this type have
already collapsed in this sort of situation before, there is a very profound sense of
responsibility and – and concern to get everything exactly right. So it – it’s a very
good training ground for that, particularly when bridges move and deflect when you
load them, ‘cause most people don’t have that experience. Bridges are pretty stiff.
But these very long cantilever box sections deflect hugely and they move in the sun as
well, so – so you get a real sense that they’re real structures being stressed and
strained [laughs]. And that sort of heightens the sense of responsibility, I think, and
you get – you get a very great sense of connection to the – the real structure in that
situation, which is – for me anyway, it was – was both exciting but worrying.

I’m interested in the way the computer is being used at this point.
Yes.

From what you’ve said, it sounds mainly like it’s being used for checking things.
Yes, sort of, yes. I mean, it evolved very quickly over the next five years, probably
up to about 1975. It had evolved to a point where you could – you had design tools
pretty much, but it was – it was evolving through that period from being a checking
tool to a design tool. But even now, I personally would never use a computer to
design anything without doing relatively simple manual calculations of safety and
security. I still wouldn’t rely on, you know, I suppose partly my experience of getting
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the wrong stiffness of a particular element of the bridge. But I’ve seen people running
computer models of bridges where they’ve got a – a fundamental problem in the – in
one of the beams, or the beam stiffnesses, where the whole – all the results are
completely meaningless and they haven’t realised. So I think it is very, very
important that we have, you know, some balance in that. And I’ve got a particular
example, or not quite of that but of something rather similar, where – when we were
doing the Avonmouth Bridge, the Erskine Bridge was coming up for opening by
Princess Anne. I can’t remember exactly the year. But that had been designed and
built by the same team that had designed the bridges that collapsed. But the Erskine
Bridge was almost finished by that time so it was a matter of making sure it was safe
to open to traffic. And so Oleg Kerensky, who at that time I hadn’t had any contact
with, who was the partner responsible for the Erskine Bridge, brought together a
number of us from the office and put us in a room together for, I think – over a
weekend, about four or five days, and said, ‘Would you use the Merrison Rules to
quickly check that the Erskine Bridge is safe to be opened?’ And so we were given
this brief, which was really quite difficult to do in such a short amount of time. And
so we decided that we couldn’t possibly apply the Merrison Rules to the whole bridge
structure. It was too complicated to do in the time. So we thought, well, let’s look at
the stresses in the bridge during construction and if the stresses in opening are less
than it’s been through during construction, then it’s going to be okay, ‘cause it’s
already been through that cycle. That seemed to us to be a more logical way of
checking it. So we started to look at the stresses during construction and found, when
we calculated them, that some of the stresses were over the yield strength of the
material. In other words, during construction some elements of the boxes had been
subject to stresses that were close to the failure load of the steel. Just in a simple
calculation we discovered this. Because there’s something called shear lag, which is
the fact that the stresses are not uniformly distributed across a wide box. They’re
much higher near the web, the vertical section, than they are in the middle. And that
hadn’t been allowed for. So actually, when you allowed for that, the stresses close to
the corner of the box were – were up to the yield strength in the material. And so I
then thought, well, that’s really awful. So what I then did is said to the designers,
‘Have you done calculations of the deflections of the box during construction, because
it seems to us that the stresses are very high. And could we see if there’s any
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correlation between the deflections and the stresses we’re calculating, because this
will help us sign the bridge off?’ And the reply we got from them was that – well,
actually, it’s strange of you to ask that question because the deflections are always
double what we expected during construction, but you can’t predict the deflections of
steel boxes because they’re welded and there’s all sorts of complications and therefore
it’s not possible to predict the deflections, which – I was profoundly shocked because
clearly we were already working on the Avonmouth Bridge and finding at every stage
that deflections were within five or ten percent of our calculations, allowing for shear
lag and all these other impacts. And very quickly, when we analysed it, we
discovered that actually the big deflections were not due to the high stresses, they
were due to the sloping webs, which meant the sheer deflections, which is the sort of
distortion of the vertical bits of the box, were really high compared with what you get
in a – in a vertical web box, and that was what was creating the extra deflection. So
when we went through all those calculations, and then we looked at the shape of the
bridge, we found a close correlation on that particular point and discovered that
actually during construction there had been some buckling problems, which – where
stiffeners had been put in, which correlated with the fact that the stresses were very,
very high during construction. So anyway, the result of that whole story is that the
bridge was opened and it has been subsequently checked and it is safe and
everything’s absolutely fine. But actually the worst stage is during construction, with
very, very high stresses in – in that structure during the cantilever operations, and, if
you like, a lack of correlation between calculations and modelling and the real
experience. And so I suppose all I’m saying is that, even then, it was – it would have
been possible to correlate calculated behaviour with – with real behaviour, but it
wasn’t done, which was quite surprising, really.
[End of Track 3]
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I was wondering if we could talk a little bit about – I guess what it was like working at
Freeman Fox in the 1970s. You mentioned before one – it was quite an innovative
company that had done a lot of big bridges at the time. And I was just wondering if
you can give me a flavour of what that sort of innovation felt like to be part of around
the office.
Yes, I suppose –

Did it seem like an innovative company to actually work there? Sorry.
Yes, it did. I mean, mainly because of the quality of the projects you were involved
in, and that – and the nature of them, being long span bridges and very, very sort of
fancy steel structures, not at all conventional. They were different from what
everyone else was doing. So for, you know, still a relatively young person, it was a
very attractive environment. But the more responsibility you had and the more you
worked there, the more you were worried, I was worried anyway, by the lack of sort
of science and real depth underpinning decision making, that things were moving
really quickly with small teams working on very large projects and somehow it didn’t
quite feel right to me. And when one asked questions about, you know, ‘Did you
measure deflections and compare them with what you would have predicted?’ The
fact that people were happy that you couldn’t predict things seemed very strange to
me. So my training at Imperial College was that – by that time in the 1970s, you
know, predicting structural behaviour was something you should be able to do, either
by calculations or using models or something – physical models, that is, at that stage.

I guess the other part of that I was interested in was you mentioned that there were
those early collapses in the 1970s. How prominent was, I guess, the safety of these
structures when you were building them as a design factor amongst the people you
were working with?
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That’s quite difficult to answer because in a way – one was using – well, one was
trying to use existing codes of practice. So basically the codes of practice of the day,
you know, encapsulated safety as best you could. But the problem is these structures
were – were moving outside the scope of those codes of practice and so basically they
– people were applying those codes of practice even though the structures were
outside the scope, without actually much questioning of – of the implications of that.
And that was probably the difficulty that one had. And – and very advanced tools to
do analysis were coming through, but analysis didn’t actually address safety. And so
– and of course the big issues were really using thin walled steel structures which
were capable of buckling in ways that thicker steel structures, which had been
inherent in engineering up to that point, in bridge engineering anyway – the
implications of that of course are evident in the record of some of those collapses. So
it was a lack of understanding of the thin walled structural behaviour and the potential
for buckling that actually was the – the really big, you know, was the main reason
why things – why structures failed.

As a young engineer working there, how much do you actually see of the more senior
colleagues? You talked a bit last time about Bernard Wex, but other people as well.
Didn’t really see anyone else because – very soon after I arrived there some of the
collapses happened and so the partners obviously decided to divide up responsibilities
within the firm and I wasn’t in the – the office where most of those bridges were
originally designed. I was in a separate office in Davis House in – fairly near Victoria
Station, where Bernard Wex ran the office. And that office, up until that point, hadn’t
done any of these major bridges. It had done the steel bridges but lesser ones. So he
was then given responsibility to take over the Avonmouth Bridge and checking some
of the other structures. And I very rarely saw any of the other senior partners. So I
didn’t see much of Oleg Kerensky other than the – the very short weekend work we
did for him on Erskine Bridge, and certainly didn’t see any of the people from
Alliance House and Bill Brown and his team, really almost never saw them at all.
[04:30]
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I was wondering if we could talk a little bit more about the Avonmouth Bridge as well.
We talked about the design process of it last time and some of the complications in
construction and having to jack it up to release the tension. But I was just wondering
if you could give me an idea of what the whole thing actually looks like?
Yes. I mean, Avonmouth Bridge has several characteristics which are unusual. One
is it’s extremely wide, because it carries the M5 motorway over the River Avon and it
carries three lanes of traffic in each direction, plus a hard shoulder, which is another
traffic lane, and another – effectively a traffic lane outside that that was designed
originally for pedestrians and cyclists but actually now has been included in the – in
the road width, and was designed to carry traffic. So effectively you had five lanes of
traffic being designed for in each direction, which was extraordinarily unusual in the
1970s. In fact it was unique in the UK. And you then had the bridge being carried
over the river and that required quite a long span, I think it was 570 feet or something,
from memory. Maybe it was longer than that. And that required a – a variable depth
girder. So instead of being a uniform girder that you see on bridges, it was actually a
variable depth, and that was brought its own complexities too. So you had this bridge,
which was quite long because of the clearance over the river, and very, very wide, and
required a lightweight deck to – to make it work over the long span. So it had a steel
deck over some of the spans and concrete over others. So it was a very complicated
bridge. And it was the – it was the width that made it special and that’s what created
all sorts of issues that we talked about last time in terms of needing it to be jacked up
and so on.
[06:35]

Was it something you actually see being built yourself?
Yes. Well, I was responsible for both the design and construction. So I spent
probably two days a week on site and three days a week back in the office, looking
after the calculations. But very much two days a week on site, literally getting
involved in the difficulties of welding things on site, the jacking arrangements, the
temporary works, the – everything. So I was backwards and forwards. So I was
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really – I felt I was really involved in both the design and construction. And I think
probably it was that experience of turning design into construction and working with
fabricators and welders and erection foremen on site that sort of led me to understand
what real innovation is, you know. It’s a whole collection of – of understanding
construction processes and design in an integrated systematic way. And I guess very
few people have ever had that – that sort of defining experience of having to turn
something around and – and built it extremely quickly after doing design calculations.
For most people that process might be three or four, five years apart on major bridges.
For me it was literally weeks [laughs] and it was very unusual.

I’m interested in – you were sort of talking about the other people who were actually
involved in this process. I was wondering if you could give me an idea of you as –
does this make you resident engineer on this or is it a different title?
No, we had a – we had a resident engineer on site, responsible for supervising
construction as required by the design. So I was still the designer, but because our
changes to the design required very rapid things on site, which were difficult because
access for welding additional stiffeners onto plates was difficult and so on – therefore
I arrived and I was sort of very much – I felt anyway as if I was rather in control of a
lot of things and the resident engineer was just sort of hanging onto the coat tails of
what was going on. And the resident engineer was a guy called Leslie Ellis, who was
very much old school, very much involved in the M5 supervision in a traditional
sense, and he was a rather strange character [laughs]. I still remember meetings with
the contractor, when we were going through lots of conversations about very detailed
problems and issues, and he would occasionally fall asleep during a meeting. And
there was one classic occasion when he fell asleep and hit his head on the desk with a
big bang in the middle of the meeting and suddenly woke up. And as he was chairing
the meeting, it was all a bit embarrassing. So there was this strange sort of traditional
approach to supervision alongside this very sort of high tech demanding day to day
change process going on, working very closely with the contractor. So I guess then it
made life – it must have been very difficult for the resident engineer’s staff to cope
with what was happening, I would think, ‘cause they obviously had to manage costs.
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They had to manage change orders. They had to manage, you know, the expenditure
of our client, and it must have been very difficult for them, I think.
[10:04]

What are the key elements of high tech in this case?
Erm, well, it’s steel mostly and it’s – it’s welding together relatively thick plates. I
mean, the plates on that project varied from about – something like – I’m still thinking
– that bridge, I still think in inches so I apologise for that. So we’re talking about
three to four inch thick plates down to half an inch thick, so – so we’re talking about,
you know, seven, eight, nine centimetres of – of plate down to sort of ten to twelve
millimetres thick. And you then had to weld those together with very high strength
welds, which required things called butt welds, rather than just fillet welds, which just
sort of – were laid in the corner of the joints. So you had a sort of – you had a bit
shaved off one plate and you had to fill all that as well as provide some extra strength.
And that required some very, very difficult welding technology. Sometimes the plates
had to be preheated before you welded them, using burners. And then you had very –
very high tech x-ray machines to actually check there weren’t any occlusions in the
welds. So you had a whole regime of x-raying the welds and checking them and then
cutting out defects and repairing them as well. So it felt pretty high tech for the 1970s
to me.

Again, I’m interested in the groups around this process as well. You mentioned
contractors, fabricators. Can you give me an idea of where you sit in relation to them
and the sort of interaction you had with these groups?
Yeah. Well, I think it was – it was quite unusual, as I think I mentioned last time. My
opposite number really on the contracting side was Anthony Freeman, who was Ralph
Freeman’s son, and he – he was really doing the temporary works design and
managing the day to day site operations from a steel point of view. And he – he
reported to – to, you know, a team at Fairfield-Mabey who were responsible for
erecting a bridge and fabricating it. And so he and I had a – had a quite intense
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relationship, trying to work things out together, where I would, you know, we’d work
out ways to move forward on the construction side and I would then try and
incorporate those in a design back in the office. So I spent quite a lot of time at the
fabrication shop. I mean, I wasn’t a – I wasn’t a welding expert. You know, I was a –
still a relatively young graduate, so I had to learn a lot about – about welding and
about the way in which, you know, what was possible in terms of construction at the
same time as trying to support him and what they were doing. So for me, it was – it
was important to spend a lot of time with them and really understand their problems
and visit their fabrication shop, as well as meet people on site and discuss things and
try and decide what was possible and what wasn’t possible. So I was very – I suppose
in a way very lucky to have that opportunity, ‘cause very few young people do get
that opportunity. And that’s probably what then led me to being – understanding that
you really have to do that if you’re going to actually innovate, you know, because you
can’t fall back on existing practices and existing methods which go on in offices. You
have to actually really understand the whole process. So it was – it felt like a
partnership. I still worry now, as I just illustrated, a little bit about the cost of it all
and whether in fact, you know, there was – there clearly were people trying to keep a
handle on all the costs for the client but I didn’t have to worry about that. I had to get
the bridge – the bridge built safely and – and on time, and other people worried about
the budget.

Are there things that you worried about in the course of this?
[Laughs] Well, obviously all the way through I was very worried about the safety of
people and the – and the bridge and delivering a – a sound project. And that played
on your mind all the time, really. You felt hugely responsible for that. And
fortunately I had a team where, if I had a worry, I could go and talk about it and we
could talk things through. And if – if I was concerned, as I was with several
processes, you know, even though we’d done it I was – I went back and worried and
worried and thought, I’m not sure this is right, then there were people I could go back
and talk to. And – and the fact that Bernard Wex and the team were open to me at any
time walking in their office and saying, ‘Actually, I’m – I’m not sure about this
anymore,’ was very helpful. And I think that’s a good lesson for any senior manager,
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to ensure their door is always open to youngsters coming and – and being able to
question what – even the decisions they’ve taken.
[15:09]

I was wondering a little bit as well about, you know, where do you learn from in this
process? You mentioned beginning to learn about welding and about fabricating. So
are you learning from just people or are there other sources as well?
Erm, well, of course there was a major research programme going on in parallel at
Imperial College and other universities, where they were testing plates and plate
configurations and testing them against buckling and various things going on. So
there was a – there was a huge learning process going on from them inputting into the
Merrison Rules and then using the Merrison Rules, which are constantly changing.
So there was – there was a whole set of learning there. But another piece of learning
that was important was from other industries. So there were meetings I attended with
John Dwight from Cambridge, who was an expert in thin walled aluminium
structures, and with Professor Faulkner at Glasgow University on steel ship, marine
structures. And so actually there was a lot of cross fertilisation of knowledge from the
maritime industry and I suppose the aircraft industry in thin walled aluminium
structures to – to create a sort of learning field. I was so head down myself, I didn’t
get any time to do my own research. I just had to use what I was given. I didn’t have
much say in what research they did, but was able to sort of suck in all of their
knowledge at these fairly intensive meetings we had to discuss how the rules were
developing. John Dwight often hosted those at Cambridge.

I’m interested, it sounds, you know, to me as a layman, looking at a bridge, the idea of
there being similarities there with aircraft or ship design seems quite surprising.
Could you give me one or two examples of how they’re – they’re compatible, really.
Yes. Well, I think the buckling rules for – for metal structures are pretty much the
same whether it’s steel or aluminium. Clearly the stiffnesses are different and
therefore the behaviour’s different for a given geometry, but actually the – the
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fundamental rule of physics – the rules of physical and mechanical engineering are
similar. And the big advantage in learning from aluminium and the aircraft industry
was that those structures are more prone to buckling than steel, ‘cause they’re not as
stiff, and therefore they had tended to have to tackle these things earlier and therefore
had a lot more understanding of how to restrict buckling and therefore, you know, it
was quite helpful. So it wasn’t so much the – the fact that aircraft were anything like
the same, it was the fact that they were tackling buckling in a rather more fundamental
way than we were. The advantage of ships was slightly different because they were
thin walled box girder sections actually of ship’s hull, apart from that it’s not
rectangular, is actually a box girder and sort of straddles the waves when waves come
through and bends and sheers, just like a bridge beam. So in fact, the – the
configuration of those actually was remarkable similar to steel box girders. And in a
way they had evolved the design methodology and the – I think it was the ship
research laboratory in – in Scotland – I’m trying to think where it was, somewhere –
not in Glasgow but somewhere near there, where they had a research laboratory,
where they had done a lot of work on – on thin walled stiffened steel sections to – to
work out their buckling and load carrying capacities actually ahead of the bridge
industry as well. So they had – they had actually a lot of knowledge that was already
incorporated into design practice that effectively we didn’t have at the time.
[19:05]

Are there any sort of contacts you make in the course of that who you go on to know
later as well on other projects?
Yeah, very much so, particularly with Professor Faulkner at Glasgow University,
because later on in – in the story, I was involved in – in doing some checking of some
bearing failures on the Tees viaduct bridge in Middlesbrough and there were the – at
the same time as that investigation was going on, there was a big conference in
Middlesbrough, which was a sort of annual conference of a steel and thin walled steel
industry. And I was there and Professor Faulkner was there and I got to know him
through these earlier relationships. And at that time I was looking into putting what’s
called a bridge enclosure system onto this bridge to try and protect it from corrosion
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and provide access to deal with bearing problems. And we were on a little DMU
diesel train, leaving Middlesbrough to go back to Darlington to get our respective
trains, him up to Scotland and me down to London, and as we went under this bridge I
just said to him, you know, ‘I’m looking at putting some form of suspended floor
under this bridge and I’m wondering what materials to use. And I was wondering
whether one might use fibre reinforced polymer materials.’ And he got very excited
and said, ‘We’ve been doing research at the ship research facility,’ I mentioned
earlier, ‘on using reinforced polymer materials, glass reinforced polyester actually, for
mine hunters, because of the issue of mines.’ And they’re actually made out of
reinforced plastic so the mines don’t attract themselves to the holes. And he said,
‘We’ve been doing this research and it’s a wonderful material for – for use in
structures and we’re now very confident about it. And actually for a suspended floor
under a bridge, where corrosion might be a problem, it would be a great solution, so
why don’t you pursue it and go to the Maritime Institute in London and look up our
research and you’ll find that it works.’ And that then led me into my whole journey in
composite materials. And so it was simply the – the fact that I knew him, that I got to
know him through the thin walled steel relationship that then led – led me confidently
into a completely different field, where I learned from the maritime industry.

I’ll make a note of that for later. I’m guessing that’s a bit later in your career then?
Yes, it is, yes, but it was a very nice example of how long term relationships in
different industry lead eventually to other innovation opportunities.
[21:55]

Could you actually talk me through the process of how you actually build a bridge? I
guess most people encounter them when they’re fully up and have no idea about how
they get there [laughs].
Yes. Well, one of the most important things in the really big bridges is you’ve got to
divide it into components that can be transported, because in the end, you know, all
the bits have to arrive at the bridge somehow. And so you have to decide what pieces
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you deliver to the site and how you assemble them on the site into – into the whole
structure. And that requires a lot of complicated decisions and often dictates the
materials you use and how they’re fabricated and how they arrive on site. And the
one advantage of steel, which was what we were mostly dealing with there, was that
you can prefabricate it into pieces, which means that you can connect those together
on sit relatively quickly and erect them quite quickly and proceed with a process of
construction, which is a lot faster than using concrete. But then the concrete industry
after 1970 developed a way of casting pieces of bridge on site from aggregate and
cement, which could also be assembled rather quickly. So in fact, you know, the two
eventually caught up. But certainly for the Avonmouth Bridge, it was a matter of
bringing in plates with stiffeners attached to them, if you can imagine that, which
were long enough to be transportable by road, so not much longer than twenty or
thirty metres. Then having a jig, where you sort of welded them together into a box.
So, you know, a top, bottom, two sides, welded into a box with frames inside to make
stiffeners. And then each of those boxes was lifted up in the air and connected to the
end of what was already up there. And you then sort of – what we call cantilevering
out. You sort of add another box on another box until it deflects so much that you
might need a – a prop. So you then push it up in – a bit and add the final box on that
gets you onto the next pier with the bearings, and then you start again lifting boxes
until you prop it up and put the last box on to make the span. And you literally just
keep doing that and then you pour a – a relatively thin concrete slab, about 200 to 250
millimetres thick, with some reinforcement in it. You pour that over the top with
some things called sheer connectors, which are little studs that sort of connect the
concrete onto the steel. And then you put some road surfing on the top to – to finish it
off, so it then looks like a road. So – so it’s, you know, that’s a fairly classic steel
bridge construction method. And it was the cantilevering bit that felt fairly hairy as a
young engineer, ‘cause the bridge deflects quite a lot. And of course it’s the process
in which – several bridges fell down during that process, particularly the one at
Milford Haven.

How long does it take?
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The construction of a span I think was something like – I think the cycle for erecting a
box was about three days, so probably a span would be about fourteen days of – to get
the steelwork up. And then the deck would follow in the same – so once you were
going it was pretty quick, actually, so a couple of weeks to get the structure up there
for each span.
[25:35]

How much of building – designing the Avonmouth Bridge is actually a fulltime job for
you? Are there other things you’re doing alongside or is this it at the time?
At that time, Avonmouth Bridge was the main job. There were one or two other
checking jobs that my team were doing on some other structures on the M5 at that
time, so a couple of steel footbridges and another road bridge, small bridges, that I
had some teams working on in parallel. But Avonmouth was pretty much all
encompassing, really, at that time. So yeah, for – in that period of my life it was – I
was pretty much – that was occupying most of my brain and activity.

Is it work that you take home with you as well?
Yeah, very much so. I – yeah, it was impossible not to because of the pressures and
the time pressures and the, you know, everybody wanted everything immediately.
And the responsibility was very big too and, you know, it was – yeah, you couldn’t
really get away from it. I tried not to work weekends if I could avoid it, but I don’t
think I probably avoided it. I probably still did work at home at weekends as well, I
suspect, and pretty long days. ‘Cause, you know, days when I was travelling there
would be a full working day with travelling at both ends, so it was – it was pretty full
on [laughs].

What sort of work do you actually do at home?
Erm, probably checking calculations or doing calculations or, you know, desk type
stuff. Calculations at that time were still non computerised, you know, so you were –
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you were writing handwritten calculation sheets and – and using a slide rule still, or
logarithmic tables, for – for a lot of the calculations. So it was a fairly laborious
process and it was really important to record your thought process in the calculations
and the references to the current Merrison Standards and so on. So it was quite
laborious. And, you know, it was not just writing formulae and numbers down, it was
a lot of words and explanation all the time. So it was quite – quite rigorous and there
was checking processes on all of that too.

Checking processes by you or someone else?
By independent teams. Even at that stage there was a requirement for independent
checking emerging in the bridge industry, which is now standard. And so we had
independent teams checking what we were doing. And that was actually being done
by Ove Arup & Partners, who eventually I worked for, and again was another set of
relationships developing with – with some very good friends at Arup who were
independent checkers. But again, one had to develop a relationship with them to
make sure they had the – the right number of people and the right knowledge and the
right approach. And until things were properly checked, construction couldn’t begin.
So – so that was another part of the whole process is managing the checking teams
and making sure they were happy and getting what they needed. So that’s why the
calculations were really important, so they could understand clearly what, you know,
the decisions you take, so the checking process itself could be quicker and easier.

You said that even at this time independent checking was coming in. What was the
case before?
Yes, I suppose I hadn’t got much experience before that, but I don’t think, until the
Merrison Rules came in and the – this process started, that many bridges had
independent checks done on them. I think it was very much – you appointed a
designer and the designer designed the bridge. And – and I think probably the only
thing that happened was the designer themselves did their own in house checks.
There was an in house checking system but that wasn’t very rigorous and I think it
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was more a matter of a few random checks by senior staff to make sure the thing
looked right rather than a rigorous independent process.

We’ve talked a little bit about, I guess, the things that worried you when you were
building this. Is it that case on later bridges as well? I’m aware this is your first.
Does it get easier?
Well, I suppose you get more experienced and from that point of view gradually, as
you get more experienced, particularly in what is effectively a new technology, the
level of stress and the level of concern dropped in steel and concrete bridges. Having
said that, when we tackled later bridges like the Severn Crossing, for example, the
stresses moved more into worrying about long term corrosion issues and replacability
of components and accessibility for maintenance and things like that, which had never
been addressed before. So the concerns moved away from structural concerns
because by that, you know, later on there were better models and better understanding
and so on. But then it moved into other areas of concern, of usability and
maintenance and – and other issues. So then the concerns shifted. So there were
always concerns and worries but they were different as my career developed.
[31:15]

I was wondering if you could give me a little idea of what’s life outside what sounds
like a very busy job.
Mm, yes. Well, I suppose at that time we – we – as a couple we were living in – in a
flat in Beckenham in – in Kent and sort of establishing ourselves. My wife had
started teaching and was establishing her career and I was establishing my career as a
bridge engineer. And of course we were then starting to think about having families.
So – so our first child was born in 1974, ’75, and so we were sort of in the process of
thinking about when to start a family and – and begin that phase of life too. So – so it
was quite intense, really. One – one feature of life is we didn’t have a car, which may
sound quite surprising, and also we didn’t have a television either. So we were living
this very intensive life in 1970 something without either a car or a television, not
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feeling either the need for it at all. And [laughs] it was in that sense quite – in today’s
terms anyway, a very different life from – from what many people would now sort of
understand a young couple having. And – and that went on for some time. The first
car we ever got was actually bought from an engineer on the Avonmouth Bridge
project very close to when it was opened and finished. And it was a – it was a little
white Hilman Imp, I remember, that he’d probably flogged to death and we – we just
about had enough money to buy it. And we bought that and then that then was a sort
of staple for us, by that time we had a couple of young children. So – so the
Avonmouth Bridge project was one of starting it with no children and finishing it with
– with one and - not quite two, but certainly one child. And then – and then moving
onto the next phase of my life with a car bought from someone on the bridge site.

How many children do you have?
We have two, two children. The second one was born just after we – we moved up to
Scotland. ‘Cause my – after working on the Avonmouth Bridge, I was asked to go up
and work on the construction of the Friarton Bridge in Scotland, which had been
designed in the office by a team sitting right next to my team working on Avonmouth.
And that was another steel box girder bridge with a concrete deck. And that was
moving into construction. And by that time, I felt I needed to spend more time on
site. I felt as a designer I needed to perhaps be permanently stationed on site to get a
better understanding of construction. So – so we moved up there in 1975 and I’d got
one child then and – quite young, and then the second child, my daughter, was born
up in Perth in Scotland, just after we moved up there. So – so then we had two, a boy
and a girl, Andre and Melody.

Do you think becoming a father changed your own outlook on the world at all?
Yes, I’m sure it did. I don’t particularly remember at the time it changed it. I think
having grandchildren has changed it much more, actually, for me. I think at the time
having children just seemed like a natural thing to do and the sense of responsibility
about the world and their future was much more about the responsibilities to look
after them as individuals rather than the state of the world, you know. So it was a
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matter of having enough money to be able to bring them up and worrying about how
to bring them up well rather than the bigger issues. But certainly when – later in the
story, moving on to having grandchildren, that had a much more profound impact on
me in terms of worrying about their futures and their lives and the way the world
might be when they were older. That wasn’t something I worried about with my
children. It was much more here and now.

How – I guess how well off is a civil engineer at this time, your sort of salary?
Erm, not very well off. I mean, I was earning about the same amount of money as my
wife as a graduate teacher. And certainly through the period we’ve talked about, from
1969 through to 1975, it was touch and go as to whether she earned more than me or I
earned more than her. And I remember having conversations when we moved up to
Scotland with two children as to whether it would be better if she went back to work
and I didn’t work for a while, because she could earn more money than me. So – so at
that stage, even with what I’d done in civil engineering, I still didn’t have a salary
much higher than a – a reasonably good qualified graduate teacher. So it wasn’t a
particularly well paid profession then. I’m not sure it even is now comparatively. I
would think that comparison’s probably still very much the case. In civil engineering,
the people who earned lots of money were the people who went on to become partners
and senior managers of large businesses. So actually the career progression salary
increase path in civil engineering goes up all the way through your profession, so it’s
relatively low in the early days but it continues to go up, whereas in other professions
like finance and banking and other things, you get very high salaries young but then
your salary tends to level off and it’s just bonuses that give you the big bucks later.
So – so it’s a different structure. So – so we struggled financially through – I think
through the twenty, twenty-five years of bringing the kids up. It was always a
struggle financially for us. It was never easy.

Are there any particular sacrifices you remember?
Erm, no, I don’t remember sacrifices. I just remember having to be extremely frugal
with everything. And we got luncheon vouchers, for example. I can remember
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studiously saving up luncheon vouchers so that at the end of the week we could go
and buy some fresh bread from the local shop, for example. I can still remember
doing that. You know, those luncheon vouchers were critical ‘cause they gave us
enough money to go and buy the bread at the end of the week. And being very, very
careful the rest of the time.
[38:10]
I think the big advantage that we had as a couple was actually the opportunity to move
to Scotland with property deal, because we were lucky enough to be able to buy a – a
flat in Beckenham when we first got married, before we had the children, and that
was, what, 1970. And we scratched up enough money – we didn’t have any furniture.
We moved into the flat literally with no furniture. We had a camp bed that we slept
on. We didn’t have any curtains when we were first married. It was a very strange
thing [laughs]. No furniture in the living room at all. We used to sit on – on, you
know, cushions on the floor. But we actually managed to buy that flat. And in 1973
there was a huge hike in – in property prices. I think they went up fifty or sixty
percent in a couple of years with very high inflation, and so actually we immediately
gained. And when we went to Scotland, that was the – 1975, that was the time of the
oil boom in – in Aberdeen and prices – house prices in Perth went up quite
significantly while we were there. So when we came to move – the next move, we’d
then made a lot of money on the property. So actually, even though we couldn’t use
that money for cash, we could actually leverage loans off it [laughs]. So whenever we
were stuck, we could go round to the bank and say, ‘Could we have a short term loan
on the back of this property?’ And then we had, of course, the problem of paying that
money back with high interest rates, but at least we could get some spare cash when
we needed it if we were in difficulty, if the car packed up or something.

Where do luncheon vouchers come from, sorry?
Where did they come from? Well, they were just a - sort of perk that companies gave
their staff. And I can’t remember, I think you got two a day or something. And most
civil engineering consultants based in London, in Victoria Street and that sort of area,
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had a tradition of giving all the staff a couple of luncheon vouchers each day. And to
be honest, I’ve no idea where it came from. It was probably something to do with the
local sandwich shop. Some entrepreneur probably said, you know, if you do this, the
people will go and spend that – that money in the local sandwich shops and it’ll be a
good idea for us. So I guess it was something of that kind. But it extended to people
doing other jobs too because everyone had to have the same conditions. And it was
quite common in those days. It obviously disappeared eventually, but it was quite
common at that time. It was just one of the perks of employment.

Are there any other perks at that time?
Well, there were no healthcare schemes at the time. There was a final salary pension
that you could join. And I think you couldn’t join it till you’d reached the age of
twenty-five, from memory. But that of course is a huge perk now. And I’ve – I’ve
been very lucky, ‘cause I’ve been contributing to final salary pension schemes in all
the companies I worked for up until about – up until about three years ago, four years
ago, and of course that is now a huge benefit for my baby boom generation, you
know. And everybody says, my god, you know, you really had it good for that – from
that point of view. So you had the property – the benefits of property price escalation
and final salary pension scheme opportunities, and I guess those are – those are the
two biggest perks that my generations had and, my goodness, they’re huge perks,
really.

Is your wife involved with your work at all?
In a way, yes, because my wife, as I said earlier, is – was a teacher and she became a
head teacher, and so we’ve sort of in a sense shared knowledge about managing
people in a creative environment. And of course the school is – is a facility that
requires maintenance and – and looking after as well. So all the way through our
careers we’ve shared knowledge about people management and – and sort of
consulting practice. And we’ve been able to share a lot of that knowledge and – and
skill and – and she’s helped me and I’ve helped her. So actually, although teaching
and engineering doesn’t sound very similar, I know a huge number of engineers who
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married teachers who actually find it to be – I mean, it’s practically very good for kids
because your wife is on holiday when the kids are on holiday, which is practically
quite useful, but also actually there’s a lot of shared knowledge about – about our
business practice. But that’s about as far as it goes. The – nothing more than that.
[42:58]

Is there any social life in particular attached to being a civil engineer at that time?
Erm, well, not so much in the office, actually. There was – there was very limited
social life working in offices, particularly in London, because everyone had quite long
commute times and therefore not a lot of opportunity other, you know, other than a
beer together on a Friday evening, maybe. And one other thing, which was cricket.
Consulting engineers had cricket teams and I was quite – I quite enjoyed cricket, so
actually the only social thing we ever did was – I played in the Freeman Fox cricket
team and I played in other cricket teams when I moved on, and that was quite a –
quite a nice social event, going – playing cricket in Battersea Park or Croydon Cricket
Club or wherever we used to go and play against other consultants. So apart from
those two things, there wasn’t much social activity. But when you moved to a
construction site, as I’ve mentioned, at Friarton Bridge in Scotland, then that was a
completely different thing because you were a community living away from home
together and therefore there was a lot of getting together with, you know, lots of social
things, and wives would get a bit more involved in that. And young students who
arrived, you had to look after them and make sure, you know, and cook meals for
them occasionally and things like that. And – and so actually it was a big social whirl,
relatively speaking, being on – on site together as opposed to being in the office.

Were you a member of any, I guess, institutions and things like that at this point, ICE,
that sort of thing?
I was not very active in institutions. I must admit that they never appealed to me very
much, and I think probably ‘cause I was spoiled. Because I was learning so much in
my day to day work, that somehow the ability to go and learn in institutions, which is
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obviously one of the things that’s very valuable for young people, to have the
opportunity to go and learn from other practitioners and hear about other projects –
somehow I was – everything I was doing was so intense that I just didn’t either feel
the need to do it or feel in some ways that I would learn very much from it. So – it
sounds a bit arrogant but I don’t think I felt arrogant about it, I just didn’t feel that I
could – it was worth spending my time doing that. I had to be very careful what I
chose to spend time doing. And that was something I – I didn’t choose to do very
much. I did try and share my knowledge with other people. So I did give talks about
what I was doing. So I was always very – trying to be very generous whenever I was
asked to share knowledge I was developing. But in terms of actually going and being
part of the institution, part of institutional life, it never appealed to me and never has,
actually, which is – I’ve never – or most very rarely been on committees or – or any
other parts of institutional life, really.

Is there time for any other hobbies outside or …?
At the time, I was sort of building new kitchens. I was gardening. I was doing a lot
of sort of handyman stuff, ‘cause we were moving – we were moving around the
country when I started on – going to construction sites, so new houses. So I was very
active in doing them up, ‘cause that was part of generating money as well as being
quite enjoyable. And so I, you know, built kitchen cupboards and I completely
revamped gardens and levelled them and seeded grass and laid out new flowerbeds
and vegetable gardens and things like that in – in whatever spare time I had. So I was
pretty active in that sense and always – I was always the handyman around the house,
doing stuff and trying to make houses attractive places to – to live in but also
attractive places to sell. And so it was like a – it was like a way of creating extra
revenue in the long term. And that was pretty successful. We always managed to sell
our properties easily and quickly, which was worth quite a lot of money to us at the
time.

How many times did you have to move over the next few years?
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Well, quite a lot, really. I’m not sure I’m going to be able to count them up
immediately, but I suppose probably about – at least five or six times over a period of
fifteen to twenty years. So it was quite a regular move, moving every sort of four or
five years on average, I suppose.

Shall we take a break for lunch? It’s about quarter past one.
Yeah, okay.
[End of Track 4]
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How did your own career progress after the Avonmouth Bridge was finished?
Well, the interesting thing, of course, is when you’re out on – sort of half on a site and
half in the office then you sort of have to start thinking what comes next when you’re
on a big bridge. And I decided at that stage that I’d learned quite a lot about
construction but I didn’t feel I knew enough to be a really good designer. And so I
think I lobbied people and said, ‘I really want to go out on site and work with the
resident engineer staff.’ And the opportunity came up because the – in the office
they’d been designing this Friarton Bridge in Scotland and the construction was going
to be starting and they needed a resident engineer staff, and I was appointed as an
assistant engineer under the resident engineer to go and work there. And so we had
that opportunity and my wife and I agreed. And we had a young baby and were
planning to have another one quite quickly and we thought, well, maybe this is an
opportunity to – to go and do that. So – so we were up in Scotland between about
1975 and 1977, ’78, and so I worked on site. We worked on the construction of a
bridge. And I – I learned a lot about foundations and concrete and piles and, you
know, all those sorts of things, rather than just the steel bit, which I’d been involved in
on the Avonmouth Bridge, which was very helpful. But I still felt there was more to
learn, so I said I’d really like to move onto another site as a deputy resident engineer
after that. And they found me a – a project in about 1978, which was the construction
of a swing bridge that I’d been involved in leading some of the design for earlier, in
Hull. So – so I then went out onto that project too. So – so that was another two
years. So actually by 1980, I had had about half of my time in the office and half on
site since I left college, and I suppose even the time in the office had been pretty
construction orientated. So I was a pretty rounded engineer by 1980 because I’d spent
half of my time on construction sites and then welding shops and fabrication shops,
and half of my time looking after pretty high end design things. So I, you know, I got
to be a pretty rounded expert in a lot of different aspects of engineering by – by 1980.
[02:45]
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What was your actual role on the Friarton Bridge?
I was a sort of – third down the chain. So you were called an assistant engineer but
you were the sort of lowest level, really. You had – above you, you had a deputy
resident engineer and a resident engineer, and our role was to supervise construction
in accordance with drawings and – and so on. And a lot of time was spent checking
the setting out of things, using theodolites and levelling machines, working with
young people, helping you, you know, do surveying and checking, and hanging off
the end of a bridge, checking, when boxes were erected, whether they were fitting
properly and making sure gaps were right before welding started. And then making
sure the radiography of the welds was done and looked after properly, and inspecting
the bottoms of pile shafts being lowered down holes in the ground to make sure that
the bedrock was as it should be, and all sorts of things. It was very – it was very
varied, extremely cold and wet at times and – and pretty uncivilised, but – but actually
we were working in – in the Tay Valley, just round the corner from Perth City, in the
most beautiful location in Scotland you could ever imagine, with a cliff escarpment of
Carneil Hill, and this bridge which crossed the – the river, about thirty metres up in
the air, a very, very high bridge on a sweeping curve across the river valley. It was a
fabulous, fabulous location, so never any complaints from me about, you know, about
the attractiveness of being there and – and living in quite a nice house on the top of a
hill, looking out over Strathspey. It was – it was fairly special.

What sort of bridge actually is it?
It’s a steel box girder bridge. So it’s very similar to Avonmouth and perhaps the only
difference is it has a concrete deck, but the concrete was made of lightweight
concrete. So it was one of the first bridges in the UK to have a lightweight concrete
deck, which means that the aggregate, instead of being gravel stones, is actually
lightweight manmade – like a sort of porous pumice material, and very, very tricky to
– to install. Lots of practical issues with – with actually mixing it and – and casting it,
which caused no end of problems. But the reason for it was that you could get away
with less steel to hold it up because the weight of the concrete was so much less, it
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meant that the steel was more, you know, you needed less of it and therefore it was
cheaper, theoretically.

How much is cost the driving concern in building a bridge?
Oh, pretty much overriding. I mean, in terms of the design, you tend to optimise, or
try and optimise, the design so you get the lowest first cost. I mean, that’s pretty
much the way that bridges were designed. So you’re always comparing different
materials. You’re looking at what’s called composite design, which is a steel girder
with a concrete topping, connected with those little sheer stud things I mentioned, or
you’re looking at a complete concrete, pre-stressed concrete, section, or you’re
looking at an all steel section. But all steel is usually ridiculously expensive unless
it’s a very, very long span. So it’s usually between steel composite and concrete and
you’re comparing those two and they’re – they’re surprisingly close these days in
terms of cost. Foundations can be much cheaper with a steel bridge ‘cause it’s lighter
and therefore you need less piles to hold it up. So the foundations impact things too.
It’s not – it’s not an easy decision. You know, by experience you tend to know
eventually. If it’s poor ground, long span, steel’s probably a good idea.

I guess that’s almost sort of held up of the engineering rival materials, aren’t they?
They strangely are. But of course, in reality steel and concrete bridges have huge
amounts of steel in and quite a bit of concrete in, so actually it’s crazy to really call
them different, you know. You’re just using materials in different ways. So it is a
rather strange distinction.
[07:10]

Is there any lobbying from the two industries responsible?
Yeah, there always was. And in fact, I – for most of my career, I got involved very
deeply in the steel industry and eventually became chairman of the Steel Construction
Institute, which was set up by the steel industry to promote and develop the steel
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industry. So I – I was a very strong promoter of that, but on the other hand I also
lectured on sustainable concrete designs and I’ve done lectures for the concrete
community as well on how to make concrete – make use of concrete effectively. So –
but they still have fierce friendly competition between them even today, yeah.

I’m interested in this idea of there being a concrete community or a steel community.
What sort of groups make up these communities?
No, it’s a good – I mean, mostly – I mean, clearly in the steel industry it’s mostly steel
manufacturers, fabricators and to some extent, specialist consultants, who specialise
more in steel type things. And the concrete community is the same, you know. It’s
mostly the precast manufacturing industry and the cement suppliers and people who
have a vested interest in concrete being successful, really, and again the niche
specialist designers, who tend to spend a lot of their life working in concrete.

Are there any particular, I guess, problematic issues in building the Friarton Bridge?
It was mostly the lightweight concrete deck, actually, which was – in the end turned
out to be not just a short term problem, a long term problem, ‘cause they had
problems keeping the waterproofing on it. Because it tended to absorb moisture, it
tended to rather resist having a waterproof membrane put on it as well. And as it was
one of the first experiments of its kind in the UK, we tended to find [laughs] just
about every problem going with it. That was the main problem. I think the only other
problem was some of the erection – the bridge erection systems were quite tricky at
times. It was very, very high, the bridge, and some of the units we were erecting were
very, very big. You know, they were weighing, I can’t remember now, hundreds and
hundreds of tonnes and lifted very, very high in the air using mobile cranes. And I
remember at one point I was asked by the contractor if I would do some independent
checking of the temporary works foundations for them, which the resident engineer
agreed I should do, which was quite hairy in a way because I was asked to check
some really tricky erection systems with a mobile crane, standing on fairly soft
ground with mats, lifting these big boxes high in the air, to make sure they wouldn’t
topple over. And then, of course, it happened [laughs] and I was standing there after
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I’d done the checking. And I can remember still feeling some sense of responsibility
[laughs] about all of that. So – but other than that, it was – it was a very dramatic
bridge and a very exciting bridge to be involved in, and I, you know, I got very deeply
involved with the contractor again in terms of the construction and the steel issues and
the, you know, helping the contractor as best I could to work it all out. And I
remember then there was a – an engineer called Peter Selby Smith, who worked for
Cleveland Bridge, who were the contractors, who I became very friendly with and still
– still see him today. He lives in Sydney in Australia now. He was Australian then
too. And that set off another lifelong friendship of somebody working on the
contracting side with me on the – on the resident engineer’s side, working together as
a team to deliver an outcome that worked for both of us, really.
[11:05]

I’m interested in the sort of relationships between the contractors and resident
engineers, and you called them different sides then. Is it actually that way when
you’re building it?
Yeah, it seems like that, because obviously the client’s interests are – are to do with
quality and time and cost, and the contractor is obviously trying to make a profit, and
therefore some of those things may be compromised in some way or another. Or at
least not compromised, there could be shortcuts or – or things done which save
money. Some of them could be health and safety issues, the safety of the staff on site,
which actually on Friarton became a big issue. In fact I remember the health and
safety executive shut the site at one point because issues that they raised were not
being addressed. And – and we had a hand in getting the health and safety to really
beat up the contractor in a way, because we were deeply concerned about some of the
safety issues of a very, very high bridge, you know, slippery in the winter with ice and
frost and so on. And yeah, and those things cause angst and – and upset. So there’s –
there’s always tension and I was always someone who always did my best to try and
sort of steer a course where I could help them as much as you can within the limits of
– of what’s possible, to anticipate problems and try and flag them up before they arise
so that they can be dealt with properly rather than having to face problems which
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require difficult solutions. And later in my career I had situations where there was a
potential for a bridge to be almost taken down and built again, because of a problem
that arose at the time, and you have to do your best to anticipate things that are going
wrong so they’re easy to put right rather than difficult to put right. And most –
through most of my time on site I think I achieved that quite well and, you know, was
genuinely finding stuff all the time.

What sort of health and safety concerns are there on site, building a bridge?
A lot of it’s to do with personal safety in terms of anticipating where accidents could
happen. Very simple things like slipping or falling or ladders not – not secured
properly and handrails not in place where they should be. They’re actually relatively
simple things. But actually surprising, you know, most accidents on site happen
because of really surprisingly simple failings rather than catastrophic type things.
And often these can be quite serious injuries, you know. People falling could, you
know, could break an arm or a leg or have head – damaging heads and things. And
things – things like not wearing helmets, you know, ‘cause people like to be macho
sometimes and not wear helmets at least they did in the 1970s anyway, and those sorts
of issues too.

Thinking about working in the 1970s as well, were there any labour relation problems
on site?
Yeah, there always were and as a resident engineer there wasn’t a lot you could do
about those, ‘cause they were more to do with unions and – and those sort of issues.
Actually most of the projects I was involved in, we didn’t really have any strikes as
such. And, you know, the unions involved were fairly special unions. The steel
erection workers had particular unions that weren’t very active at that particular time.
So I must admit, I was quite lucky through my career, never really experienced that,
but later on, when I was involved in the Second Severn Crossing project, there were
some real showdowns on that site. And often the bigger the crossings and the more
leverage the – the construction workers feel they have, you know, the bigger the
problems can become sometimes when people are up against deadlines. And there
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were some big showdowns on that project. But on the ones I’m just talking about
now, there were very little, actually. There was very little downtime due to strikes or
labour problems, despite the fact it was a period when the UK had a lot of those things
going on.
[15:20]

I was interested in, you know, what took you to Friarton Bridge in the first place, this
sort of need to know more about construction. I mean, you’ve already built a bridge.
Why do you feel that way?
Yeah. Well, of course, I hadn’t been involved in the – the foundations very much
because I was really brought in to deal with the erection of the deck, and most of the
foundations were already in place when I started work on Avonmouth. And my
responsibility was only really to do with getting the deck up and the steelwork so
actually I didn’t have much experience of piling and foundation works and columns
and – and, you know, the way you built thirty metre high columns and things like that.
So that was really a lot of what I wanted to get involved in and it was that – that’s
where most of my learning happened, really. And – and it was wonderful because
that’s such an important part of civil engineering. It isn’t just about fancy steelwork
[laughs].

How did your bosses take to you wanting to go out and learn more?
Oh, they were very open to it, and they needed someone at the time so it was a – I
think it was a fairly easy decision for people at the time. I think, once Avonmouth
Bridge had been sorted out, you know, there weren’t so many new big steel bridges
coming through the office at that time, so the fact that I was a very experienced
designer – there wasn’t immediately another big project coming that I could fall onto,
I don’t think, from memory. So I think it suited them as well to – for me to go out on
site and indeed then to follow that with another site after that too.
[17:00]
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I’m interested again in sort of your position on this. You’ve got a resident engineer
and a deputy resident engineer sort of above you. Are they Freeman Fox as well then
or …?
Yes, they’re both Freeman Fox, actually pretty experienced people. Harvey Binney
was the – was the resident engineer, had huge experience. He’d actually been the
resident engineer on the Erskine Bridge construction, actually, which I mentioned
earlier. And Gordon Pirie, who was a Scotsman, I think probably had also been on
the Erskine Bridge. So they were pretty experienced construction people who’d been
with Freeman Fox on – on some big bridges and so they, you know, they had a lot of
experience of working with major contractors on big bridges. So they were very
helpful, particularly for someone like me who had no experience at all on practical
issues, setting things out on site, you know, checking locations of things, setting up
temporary benchmarks for levels and, you know, there was a whole lot of stuff you
had to learn which I hadn’t been involved in before. Very simple practical things, you
know, doing surveys and triangulation stuff. I’d done a little bit of learning about that
but I’d never actually done it in practice. So – so, you know, it was another part of
the learning, really.

What’s a day like actually working on site?
It was quite long hours, particularly in the summer, because the contractor tended to
use the long hours – because we were in Scotland, tended to use the better weather
and the long hours to try and get ahead of schedule. So during the summer, you
know, we’d be at work at – before eight in the morning, probably half seven in the
morning, and probably wouldn’t leave till nine at night, so pretty long days, really.
And – and it’s quite physically exhausting ‘cause you’re up and down huge long
ladders, up and down these very high piers and crawling around on steelwork and up
and down ladders and in and out of things, and setting up equipment. And – and in
the winter, you know, very cold winds and, you know, extremely cold conditions,
where even with gloves and heavy – heavy coats on, you were frozen, really, and
pretty wet at times, having to carry on in, you know, seriously heavy rain and cold
conditions. So it’s quite a tough environment to do precision work in and I suppose
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what – what I learned is that you can do precision work in very tough environmental
conditions, which is something perhaps not a lot of people think a lot about, but
actually that’s what civil engineering often is.

What sort of precision work?
Well, setting out lines and levels and positions, you know, within four, five, six
millimetre precision. You know, right on the top of a thirty, forty metre high column,
you’re setting bearings out to position them both horizontally and vertically within
two or three millimetres, tolerances. It’s quite, you know, it’s quite – quite a, you
know, quite a detailed and important issue. And also things like watching the impact
of sun and the variations of sun on expanding and contracting girders and things like
that, you know. When you’re up in – thirty metres in the air and you’ve got a piece of
steel there and the sun comes out shining on one side, it acts like a bimetallic strip and
– and it starts bending horizontally. So it then tends to move horizontally quite
significantly. And so when you’re setting things out, you have to allow for all of
those things and make sure that you either go and check things in the middle of the
night or very early in the morning before the sun comes up so that you know things
are in the right place. So it’s quite – the precision is quite complex. It requires a lot
of brainpower to figure out how to do that. And you get different temperatures
horizontally and vertically. I talked about horizontally. You get it vertically too,
‘cause if you get ice on the deck and not on the underside, you get a difference in
temperature too. So it’s quite complicated.

Is this, I guess, something that you – you almost have an understanding of yourself,
you’re just looking at, or are you measuring it as well with instruments?
Well, you’re calculating it and measuring it all at the same time, yeah. So you’re –
you’re checking what it does during a day when the sun comes out and it moves, so
you’re measuring that and then seeing where it comes back to in the evening and
things like that, and all of that gives you confidence that you understand what’s going
on. So to some extent it’s – it’s a process of constantly monitoring and measuring the
movement of the structure. And – and then, of course, what happens in very high
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winds as well, which is another big issue on an exposed construction site. It’s making
sure everything is stable and – and is not going to bounce around or do anything
unusual in high winds. So – so there’s a lot – a lot of things to worry about most of
the time.
[21:55]

How do you actually – what instruments are you actually using to do the
measurements?
Well, the two instruments you – well, three, really. One is a – a theodolite that – that
enables you to – to measure distances and – and angles between various setting out
points, so – and also you can measure vertical angles, which you can use to measure
height as well. And then there’s levels, which are in a way horizontal theodolites,
which just basically stay horizontal and – and absolutely level, so you can then use a
measuring staff to – to compare levels with the same horizontal plain. You can see
whether one point is a certain distance higher or lower than – than a fixed point that
you know the level of, so you can actually, you know, make sure you know the levels
of everything. So those are the two main instruments - and then of course a tape to
measure things with. And so those are the three bits of kit you use all the time, really,
and become your constant companion, really.

Is there any particular moment when it all comes together and it’s …?
I suppose not really. There’s no – there’s no sort of profound coming together
moments on bridges. I mean, the – the bit that everyone gets excited about is when
you’re building a bridge out from two sides across a river and you put in the closing
bit in the middle. That’s the bit that always makes the newspaper and always makes
the, you know, it’s like the topping out of a building, really. You – you close the
main span on a bridge and suddenly you can drive across from one side to the other
and – and suddenly everything’s changed. But in reality, it’s not such a big moment
technically, doing that. And I – I don’t know, in terms of satisfying things, I think
probably setting out a series of stations to – to actually provide a triangulated setting
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out system for a site is always a very satisfying thing to do. And the way you do that
is you – you put your instruments on each of the setting out points and you measure
angles and distances and then you go all the way around and you make sure it closes
out in the calculation, so the whole thing actually fits together as a piece of geometry,
having measured all the sides and angles. And then you go away and check that it
closes out and that’s always satisfactory. I think it’s all done automatically nowadays,
but then it wasn’t. And so there’s always a profound satisfaction of having set these
things up, you know exactly where they are and what the distances are between them.
Always struck me as very satisfactory. And I guess the other bit was this
understanding of movement thing, of doing calculations on geometrical change and
then seeing things come back and also measuring deflections and making sure they
complied with your elastic calculations of behaviour. And – you know, and checking
all that out. So there was a – I think probably understanding geometry and
understanding performance were always the things that struck me as particularly
satisfying on site.
[25:20]

You were at Friarton until ’78 and then off to Hull. How did – did you just choose the
project you wanted to work on? What’s the path between the two, I guess?
Yes. I don’t quite remember now, but I remember making a conscious decision that I
felt I would like to have, you know, a little bit more on site in a senior position and –
and at a challenging site, you know, that had a lot going for it. And at that time
Freeman Fox had two projects in Hull. One was the Humber Bridge, which was – I
think by that stage was well underway on site in terms of foundations, anyway. And
there was this project called the Hull South Swing Bridge, which eventually became
the Myton Bridge – that’s M-Y-T-O-N Bridge. And that was a cable state swing
bridge across the River Hull, just to the entrance to the River Hull where it joins the
estuary, and that was a new road that was sort of opening up the old docks area to
development from the city side. And I had actually been really responsible for the
detailed design of that bridge when I was in the office, before I went to Friarton,
which actually was another design I was responsible for at the Avonmouth project, so
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there was actually quite a big bridge I was doing at the same time. And – and that
came up and they needed a deputy resident engineer for that project and I clearly had
the credentials, a) I’d designed it, and b) I’d come off another site. So – so I think that
sort of fitted together and – and so I was given that opportunity. And so it sort of
fitted – it fitted for – for Freeman Fox and it fitted for me. And there were two – there
were two really important people working for me on that bridge site. One was Jolyan
Gill, who had worked with me in the office on the design of the swing bridge, and
someone else, who was Chris Davies, who had worked – I think in his – they were
both quite young engineers at that time but they – I think Chris had worked on the
Humber Bridge a bit before he came to site. And both of them went on to have quite
prestigious careers in bridge engineering. So – so I was a mentor and tried to give
them as much help as I could on the site, working for me. So we had a very, very
good team on that site because actually the three of us had become fairly well known
in the bridge engineering field globally. And so it was quite a powerful team on a
very, very complex project that had just about every form of construction. It had
complex tunnels built under the river. It had caisson piers. It had complex
mechanical systems, big hydraulic rams and cables stayed sections and steel box
girders and towers with – with lookout cabins on for controlling the bridge [laughs].
It had – it had just about every complexity a project could ever have, actually, and it
all had to be built in two and a half to three years.
[28:30]

Could you give me some idea of what – what a cable stayed swing bridge in this case
actually looks like?
Yes. I mean, a swing bridge is one that generally is – most swing bridges have a sort
of balanced - sort of two cantilevers. So it sits on a turntable, basically, and turns
round. And usually lies – when it’s open to shipping, it lies parallel with the river.
And then when the ship’s gone past, it swivels round on its pivot and the two ends
then fit onto – onto abutments, which are the two ends of the bridge, and fills in the
roadway. And in this particular case it was a very long span onto the – crossing the
river, and it was decided, because of very limited vertical clearances, that you
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couldn’t have a very deep girder. It might be better to have a shallow girder with –
with a tower on top of the pivot point and cables going to the ends of the bridge. And
then we would make one – one arm of the cantilever longer than the other and there
would be a counterbalance weight at one end to – to make sure it still pivoted without
falling over. And it was quite a wide road, so actually one end of the bridge had to be
skewed so it – it fitted into its sort of end, because otherwise it – when you swung it
round, it would have to be curved and, you know, to fit. So the back end was curved
and the other end had a sort of strange sort of skewed fit with the – with the road, the
long end. So the geometry was very complicated and the deck was all steel with a
box girder – two box girders with a wide deck and a cable at the centre, with a tower
in the middle over the pivot. And a very, very complicated bridge. And I think
there’s only two or three of them in the UK.

Complicated in design or complicated in construction?
Bit of everything, really. Complicated in every sense. Lots of very complicated
geometry, because the geometry when it’s – when it’s open and sort of – the ends sag
and the cables stretch, is different obviously from when it’s back in its final position
and is jacked up so the traffic can go over it. So there’s very complex geometries,
complex bearings. Bearings have to be brought in and out to allow the ends to droop
and be turned round. Complex sets of jacks and articulation systems and – and cable
anchorages that have to accommodate quite a wide range of behaviour compared with
a fixed bridge, and so on and so forth. One side of the river has to connect to the
other side with cable tunnels, so the communication systems work. You know, so the
– the electrical systems are powered from the one side and they have to power the
other side. So all of – you have to have cable tunnels under the river as well and a big
case and half in and out of the river for the foundations. And concrete approach
viaducts, which are a different material altogether. So a huge amount of very
complex drawing and details and a lot of complexity for the contractor and a lot of
uncertainties, and also a very interesting part of the ancient City of Hull. This bridge
was built right in the medieval centre of the old City of Hull, so we were excavating
through some historical areas where there were – the Romans had brought ships in
and put them on stone slabs and there were these stone slabs that the Romans left, so
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it all had to be – there were lots of archaeological digs on site, recovering artefacts
that all went to the Hull Museum. So that was pretty interesting too.
[32:18]

Why build such a complicated design of a bridge?
Well, it was – it was right in the centre of town, so you didn’t want to have a – a main
road built right up in the air with long approach viaducts sort of cutting off land and
creating visual intrusion. So they wanted to keep the – the bridge as low as possible,
which meant that the vertical clearance over the river was – was limited. And there
were a lot of ships still going up the river, trading you know, doing business with
wharfs and collecting materials and delivering goods, so – and there were quite a few
other moving bridges further up the river, because the river was still very much a
commercial operation. I think from memory there were oil – oil ships and gas ships
and – and goods ships and so on, all going right up to Beverley, I think. So – so in the
end, the, you know they wanted to open up the docks and create this access and the
river was in the way, so this was really the only way to do it.

How do you actually - I guess you talked a little bit before about how cantilevering
out is quite a difficult operation and there are things like, you know, wind, changes in
temperature. How do you actually ensure that it slots back into place every time it’s
doing that on the case of a swing bridge?
It’s quite difficult. What you – what you have to do is recognise, every time it’s
swung back into position, the levels and the geometry are going to be different. So
you have to have a jacking system, which actually brings the bridge up to the correct
level, which is able to accommodate quite a lot of variation. And each bearing will
have a different configuration to the other bearing each time as well. So at each
bearing location, there is a complex system of jacking the bridge up and sliding a
bearing underneath, so there’s two different systems operating to enable that to
happen. And because you’ve got two ends of the bridge where this is happening,
you’ve got to get one bridge – one end of the bridge sorted first before you do other
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end, because otherwise the – the systems get confused ‘cause they don’t know quite
what’s going on, so - because it’s counterbalanced and it can – it can tip forward and
backwards. So it’s pretty complicated [laughs]. And because the geometry is also
complicated, ‘cause, as I said, it’s skewed at one end and curved at the other, there’s
also quite a lot of complexity there as well. And then you’ve got to have a joint in the
road surface, which allows variation longitudinally, which is also able to be
accommodated and to be level and – and so on. So it’s – designing those bearings to
– to be jacked up and slid in and out successfully without any problems was really
quite complicated.

Does it sort of slot into – do the bearings allow it to slot into the same piece every
time or are you actively sort of seeing what it does?
No, it goes in – it eventually goes back in the same piece every time. But what you
tend to do is jack it a bit higher, slide the bearing in and then lower it down onto the
bearing each time, so that it’s sort of in a sense failsafe and easy to move when it
doesn’t get stuck. ‘Cause the worst thing that can happen on a swing bridge is – is in
very hot weather, or very cold weather, it gets stuck for some reason, and then of
course the traffic’s delayed. And this is a really busy road. And it – and the opening
and closing time was very short. I think it was a minute and a half or something for
the whole operation, so it had to be very slick and – and very efficient and – and
hopefully not break down too often.

Did you learn anything when you were designing this?
Gosh. Well, a lot, actually, yes. I mean, because the cable stay anchorages had to be
– the cable stays were quite big, because there was a lot of weight, they had to be
taken down into the deck in the centre of the deck and then splayed out under the
deck, and therefore they had to pass round sort of bearing type things, so they could
splay out into the deck to anchor it. It was very difficult to do it any other way. And
that required some very, very complex steel geometry. And the design of those bits of
geometry was what I submitted for my civils exam. By this time I was going for my
professional interview and I had to put forward design calculations. So the
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calculations for these saddles, as they were called, which took the cables down into
the deck, was the thing I submitted for my civils. And – and they’re pretty unique
pieces of steel design. I still don’t think anyone’s ever designed anything quite like
them before. Probably never will again, either. And they were very complicated
things to – to work out and – with all sorts of clever oil filled nuts to sort of clamp the
cables and stop slipping happening and various things like that, were all part of it. So
it was a combination of civil, mechanical and structural engineering, which was quite
unique, really. So – so there was a lot there. I suppose the other thing was how you
make a counterweight in a steel box, and in the end we had a combination of concrete
and very heavy aggregate materials and steel slabs all piled into the back end of the
bridge to actually counterweight the – and make it balance in a level way. And that
was another thing I’d never been involved in, so that was – working all that out and
how to build that was quite complicated too.

Had you done much mechanical engineering before?
No, I hadn’t. I mean, it was – certainly designing the swing bridge – I’d only
designed the steelworks, so there wasn’t so much mechanical engineering from my
point of view. It was done by another department in Freeman Fox. But actually on
site you had to be involved in the whole thing. And there was some extremely long
jacks, some of the longest jacks ever installed in the UK, to – hydraulic jacks to – to
swing the bridge round, and designing and installing those was something I got deeply
involved in on site and I actually found a flaw in the – in the designer’s calculation. I
think it was a design and build contract, so we had to check the design. And I found
that actually these things would have been unstable the way they’d been designed and
– and that had to be sorted out. So I got deeply involved in – in the stability of long
hydraulic jacks and pivots and things, which I’d never had any involvement in before.
[38:55]

Where are the jacks actually installed?
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They’re installed either side. So the bridge sort of pivots on a big circular bearing, a
sort of circular ball bearing, a very, very large diameter ball bearing. So the whole
thing sits on there. So it’s just like a – like a – well, like a rotating telescope or
anything, just pivots on a – on a bearing. And then there are some outriggers and then
these jacks go from a fixed point on the foundation to these outriggers, so when
they’re closed the bridge is in the closed position. And as the jacks push, one on
either side, it actually pushes the whole thing round into the – into the other position.
And as you can imagine, the – the jacks get extremely long to – to actually turn the
whole thing round through about ninety degrees and they’re pretty long to start with
and they – when they’re fully extended, I – I can’t remember what the dimensions
were now, but I suspect they were probably six to eight metres long when they were
fully extended, which is extremely long for a hydraulic jack.
[40:10]

You mentioned as well having to do calculations for this. Had calculation technology
moved on since the earlier examples with the slide rule we talked about last time?
Yeah. Well, they had. By this time one had the – the little Hewlett Packard
calculators, which had little memory cards you could stick in and you could actually
write your own little programmes for doing calculations on a – on a tiny little
handheld calculator. So we’d gone from having no calculators to having a calculator
that would just add and multiply and divide numbers, that was about a metre square,
which was the first calculator we ever had in the office, which I guess must have been
about 1972, to then having these little Hewlett Packard things that you could
programme yourself, that were quite small and amazing, to having mainframe
computers to do calculations for you. All that happened in this period between 1970
and 1980. And I suppose by the time I was on site, I was probably using a little
Hewlett Packard calculator to – to do the calculations on these rams. But if I needed
to check something out, I could – I could use the company’s mainframe computer in
London and – and send down some – some FORTRAN programme sheets. So most
of the work we did then was not standardised calculation programmes. You actually
had to write the FORTRAN yourself to actually do every single analysis of a bridge
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model or something. So you had to, you know, you actually had to know the – the
programme language and how to punch cards and all that sort of stuff. So that was
yet another thing you had to learn.

And how do you learn it?
Erm, just by – by being taught by other people, I guess, and just trial and error. And it
was trial and error, ‘cause the first time you – probably the – up to about the fifth time
you did it, there was always something wrong, you know. A card was punched wrong
or – or you’d missed out a dash or a slash or – or a star or something in the – in the
programming. So it was – it was – there was a big – we had programme manuals to
explain how to do it, which were quite good, but nevertheless you seemed to have to
have two or three goes at it before you got the thing to run properly. I think – I think
the big problem with – when we got to the stage where a bridge could be analysed
with a – what we used to call a grid model or a plain stress plate model, was that
people started to use those models to predict the performance of bridges. You know,
people started to use them as black boxes. And I can still remember to this day a
particular example, where a young engineer had analysed a bridge and gone all
through the detailed design of a bridge and had come up with solutions, which weren’t
quite right. They didn’t look quite right. And so I questioned it and went back and
found that there was a fundamental error in the original coding of some of the
members of the bridge, which had never ever been questioned. And so this – this
whole design had got to quite an advanced stage with a fundamental error in the
original model that could have been picked up if somebody had – it was a factor of ten
in the stiffness. If somebody had really thought, they would have picked this up, but
they didn’t. And it always worried me that people tended to use computer models as
black boxes and they – you know, they – I worried that engineers would lose the
ability to – to think at a fundamental level about structural behaviour.

I was wondering, to an engineer who – the more traditional mindset, shall we say, like
yourself, who doesn’t want to go down that too much computerisation route, what
difference does computerisation actually make to you?
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Well, quite a – quite a lot at a very detailed level. I mean, I can give you an example
on the – or try and explain. If you have a – a girder which varies in depth, and I Friarton Bridge and Avonmouth have shallow – are quite shallow in the middle of the
span. They get much deeper at the – at the pier. If you analyse the way that works in
sheer – sheer is the – is what happens to the web of a girder, where it sheers and – and
strains in its own plain, in analysing the – the way that variable depth girder behaves
in sheer, you have to understand that the – the bottom flange, as we call it, the bottom
sort of plate on the girder is varying in angle as you – as you get towards the pier,
you’ve got a slopey bottomed flange, which has a – carries a component of the sheer
force, because it’s sloping and therefore if you resolve the force in the flange
horizontally and vertically, there’s a component vertically which is carrying some of
the sheer. So if you don’t understand that, you’ve got a problem, but if you do
understand it you’ve no idea what the distribution of sheer stress then in the web is,
because you calculate it using a simple engineer’s theory of bending and of course it
is different from that. And you actually do need a quite sophisticated plain plate
analysis to tell you what the sheer distribution is, ‘cause it varies on the – with the size
of the flange, the thickness of the web, the stiffness, and you can’t work it out in any
sort of nominal way. So to work out the stiffening requirements of the web and the
web thickness, in that circumstance you do need a very sophisticated plain plate
analysis. And you can do rudimentary calculations on overall things but you can’t get
the detailed answers very easily. So there are situations where you need those
analyses to actually figure out some of the – the detailing of the structure, not the
overall performance but the detailing of it within the structure, if you’ve got variable
depth girders and complex sheer problems of that kind, and box girders and variable
depth girders tend to have that. So there are situations where you do need those
things.
[46:25]

I guess the other – the other aspect about sort of planning a bridge I was interested in
as well was what does a bridge plan actually look like? What sort of document are
you going from?
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Yeah, it’s interesting. I mean, ‘cause you questioned earlier on about the Hull Bridge
and why it ended up the way it did. I mean, fundamentally, of course, in planning
bridges, highway engineers do – if it’s a highway bridge or a railway bridge, it’s the –
it’s the highway and railway engineers, who are a completely different discipline,
they’re not bridge engineers, they tend to dictate where the road’s going to be and
what level it’s at. And therefore the bridge engineer has to have a sort of input into
that process to make sure it isn’t stupid and you don’t end up with an impossible
situation. So – so what you end up with in plans first of all is the – is the highway
engineer’s plan for the road, which has levels and lines and widths and kerbs and
drainpipe requirements and all that sort of thing, and handrails and all those sorts of
things, which is a big part of a bridge, so there’s a lot of specification around that.
And then you start specifying the bearings, the joints, the girders, the foundations and
each of those has separate drawings. But the basic drawing is usually the plan, which
is actually the thing drawn up by the highway engineer rather than the bridge
engineer, or the railway engineer. And then each of the components of the bridge is
then detailed separately and – and is – you know, so you have a set of drawings for all
those different components. And sometimes you have some erection drawings, you
know, to illustrate how – how the – how you anticipate the contractor would build it.
[48:13]

Can you give me an idea – you mentioned younger engineers who you were working
with. Was it Jocelyn Gill?
Jolyan Gill.

Jolyan Gill, sorry, and Chris Davies. What sort of chaps were they?
Jolyan came from Oxford University, in engineering, was very – was very interested
in the theory and the – and the – very, you know, he was very interested in the sort of
intense structural engineering side of bridge engineering. Whereas Chris was much
more strategic, was – was clearly going to be, you know, was wanting to move more
into management and more into – he understood engineering really well but he always
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had a sort of – an interest more in the management and the overall organisation of
things. And they were a very good combination to have on site, ‘cause Chris would
be doing the more strategic organisation of what needs to be done, where and how and
why, whereas Jolyan would be into all the detail and all the – all the technical stuff.
And so they were a good combination and you do need those different interests and
skills.

Where do you think you fitted into that combination?
Erm, well, I think I was able to sort of give them, each of them, the responsibilities for
those particular roles and – and obviously steer them into the, you know, what they
needed to be doing every day, and make sure they were properly organised and make
sure we didn’t miss things. And I mean, to be honest, the project was so complicated,
there were so many different areas that needed to be checked and organised all the
time, and there were quite a lot of design issues that were unresolved, we discovered.
So actually there were quite a lot of bits of design needing to be done on details. One
particular one I remember was the – the gullies, the drain gullies on the bridge, on the
approach viaducts. We discovered they couldn’t be standard ones ‘cause they didn’t
fit in the depth that was there, so we had to design some that had to go off to be
fabricated and supplied locally. And so little jobs like that were there all the time. So
my job was to anticipate those things, or get a contractor coming in saying, ‘This
doesn’t work, this doesn’t fit, what do we do about this?’ And then needing to resolve
it. And so Chris and Jolyan would help resolve that, as well as obviously being out on
site, checking levels and lines and – and making sure the quality of what was going
into the concrete was adequate and there weren’t any holes in the concrete and the
reinforcing bars were all in the right place, the right diameter, the right spacing and all
those sorts of things.
[50:50]

That does bring up another question I was wondering about, which is, you know, how
much does this design actually change as it’s being built, if at all?
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Not that – not that much. I mean, it tends to be little bits and pieces that change rather
than big stuff. But actually the little bits and pieces are often what makes bridges
successful or not successful. So actually the drainage, the handrails, the – the
bearings, you know, often those are the things that go wrong later on and those are the
things that need to be done really, really well. So actually you learn as you go along
in life that paying attention to those little details that are often too boring and too, you
know, rather sort of peripheral to the designer’s task, when he wants to design the
girders and size them and get all the steelwork drawings done, and these little bearings
and joints and things are a bit of a nuisance to designers in the office. They’re
actually really critical to the successful operation and maintenance of bridges. And so
often on site you end up paying a lot of attention to those sorts of details, you know,
lighting column bases and the way that cables get in and out of them and things like
that, which often is not detailed well enough on drawings. And where the navigation
lights are on the bridge and how they’re connected and things like that.

Tinkering with the details that way.
Yeah. So those are the things you end up resolving a bit more on site.

How’s your own career progressed at Freeman Fox? Have you got promotion
anywhere along the way since your earlier positions?
No, strangely not. And in fact, through this period there were some stresses and
strains going on, because it was a period of very high inflation. All the way through
the 1970s, inflation must have been between eight and eleven percent, which is sort
of, you know, is unheard of today. You know, we’re used to having inflation below
two percent. So with a young family, if your salary isn’t going up by that amount
every year, which of course it wasn’t, you’re actually feeling you’re worse off every
year than you were the year before. And because you’re out on site, you’re a little bit
out of the, you know, out of the sight of people in head office who tend to set salaries,
and salaries tend to be set in relation to the cost of the project being paid by the client.
So there’s always a bit of a problem if – if things are not being covered through
inflation. And often they – in those days they weren’t covered as well as they might
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be in the contract. So – so one had to agitate really hard. And I’ve still, in my
archives, got a letter I wrote to Oleg Kerensky when I was on the Friarton site,
complaining bitterly about my salary, and I did a graph showing the – the way my
salary had been eroded by inflation, and I think I worked out it was thirty percent
lower than it had been earlier in my career when I was in the office. So this sort of
went on through that period. And so not only was one feeling not entirely valued, one
was also feeling a bit – a bit put out by not having as high a salary as one might have
expected. And as I said earlier, this manifests itself in wondering really whether you
should be working at all, compared with your wife who had a potential to earn more
money in teaching than you. So right up to 1980 this was still an – still an issue. And
so it came to pass in reality that at that point Freeman Fox – I guess in the – by the
time it got to 1980, it had really suffered badly as a company because of the bridge
collapses. They were not getting the new projects anymore that they were getting.
And so, you know, I’d been out on site for that reason, I suppose. The work really
wasn’t coming in anymore. The Humber Bridge was finished and I guess financially
they weren’t in such a good position, and there were talks of takeovers and other
things happening. And – and it came to pass that – that at that point I said, ‘Well,
what’s next? You know, what’s coming next? Where’s my career going with you?’
And they had begun to get – as a lot of consultants, had a lot of work in Iraq at that
time. This was the time when Iraq was doing a lot of its big road construction. And
Freeman Fox, like a lot of consultants, were beginning to get work out there. And so
they said to me, ‘Actually, we’ve got a site job in Iraq, to work on a cable stay bridge
project there, and we’d like you to go out there with your family.’ And it didn’t take
much investigation, with two young children under four or five years old, to realise
this would not be a very attractive place to go, because it was a pretty unstable place
with Saddam Hussein in charge. You know, it was a dangerous place to some extent.
And, you know, the – the government staff sort of disappeared, you know, if
something went wrong. There were all sorts of problems like that going on despite
the fact there was massive construction going on. So at that point I decided I’d look
around for another job, ‘cause I felt somehow that this somehow wasn’t going in the
direction that I wanted it to go. So in 1980 I – I began to cast around for another
opportunity in another company, and it was a combination, I guess, of – well, it was
probably a direct result, looking back at it, of the problems that they had, that they
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were – they were suffering – beginning to suffer quite badly and were perhaps not
able to keep people like me who’d had that experience, who wanted to go up [laughs].
[56:50]

You used an interesting phrase a few minutes ago, which was ‘I wasn’t feeling
entirely valued.’ Was that just in a financial sense or otherwise as well?
I think it was otherwise too, because what tends to happen when you go out on site in
any company actually is you are out of the day to day sight of the senior management
in the company, so you’re somehow parked out into a sort of place. And the fact that
I did that because I wanted to learn, I felt personally that, you know, I was quite – not
renowned, but I was a pretty well known steel bridge designer by that time, having
been through the Merrison thing. But I felt that it wasn’t enough. I felt I needed to
really understand the rest of the construction area. But somehow, very quickly, I
think my – I disappeared off the radar screen of senior management, because I guess
they were struggling. You know, they were obviously struggling with keeping a
business going and finding new work and – and finding their reputation was – was
becoming more difficult. And I guess all of the different inquiries, the Yarra Bridge
collapse inquiry was going on. The – the Milford Haven inquiry was happening.
There were lots of difficult problems for the senior management, which of course I
wasn’t sympathetic to [laughs], really. And yeah, and the reason I didn’t feel valued
was simply that I – I didn’t feel that I was being looked after in terms of career
structure and salary, really. It was – it was that simple.

Who was actually running the place by the end of your time there?
Well, Bernard Wex was – was still there. Oleg Kerensky, I think had retired. Mike
Parsons was still there, and a number of the people working under Mike were still
around. So from memory – but probably Bernard Wex and Mike Parsons were the –
and a number of other senior engineers were then running Freeman Fox. To be
honest, it’s a bit of a blur, ‘cause I’d been out of headquarters and I’m not sure I quite
knew what was going on anymore, you know.
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Did you ever come across Mike Parsons much when you were actually working there?
Not a great deal at all, no. I think we – I think I met him on the Humber Bridge a few
times, because inevitably some of the things they were trying to do on the Humber
Bridge were some of the things we tackled on the Avonmouth Bridge in terms of
welding decks and stiffeners and stuff. So I was called into the Humber Bridge
several times to help them with some of the problems they were having. And I think I
met Mike then, but that was – so I had very little contact with him, really.

What sort of chap was he when he was early on in his career? Bear in mind I’ve only
met him as an eighty plus year old, so … [Laughs]
I don’t really know. I mean, other than the fact he was very likeable, was very – erm,
very, you know, probably a bit like me, actually, probably very intensely concerned
about getting things right and doing the right thing and looking after people. He
always believed in looking after his staff and – and, you know, was as much
concerned about that as he was about getting the bridges to be safe and well designed
and built well. So I mean, I think he was a very straightforward and very – very
honest and very concerned about the detail sort of person, really. And I’m sure he
was a major force in getting the Humber Bridge built successfully.

Did you ever come across Bill Brown? You mentioned him earlier. I guess he’s one
of the better known Freeman Fox bridge designers?
I almost never met him and very rarely had anything to do with him, which was pretty
strange because in a way he was the person who – who I effectively took over from in
terms of the Avonmouth Bridge, in terms of the checking of Erskine, in terms of, you
know, a lot of the – the issues that had happened had his name attached to them and a
lot of the drawings on Avonmouth had his name on, and a lot of the problems that we
discovered had his name signed to them too. So clearly he was someone, I have to be
honest about, I didn’t have a lot of respect for, because I just felt he got so much
wrong and that – that seemed to me to be extraordinary. But I never really met him.
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And somehow – I don’t know why, whether it was that he didn’t care about what we
were doing or whether – I don’t know quite why. I would have thought that he would
be really interested in what we were doing on Avonmouth, but he never came, he
never got involved at all. And that might have been a decision amongst the – the
partners that he shouldn’t be involved, I don’t know. But certainly – I think I only
ever met him once and that certainly wasn’t to have a conversation within a Freeman
Fox environment. I think it was probably at a – at a sort of annual party or something
where I just sort of encountered him, and I don’t think he ever said anything to me,
but at least I saw him, anyway. So it was strange, really. I had no relationship with
him whatsoever, really. The only time I ever, I think, subsequently, before he died, I
encountered him on the Messina Crossing. I got entangled in the Messina Crossing at
some point in my career, which was the project he went on to have a very significant
role on. And I seem to remember I did meet him once and I met his team at Beech
Associates once about that project, and that’s probably where I remember meeting
him just once, I think.
[1:02:36]

So I guess that more or less brings us to, I guess, the end of your time at Freeman
Fox, doesn’t it? What did you think you’d actually gained from being there?
Oh, I – I thought – at that moment in 1980, I thought I’d had the most fantastic career
and opportunity. I was hugely grateful, because to have been involved in, you know,
the cutting edge of steel construction, to have had the opportunity to really help design
and build one of the, you know, most significant bridges in the UK, in Avonmouth, to
be involved in the lightweight concrete top deck at Friarton, to be involved in one of
the world’s first cable stayed swing bridges, both in design and construction, and to
have had half of my time in the office and half of my time on site, I thought was an
immense privilege and I felt really well equipped to do almost anything, actually. I
felt I could have done anything at that point, in the world of bridge engineering. So I
– and I also felt very confident about being an innovator in a way, you know. I felt I
wanted to innovate, I wanted to continue that intense process of innovation and – and
exploration and discovery and everything else. And – and one of the things that I now
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know, looking back at it, is that I’d – I’ve had a sort of seven year cycle in my life of
– of achieving a lot and of then looking for a – another peak to climb, and at that stage
in my – in my career, I was almost – I’d been through a sort of Avonmouth peak of a
seven year cycle and I’d been through a – through a sort of site and cable stayed
swing bridge sort of – well, five, six year cycle anyway, and so I was sort of
anticipating and looking around for the next big peak that would kick off in about
1982 or something, you know, from – fourteen years on from ’69, if that makes
mathematical sense. And so I was already casting around, looking for something
bigger. And so if Freeman Fox hadn’t come along – along with something a lot
bigger than what I’d done already, I was going to be looking for something else, I
think.

That seems a good time to stop for a moment.
Yeah.
[End of Track 5]
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How did you go from working at Freeman Fox to working somewhere else?
It was – as I said, I got to this point where I was – I was looking around. And there’s
a magazine called the New Civil Engineer, which I think hadn’t been going very long
at this time, and that’s where you had job adverts. And there I was in Hull, reading
this magazine every week, came out weekly. And I think it came out on a Thursday
and I was idly looking and suddenly, just as I was having these thoughts, there in the
New Civil Engineer on a Thursday morning was an advert, quite a big advert, from a
consultant called Maunsell, that’s M-A-U-N-S-E-L-L, saying they were looking for a
steel bridge specialist to help the business forward. And the specification for this
person was me, exactly the amount of experience I’d had, involved in large steel
bridges, etc, etc. I’d hardly heard of Maunsell at all. I didn’t know much about them.
And it turned out that their head office was in Penge, which was literally a stone’s
throw from Beckenham, where we used to live. And the following weekend we were
going down to Beckenham to stay with a friend who lived in Beckenham, who we got
to know in the flat we lived in there, so I was going to be in Beckenham the following
weekend. So I thought - being at this stage fairly confident about my capability, I
thought, I know what I’ll do, I’ll ring them up and see if they’ll interview me when
I’m there [laughs] the following weekend. So – so I had the nerve to ring them up and
– and I got through to a guy called Brian Richmond, who turned out to be someone
who was a – had a PhD in steel structures and actually was the steel person – steel
expert, partner, in Maunsell. And I spoke to him and said, ‘I’m coming down next
weekend and here’s my …’ I suppose I must have sent my CV to him. And
amazingly, they agreed to interview me on the Friday afternoon. So – so I went down
for the interview and, to be honest, it wasn’t an interview, it was them trying to
persuade me to join them, already, on the back of my CV, and I suppose a little bit of
knowledge. ‘Cause Brian Richmond had been involved in some of the Merrison stuff.
And the reason they wanted me to go there was because their top bridge engineer,
called Alec Wallace, who’d worked on the – the first Forth Bridge, the first Severn
Bridge, who joined them to try and improve their steel expertise, ‘cause they’re
mostly known for concrete bridges, not steel bridges, had a serious Parkinson’s
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Disease problem and they were very worried about him not being able to carry on,
suddenly. I think it had happened fairly suddenly. So they were literally looking for
someone to take over from one of their senior people, who potentially had a health
problem. And so they were looking for someone very much like me and so persuaded
me to join. And the attraction for us as a couple was that we could go back to
Beckenham, where we lived, and my wife could then get a job with Bromley Council
and – and sort of leverage her career really quickly with – with young kids. And it
was a reasonably affordable place to live – to move to. So it was one of those
amazing coincidences in life that that job came up at that time, because this guy had
Parkinson’s and they needed someone to replace him. It was an extraordinary
coincidence.
[03:57]

How did Freeman Fox take to you leaving?
It was a bit of a shock, actually, because like all things with companies who aren’t
quite tracking things, they – I think they suddenly realised, my god, you know, he’s
going to a competitor. And I think if I’d gone to anyone else, they’d – they wouldn’t
have been so concerned. And so underlying this was a huge lot of issues, which are
directly connected to all the things we’ve been talking about, the bridge collapses. I
didn’t know this background history, I must admit, I was completely naïve. But when
we go back to the Yarra Bridge, which was the first one to collapse – the Yarra Bridge
had a steel main span and concrete approaches, and Maunsell were a company who
had a very strong presence in Australia and they were working on the approach spans
of the Yarra Bridge. And they were also doing some independent checking work on
the main span that collapsed. So actually Alec Wallace, who I was going to take over
from, had done some of the independent checking calculations for Yarra Bridge that
fell down. So there was a – a relationship between Freeman Fox and Maunsell around
the whole area that I’d been working on, and some of the senior partners in Maunsell
were on site when the bridge collapsed, on the adjacent site, and had been severely
affected personally by it, and – and many people who were killed, they knew and so
on. So there was – there was a huge background and there was a certain tension
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between the companies because of the inquiries and things that were happening. So
basically, when I said I was going to Maunsell [laughs], unbeknown to me, there was
a huge – oh my god, you know, I’m not sure this is a good idea. But by that time I
was completely committed. It suited us so well as a family, it suited me so well
personally, that I was never going to back out, even though they – they did try and
persuade me. But the problem with Freeman Fox is they couldn’t offer me anything.
They didn’t have anything to offer me. And – and clearly this was – there was a very
– there was a very clear and obvious reason for me going to – to Maunsell. So I went.
And it all happened very quickly in – in a rather unseemly haste, I have to say
[laughs].

What was it like starting there?
It was very weird because, you know, because the person I was going to take over
from was still there and he wasn’t that bad. He was a bit shaky and a bit – but he was
still doing a job. And they – strangely, he was the designer of the Adhamiyah Bridge
in Baghdad, which I was being asked to go out and do the supervision for for the other
company as well, which was also quite spooky. And so that bridge was still going on
and he was involved in it. So to be honest, it was a bit odd because they obviously
wanted me to join but actually there wasn’t an immediate and obvious thing to do. It
was a matter of me helping them build the next step of the – of the relationship. So
actually the first year I was there, I did a lot of research work, actually. So I had to
sort of invent a sort of platform for the company to move forward from, because they
were not well known for steel bridges. It was quite an embryonic area. They were
doing a lot of concrete bridges. And so I actually started doing a lot of research and I
did a lot of lecturing for Constrado, the steel industry’s education department, about
designing and constructing steel composite bridges, which I knew a lot about. So I
developed some very simplified design rules which they put out and I did lots of
lecturing for Constrado and I built up my personal profile and the profile of Maunsell
as experts in steel bridges through that process. So I – I obviously helped with some
design work, but I didn’t really have a lot to do other than stuff that Alec felt he
wanted me to help with, but we both knew I was there for the long term. So – so the
first year or two was quite strange.
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[08:00]
But the really important thing that happened, which I think Maunsell knew was
coming, was that a decision had been taken by government to actually go forward
with a replacement of the Severn Crossing, the first Severn Crossing, to build another
bridge. And Maunsell were eyeing this up as a – as a potential project and a bidding
process started in about 1982. And by 1982, I’d built up my profile and started to
build up Maunsell’s profile in – in bridges and I had a CV of major bridges and Alec
Wallace did too. And so we decided to form a partnership with Atkins, another
competitor, who were much more in the planning and – and sort of other – other
aspects of planning, land use planning, and we were the engineers for bridges. And
we partnered together and bid for the – the Second Severn Crossing studies, which
was a very, very large potential project. And so I led our efforts, with Brian
Richmond, and went to the interviews and played a leading role in the interviews, and
we won. We actually won the feasibility studies and the planning of the Second
Severn Crossing in – in – and I think the work started in 1983, ’84. The bidding
process took nearly a year to get through. And of course it was a fantastic success and
of course that was then the big platform that I was then able to go forward with, which
I guess is what I hoped would happen. But it took three and a bit years of – of me
realising that, you know, you had to actually build a platform to go forward from.
‘Cause it wasn’t like Freeman Fox, who were well known for steel bridges and were
on the slide, it was Maunsell, who were well known for – for high quality engineering
and concrete bridges that – that I was brought in to – to sort of sure up, so … So it
was – it was very successful. And of course I – I gained a lot of credit for being the
person that helped to win that job. And then of course I was able to work on it and
have a big team and – and work on – on planning a very major bridge crossing, which
I’d never done before, ‘cause I’d – I’d been the person who sorted out the
construction and design rather than the person who was involved in the planning.
[10:28]
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I’m interested in this idea about building a platform. You mentioned a little bit about
some of the things that are involved. I was picking up on the research part of this.
Yeah.

What does research actually involve for a civil engineer at this time?
It was interesting. I – I don’t know quite what made me do it, really. I mean, I guess
I was just – I just thought deeply about what people were doing at that moment in
design terms and realising that everybody was reinventing the wheel on every steel
composite bridge. You know, every bridge was being designed as if it was a research
project and they were doing it from first principles every time, whereas it seemed to
me that - when looking round the country at the bridges that were coming forward,
that these were things that could be standardised pretty much, that the deck slab
detailing could be the same, the size of the girders, the depth of the girders, the
bracing systems could all be standardised and this could make steel composite a much
more attractive design than concrete, which was being used for a lot of bridges at that
moment, and Constrado thought that too. And once I’d – I actually did some
fundamental research. I actually got the characteristics of steel composite bridges
from – from published documents from all over Europe, not just in the UK, and I did
an analysis of them all and tried to figure out where the standardisation and so on was,
and produced some curves and – and information for them, which were quite rational
and – and backed up by – by evidence, and then published it in papers and lectured on
it. And they became the foundation of design stuff that Constrado, and then the Steel
Construction Institute that followed, then took forward. And the use of steel
composite bridges in the UK went up dramatically from that. So really it was – I
don’t know what made me do it exactly. I can’t – it was just like an intuitive thing to
do, ‘cause it was an area I understood very well and I just felt there was a need there.
I could see there was a clear need, that a lot of people were wasting their time making
decisions about things that – and often getting detailing wrong that could have been
much better. So I just thought that – that was the moment. And I guess Constrado
must have encouraged me as well.
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Who are Constrado again, sorry?
They were an organisation set up by British Steel to actually promote steel
construction in bridges and buildings and – and do teaching and knowledge sharing.
They were based in Croydon. And I suppose I – I don’t know how I got – I got
involved with them, but it didn’t take very long, once I was back in Beckenham –
Croydon’s only just down the road. I probably went to a couple of meetings and told
them what I was doing on research and – and they were – decided to promote steel in
bridges, and obviously I was an – I was an asset that they latched onto. And – and I
ended up teaching design of railway bridges, road bridges, all sorts of bridges there,
and became – I suppose became something of a celebrity through that, you know,
with youngsters coming up through the profession that listened to me teaching and –
and found it very helpful and useful, ‘cause I was willing to share knowledge rather
than hold it in and use it from the – from the company’s point of view. I thought it
was better to share it, ‘cause I didn’t think we had anything to lose, ‘cause we didn’t
have much of a reputation. I thought probably we could build our brand better by
sharing information.
[13:55]

Are there any other key aspects of building a platform?
People, clearly. You can’t, you know, you can’t actually build a platform as a
consultancy – you’ve got to have the right people because you’re not credible
otherwise. Even if you haven’t done the projects, you’ve got to have a – you’ve got to
have the credibility in terms of people, and you’ve also got to have a – a sense of a
way of tackling projects which is attractive to clients. So – so I think it’s a
combination of those things, really.

Is the run up to the Second Severn Crossing the first job that Maunsell actually give
you?
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It was – well, it was the first job – yeah, go and win this, yeah. It was the first big –
go and win this. I mean, lots of others followed very, very soon after that. So it
became a – a process of doing that and then following it through very, very quickly
with other major crossings. It was a sort of – the period from 1984 through to 1990,
major crossings all over the world came up. It was one of those sort of amazing
periods where suddenly these crossings were coming up all over the place, for – I
don’t know quite why. But anyway, it – it just was. So the – and – and part of the
process that was evolving was private financing, because these projects were moving
from government financing into private financing. And of course this was the period
that the Conservative government wanted to promote private finance initiatives as a
new way of moving projects off government balance sheets.
[15:30]
And – and the Channel Crossing was – was another one, which actually slightly
preceded the – the Second Severn Crossing, and I think I was working on that for a
year before the – the Second Severn Crossing, for a consortium called Euroroute. It
had an idea of building a – a tunnel at the centre of the estuary and bridges connecting
the tunnels and islands to the shores. And we were an alternative bidder to the – the
tunnel all the way scheme, just with a railway. This was a road and railway crossing.
And so we were recruited by them, and Trafalgar House and a French consortium to
actually work on the bridge connection parts of the crossing. And I was working on
that at the same time and that was another job that was won. I didn’t win that. They
won that and I worked on that at the same time. So there were these two big private
finance projects, which were new to the UK, that I was involved in at the time.
[16:45]

And are there any new features of the working practice that happens when dealing
with private finance initiatives?
Yeah, very much so, but it – a lot of it was working closely with contractors, because
they were design and build. So the difference was, you know, this was moving away
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from the whole idea of designers designing bridges and then handing them over to
contractors to – to design and build. And Maunsell culture was all about design and
build. They – they developed that culture within the concrete practice. And it
actually came from Guy Maunsell himself. Guy Maunsell was the engineer who
designed the – the D-Day landing concrete harbours that were floated in and installed
for the – the landings, and so he believed in that sort of total engineering solution
approach. And that sort of went through the company. So of course my history was
fantastically useful for that because I’d spent a lot of my time working closely with
contractors in a – almost a seamless way, and so I had the culture that was very
attractive, particularly to French contractors. They’d never met anyone quite like me,
who actually really wanted to work with them on the whole design construction
integration, which is the way French engineers are taught. So it was – it was a very
interesting journey. And – and suddenly working with French contractors became a
big part of my life from then onwards and has really never left, actually, because of
the culture of French engineers and the way they’re taught at the ecoles in France, you
know, the top teaching institutions in France. And – and they genuinely believe in a
seamless integration of design and construction practice, which is something that’s
never really caught on in the UK.

What’s the UK equivalent?
There really isn’t one, I would say, because engineering and – and bridge engineering
particularly, is not regarded as the – as the premier job in society, as it is in France.
You know, this is just about the top university in – in France and – and engineering is
one of the top professions, and it’s regarded more highly than being a doctor or
practising medicine or – or aeronautical engineering or anything, you know. Civil
engineering, bridge engineering particularly, is – is the pinnacle of French society
still. And – and the École Ponts et Chaussées, ecole in Paris is – is the one that most
young – bright young French people want to get into if they can, and become the top
bridge engineer in the world. You know, that’s still an ambition in – in France. Not
sure it quite is now but it certainly was then. We don’t have that equivalent at all in
the UK.
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[19:45]

Can we talk a little bit more about, I guess, the – the proposal for – for Channel
Crossing? Could you just describe it to me again? Is this the one that actually ended
up getting built or a different proposal?
No, it’s the one that didn’t get built, but it got very close to being built. And it was
the right solution. The one we actually have is the wrong solution, because it sort of
has a self defeating business model in it, which is a bit of a shame, really. So the one
I was involved in was called Euroroute and it was a direct competitor of Eurotunnel,
which was the one that won. And the reason it’s different is because it had a road
crossing in it, so you could drive across as well as get a train. So you could – you
could – you had the option. And the one we were designing had bridges out to two
very large islands, which were sort of either side of the main shipping channel, and
then there was a spiral ramp down into a tunnel. So you drove round a spiral ramp, a
bit like that spiral ramp in Shanghai where you go from the bridge to the ground level,
and then you drive through the tunnel and you go up a spiral ramp the other side onto
a – a bridge again. And alternatively there’s a – there’s a railway that goes all the way
through and it goes through the same tunnel under the sea as the middle section but
then has a separate tunnel on either side. And the – everything’s prefabricated and
sunk into – into the sea bed and the foundations are prefabricated and the bridge is
prefabricated. And all of the spans of the – of the main approach span crossings are
cable stay bridges, which are sort of floated in and – complete cantilever spans are
floated in and – and positioned and so on. Very, very ambitious bridge engineering.
And each of them was a privately financed initiative, so each of them was – had a
financing proposal organised by the private sector and submitted. So actually either
of them could be selected. There was very little government money involved. And I
worked as hard on – at that point in my career, I worked as hard on that submission
before it went in as I’d ever done in my life. I think we spent two weeks working
about sixteen hours a day continuously for two weeks to finalise the submission,
working with the French in Croydon. And we genuinely believed that we could win
and of course it would have been a fabulous project to have been involved in. And in
the end Margaret Thatcher was – was – somehow or other was promoting the
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Eurotunnel proposal, the alternative, and – and Francois Mitterrand was promoting –
the Frenchman was promoting the Eurotunnel proposal, and they both had English
and French contractors involved in – in them and in the end Maggie swung her
handbag. It was right up to the wire. The very last meeting, they still hadn’t decided
which one was going to win. And she swung her handbag and said, ‘Look, the risk of
either of these failing - we should go for the cheapest because if either of them fail,
the risk to us as governments would be lower if we go for the cheapest.’ And that’s –
in the end she won the argument. And that unfortunately was the wrong decision, in
my view, because the – the Eurotunnel proposal was a proposal, certainly until very
late in the day, just for passenger travel through the tunnel, not freight. And very late
in the day they realised that the Euroroute proposal, you could take freight, ‘cause you
could drive your vehicles across on the road. And the – and the rail tunnel was just
for passengers and the freight would all go by road, which mean the tunnel design was
much easier, ‘cause you didn’t have all the fire risk of freight going through it. And at
the last minute they’d realised that they were going to lose, because the freight
argument economically was a very strong one, and they’d probably lose – lose the
argument, so they increased the diameter of the tunnel to accommodate freight traffic,
which required all the safety features, which have bedevilled the tunnel ever since.
And the biggest problem was that the shuttle trains that go through for passengers and
freight don’t – allow limited passage of the through trains, the Euroroute – sorry, the
Eurostar trains. So there’s a limited number of trains you can get through for
passenger travel, which are the ones that make all the money. So in reality, the
amount of money you can make on the through passenger trains is limited by the
shuttle trains. So actually the whole thing is a self restricting business model, whereas
the – the Euroroute model that we put forward would have – would have decimated
the ferries, would have actually removed the ferries, because you could drive across. I
mean, why would anyone get on a ferry? And would therefore have had a monopoly
and would have therefore been commercially successful. Not entirely popular with
ferry operators [laughs], but would have had a monopoly and therefore would have
been a great commercial success without the restrictions. And I believe it was
entirely feasible for it to be built and – and operated. So actually it was the wrong
choice [laughs], in my humble opinion.
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[25:10]

I’m interested in the sort of – the design of the scheme itself. Let me get this straight
in my head. You’ve got a bridge at each end and a tunnel in the middle.
Yep.

That’s the –
Yes. And the bridge at the ends, the smaller ships can still go through. So you have
two shipping channels going under these smaller spans. So still 500 metre spans but –
so the – the near shore shipping can go through but the main big ships go across the
tunnel section in the middle, between the two islands.

Why do it that way?
Rather than tunnel all the way, for example?

Bridge all the way. I guess tunnel all the way being the one that happened is
probably the –
Bridge all the way wouldn’t have worked, for safety reasons, because the ships are too
big and the piers, you know, the spans would have been too big at that time within
bridge technology. So it was just – there wasn’t an option to have a – a long span
bridge. So it was a matter of balancing the technologies. And at that stage having a
road tunnel all the way was – was just too long because of ventilation and fire risk and
other things. So actually it was the only way it could be done with a road, a crossing,
at that stage of technology.

Are there any drawbacks to it? I mean, to me, looking at this, this seems quite
complicated, two bridges and a tunnel.
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It is very complicated, but of course the big advantage is that you can just drive
across. And also the islands would have been offshore tax havens, at least in – within
the law at that time, because they wouldn’t have been part of England or France. So
they could have been operated. So you could have gone there and gone to casinos and
– and duty free shopping and stuff and therefore would have been places to go to
anyway. So they would have been attractive items in their own right. And the other
curious thing is you changed sides on driving, so – so these spiral ramps would have
switched you from one side of the road to the other. So by the time you got to the
other side, you’re driving on the other side of the road, which was – was – for some
people was a little bit alarming, but – but actually in reality you got automatically
switched [laughs], which is quite curious.
[27:23]

I’m interested in the aspect about, you know, working with the French. What does
that mean on a practical basis?
Well, it means you’re working with some of the best engineers you’ve ever
encountered in your life. That’s number one, ‘cause they absolutely are. The best
French engineers are absolutely totally wonderful people to work with, and that’s a
real privilege. The second thing is their – their attitude to – to business is completely
different. So, for example, what they say at a meeting could be anything but it’s what
they write down, it’s what they do. So they will say anything to get you to agree what
they want and they will say outrageous things, which actually they don’t mean, to try
and persuade you to their way of thinking. But you have to learn very quickly it’s
what they write down that matters [laughs]. So there are a lot of cultural learnings.
Clearly there’s a language issue. You’ve got to try and speak a bit of French to – you
know, as well as English. And it’s a completely different culture and takes a lot of
time to get used to it. But because you’re working with some of the best people
around, if you’re pretty good yourself, they respect that and – and you can have a
fantastic relationship with them. And you can do – in my view anyway, you can do
amazing things. And I’m not at all surprised that Concord happened with an EnglishFrench relationship because, you know, the quality of people on both sides is very
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high, but it’s not easy to – to actually make things happen together. It’s a very, very
stressful relationship. But actually I believe to – to drive really profound innovation,
it’s a very good combination.

What do you see as each side providing as a combination?
The French have a lot of flair. They have a lot of attitude that you can use technology
in different ways, there must be a better way of doing this attitude, and not afraid to
try new ideas and new approaches, even if they don’t work, and they have systems in
place to make sure they do work. But they’re willing to try things in – in, you know,
an avant-garde way, which British engineers then were not willing to do, and still now
actually are pretty – pretty resistant to do anything with major innovation that’s, you
know, that has a very high profile use. So – so actually once you know that it’s
possible to develop projects, like we did on the Second Severn Crossing, to anticipate
the French flair, as it were. And we – we actually did that on that – that project. So I
think – I think it’s that combination of very down to earth practical sorting problems
out and working out how to deliver them in the British side, and the flair and the
imagination and the very, very intellectual approach the French have to trying new
ideas. I think it’s a very powerful combination, actually. Not much talked about
other than on Concord, where most people talk about the difficulty of it rather than the
– why did – why was it successful.

On a sort of practical basis, are you spending time in France? Are they coming to see
you? What’s the, I guess, physical working relationship?
Well, actually in practical terms on that project, it was all done in the UK pretty much.
We did have meetings in France. I went to GTM – what was called GTM Entrepose
office in France quite a bit. But – but actually the final putting it all together was
done in the UK for some reason. I think it’s ‘cause the project managers were based
in the UK. But – but it involved quite a lot of travelling backwards and forwards as
well. And that was all done while we were – while we were working on the Second
Severn Crossing, starting the planning work, so it was quite an intensive period. And
then the Dartford Crossing came along as well at the same time, so we were working
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on all three at the same time. So that was – it was quite an amazing period, from
going from moving to Maunsell, who haven’t done any big bridges in the UK, don’t
really have any steel experience, suddenly [laughs] having these three amazing
projects on the cards.

I think that seems a very good point to stop for the day.
Mm, fine. Is it that time already? Gosh, it is.

Just gone four.
[End of Track 6]
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You mentioned – we finished off last time talking about the Channel crossing proposal
you worked on. You mentioned it was very hard work, but very hard work, I guess,
doing what was my question? So what sort of activities were involved?
Well, it was – it was a combination of finishing off some fairly detailed design works
and costings on that detailed design work, on probably one of the ambitious civil
engineering projects ever imagined by human beings at that moment in time, massive
sort of city sized caissons being floated out into the middle of the ocean. Bridge –
complete bridge spans with balanced cantilevers perched on the top being floated out
and positioned on the seabed, and tunnel sections being floated out and sunk into
trenches, you know. It was all of that type of major construction. So all of that had to
have some costings done on it and those costings had to be fed into business models
for revenue forecasting and – and so on and so forth. So I guess there were sort of
like fifty major engineering costing financial strands all being brought together into a
complete package that was understandable and – and digestible by financial wizards
and engineering wizards that the government were employing. And all of that coming
together was done, I guess, in about fourteen days of really intensive work, because
every bit had to match another bit, so it all had to look like a comprehensive proposal.
So – so we were literally ensconced in a – in a rather boring 1960s office block in
Croydon together for – for fourteen days, seven days a week, fourteen hours a day of
work. It was very, very intensive [laughs].

Who were your – were your closest colleagues over that sort of intense period?
Well, I suppose there was Jean-Paul Tessandier, who was the lead engineer from the
client, GTM Entrepose. He was the sort of mastermind of everything and he became
a really good friend, lifetime friend, really. And there were other engineers leading
different disciplines. I was leading the bridge discipline. There was somebody
leading the tunnel discipline. To be honest, Jean-Paul is the one I remember now. I
don’t remember many of the others. There were people from Trafalgar House as well,
from the construction company. But Jean-Paul is the one I remember most.
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Leading – why do you remember him most, do you think?
I just think because of his extraordinary capacity to handle all of this complexity and
detail in a calm and focused and intellectually incredibly sophisticated way and
connected into the business case and financial side. He was a really remarkable guy,
who I then ended up working with on – on another project that he led and became the
concession leader. That’s the financial – financing partner of the private finance
initiative, on another project, where he delivered the most extraordinary outcome as
well. So he was a very special man.

You mentioned that you led the bridge discipline. What sort of things do you have to
do personally to do that?
Well, you have a team and we had to complete the – we weren’t actually the
designers. The French engineering company did the design concepts, but we had to
check it all and make sure it worked and – and do a lot of sort of helping them with
some of the detailing. And – and so we had to sort of help them produce the drawings
and the details and the quantities and make sure they were – were robust. I think there
was something like thirty eight 600 metre spans or something, so we only had to
design one of those spans, but it had to be very accurate ‘cause there were thirty eight
of them [laughs]. If you didn’t get it right, you know, the – the implications might
have been horrendous. And there was all sorts of issues, like risks of the bridge being
closed due to ice or snow or wind or storm, and there were lots of practical things like
that that had to be checked out as well as the structural stuff.

It sounds a very sort of intense period. How would you characterise the atmosphere
in the office?
Erm … gosh, it was – I mean, for me, it was very unusual. I think for everybody it
was very unusual. A lot of camaraderie, you know, a lot of sort of, you know, buying
the sort of nine o’clock in the evening pizzas and all that sort of stuff, you know, the –
the sort of – keeping each other going with food and – and banter. But actually it was
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remarkably workmanlike and intensive in that sense. It wasn’t actually a big social
whirl. It was actually getting a job done, because this was a head to head competition.
There were only really two serious players in it and we had a real chance of winning.
So, you know, it – the risks for those involved in bidding it, bearing in mind they
might win it [laughs], were – were really amazing, ‘cause they – they would then have
to build it. So it was – it was very, very intense.
[05:35]

You mentioned that you were sort of doing quite detailed work. Is this, you know, is it
a complete plan for the whole thing at the end or is it a good way along the way
there?
It’s a – it’s what we might call an outline design, which is not – it’s detailed in every
sense. So all of the caissons that support the bridge and sort of sit in the water were –
were detailed in the sense of the geometry and the sizes and thicknesses of concrete
walls and stuff like that. And the bridge deck itself, you know, had plate thicknesses
and information, and the cables had certain sizes and geometry. So it was, you know,
it was a – it was a fairly detailed outline design. But – but clearly there weren’t
fabrication drawings for all the components. It didn’t go to that level of detail.

Did you regard it as a competition at the time?
Yeah, very – it was very intense and most of the discussion was about how to win and
how to beat the opposition. And I think I mentioned before about the issue of – of the
service that the crossing would provide and it was very important for us that this
would provide a – a twenty-four hour service for freight vehicles for – for passengers
and for people who want – that – that’s on the road, but also for people who want to
travel by train. So it was trying to maximise the service per unit cost for all of those
different components. And we were well aware that the competition were – were not
accommodating freight – freight traffic right up until fairly close to the wire, when
they changed the tunnel diameter to accommodate freight vehicles on the trains. That
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only happened very late in the competition because they were worried that they
wouldn’t win because of the lesser service.

I interviewed a jet engine designer once, who described sort of always thinking about
what the competition was doing, to the point where he could almost predict what they
were going to do. How much are you thinking about what your competition is doing?
A lot all the time in that – in those circumstances, when you’re head to head, pretty
much. You’re really, really thinking about that. You’re obviously trying to optimise
the outcome in terms of value for money assessment. But bearing – but what you
have to remember is this is actually a privately financed initiative, so we were
proposing projects that could be financed by the private sector. So the governments
were not being required to put money into these projects. They were being required
maybe to provide some guarantees that they wouldn’t pull the plug in some way on
planning them and so on. But they were privately financed. So it was all about the –
the value for money proposition for a privately financed initiative. Would people be
willing to pay the tolls, would enough people use it, at the same time as making sure
that you weren’t missing a trick in relation to what your competitor was able to do
with their particular proposal. ‘Cause in the end you had to take a decision, was this
going to be a tunnel, was it going to be a bridge, was it going to be a bridge and tunnel
and so on. And clearly we’d made a particular decision about that, which we knew
the – the opposition hadn’t taken. So we – we were fairly clear about what the
advantages of our proposal were. It was more expensive, very much more expensive,
but – but it provided much greater service.

How do you know what the – the competition are up to?
There was a lot of publicity, actually. Most of the competitors had put a lot of their
ideas into the public domain because they wanted to develop a political momentum
behind them. So you can’t really do that unless you make what you’re proposing
public. So there was a lot in – I’ve still got press cuttings at home of – of all of the
press interest in this, because clearly it was, you know, worldwide. This was going to
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be one of the great construction projects of – you know, that human beings had ever
undertaken, and therefore it was – it was of great interest to the press.

You talked a bit about the PFI aspects of this, but I was wondering, does – does the
fact that this is a privately financed initiative actually leak through into the end
design? Does it alter anything compared to the governmental funding model?
Well, I think in – one thing it does – and I think this has been shown later – ‘cause this
was the first attempt by the Conservative government to actually run a PFI
competition. And what it does it actually allow a lot more innovation, because
essentially it’s – the PFI competition is about performance and service really for a
given price to the consumer, and therefore within that package the private sector can
work on the design construction interface and technology interface and actually
introduce a lot more innovation, because actually it’s a complete system decision and
therefore, instead of having the design specified by government, you’re able to take
decisions which allow a lot more innovation. And that’s a theme that runs through
many other projects I did later. So actually it’s a very good model for that as long as
the service that’s provided is not reduced by later changes. And it’s very important
that governments make sure that the service provision that’s contracted is not actually
watered down later for a given price. That’s the role of government, to make sure that
– that in the procurement process, that that happens, because otherwise the – the basis
of the competition isn’t – isn’t right.
[11:16]

Did you actually see much of the government and their representatives, scientific civil
servants, that sort of thing, over this period?
I don’t think I did, no. Obviously other people did, but I was – because I was leading
the bridge area, I was a rather technical player at this point in my career. I was very
much part of the sort of technical team about three tiers down from the – the
leadership, where I’m sure there was a lot of meeting of President Mitterrand and
Margaret Thatcher’s groups, because in a sense it was a unique PFI in the sense the
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French and British governments had an interest in half of it and therefore there was a
– there was a serious sort of political issue about – about that. And – and the – the
role of French companies in relation to the French government and the role of British
government in relation to British government was a – was a powerful political
dynamic at that moment in time. And clearly Thatcher’s relationship with Mitterrand
was also critical at that moment, you know, as to - what the issues were in that
relationship at that moment turned out to be rather critical, I think.

When did you actually learn about the outcome of the PFI bid?
There was an announcement made. I can’t exactly remember the day now. But the
announcement that the other side had won was made. And my understanding is that it
was on a knife edge until the previous day, that they still hadn’t decided over the
weekend that preceded the announcement, because President Mitterrand was – was
pushing for our project to be built and Margaret Thatcher was pushing for the Channel
Tunnel to be built. And the reason she argued for the – for the tunnel project was
because it – in overall terms it was cheaper. And she argued that it would be less risk,
because if it didn’t work out and it had to be bailed out, it would be cheaper for the
governments to bail it out than our project, which always – looking back at it, seems
to be the wrong reason for choosing something, but I would say that, wouldn’t I?
[Laughs] But, you know, she didn’t have the courage to go with the grand project.
And I don’t think anyone criticised our project from a technical point of view, but it –
it was clearly very ambitious. But in many ways, I still think it would have been the
better outcome. So it was very disappointing when we lost. We were all pretty
devastated because we still thought we could have won. It was – the background
noises coming from the French were still reasonably positive.

It sounds a very sort of ambitious scheme, building these two massive casons [ph] out
in the sea, the combination of bridging and tunnels. Do you think there’s a sense that
perhaps it was too ambitious?
Maybe, yeah, maybe. Well, obviously Thatcher thought it was, yeah, and she thought
in the end, let’s go for something a little safer. But of course, in a way the something
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that’s safer is a little bit strangled by its own business model, as I think I explained,
the fact that the shuttle trains tend to stuff up the revenue from the through trains.
And that’s a pretty difficult problem to solve when you’ve only got one tunnel
[laughs]. So in – in a sense, yeah, it – it’s sort of safer in one way but not in another.
[14:42]

What happened to you once the scheme didn’t come off?
Well, that was, you know, that was one of several projects in the office and I was
looking after the sort of bridge – the bridge design office in – in Maunsell at the time.
And the Second Severn Crossing competition came up, which we won, as I explained
before, and so we were already working on the feasibility studies for that project as
we got towards the end of the – the Euroroute project. So the Second Severn Crossing
took over really quickly from that and we just sort of turned out minds to that and got
on with it, really, and forgot the other project. But of course, working on that project
left resonances of – of things, which – which I’ll maybe come back to. But one of the
critical things on the Second Severn Crossing was the fact it was a bridge that we
wanted to look at. We hadn’t decided in the feasibility studies whether it would be a
bridge or a tunnel. But if it was going to be a bridge, it had to be a bridge that would
be open in all weathers and had to have the same level of service as a tunnel. And this
is something we had looked at on – on Euroroute. And we realised that you would
have to have some shielding of crosswinds for the traffic on – on the bridge deck if it
was going to provide a similar service to – to a tunnel. So a big, you know, one of the
innovations that we had to look into very carefully was whether, with the sort of spans
that we were anticipating, which was about 550 metre span on the Second Severn
Crossing – whether in fact you could shield the traffic from crosswinds using things
we call windshields, which are like porous barriers, to enable both the bridge to work
structurally but also the traffic to flow across. And we had investigated this in – in
outline on Euroroute, because the spans actually were very similar. So there was a
sort of crossover of learning from one to the other going on and we then pursued that
with a lot more vigour and a whole lot of wind tunnel testing and things like that on
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the Second Severn Crossing. So there was a sort of – as there always is in an office,
there’s a sort of crossover of learning happening from one project to another.

How did you actually go about testing the windshield?
Well, there were several aspects to that. One was obviously – we had to work out
whether the windshields would actually have the effect that we thought on the traffic.
So that required us to do some testing in – in the sense of the – whether the – what
height of windshield and what porosity would actually stop vehicles being blown
over. And so there we hired a – an airfield somewhere in the Midlands, which had
what’s called a crosswind generator, which is a big jet engine, which can be fired up
and blows air across a runway, and then we were able to instrument a – it was actually
a Luton van, as it used to be called in those days, those vans with a big – big sort of
box body on the back, which are rather unstable to drive. And we had that
instrumented with a steering wheel and – and a driver in it and then we drove – got
him to drive across this crosswind generator, both without any protection to monitor
the vehicle and then with different heights and porosities of windshielding to look at
the impact. And all of that had to be designed and worked out as part of the feasibility
studies and the government had to agree to pay for it. And I still remember to this day
the first time the driver drove through the – the air, ‘cause he’d no idea what was
going to happen [laughs]. And it was blowing at about fifty miles an hour across, so it
was quite a strong crosswind, and as he went through it, he very nearly tipped over
[laughs]. And the – there were lots of expletives in the – in the sound recording
[laughs] of the first crossing of the – of the crosswind, and it made us realise that, you
know, a fifty mile an hour crosswind is about as much as you can tolerate without any
protection. But then we found, with a three metre high barrier, with a fifty percent
porosity, that the – you could drive perfectly happy through this thing without even
noticing it. So – so we fairly quickly came to a design with a three metre high barrier.
[19:25]
So that was the – the vehicle bit, but then of course we had to make sure the bridge
would stand up with – with that and would be stable and wouldn’t sort of start
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flapping around like the Tacoma Narrows bridge and – and wouldn’t, you know,
create too much sideways loading on the foundations, and also the barriers wouldn’t
clog up with snow and then form a sort of solid barrier, which might then destabilise
the bridge. So we had to go through a whole lot of other tests in wind tunnels. And
we also used the Ministry of Defence’s snow and ice research facility in – somewhere
in the UK, in Southern England, I think, where we were able to put a model of a
windshield in and they blew model snow across it to see how the snow might build up
on the deck and whether the barriers might ice up and so on. And we did the wind
tunnel testing on the deck to make sure it would be stable in different wind conditions.
So it was a – it was a lot of work, actually, to achieve what now looks to be quite a
simple outcome, which is a three metre high porous barrier on the edge of the bridge,
which has been shown to allow vehicles to cross in almost all wind conditions, even
when the wind speed recorded at the top of the existing – the first bridge tower is
about eighty-six miles an hour. I think that’s the highest wind the bridge was still
open. So that’s a great success, actually, for us as designers [laughs].

Are there any other, I guess, empirical aspects of designing the Second Severn
Bridge?
Erm … In a sense, yes. I mean, one of the – one of the things that we were facing at
that moment in time is that everybody thought you couldn’t put a barrier like that onto
a deck of a long span bridge without it becoming unstable in crosswinds, without the
deck flapping around. And we had looked at previous wind tunnel tests and found
that they had actually tested bridges, as you have to in crosswinds, with traffic on. So
you have model vehicles on the bridge and then you test to see what happens with the
vehicles on. And we realised that actually with vehicles on the deck, it wasn’t
actually much more unstable than without them. And we said, well, the barriers aren’t
a lot different to having vehicles on there, because the, you know, the windshielding is
shielding the traffic. So it’s like a – because they’re porous, you might get a sort of
vortex shedding sort of effect, which might actually stabilise the bridge instead of –
instead of solid barriers, which would destabilise it. So there was a sort of empirical
theoretical wind idea about that, which we believe therefore this should work. And in
fact this was the relationship I had with Tom Wyatt, who was my – who was my
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mentor at Imperial College, was the expert that worked with me on it. So there was a
nice connection back to Imperial College. So there was a sort of – there was a sort of
empirical approach around that. There were also empirical approaches around ship
impact resistance and designing the – the bridge for the risk of ships hitting it and the
risks of ships being unable to navigate. There were issues about the beauty of the
bridge and its – its vertical and horizontal curvature and how – how do you make it
beautiful. There were issues about maintenance. There were issues about
accessibility and not closing the bridge for maintenance. There was a whole range of
different issues that we had to study.

What’s the biggest of those issues, do you think?
Erm, well, up to that moment in time, no bridge in the UK had ever been built that
wasn’t closed for maintenance quite a significant amount of time, or closed due to
crosswinds. So actually, probably in terms of performance, those two things were the
biggest issues, how do you design – the crossing was five kilometres long. How do
you actually enable people to continuously maintain it and to be subject to – I mean,
it’s about the windiest place in the UK, I guess. How do you, you know, how do you
deal with that? And so I talked about the wind. In terms of maintenance, we basically
decided to provide access underneath to the whole bridge structure, using cradles and
gantries and a train that runs along the centre of the bridge underneath, so you can get
to the whole of the underside of the deck without actually closing any – any of the
lanes to traffic. And that’s complicated, but if you – if you build that into the initial
design then you can actually make it work. You can actually make it happen. But it
has to be part of the original concept. And it changes the designs of the supports and
the crossbeams and all sorts of things, but – but in the end it’s possible to do it. And
that’s what was done. And that’s one of the reasons why, when people drive across
the bridge, it’s just like a motorway. It doesn’t feel any different from the rest of the
motorway system, whereas every other crossing in the UK, you know you’re crossing
a river, you know you’ve probably got to expect some delays because you’re – you’re
going across the – the notorious crossing.
[24:43]
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Why – why the need for a Second Severn Crossing at all, there was already that lovely
bridge that Freeman Fox had designed back in the ‘50s?
Yeah. The – what had actually happened was that first of all that bridge was
obviously becoming very congested; it was only two lanes in each direction. But
actually the reason it – the PFI competition went ahead and we were employed was
because they were finding problems with that crossing. And there were lots of – there
were cracks in the deck they were having to repair. There was a worry about
increased traffic loading causing structural deficiency in the towers and the deck And
increasingly, people were realising that the crossing was going to have to be worked
on for a very long time to bring it up to scratch and the congestion plus that work was
going to lead to huge problems with accessibility into South Wales. And the general
view was that the South Wales economy would suffer unless a second crossing was
built. So it was a very big political decision to go for looking at a new crossing. And
the longer our study went on, actually, the more urgent it became, because more and
more problems with the bridge were found. And one of the really interesting things
about it was it was always being closed due to crosswinds, because it was an
aerodynamic streamlined deck, and the people who designed that were thinking about
the stability of the bridge and not thinking about the stability of the vehicles crossing
it. So the – the wind was accelerated across the deck, which actually made crossing it
quite difficult for high sided vehicles. So in a way, it was an example of a Freeman
Fox design to optimise the structure without optimising the service to the people
crossing it, which at that – at that time in, you know, in engineering history, that was
probably the, you know, was an attitude of mind in designers. But – but as we’ve
moved through into the current day, you know, we would all think that the service a
bridge provides is the key thing. It isn’t there to glorify the technical capability of the
engineer. It’s actually there to provide a service. And that was – in a sense, the
second crossing was a move in that direction, I guess.

It sounds a very sort of systematic approach to the building of anything, really. It’s
understanding how it has to work with whatever’s happening with it. Are there any
other systematic elements to designing this?
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Erm … I think probably the other one was the environmental side, because at this
point in time we hadn’t had the environmental legislation, you know. The original
award of the feasibility studies was 1984. At that moment the European legislation
for doing environmental impact assessments hadn’t come in. But the Severn Estuary
is a – is a Ramsar site, which is the highest designation of environmental performance
– sorry, environmental quality of any site in the world and had to be therefore
respected and protected. And so we were putting a potential crossing across here,
whether it was a bridge or a tunnel, in one of the internationally designated Ramsar
sites. And therefore the whole issue of handling the environmental side became a – a
very, very big issue for us. And I had to personally fight very hard for what I believed
in, which was that we should engage the environmental community completely from
day one, find out what their worries and concerns were and then address those very
creatively in the whole construction and delivery of the project, and to demonstrate to
them that we hadn’t done any damage, and if possible enhanced the environment,
which I believed would be possible. So we built all of that thinking into the feasibility
studies. The requirements of the environmental community were built into the
tendering process and then they were looked after through the whole of the project.
And that was a very systematic approach to environmental work, which again hadn’t
really been done before. But by the time we’d finished the bridge, it obviously was
quite normal [laughs], but – but in the beginning it wasn’t actually a requirement at
all. And we didn’t really have almost any problem dealing with the environmental
issues throughout the whole project. Another very big issue was shipping. The
Severn Crossing goes over the – the access to Sharpness Dock up the Severn and the
dock were very worried that if the bridge was built, it might impact on trade if people
regarded the bridge as a – as a potential hazard when they’re – when they’re
navigating up the river, which is actually a difficult navigation anyway because of the
very strong tides. When they’re navigating fog, for example, if there were bridge
piers there as well as these difficult conditions, it might be dangerous for them and
therefore would impact on the dock. So therefore they were pushing for a tunnel
which was actually a much more expensive option. So to protect the idea of a bridge,
we actually developed a completely new technology of ship to shore radar systems,
which work through a – through an aerial – through a radio aerial on the ship. The
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pilots go onto all the ships anyway. So the pilot would take a little black box with
him that could be plugged into the aerial socket on the ship and this black box would
talk to the radar systems and show where the vessel was, and would have a fixed
image of where the bridge was. So even in dense fog, the pilot could then navigate
the ship through the estuary to – to the dock in a – in a safer way than it could even
when the bridge wasn’t there. So – so that was all part of our bridge work as well.
And that technology was developed by an Avonmouth company and they’re now
selling it all over the world as a – as a British invention. So – so that was another
dimension. There are many, many others, actually. It just shows the range of
different innovations that had to be dealt with through the feasibility studies.
[31:00]

I’m interested in the environment aspect of this as well. You mentioned you had to –
you had to fight to actually get the environmental – fight against whom?
To some extent, with civil servants, who weren’t confident that a competition could
be run with those sorts of requirements in. For example, we required the concession
bidders to actually monitor the environment continuously through the whole
construction process and organise their construction to recognise the – the breeding
seasons of the local birds, the waders particularly, on the – the marshes, to protect the
– the salt marshes and ensure that there wasn’t permanent damage to the salt marshes
and they – they could be reinstated later, and so on. They – they thought this was not
a practical thing to do, ‘cause there wasn’t any experience of having done that in the
UK. So they were very worried about having all these requirements. They were
worried that bidders wouldn’t bid. They were worried that the costs would be too
high. They were worried about all sorts of things, because it hadn’t been done.

And did you actually reassure them?
Well, we were able to give them some examples. By this time we’d started working
on another crossing, called the Northumberland Straits Crossing in Canada, and there
the environmental community were well ahead of the UK community, and so we were
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able to give some examples of the sorts of monitoring and, you know, and detailed
work on the ground that environmentalists were doing in Canada, which at that point
was – was one of the leaders. It’s now actually one of the laggards, but at that
moment in history it was one of the leaders. So we were able to point to examples of
this type of work being done, which helped to allay their fears. And actually the
environmental community themselves were actually remarkably supportive, ‘cause
they knew of – of best practice, because that’s their business, so they were able to
give examples too. So we managed to get them on side, actually, and say that actually
this is a practical way forward. The environmental community, to be fair to them,
were good, because they realised that the economic consequences of the crossing not
being built would be bad for South Wales, and they – they lived in South Wales
[laughs], you know. They were – they were concerned about that. So they – they
were pretty realistic that – that we had to find a way through and – and actually
practically deal with the issue. But I suppose one – one of the difficult things that’s
hard to understand is the Second Severn Crossing is a massive tidal range and
therefore the estuary gets flushed on every tide in a massive way. A huge volume of
water goes through and then back again. So a lot of pollution which goes into the
estuary, is flushed out into the sea and – and so the whole regime there is actually
already relatively polluted, but actually flushes itself clean on every tide. So in a way,
there’s a rather special condition there, which the – the ecology actually works with.
And we were able to use that understanding to – to obviously make our – what we
were doing a little bit more palatable, I guess.

You talked about engaging as well with – with environmental groups. Could you give
me one or two practical examples of how you did that?
Yes. Well, it was all about talking to different expert groups, really. I mean, clearly
there were the, you know, there was the RSPB, the Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds, for example, who were very specialised on the birds in the estuary and their
breeding and – and feeding habits. And so we were able to discuss in a lot of detail
actually where we were thinking crossings might be. So at the stage where you had to
decide where to put the bridge, it was possible to put it in places that were less
problematical to breeding birds than – than others. And there were people specialised
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in the salt marshes on the Welsh side and – and their particular issues and the very,
you know, actually the significant sensitivity to crustaceans and other – and other
small animals that actually lived in the salt marshes, and how they could be protected.
Because there was some experience of – of protecting those marshes from
development in other parts of South Wales. So – so it was really a matter of – in the –
before any decision’s been taken on what the crossing would be, bridge, tunnel,
location, it was a matter of going through all of those issues with all of those people
and – and having a risk register and then trying to choose options that would minimise
the risks and – and be the lowest cost options. It’s quite a complicated piece of work,
really, with a lot of different disciplines working together.
[36:00]

I was wondering if you could, I guess, describe to me what – what the bridge itself
actually looks like.
Yeah. The – the bridge is – if you looked at a sort of side elevation of it, it’s almost
symmetrical, with a – what we call a cable stayed bridge in the middle, which has –
has towers either side of the main span, with straight cables supporting the deck, a
whole fan of straight cables. So two towers and – and a sort of fan coming out from
each one, with a clearance over the water of about forty, fifty metres, I think, from
memory. And then either side of that, you’ve got approach viaducts leading up to
that, which have about 100 metre spans and – and they’re supported in piers every
hundred metres. And – and then obviously you gradually rise up to cross the main
channel. And then in plan, there’s a sinuous S curve, which was partly to
accommodate a crossing of the Brunel railway tunnel, which actually crosses not that
far away from the site we chose. And one of the approach spans crosses that railway,
so we had to have a – an angle at that crossing which was practical, and therefore
there was a bit of an S curve for that reason. But the other reason for an S curve is it
looks great. Having a vertical curve and a horizontal S curve is one of the most
beautiful combinations you can have, so that was partly why – why we chose that
combination.
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How important is it that the bridge actually looks nice?
Really important. We – I was personally passionate that this should be a beautiful
crossing. And there is a bit of a danger with crossings that have a lot of piers, like,
you know, the approach crossings with loads and loads of vertical piers, that actually
unless there is a sort of sinuous curve and elegant sort of vertical beauty to it, the
whole thing might look really quite awful. And to be honest, I’ve spent a lot of time
travelling in America, looking at crossings [laughs] which are really awful looking
things viewed from different angles. And it seemed to me that this estuary was very,
very important. There were massive viewing places from all around the areas around
it and it seemed to me very important it should look good. So we had – we had
architects involved and they took the work through to the finishing – finishing the
bridge, things like making sure light columns align with the piers underneath and the
sort of rhythm to the detailing and the choice of colours for the cables and the
windshields, which actually is a sort of bright turquoise green colour. It’s really quite
fantastic in that environment. So the architect made some great choices in that sense
too. So I think it looks really good and most people I talk to say it looks fantastic too.
[38:58]

There’s a whole bunch of questions arranged around this I’d like to ask you, but I
think just to give it a little bit of context, can you tell me – briefly just sum up what
your sort of personal role is in this.
Well, I was – when we started the feasibility studies, I was leading the bridge
discipline and there was someone leading a tunnel discipline. So there was a sort of
competition, you know, was it going to be a bridge or a tunnel, who was going to win,
sort of element to it. And we had many, many other strands. We had economics. We
had agriculture. We had environment. You know, we had a whole lot of different
teams all working together in an integrated way, which is quite an unusual thing at
that time as well. And that is where my interest in sustainable development started.
So – so that was my role through the feasibility studies. As we then moved into the
procurement process, which is about 1989, I was actually appointed to lead the
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procurement process and then the delivery process for government, and I actually
became something called the government agent, which was complete responsibility on
behalf of the government for delivering the crossing, which is individually a huge
responsibility. I was the Secretary of State’s person to deliver the crossing. So – so I,
you know, my career between 1984 and 1997 sort of, you know, this project, which
wasn’t the only thing I was doing, but became a sort of period of my life when I
moved from being a team leader for bridges to being the government agent, and from
being a – a team leader for bridges in the office to being a managing director and a
chief executive. So it was a very interesting period of my life, really.
[40:50]

Can we talk a little bit about – let’s sort of think about this – the earlier part of this as
well. Could you give me an idea of what – what a typical day’s work is actually like
for you, if there is such a thing?
Yeah. It’s – at this time it would have been dividing your brain into about sort of six
dimensions, because you – we had an international outreach in the business too, so
there were new project opportunities coming along and a lot of time was probably
devoted to deploying staff and thinking about who to put onto new projects, and
actually looking after the sort of complexity of a relatively large office, working on a
number of projects. But also another part of your brain was then intensely focused on
the creative energy of a – of a new – a new project and making sure that you were
going to get the answer right and that you were going to use the best innovation and
the best possible new ideas. So I suppose part of my brain was in innovation mode on
the Second Severn Crossing and other projects and part of my brain was on
organisational mode and managing people and projects and making sure they weren’t
losing money. So it was a very intensive time. I think it’s probably quite an unusual
combination [laughs] of – of work to be doing at one time.

Where are you actually working?
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We – we – I think – from memory, I think this was a period where we moved offices.
The – the office we worked in was in Penge, a rather unfashionable place that’s rather
well known for ballroom dancing and Peggy and Frank Spencer’s studios were there,
for those that remember ballroom dancing competitions at that time. Penge, rather
unfashionable superb, in a sort of multi-storey building called Yeoman House in
Croydon Road in Penge. And then eventually the – I think we outgrew that office and
had to move to a new one, so that was in Beckenham, at Elmer’s End in Beckenham,
and it was called Maunsell House, that office, which still wasn’t the sort of
international leading consultant type off, you know, tucked away in South London,
but at that time office ranks in Central London were very high and it was fairly
important for consultants not to have high office overheads. It was a very competitive
and difficult climate. So we were in this office in Beckenham, which actually of
course was very close to where I was then living. So actually I was living just down
the road from the office, which was very convenient. I could walk to the office. I
could walk my kids to school and then go into the office and – and do all these intense
things.

What was it actually like inside?
It was, erm, I suppose a fairly typical office, five storeys, five floors, with lifts and –
and the office was just laid out in – in rows of – of work station desks, pretty much,
like any sort of office. It could have been an insurance office, a – a consulting
engineering office or a, you know, or a lawyer’s or anybody’s office actually with that
number of people in it. It didn’t really look anything special, just fairly typical work
stations. And by that time we’d evolved into using computers, I guess, whereas when
we were in Yeoman House we were still using probably very sort of clunky handheld
computers and things, whereas we were into laptops by the time we were in the other
office, working at the later stages of the crossing project.

What actually makes this different from a finance office or an insurance office, or any
other office?
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Well, it’s creativity and it’s having pictures around of – of the projects you’re working
on and things like that. And I was always – I was always very keen that we had
display walls and – and areas within the office where the latest versions of designs
could be displayed and then you could bring clients in and talk about them in front of
the young people. Because actually in offices like that, the – the learning as a
youngster that goes on from ear wigging people talking about projects and developing
things is really important, and for me it was always important to try and have a sort of
display wall. That was the only thing that could tell you it was different was actually
seeing pictures and – and developing designs in view to – to people in the office.

Do you have your own office?
Erm, I had my own office when I became managing director, which I think was about
1993, which would have been into the period of the Second Severn Crossing starting
construction. I became managing director then. But before that, I was just in the
office. I just had a work – a desk like anyone else’s desk. I think about the only
hierarchical thing was you tended to move towards the window, I remember. ‘Cause
you had a row of about five work stations from the central corridor and – and as a
graduate you sat on – next to the corridor and as you gradually became more senior,
you gradually evolved towards the window [laughs] and then you might have gone
into an office.

You did a British Library tour the other week, didn’t you, and one of the things they
told me on that was that the sound of the reading rooms is very distinctive, all those
thousands of people tapping away at keyboards. Is there a sound to these offices?
Erm, yeah, there is. There’s a sort of – there is a burble of conversation that happens
in – in offices and there is a sort of discussion going on between the draftsmen and the
– and the engineer quite a lot, because there’s a lot of communication and that goes on
in the office. And so communicating designs to people drawing the designs is
something that goes on in a very practical way in the office.
[47:15]
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And I suppose one thing that would distinguish an office in the early part of that
period was you’d have drawing boards still, of course, which of course then
disappeared. And I remember there was a phase there where draftsmen disappeared
into a – into an air conditioned special room to do their AutoCAD workstation work.
For some reason, in the early stages, they had the best, most powerful computers and
in order to use them they had to disappear into an air conditioned room, which was air
conditioned for the computers, not for them. And at that stage all those conversations
disappeared into a separate room, but then they came back again later on, because we
all realised that separating it was not a good idea, ‘cause then the youngsters weren’t
learning as much. So there were lots of different phases [laughs] through this period
of figuring out how to make all that work.

Were there tea breaks?
There were tea breaks, yes. There were tea breaks. There was – yeah, we didn’t have
a canteen as such. We had a – I think we probably had a tea and coffee making place,
a little kitchen or something. I think that’s always been a feature of our design office,
as it still is now. And you wouldn’t all have a break, but I guess on Fridays somebody
would bring cakes in and you’d stop and have a cake together or something together.
There was that sort of thing. And then of course everyone tended to go off to lunch
together, or, you know, at lunchtime, so people would down tools at lunchtime and eat
sandwiches at their desk or something, and then start up again. But it was a very
flexible working day. A lot of people would come in early and work through and
leave perhaps a little earlier. Some people would come in later and work later. You
know, it was quite a flexible working day, actually. And quite a number of people
would be off on site or overseas and so it was quite, you know, quite variable as to
who would be there on any one day.

How long was your own working day, I guess in the early 1980s?
I’ve always worked quite long hours [laughs], I suppose. I think I – most of my life,
I’ve worked from probably around eight o’clock in the morning till six, six thirty in
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the evening, probably, most days. And very rarely would I have much time off at
lunchtime either. So I’d probably worked quite a long day. I probably worked a nine
or ten hour day most of my life, I think, ‘cause it just seemed necessary to do that
[laughs]. One thing I haven’t talked about was sort of diversity and – and those
issues. These offices, certainly in the early days, you know, back in 1984 or
something, you know, very few women in the office and not a lot of diversity in terms
of different ethnic groups and so on. But gradually, as time went by, you’d have a
few more women engineers and drafts people, but still relatively few, but a lot more
diversity in terms of – quite a lot of overseas people would come and work in the
office, people from India, Africa, America, you know. As Maunsell became a big
international company, lots of exchange, lots of Hong Kong, Chinese, lots of
Australians who came and – and partied hard, I remember, in Penge. And so there
was, you know, there was quite a lot of diversity of people but still relatively few
women at that stage in the engineering community.

Is there a social life attached to working there?
There was, particularly amongst, you know, the overseas visitors, who tended to party
fairly hard. Other than that, actually surprisingly little. We all had young children
and therefore our lives were quite influenced by home life and making sure that we
were there for the family. So even going out in the evening was relatively restricted
because you were not around to look after the young babies who were crying at home
at six o’clock in the evening, type of thing. So – so I mean, I could work till six, six
thirty and then be home five, ten minutes later, so for me it was relatively easy to do
that. But going down the pub on a Friday evening was sometimes something we did
and the odd party, but not a huge amount of social life. Perhaps the only thing
formally we did was play cricket. There was a cricket – a league between the
consultants. So Mott, Hay and Anderson, that became Mott McDonald, they had a
team in Croydon, we had a team, and Halcrows and a number of other consultants had
teams, so we used to have a little league that we played against each other during the
summer. So I was in the cricket team. So that was probably the main social whirl,
probably on a Wednesday evening, used to go and play cricket in the summer.
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What’s the standard of the game?
Not very high, really. It was the sort of standard where, if there was a visitor from
Australia or New Zealand, they often were quite good cricketers and they would come
in and everyone – all the consultants would know that this person had got this New
Zealander or Australian that would probably change the whole nature of the – of who
was going to win the league that year. So – so it was that sort of standard. It wasn’t
particularly high. But it was good fun.

Is it interesting talking to, I guess, your competitors as well and things?
Yes, yeah, ‘cause playing cricket was an opportunity to compare notes on who’d won
what and what projects were coming up and, you know, how they were doing
commercially and, you know, whether they were suffering like we were or whether
they were doing well like we were, because it’s a hugely cyclical industry that goes up
and down all the time. And yes, there was a lot of that sort of opportunity. And you
also got to know other people in other organisations too, which was not a bad thing,
rather than meeting at conferences, which – which was the only other way of doing
that, really.
[53:30]

Do you take your work home with you at all?
I think there was a period when I did. I can remember a period when I was sitting at
home doing calculations on the kitchen table at the weekends, which was – I think it
was the sheer intensity of the projects, because of deadlines and so on, to meet. There
were periods when you had to come and do some of those detailed calculations and
design aspects at home, or write reports or something. But as a – as a more senior
person in the office, where you had to deal with management issues and – and
detailed things, often the space you could get at home for thinking about innovation or
thinking about doing a particular report was rather valuable, because it was hard to
concentrate in the office with constant interruptions of various things. So there was a
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period when I felt, you know, home was very helpful to get jobs done that had
deadlines. But I think I learned gradually that that was a very invasive thing to have
to deal with and I think I managed to push it back eventually, but only – only very
much later.

How much do your wife and children know about what you actually do?
Erm, well, I think when – when we were out on site in the earlier part of my career, of
course, they – they were very involved in that, because it was a physical thing and we
– they came to the site and they saw it – they saw a bridge emerging from nothing in
the particular location, and therefore they had a strong sense of what I did as an
engineer. And therefore later on, when I was in the office, I think it made more sense
to them, you know, they actually understood it, because they’d seen the real thing
emerging. And then, of course, as the Second Severn Crossing was built, they also
saw it. And in fact, strangely, my daughter by this time was – was going to university
and she actually got a place at Cardiff University as the construction of the Second
Severn Crossing started, so in a sense she used to say, ‘Oh, my dad’s building the
bridge for us [laughs], so we can get to Cardiff.’ It wasn’t finished till after she left,
but – but it became something that she quite enjoyed talking about and – and
impressing her friends with [laughs].
[55:56]

Did you have any particular direction you wanted your children to go in?
No, I didn’t. I must admit, there was a view abroad, amongst the engineering
community, when my son was, I suppose at the stage when you were thinking about
would he become an engineer – the civil engineering community had a sort of rather
negative view of the industry. We – we’d reached a point, I think, in about – I
suppose that would have been about 1990, when a lot of the sort of new stuff was
coming through, like the Second Severn Crossing, you couldn’t imagine what would
come after that. Most of the engineering problems were – were then not building new
things, were looking after the stuff that had already been built in the ‘60s. And so
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engineering had become a rather negative thing because there weren’t the new things
There was always the looking after the old things. And things were falling down and
the Midlands Links was crumbling and, you know, there were huge problems with –
and engineers were seen to be people who were disrupting traffic and disrupting life
for people, and therefore there was a very negative image. So at that time,
encouraging your son into civil engineering wasn’t – wasn’t the obvious thing to do.
So – so I actually encouraged him to – to move into an area of combining art and
engineering together, design or art and engineering. He was very interested in
computing, so he actually took a design and technology degree course at
Loughborough, which enabled him to straddle and be a designer and a technologist,
which was an interesting combination. But my daughter went into teaching like her
mother, so …
[57:35]

I was interested to hear you talk about computers again. I was wondering, what sort
of things are you using computers for by this point? You’ve talked about, you know,
earlier periods and handheld calculators, FORTRAN on the mainframe, that sort of
thing, but by the 1980s, what – what place does the computer have in civil
engineering from your point of view?
Well, you’re beginning to have standardised programmes for bridge analysis and
design and for things like complex reinforced concrete caissons. You were beginning
to have finite element programmes that you could analyse them with. They were still
relatively crude and rather clunky to use, you know. You would have to be careful
about the size of the model because of the computing capacity problems. But
gradually through that period, it became more and more and more normal to start a
bridge design using a computer model and to build a model almost immediately on –
on – in the design process, whereas that would have been unthinkable before. You
would use, you know, fairly traditional methods of analysis that you would learn at
university and just apply them yourself. So using computer models was – was really
the first big change. And then, of course, it was eventually the word processing and –
and the transformation of – of paper – paper based letter writing and, you know,
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traditional sorts of crafting of letters and getting a typist to type it for you and then
signing the letter, to – to gradually moving away to word processing and emails,
eventually, and having your own laptop. I mean, that – it was really relatively recent
that – that one had one’s own laptop. And even having your own computer on the
desk was – was a relatively recent innovation. So – so it was – I guess these things
came along pretty quickly, and one had to learn all those skills. And I think one of the
difficulties that you had in the middle of projects was actually learning all these new
skills and new bits of kit coming along and having to sort of get used to them and –
and so on. It was really quite – I guess quite a challenge, because you had to keep the
projects going with all of these new techniques, which of course helped, but you still
had to learn them to – to make them work for you.

You mentioned computer aided design as well. I’m always interested, does that
actually just means designs are coming out, or is it numbers or – what’s the output of
this process?
Well, it’s a combination of that, really. I mean, computer aided design, CAD as well
called it, was a technical that draftsmen could use. I mean, draftsmen before that were
just drawing drawings and they had to imagine in their heads a three dimensional
image of a – of an entity, but all the drawings were two dimensional. So they were –
they were literally drawing things in two dimensions that were actually three
dimensions, and that’s really quite difficult. Whereas in CAD, you could actually
configure the object, or the bridge, in three dimensions and then produce detailed
drawings of all the different elements of it, whether it be pipes and wires and cables,
or concrete and reinforcement, or, you know, they could all be configured around a
consistent three dimensional model eventually, as the thing evolved. And that
enabled a much greater precision on – on all the dimensions and – and geometries and
quantities and everything associated with projects. And so the evolution of that
enabled much greater accuracy and much greater precision, and eventually much
more complex geometries to actually be realised in practice. So instead of rectangular
structures, you could start making things curved and start making things shaped and
then you could provide the data from the model directly into a fabrication shop, for
example, for – to enable them to fashion the curves and the shapes rather than it going
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through intermediate drawings. So it was a very profound and important
transformational technology. But we had to constantly train out draftsmen to use it.
So you had to allow in your business plans enough money every year, because you
knew the next versions were going to come along and you had to make sure all your
draftsmen were trained, and any draftsman that wasn’t trained, or perhaps resisted the
new technologies, eventually lost their jobs, actually, because, you know, they – they
became the sort of – the office sort of dinosaur that was hanging onto the old drawing
board type thing. So it was a very important development and actually hugely
important in the efficiency and delivery of advanced structures.
[1:02:25]

I have got quite a good idea of, you know, where you were working and [inaud] you
were working with the technologies involved, but I was just wondering, yeah, what
are you actually doing in this space? What sort of activities take up your day?
Erm … Yeah, that’s a good question. I guess meetings are quite an important part of
the day, certainly when you’re doing the Second Severn Crossing feasibility studies
and you’re beginning to engage a huge number of stakeholders. So actually probably
my days – because I was leading a lot of the development of the studies, I’d have very
regular meetings with civil servants. I’d have very regular meetings with stakeholders
and interest groups. I’d have very regular meetings with other disciplines to make
sure that we were working as a team together. So probably a lot of my day was
probably spent in meetings. And a lot of – a lot of people have always said to me,
who aren’t used to that environment – they come along to a meeting and they say,
‘Nothing happened at that meeting.’ And I said to them, ‘Actually, it’s really good if
nothing happens in a meeting ‘cause it meant you – everyone’s prepared ahead of it
and nobody’s got a problem and you’re just agreeing to go forward together.’ And
it’s actually a really good thing if nothing happens at a meeting [laughs] because
that’s actually what it’s about. So a lot of meetings like that where probably not very
much happens but a lot of momentum and direction is created and mutual
understanding of – of issues that – that can be taken forward together. And I guess
another part of the day would be doing some – ‘cause in innovation, you still do first
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principle calculations on things and a bit of research, looking up research documents
and things, so as an innovator I was probably always a bit of – every day I was
probably scribbling on the backs of envelopes and trying to figure out some different
ideas and – and reading up the latest ideas on particular technologies to try and make
sure we were not missing something. I think the – the thing to understand about long
term big infrastructure projects is that we knew that the bridge wouldn’t be finished
till 1997 and would be operational for twenty – sorry, for – the concession would be
twenty-five years after that, so basically you’re looking at a project that will have a
concession period up to 2022, and this is back in 1990. So what you’re trying to do is
to say, let’s try and anticipate changing needs of society and changing technologies
over that period and do our best to make sure this bridge will be able to embrace them
and – and be seen to be relevant at that moment in – in the future. And therefore that
requires a huge amount of research into developing technologies and ideas at the
cutting edge of all the different industries all over the world. And so we gradually
built into the project all of those cutting edge ideas to make sure they could be
accommodated as appropriate within the concession company’s ideas and
developments. And that’s what we did. And I think that’s one of the reasons why the
project has been successful, because it still seems modern, seems very up to date. It
doesn’t seem old fashioned. It seems very cutting edge, even today, I think.

Can you give me maybe just one or two examples of that sort of thinking long term?
Yeah. Well, one of them was corrosion of – of reinforcing bars, that’s the steel bars
in concrete, and the pre-stressing tendons, which are the ones you stretch to – to hold
the concrete together and – and make it stronger. And at that stage, with the problems
of corrosion of the bridges on the infrastructure network caused by salting in the – in
the winter, lots of bridges all over the UK were being corroded and having to be
repaired. And there was a great concern in the Department of Transport about that on
this major crossing, ‘cause it was realised that reinforced and pre-stressed concrete
would play a big part in the crossing. And it’s a salty environment as well. You’ve
got the sea all around it. So – so you’ve got all of that combination of aggressive
environments, so what are we going to do about that? How are we going to make this
special? So the first thing we did was say, well, let’s look at the offshore industry’s
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specifications for concrete in the oceans. And there was a concrete in the oceans
research programme going on for concrete offshore drilling rigs and things that
specified a much higher level of protection for concrete in the opens, which we then
took on board. And secondly, we looked at the opportunity to remove pre-stressing
tendons, inspect them and replace them, which was a technology being developed by
the French and the Germans and others, where you could stretch the tendons and lock
them off and then you could de-stress them one at a time and take them out, as long as
the access arrangements would allow you to do that. So by looking at all those
technologies, we realised it wouldn’t be possible to design a bridge by looking at
some other examples so that every pre-stressed tendon could actually be removed and
inspected individually without closing the bridge. So that you could keep the bridge
operational over very, very long periods of time and with a complete certainty that the
pre-stressing tendons were not corroding. So again, we specified that and that was
built into the project for the very first time in any major construction project in the
UK.
[1:08:00]

You used an interesting phrase a little while ago that I meant to pick on, which was,
we had a very integrated way of working. I was sort of wondering, you’d sort of
talked through a few different processes, but could you give me an example of how
that actually sort of functions in the office? How are you integrated?
Well, it’s very much a management decision that you take, really, because you could
– you could have a lot of disciplines working separately without them ever talking to
each other. So it was set up as a management structure. So you had a – effectively a
team structure where you organised, you know, I can’t remember now how often, but
weekly or biweekly meetings with different disciplines that needed to talk to each
other. And you actually established, if you like, a – a reporting system, where you
had to report jointly rather than individually. And so you had individuals responsible
for managing the – the interfaces between different disciplines. And in my view, the
– it’s really, really important in a multidisciplinary environment, or even an
environment where you’ve got a bridge crossing and you’ve got approach roads
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connected to it, which of course you also had in this case, that you have someone
responsible for the interfaces, to make sure that there is a common understanding of
what on earth is going on on the project. So a lot of it is about interface management
as well as having a – an overall management structure that requires integrated
working. So it doesn’t happen automatically. It has to be managed and organised in
that way. And fortunately, the person who was over – an overall responsibility for
this was Brian Richmond, who was my sort of – he was the partner of Maunsell
responsible for the project, and he – he very much had that attitude of mind that it
should be integrated, and I guess I owe a lot to him because he taught me how
important that was. And that, of course, has now emerged in my later career as being
really fundamental to delivering what I now call sustainable development. I didn’t
call this sustainable development, but that’s actually what it was. It was actually an
integrated approach to social, environmental, economic issues, delivering services to
society through – through an, you know, infrastructure investment project. And I
didn’t think at the time very much about that, but it was very much what it was.
[1:10:33]

I’m interested as well, in that sort of environment then, how do decisions actually get
made? Who decides, for instance, that we’ll build a cable stayed bridge rather than a
suspension bridge, as an example, perhaps?
Yes, or a bridge or a tunnel or – and where would it be and so on and so forth. Well,
basically in the overall programme for the project, we had different phases. So you
had an initial phase of exploring a range of options and then you said, you know, in
practice we’re going to have a certain deadline for that, then we’re going to start into a
short listing and then we’re going to go into a decision making process and then get
the Secretary of State to – give him some options and get him to make a decision.
And then you work that up into the final solution, which gets all the planning behind
it. So – so the overall programme, which I think was starting studies in 1984 and
going to procurement in 1989 – the whole of that programme was geared around a
series of stages and phases when you gradually honed all that down. And they were
very critical stages and very critical decisions. And so I think, in the initial stages, we
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probably had about seven or eight different crossing locations and each of those
maybe had two or three different options for bridges and tunnels and different types of
tunnels. So, you know, there was a matrix at one stage probably of twenty to thirty
different options and they all had different approach road options and different ways
of going through the countryside. And some of them were north of the existing
crossing, very short crossings, and some were south, very, very long crossings. So
they all had different characteristics. And it was very interesting in the end, the one
we chose was a very long crossing, much more expensive but actually was a shortcut
between – between Bristol and Cardiff and therefore the savings in traffic costs
overwhelmed, you know, meant that people would be much more likely to pay to
cross it because actually it provided a service and a benefit to them, so all of that was
in play as well in the various decisions that were taken. And of course they all had to
provide the same level of service, because otherwise you couldn’t compare them. So
the tunnel – the bridge had to provide the same level of service that the tunnel did in
terms of being protected from wind and snow and ice and all of the weather and so on.

Turning to the bridge for a moment, why the decision to have a cable stayed bridge as
opposed to another type?
It was really – it was a particular feature of the crossing. The location that we
eventually settled upon is called the English Stones and it’s a very, very odd place
because with a fifteen metre tidal range at low tide, the rocks emerge, almost
completely – almost right across the whole crossing. And there is something called
the Shoots Channel, which is a very deep narrow channel that – initially anyway, that
tidal surge flows through in very, very fast fashion. And that’s where the ships sail
through too. And that Shoots Channel was the width where you required a 500 metre
span to cross it and you had rock on either side of that to put your piers on. Generally
speaking, longer spans cost more money, so you tend to adopt the shortest span as you
can for a bridge crossing. So in the end, by actually physically going out there at low
tide and walking around on the rocks - I remember doing it and deciding where the
piers would be and seeing that that was a 520 metre span, and 520 metre spans at that
stage could be done using cable stayed technology, which was cheaper than
suspension bridge technology. So it was a very simple decision, actually, to have a
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cable stayed span, not the longest in the world but fairly long by standards of the time,
and a fairly sort of – yeah, relatively straightforward thing to design, apart from the
windshielding question.

I’m interested in, again, this sort of decision business, sort of deciding where to put
the piers. Is that something you’re actually deciding on the ground just looking
around or –
Yes, yeah, very much so, because although the designers of the crossing were still free
to change things, we wanted to have a baseline design, a sort of, you know, something
that they could work with. If they wanted to adopt our baseline design, they could
work that up really quickly. We decided we wanted to put the pier somewhere sound
and sensible, not too close to the edge of this channel, where the rock might slip
down, and somewhere that was level and sound, where the rock was good. And so in
this case, very unusually, you could actually walk out and choose it, which was quite
fantastic, really. So it was a relatively easy thing to actually mark it out on the ground
and say, right, we’ll put it here [laughs].

How do you know?
Well, we’d already done some drilling. We’d done some soil investigation, rock
investigation, so we had a pretty good idea of the quality of the rock and so on. But
actually there’s nothing like going and looking at – looking at it and making sure there
weren’t particular fissures or – or looseness or whatever.
[1:16:08]

I guess we’ve sort of talked about, I guess, the – almost the start and end of this
process. You know, we’ve talked about some of the bits involved in the middle. We’ve
got this idea of a proposal to build a bridge. We’ve talked about the – the bridge
itself at the end. I wonder if you could just briefly sort of summarise the story from
your point of view, of what happens between those two points.
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Yeah. The story is that there’s a need. There’s a societal need to – to create a
connection between South Wales and – and England, and the existing connection is
unreliable and therefore politically a decision is taken. At that time the Conservative
Party were in charge and they were trying to develop the economy through getting
private sector investment, so this became an opportunity to exercise the – the Channel
Crossing model as a PFI project. So that was decided - not immediately but in the
process of developing the feasibility studies, it evolved into a PFI project. So it’s –
it’s a political project owned by the Welsh and English governments working
together, which was the complexity of it, and then it’s a matter of evolving a
deliverable, financeable, safe, high service level solution, which works, and then
delivering it through a procurement process that protects the original idea and delivers
the objectives that you created in all the feasibility study work, and delivers it at the
highest quality and delivers the service required over twenty-five years of operation.
And for example, the feeling when the bridge was finished and opened was that this is
fantastic, we’ve got to this point with great success, but we still don’t know whether
it’s successful. It’ll be the next twenty years that’ll tell us whether this is successful
or not. So although you celebrate on the opening, you’re still very much wanting to
see the performance. And – and from my own personal point of view, a huge and
quiet and deep satisfaction that actually what is out there was exactly what you
imagined it always would be, and it performs in the way you imagined it would be
too. And – and that, you know, that level of very deep satisfaction is hard to describe,
but it – it sort of very much underpins why you enjoy what you do, really. And if it
hadn’t performed and if there’d been flaws in it and – I would have felt the opposite.
I would have always been annoyed that it wasn’t quite what it should have been. But
in that case, it is exactly what we hoped it would have been, which is very unusual.
And that’s because we – we really lent very, very hard on – on politicians and civil
servants to not duck, making sure that the procurement process delivered what we
were after. And there was a whole process there where we stood up and, you know, I
had to stand up and be counted on a number of occasions in front of senior civil
servants to – to protect the integrity of what we were trying to do.

Could you give me perhaps one representative example?
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Well, one actually was the windshielding, ‘cause having done all this work, we got to
a stage fairly close to the development of the procurement documents, when the very
most senior civil servants, who probably were changing and somebody new came in,
said, ‘What on earth is all this?’ You know, ‘This is going to cost money.’ And there
were probably people lobbying from the industry, saying, you know, ‘This is all not
necessary,’ you know, ‘this is going to make it more expensive and difficult.’ And so
I had to go in and – and explain to these civil servants that, although this might cost a
certain amount to – to – extra, that it would protect the integrity of the development of
the Welsh economy. And I do remember one particular occasion when I – I got so
exasperated with – with this particular civil servant and the conversation, that I seem
to remember, very unusually for me, that I sort of banged the table quite hard and
said, ‘Look, you know, this is fundamentally important, you know. We have the
opportunity to create a reliable crossing that will be a leader in its field, yes, but will
actually show in this country we can build bridges that are open all the time and can
provide a service to the community. And it’s really important that we do this.’ And –
and I can still remember actually feeling a bit embarrassed [laughs], but actually
feeling rather pleased that I did ‘cause eventually they – they agreed all of that and it
went ahead.
[1:21:00]
But there was some other political background going on with the Dartford Crossing,
which I could describe, which was partly why it became a bit of a political hot potato,
the windshielding. So it became political windshielding, for some strange reason
[laughs].

Political in what sense?
Well, in parallel with all this - there were lots of things going on in parallel. They –
they decided they needed another crossing at Dartford on the M25 and there was a –
there was a competition that started for that between different bidders and tenderers
but run by government, and we were asked to get involved with Kent and Essex
County Councils, who were wanting to put their own proposal in for the crossing.
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And we came up with the idea that it could be a bridge. At that stage everyone
thought it would be a tunnel and we came up with the idea that it could be a bridge
and that it could be fitted in as a bridge, even though it’s very high above the – above
the water. But we – we came up with the idea it should be windshielding –
windshielded because we – we reckoned that it would be as vulnerable there as the
Second Severn Crossing to crosswinds and it was very important, particularly because
it was a southbound – where traffic would be coming sort of forty-five degrees onto
the prevailing wind, that it would be – it would have to have speed restrictions on it.
So unfortunately at one stage in our competition, Kent and Essex were – they decided
they couldn’t bid. They decided that county councils couldn’t be a PFI bidder, for
some strange technical reason, so we stopped working on it and the – the idea was
then taken up by Trafalgar House. They actually took the idea into their own bid and
– and proposed a bridge, which was designed exactly to our – our ideas and
eventually won. And then they – they – it had to go through a select committee to –
as a private members’ bill to get planning approval to build it. At that stage, they
proposed to build it without windshielding on it. And so Kent and Essex county
Council, who’d worked with us, decided that this would be unacceptable because the
bridge would not be, you know, would always be restricted speeds and – and prone to
closure and therefore the traffic would have to go back through the other tunnel in
crosswinds, which would be quite regular incidents. So they took us on – they took
me on to actually petition against the – the proposal in – in the Select Committee in
the House of Commons. And therefore that’s how this became political, because
there I was working on the Second Severn Crossing at the same time, saying that that
should be windshielded, and there I was in Select Committee arguing this for the
Dartford Crossing. And Trafalgar House particularly, who were involved in the
Dartford Crossing, didn’t want it, because it was going to add cost to their concession,
and they hadn’t allowed for it in their costings. So – so they were lobbying hard
behind the scenes [laughs] and therefore that spilled over into the Second Severn
Crossing. So it became very intense. We were nineteen days in Select Committee,
working with one of the top QCs and George – George, erm … what’s his name, the
now infamous MP – Galloway, George Galloway was on the Select Committee. The
Labour politician, Dr, erm, John – who’s now in the senior, you know, Shadow
Cabinet –
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Reed?
John Reid, yeah, Dr John Reid was on the panel. And it was a Conservative
dominated panel. They always have a – the chairman always has the casting vote and
he was a Conservative. But we actually won. We actually won the argument in
Select Committee through nineteen days of intense and really aggressive questioning,
with Trafalgar House accusing us of all sorts of things which weren’t true, and it
became very difficult. My whole credibility as an engineer was being threatened. It
was very difficult. And Mott McDonald were arguing that what we were saying
wasn’t true and that the bridge would never be restricted due to crosswinds and that
the whole analysis was flawed and so on and so forth. Anyway, we won the argument
and the bill was changed to – to require windshielding on it. And then in the third
reading on the floor of the House, Peter Bottomley stood up and announced that new
evidence had come to light which means that we’re not – we don’t need to put
windshielding on this bridge, and it was never put on. So actually, in the third
reading, it was removed again after all of that intensity. So the Dartford Crossing now
doesn’t have windshielding on it and every time there’s a storm crosses the south of
England, the Second Severn Crossing stays open and the Dartford Crossing is closed
[laughs], on the M25.

You talked about the feeling of satisfaction you had at your own bridge being opened
and working fine after it’s finished. How do you feel about that now, looking at it?
Well, I feel it’s appalling, really. I think it’s – you know, we’ve been shown to be
right, that the Dartford Crossing is closed almost exactly the number of times that we
predicted, actually. And it has a constant speed restriction on it because of – because
of other risks. And I just feel it’s – personally that it’s wrong, you know, that there
should have been windshielding and it should have been much safer and therefore
easier to use and – and without the sort of disruption you get in storms, which is very,
very disruptive, when you have to close one of the carriageways there in a storm. So I
think it’s – well, I think it’s annoying but it’s also interesting that you can compare
one with the other [laughs].
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[1:27:05]

What sort of things were they actually challenging in the Select Committee?
Well, they argued that our calculations were wrong, that the probability of crosswinds
disrupting traffic were – well, they said they were negligible, actually. They actually
said in evidence that they were negligible, whereas we were saying it was a certain
number of incidences a year that the traffic would have to be – the bridge would have
to be shut. And – and it’s turned out that that’s what happens. So the technical
evidence was wrong, basically.

What’s the extra evidence they brought out at the end to change the plan?
They don’t – they don’t have to say. So it was never – it was never revealed. Peter
Bottomley just simply said that, and I don’t think there was any mechanism at the
time – there wasn’t the Freedom of Information Act at that time, so it just had to be
accepted. And our QCs warned us that that could happen, so it was winning the battle
but losing the war sort of time.

Why did you feel that your own credibility was on the line?
Well, there was one particular day when I’d given some evidence around the work we
did on the Euroroute crossing. We went back to Euroroute, which is why I mentioned
it earlier, where we had recommended windshielding on the Euroroute crossing, and it
had actually been adopted by the client. And one of the engineers giving evidence for
the government was someone who worked on the Euroroute crossing. So I actually
said something, which – in giving evidence that referred to that particular situation,
where the same organisation, Trafalgar House, had accepted windshielding on the –
on the crossing. So I’d said, you know, we’d been working on the Channel Crossing
and they’d built that into their designs and so on. And this engineer flatly denied it
and said that it wasn’t true and that these were lies and that wasn’t the case and so on
and so forth. And so my – our QC said to us at the end of that particular day, ‘You’d
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better come back in the morning with evidence to show this is wrong, ‘cause if you
don’t, your whole professional credibility is going to be down the tubes, literally.’ So
[laughs] – so we went back to the office and fortunately we had a very good filing
system in the office and we spent the whole night in the office, going through all the
files from Euroroute. And I actually found a letter from this engineer, the one that
actually said this, where he’d actually written, accepting the idea of windshielding. I
actually found the letter with his signature on it accepting it, which was quite
remarkable, really. Plus a whole lot of other background documentation. So we
produced thirty copies of all those documents, took it in for a pre-conference with our
QC the following morning, and that evidence was then presented in a rather shrewd
way the following day. And unfortunately for this individual, it was rather damaging
for him, of course, which I feel rather sorry about in a way, but … So yeah, it was
tough [laughs].
[1:30:36]

As we’re probably coming up to, I guess, lunchtime, but there were just two sort of
closing questions I’d like to ask at this point. One of them was – one of them was
about sort of building the Second Severn Crossing. Did it ever occur to you as, I
guess, perhaps ironic or apt at the time that Freeman Fox had built the first one, or
designed the first one, and you, as a former Freeman Fox engineer, were building the
second one?
Yes, it did. No, there was a lot of resonance throughout my life, actually. There was
a resonance also with the – the Yarra Bridge collapse as well, similar resonance,
‘cause the Maunsell people I – I worked with were seriously affected by that bridge
collapse. And – and so yes, there was a very strong resonance. And strangely, Alec
Wallace, who worked in Maunsell in my team, but actually, if you remember, was the
person I was brought in to replace because he had this Parkinson’s related illness –
and the reason I got the job was because of him. He actually had worked on the first
Severn Crossing for – for the steel contractors and on the Forth Crossing as well. So
[laughs] there were lots of resonances around all of those things. Yeah, so I had this –
yeah, I had this very strong view and an understanding in a way, of the culture in
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which the first Severn Crossing was evolved. It was a cultural of extreme
optimisation of materials and – and using boxes as sort of multifunctional things,
where you could use a, you know, one tiny bit of steel could do loads and loads of
different functions. And it made me realise that extreme efficiency leads to
brittleness. And I suppose I realised subsequently that – that driving the world
towards extreme efficiency is not necessarily a good thing. The natural world is really
good at – at having resilience with some redundancy in it, and it’s a matter of – of
being able to organise things so you have – so things are efficient and not wasteful,
but at the same time you’ve got enough redundancy to – to enable – if one thing isn’t
working quite as well as it should, for other things to come in and help them to work.
And I, you know, and it’s particularly true with structures, when they’re really there to
carry traffic, that the traffic should have good conditions and safe conditions to cross a
bridge, and somehow that had been lost in the drive towards structural efficiency.
And – and I wouldn’t say I blamed people for – for not realising that, but it’s just a –
it’s just one of those lessons we’ve learned, I think, in society. And I think the role of
the engineer re-emerged much more strongly through a process of making engineering
serve the needs of society much more closely in a sort of integrated systems way,
rather than being – aren’t we clever, we can design the – the structure with the least
amount of steel ever known, regardless of the function it provides, which was very
prevalent in the – in the emerging period after the war. And I suppose it’s
understandable because, you know, materials were not as freely available and – and,
you know, costs were very high of steel fabrication. So – so, you know, there was an
obvious need to reduce the costs if – if those structures were going to be built.
[1:34:12]

Another question I had was really about – I guess the innovation aspect of this. I
guess, you know - talking about events thirty years ago now, I guess you’re sort of
talking about yourself as – as being an innovator. Was being an innovator something
you consciously thought of at the time or was this something you’ve reflected on later
and thought, ah, actually I was innovating back then? Which …?
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Yeah, I think it was more reflection. I think those early days when we – we were
taking research and interpreting it directly into new types of structures was just
something you had to do because it was just the situation you were in. The idea on
the Second Severn Crossing of looking into the future to try and introduce as much
current thinking as possible just seemed like a sensible thing to do, because you
wanted this to be a very, you know, the best functional bridge through its lifetime. So
for me it wasn’t innovation as such. On the other hand, it brought you into a
community of researchers and university people who did call it innovation. And so
gradually, through the period after the Second Severn Crossing, it began to be called
innovation. You know, you began to have the government doing Forsythe work and –
and focusing much more on it. So it became a sort of government imperative, I guess,
from – from about 1995 onwards innovation became a subject that people talked a lot
about, and I certainly – you’re right, I didn’t think about myself as an innovator. But
certainly, looking back, I was, yeah.

Is there a point at which you do start thinking about yourself as an innovator?
[Laughs] Erm, it probably wasn’t until I got involved in composite materials that I
guess I really did, because that was, you know, real innovation. I mean, I – I started
to get into patents and, you know, and trying to protect intellectual property and – and
design patents and things, and once you’re into that field you definitely feel like an
innovator. So that was the next phase. But up until that stage on major bridges, it
didn’t really feel like innovation, no. It felt like just doing what seemed the right
thing and very sensible at the time. And – and now you look back and, my god, you
were doing sustainable development. You were doing environmental protection. You
were doing safe – vessel safety. You were doing shipping protection safety. You
know, you were doing a lot of things that we now regard as [laughs] – as disciplines
in their own right. But it just seemed sensible at the time.
[1:37:00]

Last question before lunch, I promise. I was wondering if you could just paint me –
paint me a little portrait of yourself at this point in your career in the 1980s.
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In the 1990s, you mean, or …?

The sort of period in Maunsell, perhaps.
Yeah. Gosh, that’s a difficult thing to do. Erm, I suppose I was evolving from being
– well, in this time I was a fairly well known steel bridge engineer, so I had a sort of
profile in the industry. So I – I had a sort of feeling of respect from the industry
already, which gave me confidence. I was a fairly confident person. I was confident
of my management capabilities. I was confident of my technical capabilities. I sort of
felt I could design anything steel at that stage. So I was very confident about that. I
had young children and therefore had all the stresses of that. I wasn’t that well paid in
the early stages of that period and therefore life was a struggle, you know. It was –
you had to save up luncheon vouchers and buy the bread at the end of the week with
the luncheon vouchers, you know. It was that sort of very stretched situation. I was,
you know, I was – I was a gardener at home. I still enjoyed hill walking. I loved
music. I was – I was, you know, building cupboards at home and stuff like that. So I
was – I was still doing a lot of – a lot of things outside work as well as in work. But I
had a – I had a fairly ferocious sense of direction, I think, emerging in me. I felt very
driven by what I was doing, very excited about what I was doing. And – and I
suppose the final bit of it is feeling an intense responsibility for the younger people
coming into the organisation. So I – I always was very – got a lot of buzz out of
providing new projects, exciting projects for youngsters, so they could learn in the
way I did. And at that stage, we were beginning to get people from – Maunsell were
sending their youngsters from all over the world, like Australia and other places, and
Hong Kong, to learn about major bridges because we had so many parallel projects
going on, they could come and learn all of these techniques and ideas. So it became a
sort of very energised environment, where we were training young people, having the
opportunity to – to go for new projects globally and so on. So it was – it was exciting.
[End of Track 7]
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I guess we talked quite a lot this morning about the Second Severn Crossing, but was
this the only project that was happening over those fifteen, seventeen year sort of
span?
Yeah, from 1984 to 1997, ’98, one – there were two projects. One was that we were
asked to sort of take over the design of a design and build contract in Hong Kong,
called the Kapchun Bridge. And that was a project that was going ahead under a
design and build contract, but somehow or other the designer had fallen out with the –
with the contractor and it was delaying the project. And this was one of the two major
bridges on the airport railway in Hong Kong that joins the airport to – to the main
centre of Hong Kong and there was a deadline on opening for the – for the airport. So
the government was really worried, so they asked if we would take over as designers
for that bridge. So I was asked if I would take that over and – within Maunsell. So
actually we did and that was a very challenging thing to do, to take over a design and
build contract in the middle. And that was a cable stayed bridge, a little bit shorter
than the Second Severn Crossing but similar span, but it had a railway on as well as a
road, so it was very complicated and two levels and had a very tight construction
programme and design and build and lots of technical issues to resolve and
difficulties. So that was going on at the same time. So I had a – I was managing a
team in charge of that project. And then, as I mentioned earlier, we also got involved
in the tender design of a very, very large private finance initiative crossing in Canada,
between New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, called the Northumberland Straits
Crossing, and we were chosen by Bechtel to – to work with them on the design and
build submission for that project at the same time. So again, we had a team there.
And I spent quite a bit of time in Toronto on and off, supporting that project with a
team of local consultants from the Maritimes in – in Canada. So quite a busy time,
really.

How do you actually, you know, personally manage three different large projects in
three different continents?
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Erm … I think really with just normal management skills, having the right number of
people in the right places. The one in Canada was really interesting because –
because of the time difference, it was possible to actually – to have a team resident in
Toronto to ask questions of London that they could work on the following morning
and get the answers back to Toronto by the time they came into work in the morning.
So that sort of five hour time difference meant you could actually provide quite a lot
of answers to very critical questions by – by the following morning, overnight, as it
were. And that was a really big advantage to – to our client. Things could move
much faster because of that, because that almost happened every day. So actually it
was quite a – it was quite a good arrangement. And we began to do some – somewhat
similar things in – in Hong Kong. So we were able to actually provide almost like a
sort of – almost a twenty-four hour service, working with contractors. And that was
something that they really – they were really grateful for, and so the time difference
was helpful. So in some ways it was quite useful for me to be anchored in London, to
be able to sort of handle some of those things. And I had teams who were resident
locally and that worked fairly well, really.
[03:55]

Do you get much, I guess, aid and support in managing?
Erm, as much as I needed, yes. I mean, clearly, if I needed extra help, I could get it.
Through that period I began to take on more responsibility anyway, because I became
managing director for the whole of the civil engineering side of Maunsell, which
included the tunnelling teams and others. So I – I had to have a bigger team anyway.
And so I was – we had a regime where as a managing director you still were project
director on a certain number of projects. So I was project director on the projects I’ve
described as well as being managing director, making sure that we had enough work
for the business and – and were managing the projects well enough and making
money. So I was beginning to worry about the overall finances and cash flow and –
and training and [laughs] IT systems and other things at the same time. So I was
increasingly taking on more management responsibility.
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How did you actually become managing director?
I think – I think the existing managing director retired, from memory, and therefore
they needed somebody. And I was chosen, I think retrospectively because a lot of the
projects I was involved in were making money. These long span bridge projects that
we were invited to be involved in, a number of them – not the Second Severn
Crossing so much but the subsequent ones, were – we were almost invited because of
our reputation, and therefore we had quite a good fee structure and therefore we were
reasonably profitable. And people who make profits on their projects are often
chosen to be senior managers [laughs] as a good example to others. So I think that’s
probably why I was asked to be managing director. It was principally my project
experience of making money.

What sort of duties does an MD of Maunsell have?
It’s mostly the – the responsibility to deliver performance. So you have revenue and
profit targets for – on a six month or yearly basis to meet, and you have to make sure
you deliver them. And then there is usually a growth target attached to that for the
next year’s strategy and you have to try and deliver some growth, you know,
regardless of what the market conditions are, and make sure everyone’s happy and
that you’re recruiting enough youngsters and filling places which are vacated by
people leaving and being poached by competitors. And, you know, giving papers,
raising the profile of the business, etc, etc. It’s – it’s really just trying to build a
platform for future success, really.

Are there any particular duties you have now as an MD you didn’t before?
Erm, well, clearly, yes. I mean, actually having a monthly management meeting and
actually agreeing a structure of a team and an organisational structure underneath you,
which suits your way of working, and having a monthly management meeting and
reporting structures and the financing and so on. So yeah, there was a completely new
management – set of management structures and meetings that I had to have, and
attendance at the higher level meetings. So there was a higher level meeting where
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the chief exec of the whole company had his senior managers meeting together. So I
was then involved in those high level meetings, where – so I had sort of, you know,
upward reporting structures, which I didn’t have before. So I got into the sort of
higher level structures and shareholder issues and other things. ‘Cause we were a
private company, owned by shareholders who were either retired or existing partners
of the company, so – and we had a very complex shareholding structure of crossownerships across the world as well. So I started to get involved more in the sort of
global politics of the company.
[08:19]

Are there any particular aspects of that global politics that stand out?
Yeah. Well, at that time – and there’s a series of things that happen from 1997
onwards, but at that time Hong Kong was becoming a very, very strong part of every
British consultant’s business. Hong Kong was growing very rapidly. There was
massive amounts of investment. I talked about the airport railway, the new airport,
the new metros, massive amounts of investment going on there. So Hong Kong was
by far the strongest part of the Maunsell business by that time and was making lots of
money. The UK business that I was responsible for was doing okay with these large
projects but it was quite brittle, because a lot of new investments had slowed down.
The Conservative government were increasingly finding it difficult to manage the
economy and were not investing so much in projects other than the PFI ones. And so
the UK business was not as strong. Hong Kong was very strong. Australia was sort
of up and down. So the politics were that Hong Kong was dominant, making most of
the money, and the cross-ownership of the shareholders was distorted by the extreme
success of Hong Kong, and they were starting to dictate terms about what we should
do and – and why weren’t we making as much money as they were, and why should
we have investment money to do something that they perhaps should do. And so it
began to distort the whole structure. Because obviously in the end, you need some
money to invest in order to do some new things and create some new – new
opportunities and –and it became increasingly difficult to get agreement about that.
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Could you explain the – the cross-ownership thing in a bit more detail to me, please?
Yeah. Well, the – Maunsell had evolved as a partnership and at one stage in its – it
started in the UK as a partnership. And then Guy Maunsell, who set it up, went to
Australia very early in the piece, because he got one or two big projects in Australia,
and – and evolved a – an organisation in Australia that eventually then went to Hong
Kong to seed another organisation. And naturally as that happens, the Australians
develop their own management structure and – and Hong Kong then evolved its own
structure. So eventually there came to be three different entities with different groups
of shareholders, sort of starting to go their own way. So they decided, in order to try
and make it more cohesive, because there was no incentive to share resources and
share expertise once that happened – in other words, you were splintering into three
different organisations. They decided to set up some cross-ownership to give some
incentive to support each other. So they created [laughs] a very complicated crossownership structure, where shareholders in one bit would own twenty percent of the
shares in another bit. And that was all put in place to try and incentivise some crossownership. The problem with that was that when Hong Kong became very, very
much more – earning much more money than the UK, for example, that – the
shareholders were getting more benefit from the ownership in Hong Kong at twenty
percent [laughs] than they were out of the ownership of the UK organisation. And it
became to distort all – all of that. And of course, in the end, there was a sense that
really we needed to go back to one ownership structure, but of course the people in
Hong Kong wouldn’t want to do that because that would mean sharing their wealth
with everyone else. But the only logical thing in the longer term was to somehow
achieve that, which was obviously going to be quite complicated and difficult.
[12:16]

Did you achieve that?
Yeah, we did, through a – through a process, which sort of – didn’t begin with. But I
– I got made chief executive in – in 1998, I think it was – sorry, it was 1997, and that
came about partly because of all these tensions. The chief executive of the UK
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organisation was looking after an environmental business and several other
businesses, as well as the infrastructure business that I was managing director of. And
because of these shareholder tensions and the view from Hong Kong that some of the
other businesses we had were not performing well enough, that the chief exec was
more involved in, a shareholder coup happened, which I wasn’t really party to but I
became very acutely aware of and was really quite distressing at the time, I remember.
But anyway, there was a – the chief executive of my bit of the organisation was
encouraged to have a vote of confidence and to have a shareholders’ meeting, because
he was obviously being told that a lot of people were unhappy with him, so he decided
to phase them out and have a shareholders’ meeting and have a vote of confidence.
And unusually for votes of confidence, he actually lost [laughs]. And so this – this
extraordinary meeting happened in – in a hotel in Croydon, I still remember it, where
we all went out and cast votes, and he – he actually lost the vote and therefore the
shareholders then had to elect someone new. And I didn’t realise at that point that I
was going to be in the frame for it. So suddenly it evolved that I was in the frame and
I was accused by some people of – of plotting this whole thing from the beginning
and all sorts of awful things, which is very distressing as a – as a guy that was just
focused on getting on with projects. I wasn’t particularly political.
[14:18]
Anyway, I – I got bounced into being chief executive and then all sorts of very, very
difficult things happened to my business, which made life very difficult. And also, we
were approached by a group called AECOM, A-E-C-O-M, an American organisation,
who only had businesses in America, who were very acquisitive and wanted to create
a global consultancy by acquiring Maunsell, because Maunsell had businesses
everywhere they didn’t, which meant outside America. And a whole long negotiating
process happened, which I was part of, being chief executive of a third of the
Maunsell organisation, and I eventually got involved in the – the detailed
negotiations, which almost fell over twice. But eventually we were acquired by
AECOM and absorbed into their group. And the money that came from the
acquisition enabled us to resolve the shareholding issue. So that money was
distributed between the different shareholders to actually dissipate all of that tension
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and difficulty, and we all absorbed ourselves into the larger group. And a lot of that
tension then disappeared and the shareholders, either retired or existing, then all
benefited very well from that. So as a chief executive, I actually delivered
shareholder value through that acquisition, which my shareholders were very happy
about. But the period between 1997, when I took over, and that takeover was one of
the most difficult periods of my life in terms of business, because all sorts of terrible
things happened, which were life threatening for the business and – and I had to
manage all of those and come out the other end [laughs] in this process of being
acquired.
[16:20]

That’s probably, I think, more than we’re going to get round to doing today [laughs].
Yes [laughs].

Perhaps we should sort of snipe off some of the other bits that have come up along the
way. You mentioned these two – these two bridge projects and I was just wondering if
you could, I guess, briefly describe the purpose of each of them to me, perhaps
starting with Hong Kong.
Yeah. The Hong Kong – it was an airport railway and road connection. So in Hong
Kong there was an airport right in the centre of Hong Kong, which was very famous
because planes had to fly into the airport and then do a sharp right and left hand turn
round the high rise buildings to land on the airstrip. Very hairy airport, a very
infamous airport. So they decided to move it to a location outside Hong Kong, on an
island called Lantau and actually build - sort of pull down some mountains and build a
new landing strip next to the island. And to connect that to the centre of Hong Kong
in a fast way, they built a fast railway and motorway right into the heart of Hong
Kong. And that had to island hop its way into Hong Kong and that required two
major bridges, one that connected a little island called Ma Wan to the – to Tsing Yi
Island, and another one that connected Ma Wan to Lantau and the airport, and the one
I was involved in was the one – the smaller one. And it – it also involved a very large
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viaduct and – both fairly high up in the air and with a railway slung underneath the
road deck, with cable stays a bit like the Second Severn Crossing.
[18:10]
The other one, in Canada, was a – Prince Edward Island was an island completely
disconnected other than by ferry, and every winter the – the only way of getting to the
island was on an icebreaker ferry from New Brunswick, and the island in the summer
is a destination for tourists and so on. And traffic had increased and they decided that
it would be sensible to create a permanent connection from the island, which would –
they argued would help with its economic development. So they decided to build this
bridge crossing, which – I’m trying to remember the length of it. I think it was
something like thirty kilometres, or maybe thirty five kilometres, very, very long
crossing, to connect it and do it as a private finance project, and basically replace the
ferry. And the reason why a crossing was possible really was because the icebreaker
ferry was very expensive to operate, so the argument was that this bridge wouldn’t be
any more expensive than the expensive icebreaker ferry. And as a result of that
project, I became an expert in sea ice technology, in order to be able to design the
bridge to withstand the onset of very thick second, third year sea ice in the
Northumberland Straits. So yet another piece of [laughs] technological learning came
about with the – with the Scott Polar Institute in Cambridge as a partner.

How did that collaboration come about?
Well, it was simply that a critical design issue for the bridge, with lots of piers in the
sea, in the winter was the – was the pressure of sea ice and the way that might have
impacted on the design of the piers. And the only people that we could find who were
real experts in Canadian sea ice were actually the Scott Polar Laboratory in
Cambridge, who spent all of their life monitoring sea ice. And actually they did a lot
of design for nuclear submarine fins and other things that had to operate in sea ice. So
they actually knew a lot about it. They were people who actually practically knew
what it was all about, and so they were natural partners, partly ‘cause we were in a
private consortium and Bechtel, who we were working with, didn’t necessarily trust
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the Canadian government’s design criteria for the sea ice. They wanted us to
independently check it. ‘Cause obviously if you design the bridge and you’ve got a
concession to look after it for twenty-five years, you want to make [laughs] – make
sure it stands up. So they wanted us to do an independent evaluation of the – of the
design conditions that the bridge was being specified to withstand. So we had to be
quite innovative in the way we went about that.

What sort of help did you get from the Scott Centre?
Well, they – they advised us on the sorts of thicknesses and densities of ice that might
occur, which in the end is – is quite critical to the amount of pressure that’s
developed. And – and in particular, they advised us to go and interview the
icebreaker captain, who’d been icebreaking up and down the Strait for the last twenty
years. And so we went to Prince Edward Island and I actually interviewed this
icebreaker captain. And by that time we’d sort of concluded that the Canadian
government specification for the ice was probably about fifty percent – sorry, was a
factor of two wrong. We reckoned that the design ice condition for a one in twentyfive year risk was probably twice the ice thickness that they’d specified, which
completely changed the – the whole design. But we needed to check it. So they
recommend going and talking to the icebreaker captain, which actually, thinking back
now, is pretty sensible, but I don’t think we would have thought of it. So I remember
going to Prince Edward Island and going into this guy’s house, a little house in – he’d
retired by this time. And I asked him a very simple question, ‘What was the thickest
piece of ice you’ve ever seen in the Northumberland Strait in the last twenty-five
years?’ And he immediately said, ‘Ah, I remember a piece of ice on this bank, lodged
up there, on a certain date in, you know, ten years ago.’ And he got his chart out and
he looked at the thickness and the depths of water and said, ‘Ah, it must have been
this thick.’ And it turned out the figure he gave us was exactly the figure that we’d
calculated. It was the one in twenty year figure of thickness. And we said to him,
‘Are you absolutely sure?’ ‘Oh yes, I remember, it came up to the top of the vessel
here and whatever.’ So – so that sort of correlated the – the figure.
[22:55]
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And that, of course, gave us a big problem, because we then knew that the design
criteria that the government had given was a factor of two out, which meant we had to
design the bridge to withstand a much thicker ice pressure, a much greater ice
pressure. And that meant that the others were not designing to that, who were in the
competition. So [laughs] – so then in came a very difficult time for Bechtel, who had
to the go back to the government and say, ‘Your figures are wrong,’ which of course
the government didn’t like at all. And as a result of that, the government really got
quite angry with Bechtel and in the end Bechtel were not selected to go forward as –
into the next stage of the competition. But actually, in the next stage of the
competition, ‘cause it was a two stage selection process of short listing, they changed
the criteria to our criteria for the – for the design of the bridge [laughs], which –
which shows in life that maybe it does pay to be honest. I’m sure the bridge benefits
from that, but commercially it was a bit of a disaster for us. But – but they did change
the criteria and they doubled the ice thickness design requirement for the crossing.

So did you actually get to build the bridge or …?
No. No, ‘cause we didn’t get into the final stage of the competition. But actually, the
designs we came up with at our stage of the competition were conical – were conical
tops to the caissons, so that when the ice came in the winter, the ice would – would be
pushed upwards and would break and reduce the pressure. And so that – that was a
result of us - having doubled the ice pressure, we managed to reduce the horizontal
force back to what it was with the – half the thickness by having a conical shape. So
the final bridge has got conical shaped piers in the ice. So – so there was some
outcome of our involvement, but – but we didn’t get to design it.

And who are Bechtel, sorry?
Bechtel are a large American contracting construction consortium, who – who had a
office in Toronto, who we worked with. They were – they were the – they were
organising the financing and they would have done the construction.
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Did you get to build the Hong Kong bridge in comparison?
Yeah, yeah, ‘cause that was already well down the track, so that was – yeah, that was
– in fact, the construction had already started when we took it over of the foundations.
So yeah, so that was built and is opened and every time I go over it, I enjoy going
over it ‘cause it’s [laughs] something that we took responsibility for. So yes, that’s
very much there as part of the airport railway.
[25:55]

I guess the other thing that you’ve – you’ve mentioned in passing as well is … Fibre –
I mean, composites.
Yes.

Is that a feature of this particular period too?
Well, it was the beginning of it, yes. There was – there was a period all through this
when there were other projects, and one of my other projects was – was looking after
some of the deterioration problems occurring on some major bridges around the UK.
So although there weren’t any new bridges other than the Second Severn Crossing,
there were contracts associated with maintenance. And one of the bridges that was a
problem was the Tees Viaduct on the A19 in Middlesbrough. And because of our
steel specialism, they’d found some failures on the bearings, on the bridge underneath
the steel plate girders, and so we were asked to go and inspect these bearings, which
we did and we found various problems with them, both with the installation of the
bearings and also with the way they were operating. And we did a report on that and
then we were asked to look at other things on that bridge and one of them was to – to
look at the maintenance of the bridge and how it could be improved and – and the cost
reduced. And again, we’d been working on this idea of not closing the bridge to
traffic during maintenance, so we were asked to look into that. And as I think I said
earlier, I – I was at a conference in Middlesbrough and met Douglas Faulkner there
from the marine industry, who’d been working with us on steel box girders, and we
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were leaving the conference and as I went under the bridge I said we were thinking
about putting a floor underneath the bridge to act like a sort of wrap around the
steelwork to stop it corroding but also to provide a maintenance access, so it would
sort of pay for itself for being both a maintenance floor for being able to access the
steel girders but also to protect them from corrosion, so you wouldn’t have to
maintain them anymore. And he just said that reinforced plastics would be great for
that. And so that began a process of investigation of those sorts of technologies that
sort of started about – I suppose about 1990, and eventually led to me being involved
in the leading edge of composites in the construction industry worldwide, through that
– through initiating and delivering that solution on that project.

Where do you actually go from that actual discussion about – oh, composites would
be a good idea, this sort of thing?
Well, the first thing I did was – was find out the research and development work he’d
been doing at – at the Dunfermline Ship Research Institute, and they’d published
several papers on using glass reinforced polymer materials in – in the mine hunters,
which were being built for the Ministry of Defence at that time. They needed non
steel ships because of mine hunting and not being blown up if you hit a mine, sort of
thing. And so they developed the – some very sophisticated reinforced plastic
structures and tested them all and found they worked really well and they had very
good durability. And by that time they’d built one or two ships and they’d been
operational and tested and they found the durability in tropical climates in very
extreme sunlight was also very good, with – with polyester composites. So they were
very confident that these were good structurally but also would be very durable with
high glass content. So – so I took all that evidence – I went to the – the library at the
– at the Institute of Maritime Engineers and grabbed hold of all those documents and
began to think about the design of this floor and how it would be configured to be a
very durable protective floor, and using some research from the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory, who had concluded that by wrapping up steel, you could protect
it from corrosion because you would exclude the – the salts that actually seed
corrosion of steel. Combining that with the destructible design of the floor, we
actually came up with a practical proposal for government to ensure a glass reinforced
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plastic suspended floor under the bridge as part of a refurbishment project. And
eventually that was then taken forward and we designed a sort of modular system for
making that floor, which turned out to be the beginning of what we call the advanced
composite construction system, which became a sort of Lego like system for
constructing anything, not just suspended floors. And we actually took out a patent
on that configuration of those components because we actually came up with probably
one of only two different configurations for joining things up in practical ways like
that for construction products. So that patent was taken out in – probably around
1989, 1990, I think, and expired twenty years later. But – but anyway, we took it out
and – and managed to get it manufactured for that particular project, despite the fact
we had a patent on it which required quite a lot of jiggery-pokery through the
procurement process.
[31:24]

What actually are the advantages of using composites in a civil engineering
application like that?
One, it’s very light in weight, so it doesn’t – particularly if you’ve got an existing
bridge and you’re putting a floor into it, it doesn’t actually increase the loading
significantly, which is really important, ‘cause you don’t want to have to strengthen
the bridge. Secondly is it doesn’t corrode, so actually it provides a non-corroding
floor, which never needs to be maintained. And thirdly, that it’s – it’s easily erectable
and connectable, so it’s modular and, you know, relatively simple and hopefully
cheap enough. The big challenge with it – it’s a relatively expensive material, so the
challenge with it was to make it modular in – in a kit form, where you could actually
do it at the lowest possible production price. So we ended up developing it in a
process called pultrusion, which is a sort of continuous process. It’s like extrusion of
plastic but you actually pull the fibres through the dye with the resin and it cures
continuously. So it’s a continuous process and you just chop, chop the material off in
pieces and it creates sort of strips of Lego like material. And so we had the lowest
possible production price for a glass reinforced polymer floor, lightweight, corrosion
resistant and able to be erected on site without damage and things like that.
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Are there any difficulties or problems, working with composites?
There are – one of the things that everyone worries about is fire risk, so we had to go
through lots of fire testing and smoke testing and look at all the issues associated with
suspending those floors over live railways, which it did, and whether it’s obviously
safe for people to work on and erect scaffolding on inside and so on. You know, lots
of issues of local loading, of fire resistance, etc, etc, a whole lot of specialist tests and
things. And also how – how do you design it, as a designer? At that stage we were
going through a revolution in Eurocodes and limit stay design from allowable stress
design. There was a whole lot of evolution of design going on for different materials.
So we had to fit the design into those standards to make sure it was something that
would fit into existing standards and then we had to get it accepted, not just by the
Department of Transport but by the rail industry, ‘cause it went over lots of railway
marshalling yards. So we had to engaged with what was then British Rail Railtrack
and get their whole approval process as well. It was very, very complex and long
winded and difficult, but we got there in the end.

How do you actually join the bits of this Lego to each other? I mean, Lego, you just
think it snaps together. Is it the same?
Yes, on the floor – the first evolution of it for the floor, it simply slid together
actually, yeah. So it was – it was a sort of sliding fit. So it was literally self jigging
sliding connections, like a sort of tongue and grooved floor, really, that sort of thing,
and slots in the floor into which hangers would be slid. They were GRP mouldings,
so they also slid in and were wedged in position. So if water was sitting on the floor,
it still wouldn’t corrode anything ‘cause there was no steel in the floor itself. So it
was – it was a complete kit and everything slid and all the tolerances could be
accommodated vertically and horizontally. It was – well, I say it’s quite a clever
piece of design, really, using a whole lot of different types of mouldings and
pultrusions and – and bits and pieces, different materials and different types of
plastics.
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Give me an idea of what it all looks like at the end, once it’s up on the bridge.
One it’s up there, you look up at it and it just looks like a – like a cladding, really, I
suppose. You can see the joints, but it’s flat and grey and – and not very shiny. But
actually just looks like a sort of professional piece of flooring [laughs], really, from
underneath. Lots of it around now. It was used on the – the approach bridges on the
Second Severn Crossing motorway all have that system around them, the bridges over
the motorway. So when you drive across the Second Severn Crossing, you see a
whole array of bridges on both sides that all have that enclosure system on them. It’s
also used on a number of other bridges. It was used on the – one of the big cable
stayed bridge crossings in Bangkok and was used for the whole of that – closing that
bridge. So it’s become quite a well known technology globally.
[36:40]

What actually attracted it to you in the first place?
It was just the economics of – of stopping traffic congestion and the – the economic
benefits of that were calculable. So the – the investment costs – a bit like I said earlier
about having a longer crossing, which actually provided a shorter distance for people.
You can justify a larger investment as long as the benefits of reduced congestion or
reduced journey times overweigh it. There’s a – there’s a method of calculating that
that’s set by the government. So we were able to demonstrate that actually installing
this, although it was a high capital cost, would be offset by savings for the people
using the bridge, who then wouldn’t be delayed by having to have lanes closed for
maintenance of the steel underneath every twenty years while you inspected and
repainted the bridge. So it was basically a – a formula which worked from that point
of view.

What sort of reactions did you get from other people to this innovation?
A lot of people were very incredulous about it originally. This was one of – this was
the largest single investment in reinforced plastics technology in any construction
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project in the world. I mean, it was a very major investment. And in terms of
manufacturing in the pultrusion industry globally, the manufacturing of this particular
project – it was a very, very large project in procurement terms and the whole of the
global industry too. So in the reinforced plastics industry, this idea created a huge stir
and interest, clearly, ‘cause they could see it as a future market. So the reinforced
plastics industry were very excited about it. And I won the Gold Award at the, you
know, at the Annual British Plastics Federation Conference and all sorts of things and
became a bit of a sort of star in the reinforced plastics world as a result of this. But in
terms of the construction industry, it was a very conservative industry and people
were still not entirely convinced it could be done. And when we got close to
procuring the contract, lots of people, who thought they may not win the contract, got
very aggressive and tried to stop it and there were all – it was actually very difficult
because it was such a big new things that everybody either wanted to be involved, or
if they weren’t involved, wanted to stop it happening, so … [Laughs] There were lots
of curious things going on. It was a bit like the Dartford Crossing thing. Innovation
on that scale creates waves that spread all through the politics and – and procurement
industry and technical industry and manufacturing and everything.

Are there any particular issues caused by this coming from – I guess what was
originally defence technology.
Well, it was interesting. In order to create the specification for an open contract for
this material, we had to actually – well, we didn’t have to but we felt it was necessary
to go and talk to people in the defence industry about writing the specifications,
because we weren’t sure how to specify a material like this to make sure you got what
you wanted. A bit like the Second Severn Crossing, really. So fortunately I got a lot
of help. I got a lot of help from Westland Helicopters in Yeovil, who opened up their
specifications and procurement processes to me and we copied a lot of their
technology, which was about having a type approval process. So the laminates have
to be type approved by testing small samples, so they meet certain performance
criteria before they go into the manufacturing. So we – we learned a lot of those ideas
and techniques, which was great. And so we had a lot of help from them. We had
some help from the railway people, who were designing the front end of the 125
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trains, those slopey front ends, which are still running around the UK. They had a
research facility in Derby and they had specified those – manufacturing of those – of
those front ends, and they helped us with some of their specifications for polyester
resins and so on. And eventually – it was really interesting that the contractor that
won the manufacturer of these panels was not a – one of the world’s largest
pultruders, who would have won the project. It was actually GEC in Preston, who
were a defence industry manufacturer, who were doing pultrusion behind closed
doors, not as a – not as a commercial pultruder at all but they were producing products
for the defence industry and for ships and – and so on. And they were the people who
invented pultrusion, I discovered, and they actually invented it and they produced the
original components for the Lightning aircraft and the RB211 aircraft. And they had a
continuous experience of pultrusion from the very invention of a process right to the
present day, so they were very confident about taking on this project. They had their
own in-house testing facilities. They could do all the type approval process. So they
won the contract, much to the annoyance of the large pultruders, who thought they
were in the best position to – to win it. And – and they did a very good job, a very
professional job in actually producing it and delivering it. And the panels actually
then going to Middlesbrough went over the – the A66 over the Pennines. Right
through the winter, these huge panels were being transported across the Pennines,
from Preston to Middlesbrough, to be erected on the bridge.
[42:35]

Who’s the we in this? You sort of talked about – with the problems, that we learnt
that?
Well, it was very much – by this time, this was very much me driving this personally,
putting my credibility on the line. I had support from Maunsell but this was – this
was a sort of period when I was in this high – high management position anyway, so I
was able to sort of drive this a little bit personally. But I had to be very careful that
the credibility of the company didn’t suffer, of course. So there were lots of people
who were in other parts of the world that were a little anxious, I suspect, about what I
was doing, on the other hand, were quite excited about it too, ‘cause it could have led
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to a significant new possibility. So what we did was we actually hived it off into a
separate company. We created something called Maunsell Structural Plastics Ltd,
which actually took on all of this responsibility. So if anything went pear shaped
[laughs] Maunsell Structural Plastics could be dissolved and – and separated. So it
was handled in that way. So I became managing director of Maunsell Structural
Plastics as well as my managing director and chief executive role, and we operated as
a separate entity right the way through the period.

Are there any particular hurdles that have to be overcome in getting this stuff
working?
It was a whole – it was what I call sort of total serial innovation, really. It was – I had
to become a world expert in the manufacturing technology in order to specify a
different level of quality. Because all pultrusions up to that point had never been used
really intensively as structures, they’d all been used as very sort of secondary
structures and things. So the general specifications that were out there for – for
pultrusion were not good enough for those products to be used as structures. So
basically I had to become world expert on the whole pultrusion process, on the control
systems, on the – the fibre feeds, on the types of resins and the way they interacted
together, the way wet out happened, the way that fibre should be specified, release
agents, catalysts, fillers, etc, etc, in order to write the specification for delivery. So I
ended up having to go round the world. And as an independent consultant, actually I
could do that. People didn’t mind giving me information that was proprietary if I was
just going to put it into a specification they might benefit from. So people were very
good. So our specification became the most advanced specification for manufacturing
of structural composites ever produced and – and became the foundation for
composites to move into construction, you know, in terms of quality. Up until that
time, any materials ever used in construction were proof tested – every time they were
used they were proof tested to make sure they worked, on every project, whereas what
we did was produced a specification that would always work as a structural entity,
whatever – wherever it was produced, it would always produce the right performance.

What sort of people around the world were you actually consulting with?
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Oh well, manufacturers. So there was a company called Goldsworthy in America,
who were one of the largest pultruders. There was – erm, gosh, now – Pultrex, the
pultrusion machine manufacturers, who were based in the UK, were very much
involved. Scott Bader, the polymer company, Vetrotex, the glass fibre manufacturer,
other – other polyester manufacturers in Europe. We ended up with a whole range of
partners and collaborators and helpers, plus the defence industry people. So it was – it
was a very intensive thing to be doing in parallel [laughs] with all the other things I’ve
mentioned.
[46:44]

Is there much time for things outside of work in your life at this point?
[Laughs] Well, there was. I mean, there was still – there was still the holidays and the
hill walking. The holidays increasingly began to be – for the kids, began to be going
to Toronto, you know, to travel round the Maritimes as well as working on the
Northumberland Straits crossing and – and so on. So yes, the two began to merge
together, so that – so that work and home life could go on [laughs] in harness, as it
were.

Is that in harness or in harmony?
Well, both, in harmony and in harness, yeah.

Are there any tensions with that?
Well, to some extent, yeah, of course, but I think increasingly the – it worked because
the family enjoyed the travelling, the international travelling. We managed to
organise it – because I had entitlement to business class fares, so if I took an economy
class fare then my wife could come too and we just had to pay for the kids, which
meant that it was relatively cheap. And they could stay in one room in America at the
same time as I was there. So, you know, we – we could do it within the sort of
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budgets we could afford at that time. So yeah, there were big advantages for them,
and my wife enjoyed the international travel too. And by that time we were also
going – my wife was able to come along to some of the board meetings, events, you
know, because we used to have the international board meetings in Hong Kong and
Australia, so she was able to come with me to those, too. So it was – there were
pluses as well as minuses.

Does your wife get involved in your business activities?
No, not really. We share – she’s a primary school head teacher, or became a primary
school head teacher, so we share a lot of common interest in people management, in
business management facilities and operations and training and learning and skills
and, you know, all of those things. Actually, we share a huge amount of common
interests. Consulting is not very much different from running schools, really, with,
you know, with forty teachers. It’s very similar.
[End of Track 8]
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You mentioned a few university connections and tie-ins over your time at Maunsell. I
wonder if there are any strong examples that stuck in your mind.
Yes. I mean, I always kept strong relationships with universities. I did quite a lot of
teaching at universities and maintained connections. And the – probably the best
example of a project I’ve ever done with a university arose with Dundee University.
This all started because Brian Richmond, who was a – a partner of Maunsell, who I
think I’ve mentioned before, and I did a paper for the Kerensky Memorial Conference
in London, I think. Oleg Kerensky was someone I’d worked with at Freeman Fox and
they had the first memorial concert, organised by the Institute of Structural Engineers,
in London. We were invited to give a paper on our thoughts on composite materials
and in that paper we said, actually, we think composite materials would be great for
bridges, because bridges require long spans and lightweight materials might be more
effective because the cost might be lower. So we did a – we did an expert paper on
that and someone at Dundee University, called Bill Harvey, who was a professor of
engineering there, actually was at the conference and was really taken with this idea.
He was a civil engineering professor. And it just happened that about – not that long
after that, probably within a year of that conference, he was approached by the golf
club at Aberfeldy in Scotland, who had a nine hole golf course alongside the River
Tay up in Aberfeldy, and they had planning consent to build nine extra holes on the
other side of the river, but planning consent required them to build a footbridge to
connect them together, otherwise they couldn’t extend the golf course. So they
approached Dundee University and said, ‘Could you provide us with a footbridge over
the river,’ which is quite wide and fast and a furious mountain river. And Bill
Harvey, who got this request, remembered what we said at the conference and
therefore contacted me. And I still remember the contact. I think I knew Bill anyway.
But he said, ‘Let’s meet in London.’ So we met in a – in the bar of the little hotel in
Victoria, just opposite Buckingham Palace, whose name I can never quite remember,
but it’s on the corner there, a sort of nice old hotel. And we sat there and there and
then we cooked up the idea of trying to create a footbridge built out of advanced
composite materials. And this would be the world’s first bridge built out of advanced
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composite materials, certainly the longest structure ever built. And we cooked up the
idea of actually doing this for the golf club and trying to get sponsorship for it so that
the costs would be affordable for the golf club.
[03:10]

What sort of scale had composites been used for in civil engineering before this
point?
At this point, there’d been a lot of proposals to use composite materials for very long
spans. In fact, somebody in – when the Channel Crossing was proposed, somebody
proposed to build a suspension bridge across the whole of the English Channel using
carbon fibre cables. And also another group, from Switzerland, had proposed
building a Gibraltar Straits crossing using carbon fibre cables. I mean, these were
really kite flying exercises, really, but nevertheless they were relatively serious. And
one or two companies had explored the idea of creating ropes and cables using these
materials. ICI had something called Parafil and they were producing these Parafil
cables, which were Kevlar fibre, actually. And they were using them for relatively
modest sort of supporting structures for – for specialist things, maybe in defence
where you needed some radar transparent system or something. So I think at that
stage it was mostly roof structures, cladding for buildings, the – things … The famous
structure at that point was - the roof structure for the Covent Garden market in
London had been built out of composites and there was a post office building clad in
GRP composites in London. So it was stuff on that sort of scale. There was no really
large structural applications anywhere in the world at that point which had actually
been realised.

So nothing load bearing on any large scale then?
Not really, no, no. It was still – it was still very much at the testing phase.
[04:52]
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Once you’d sort of cooked up the idea for a composite bridge in the – in the bar,
where do you take it next?
Well, basically we – we – by this stage, we’d actually got this product called the
advanced composite construction system, which we’d developed and implemented
and had used and tested. So we actually had a – a structural system, which we knew
the performance of because we’d done lots of testing and – and accreditation of it. So
basically the starting point was to use that system and to design a bridge. So very
quickly we sketched up a design with the university and we immediately involved the
students. So at that point, it must have been – probably in about September of 1991,
we immediately involved the students in sketching up a design. And these were the
final year civil engineering students who were going to graduate in 1992. And we
sketched up a design and this was something called a cable stayed bridge. The main
span was about sixty metres and the side spans were each thirty metres, and you had a
tower supporting the deck. And then there were cables coming down from the tower
at discreet points, straight cables supporting the deck. And so the overall length of the
bridge was 120 metres. It would be a continuous deck, 120 metres, with handrails on
either side and cables supporting it. And I mean – so we sketched up that design and
– for example, we found that aerodynamic stability was an issue, because it’s very
lightweight, and we found that by putting a very heavy weight down the centre of the
bridge, by filling one of – one or two of the cells with a very heavy aggregate
concrete, we could actually separate the torsional and vertical frequencies of the
bridge so you couldn’t get any connectivity. So there were lots of innovations, but we
actually discovered, with a very lightweight deck, you could do some amazingly
simple and effective things to actually make it all work. So we got to the point of
having a design, but of course we didn’t know quite how to deliver it commercially
and practically. So what I did was I brought together the manufacturers of the section,
the people who manufactured these cables, Parafil cables, Bridon Ropes, who do
cables and cable anchorages, and a civil engineering company, which was Ray
O’Rourke’s company, that had taken over Laing’s and is now Laing O’Rourke, as we
know it now. And I – I invited them all to go up to Aberfeldy on a very misty moisty
dark November day and we all stood alongside the river at the point where the bridge
was going to be. And I said to them all, ‘I want your help to build the world’s first
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advanced composite bridge across the river at this point.’ And they all looked
completely aghast [laughs] at the idea. But they all told me later that they didn’t like
to say no because they thought it was such a great idea, and so they basically all
agreed to do it and support us. And we worked out a business model for taking it
forward and we agreed the support the golf club – the amount of money they would
need to provide support. And I managed to convince Maunsell that we should put
some money in ourselves to do it, because this would enable our product to – which
we had patents on, to be used more and more. And so really probably by about the –
the end of November, early December, we had a business plan. We had it costed. We
had commitments of people to actually manage and run it. And then we started
producing detailed design drawings and by about June we – the manufacturing was
happening and we were ready to start building it on site.

Did you enjoy actually sort of working with the university and students? It seems a
different group to in Maunsell.
Yeah, it was – actually it was one of the greatest experiences of my life, partly
because nobody had ever done it before. So basically we were doing something that
nobody had ever done before and it was being done by students in their summer
vacation. They were building it in their summer vacation. This massive bridge
[laughs] was being built by students from a very large pile of kit of parts and some
adhesives. And I should have mentioned actually, adhesive manufacture was also a
key part of this. Ciba Geigy were a key part of it too ‘cause they had to provide
adhesives that we could use on site to bond things together. And the students were –
were slightly apprehensive at the beginning, not surprisingly [laughs], really. But as
we went on, they – they had huge problems to overcome. It didn’t go smoothly.
These things never do. There were massive problems every day to resolve. But they
did resolve them and eventually the bridge was built, by about the end of September,
by the end of the summer holidays, and the amount of satisfaction they got out of
building this immense structure was incredible. I mean, the feedback we got from
them, the camaraderie, the working with local people, the way the whole, you know,
the community in Aberfeldy got behind the project, the times when I went up on the
overnight sleeper and got off in Pitlochry and, you know, travelled to the bridge site at
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about five in the morning, you know, in the middle of the summer – my family and I
all lived up in – over the other side of the mountain for a while, helped in site. My
family helped on site and so on. It became a very important part of our family culture
and history, really, the – the delivery of this bridge. So it was – it was remarkable,
really.
[10:45]

Are there any problems that stick in your mind?
Yeah. Well, the – one of the problems was that the manufacturing of the sections was
being done a little bit on the side as far as the manufacturer was concerned, because
he didn’t have a main run of products to do at that time. There wasn’t another order.
So it has to be done when they could. And some of the quality of the sections was not
as good as it should have been and so the section didn’t fit together very accurately,
which meant that when we tried to join them up, we – you have to drive a sort of
toggle in and it wouldn’t go and it was very stiff and difficult. So actually there were
tremendous problems of that kind that it took a lot longer to put things together than it
should have done if everything had gone together smoothly. Also the weather was
intermittently awful. There was one particular day when we were going to launch the
deck across the river – it was – the deck for the main span was built on a trestle
alongside the river and then pulled across a sort of cat’s cradle of cables in order to
get it into position. We didn’t use any cranes. We didn’t use any – any civil
engineering plant. We pulled the – the towers up like a ship in a bottle. We just sort
of pulled them up using a turfer and then we pulled the deck across. And the day we
were going to do that, we invited Tomorrow’s World, the old television programme,
to come and film it and that day was the day a massively deep depression was going
to cross north – that part of Scotland, as depressions do. And we woke up in the
morning, ‘cause we were going to start on site to get everything ready for the launch
at about five in the morning – we got up at five in the morning and it was raining as
hard as I’ve ever seen rain in my life. And that went on right up until about ten
o’clock in the morning, when the eye of the storm crossed the site. And the – the
bridge deck launch was actually very wind sensitive, so I had to make a decision
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whether to go for the launch in the eye of the storm, because we knew the wind would
blow from the other direction very hard once the eye had crossed the site. So we
decided to do it, because we thought the time window was long enough to do it. So as
the wind dropped and the rain stopped, we started the launch and my colleague, Bill
Harvey, was standing on the end of the deck, ready for it to be pulled across, with his
hand up in the air. And all of the – there was a big crowd there by this time,
watching, with Tomorrow’s World filming and everyone still had a few umbrellas up.
And they said suddenly all their hair started to stand on end - and so all the people
actually watching this, their hair was standing up in the air and there was a huge
thunderbolt, the most extraordinary thunderbolt I’ve ever heard, that struck the
mountain right next to the bridge. And [laughs] – and it was almost – it felt like a
Wagnerian, it felt like the gods were saying, you know, this is probably quite a good
thing in the long term [laughs]. You know, it was a friendly sort of thunderbolt, if
such a thing did exist. And then we pulled the bridge across and it all got done in the
time before the wind came back again. But we did it in torrential rain. Everyone was
soaked to the skin and – but really enjoyed it, you know. It was a sort of – it was like
a party in heavy rain.

What did Tomorrow’s World make of it?
They – [laughs] I think one can probably check by going back into the archives to see
what they made of it. But I still remember that young girl in Tomorrow’s World was
standing on some glasses to try and illustrate how glass was very strong, ‘cause glass
was inside the sections. And I still remember, she stood on a load of glasses to say
glass can be very strong [laughs], which was one way they interpreted what we were
doing.
[14:35]

I was interested in – we’ve talked a lot about, you know, your earlier work building
steel bridges, and I was wondering if you could briefly just contrast for me the
differences in, I guess, construction methods and advantages of the materials between
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composites and steel, actually using them to build a whole bridge out of, not just, you
know, supporting structures.
Well, there are some extraordinary things. And of course, you only discover these in
very practical ways while you’re actually doing it. First of all we didn’t need any
cranes to build the sixty metre span, you know. If you were building it in steel, you’d
probably have a massive crane there, you know, a really expensive crane to lift the
deck into place to build the bridge. We didn’t need any of that. And the other thing
was the cables. The cables were made out of Kevlar. And I remember - the cables
were delivered on one side of the bridge site, so we had to take half of them across to
the other side to attach them to the tower. And I still remember that I – I picked up all
the cables and put them in the boot of my car and just drove round [laughs] to the
other side of the site and unloaded them myself. These were the cables for – for 120
long – 120 metre long bridge. So, you know, the reality of day to day construction,
safety issues, was so much better with these lightweight materials. And the other
thing is, we weren’t constructing in the winter, but if you were, these materials are
very warm to the touch and the reason for that is they don’t conduct heat. So when
you touch them, even in very cold icy conditions, they don’t suck the heat out of your
fingers. So they actually feel warm and therefore it’s much more pleasant to work
with. Also you don’t have to worry about damaging the paint on a steel bridge and so
on. There are many reasons actually why it’s very attractive, but they are not cheap
materials so it’s not that easy to come up with designs which are cost effective. But
for footbridges, they can be, as long as you can control the deflections, ‘cause they
tend to be quite bouncy as bridges. And that’s probably the things that – lots of
people crossing the Aberfeldy bridge say, ‘My god, it is very bouncy.’ Well, it was
designed to be bouncy because it’s a golf club bridge and it doesn’t matter. You
know, golfers don’t mind going across a bouncy bridge. So – so it’s – it’s different.
But there are lots of advantages.

Are there any, I guess, risks or disadvantages or problems?
Yeah. I mean, clearly there are risks in terms of durability, in terms of various
uncertainties around long term durability and maintenance issues with such bridges.
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You know, we’re still not – there’s not that much experience. There’s a lot of
experiences that – that durability is very good. And as far as I know, the bridge has
never really had any serious maintenance on it. Maybe the handrails have required
quite a bit of work because of the way they were put together, but generally speaking,
not. But those are the main things. I don’t – there aren’t many other risks, really.

Are there any, I guess, things you sort of learn out of this process from your own point
of view?
Erm, well, I suppose it was another big learning lesson about innovation and how to
build a consortium of interest to make profound innovation happen. I always
remember the guy who proposed the carbon fibre bridge across the Gibraltar Straits, a
guy called Urs Meier from ETH in – in Zurich. He came to see the Aberfeldy bridge,
I think about a year or six months after it was opened, and he – he sent me a message
and said, ‘This bridge is a complete miracle.’ You know, he said, ‘This isn’t just
innovation. This is a complete miracle. I can’t imagine how you’ve done this,
because it’s such a huge leap forward in terms of thinking.’ And so in a way, it was
an extreme innovation because it was a massive step in terms of the history. And now
that bridge is in all the history books. You know, it is – it is still the longest bridge –
here we are in 2012 and it’s still the longest composites bridge ever built in the world.
And it’s – it’s hardly ever been matched yet. And – and that leap of technology was a
whole combination of – of the design of the section, the adhesive technology, the
design skills, the – the need of the bridge, the ability to do it in the way we did we
students and so on and so forth. So it – its biggest significance is – for me is how to
deliver substantial innovation and that’s part of a story and I’m now working on,
which no doubt we’ll come to. It’s helped to lay the foundations of an understanding
of how to do transformational innovation.
[19:25]

I guess on the subject of sort of building groups, I guess we should probably go to the
other end of your career at Maunsell. I guess we touched on it briefly last time, which
was the actual merger/takeover. How would you …?
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Yes. This was – if I just tell a bit of a story about me taking over as chief executive,
because in – in 1997, I think it must have been early in 1997, I was bounced into
being chief executive. And I think I’ve told that story about a shareholder revolt and
so on. That was immediately followed by Tony Blair winning the election - of the
end of the Thatcher period of government and Tony Blair taking over. And some
fairly awful things immediately happened [laughs] for my part of the business. I – I
was chief executive of the European division of Maunsell and there was a – there was
a Hong Kong division and an Australian division and there was lots of crossownership between those three that the partners had set up historically. So I was
responsible to my shareholders for the European part. Tony Blair took over and
Gordon Brown was his – was his Chancellor of the Exchequer and Gordon Brown’s
idea about kicking off the Labour Party regime was to stop spending money, which is
a very Gordon Brown thing at that moment in the history. Of course, it all changed
later. And he decided to stop everything. So let’s – let’s draw a line under the
Conservative Party infrastructure investments, let’s stop that for a while, take a look at
it all and then decide what we want to do. But what he didn’t realise was that all of us
as, you know, as consulting companies had these projects running. And my business
was mostly infrastructure, so we had a lot of highway projects and one or two rail
projects that were stopped overnight. And so there I was as chief executive with a not
very healthy business that I’d been asked to take over because it wasn’t very healthy,
and suddenly some of our biggest projects were stopped overnight without any
compensation or anything from the government, just, sorry, but we’re going to stop
this project [laughs], one that people are working on, which is a very, very painful
thing to happen. And at the same time, two of my partners were seriously ill. In fact,
one of them – one of them actually died of a – that was Brian Richmond, died of a
brain tumour, which was very traumatic, and he was a – a significant owner of my
part of the business. And David Lee, who was also another significant owner, had a
stroke and became seriously ill. And both their families wanted to take their – their
share ownership out of the company. And the third big problem I had was that the
pension contributions we were making were beginning not – this was the beginning of
the problem with final salary pensions, that pension funds were beginning to – to not
do very well, and we were really struggling with the business to top up the pensions.
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So I had all of those things on my plate within sort of three months of – of starting.
So what we decided to do within the group was to get some work from Asia to
provide to our staff in London. So they had managed to win a big highway project in
Malaysia and they were also close to winning some underground railway work in
Bangkok. So very, very quickly we organised for our teams to start work on those
projects. And when I – as chief executive, when I said, ‘Okay, that’s a good solution
to get the volume of work going through, so we’ve got more – more capital in the
company an we can deal with some of these issues’ – the project in Malaysia, I said,
you know, ‘What about currency risk?’ I said, you know, ‘We’ve got, you know, I’m
really worried about currency risk, ‘cause we’re going to be paid in local currency.
What’s going to happen about that?’ And all the people in the – in the high level of
Maunsell said to me, ‘Don’t worry about currency risk, you know. If there is a
problem, we’ll deal with it. Don’t worry about that, just let’s get people back to
work.’ So that’s what we did and then historically the next thing that happened, in
1997-’98, was the currency crash in – in Malaysia and Thailand, and both those
currencies devalued by about thirty to forty percent overnight. And there I was, left
with these huge projects, where the – the money I was going to get for them went
down by thirty or forty percent, and you don’t, you know, you work on five percent
margins in consulting. And the Maunsell people turned round to me and said, ‘This is
your problem.’ [Laughs] So – so that was the sort of scale of challenge that I faced as
a chief executive and clearly the whole company also recognised – I mean, it wasn’t
exactly seen to be my fault.
[24:30]
And so the whole company began to look at options for the way forward and one of
the options was – something that happens all the time, was one or two big other
companies were looking at Maunsell and saying, ‘We’d really like to talk about
buying the company.’ And we’d reached a point, I guess, by about 1998, when we
were significantly interested in that from all sorts of different points of view. And the
approach from AECOM, A-E-C-O-M, which was a very large consulting consortium
based in – almost entirely in the US, with – with brands like DMJM and Frederick
Harris, well known consultants in America. By acquiring Maunsell, they could
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become an international consultancy overnight, because – ‘cause the US was the only
company we didn’t work in. So the – the overall management of – of Maunsell
decided that actually we’d start negotiating with AECOM about what actually was an
acquisition but of course was called a merger, tactically.

Was it an easy decision for you to actually go down that route?
Well yeah. I mean, as you obviously realise, for me this was actually manner from
heaven, in a way. I knew – I knew that it wouldn’t be manner from heaven in
changing the culture of the company. I knew that it would be rather traumatic for my
staff because clearly this would not be the relatively cosy people owned organisation
anymore. You know, we’d – we’d obviously have to work with a very American
culture and accountability. But in terms of solving my problems, this clearly was
going to solve every one of them, because capital would come into the company, we’d
be able to provide the money that the owner – that the owners needed. We’d be able
to do a deal on topping up pension out of the global company and it would be a way
of developing a stronger brand and – and particularly, as part of the strategy was to
say, okay, we’re an infrastructure company in Europe, let’s look at acquiring someone
else to – to make it a – a broader cross disciplinary practice, including building
engineering and transport planning, because then we’d have a – a better balanced
company that would withstand various ups and downs in different markets. So all of
that was in the strategy. And actually I was responsible for writing the strategy
document behind the merger. They actually saw me as a – as a good strategist. So I
worked with someone in AECOM. We wrote the strategy document, whereas others
did the detailed negotiations on the – on the deal.

Is that working with someone in AECOM in the States then or in Britain?
Yeah, that was working with someone in Los Angeles, so there was a lot of travelling
backwards and forwards between Los Angeles, London, Hong Kong, Australia, to
actually bring the deal together. And very interesting culturally actually, because
clearly we all had different cultures and different expectations and – and these cross
ownerships within the – the Maunsell team were also complicated.
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[27:40]
And in order to do the – the deal, we had to do an internal deal within Maunsell about
how we’d carve up the money that we were going to get, which meant I then had to do
a negotiation on behalf of my shareholders with the other parts of Maunsell. So we
had a three way negotiation to do and I was charged by my shareholders to go into
that negotiation to get the best deal for them in terms of – ‘cause it would mean cash
and shares for them, so it was quite a big deal. And so I then had to do a three way
negotiation, which was another very interesting thing I’ve never ever done in my life
before. Never been trained to do a three way negotiation.

I was going to ask actually, you know, a company split into three different parts – I
guess I can see your motivation as the European part for this being a good thing, but
how did your partners in Australia and Hong Kong actually see it?
Well, it was interesting. The people in Australia were perhaps the most ambivalent
about it, because even then Australia was benefiting from China’s purchasing of raw
materials, so actually the – the Australian economy has been pretty constantly
successful all the way through the last fifteen years. So they were – they were okay.
They didn’t have to worry about much. The Chinese actually were very positive,
‘cause they were going to get loads of money. They were going to get a massive
amount of money out of this and for them that was very attractive. They, you know,
the Hong Kong people like their money, so for them potentially this was a very
attractive deal if they got it on their terms. For us, it was lifesaving. It was actually,
you know, we were – we were in a sort of serious problem, you know, which required
this sort of outcome. There wasn’t many – there weren’t any other solutions to it,
really. So yeah, you’re right, for me this was really important. So going into a three
way negotiation, there were very different dynamics there. So I can still remember
the first round of negotiation. It happened in a hotel somewhere in Chelsea Reach in
London. I’ve no idea why it was that hotel, but I vividly remember moving – going
into the room to start it. And what I decided to do tactically, nobody had ever trained
me to do this, was that I thought, if I set out what I wanted first before the other two
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did – ‘cause I thought culturally they wouldn’t do that. They would be very reticent
to – to give their position. I thought, if I set out my position first, they’ll then argue
over what’s left. And so [laughs] that was my first tactic. So that’s what I did at the
first meeting and that worked really well, because they then went away and started
negotiating on – on what was left. ‘Cause what I wanted wasn’t that much compared
with what was left.

Are there any other tactics with dealing with a three way negotiation?
That’s the best one. So it’s a bit like saying – it’s leaving – it’s sort of like having
some bullets in a gun and you sort of – you sort of – you fire the starting gun and let
the other people shoot each other, sort of thing, is the way I – I did it. That actually
worked on the second round too. I didn’t know how many rounds this would work
over. And I knew that they knew that – that I was going to do that again probably, but
they couldn’t do anything about it because they didn’t want to declare their position.
So the second round of negotiation, I did exactly the same thing, but of course this
time I – I rode back a bit on what I wanted. So I made the concession but still left
them fighting over the rest. But then of course they – they realised completely that
they couldn’t allow this to happen again, so they then ganged up on me, but by this
time I’d established a position which was very, very much better than I would ever
have got if I’d been tail end Charlie. So by this time, of course, my shareholders
knew the position, you know, we agreed the positions each time. So by this time this
was an established position that I’d got and therefore I got a much better deal out of
this than I ever could have imagined. And my shareholders, I think, have been
forever grateful for that because, you know, that was probably the most important
thing I ever did as chief executive, in reality, to give them – ‘cause that was their –
their future. A lot of them were nearing retirement, actually, so this was their
retirement money. So it worked out very well.
[32:00]
And the – the other part of the story is actually it very nearly fell over. We’d – we’d
done the negotiation. We were doing the final negotiation in – in Los Angeles. We
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were actually in Santa Monica, on the beach at Shutters Hotel, which is a really nice
hotel on the beach, doing the final rounds of negotiation. And basically we were
pushing them really hard on what we wanted and they refused to budge, and we
decided that that was enough. We actually – we walked away. We walked out of the
meeting, much to their surprise and horror, and went back to the hotel and said,
‘Okay, well, that was a nice experience. We’ll give up on it.’ I was horrified, of
course, personally, because of the difficulty I was in, and tried very hard not to say
anything [laughs]. But as it happened, they – the other side was so horrified that we’d
walked out on them, ‘cause they obviously didn’t expect that, that they came running
back in the evening to say could we talk a bit more about this. And they – we actually
got the deal we wanted, actually, in the end. So it was that – it was that much of a
rollercoaster. Quite a stressful period, really, for me, but the outcome was really
good. And I was told afterward that my strategy document was in the end what pulled
them back, because they saw this as such a profoundly exciting strategy for them, to
have a global company, that they couldn’t possibly not have done it, really. We were
the only people who could offer that to them. So – so in the end the deal was done
and it was very, very good for the partners and shareholders at Maunsell. But of
course it completely changed the company but then established the opportunity for us
to move into this next stage of changing a European organisation.

What do you think the – what do you think was so impressive about your strategy that
convinced them? What were the key things in it?
Well, I think it was just a well articulated structure, what benefits would accrue to
each of the companies. It was not very profound but it – it set out the advantages of
being a global player and what the advantage would be in terms of applying the skills
in the US to work in Asia, of having people in Asia with access to markets in – in the
US, which are very big, of course, and lots of cross-fertilisation of business
opportunities in different sectors. We did an analysis of our different sectoral
strengths and weaknesses and the way in which the merger would actually fill in some
gaps globally. So it was – it was actually a very, very neat fit in many ways, not just
geographically but also in terms of skills. And so it was a very, very clear and, you
know, a very simple and clear picture of an advantage, really.
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[34:44]

What’s the actual end result of this process? What comes out at the end?
Well, what comes out at the end is a – is a completely different organisation, with
different share ownerships, with different management structures, different reporting
structures and a different culture, a very American culture of short term – delivering
short term financial targets and a great deal of pressure on individuals like me then to
deliver short term improvements and targets and profitability, and to move that
accountability right down the organisation. It wasn’t that we weren’t doing that but it
– but it was a much stronger culture, really. And the reporting structures were very
complicated. But there were lots of big juicy carrots being dangled in front of people,
things like share options and the – which isn’t money, it’s the opportunity to own
shares which you can redeem later and so on. So – but the big problem was this
company was going to grow and grow and grow and grow and not all of us were
totally convinced that being the biggest company in the world was really a necessarily
desirable outcome. But it has grown into the largest company in the world. I think it
more or less is the largest consultancy in the world. I’ve completely lost track of how
many staff it’s got, but it’s 40,000 staff or something now. It really is big. I mean,
that deal led to a massive company, to be created by continually acquiring new
businesses around the world, which was basically the business model. So all of the
people in AECOM are now part of the big – I think it’s the biggest rounded
consultancy in the world, which is an astonishing thing, really, that I was right in the
heart of [laughs] creating.

What was your own actual role after the merger had happened?
Well, I – I was still chief executive of the European business and in that sense I
attended board meetings, AECOM board meetings.
[36:45]
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But it was very clear that we wanted to expand my business to make it much bigger
and stronger and – and more rounded, so we as a board, and I led this process, were
looking at who we could acquire in order to – to take this forward. And the obvious
company that we all agreed that we should target was Oscar Faber. Oscar Faber were
actually a larger business in Europe than my bit of Maunsell were. The turnover and
staff was bigger. And – but the important thing was they had building engineering
skills and a very large transport planning practice, and both of those things we didn’t
have. And that fitted really well with our infrastructure design, you know, the bridges
and the – the railways and the road skills. So it was – it was a very good fit. So we
opened up a discussion with them, which I led, of course, and – but I knew that we
would never do the acquisition unless the chief executive of Oscar Faber became the
chief executive of the new business. And that meant that I was doing a negotiation to
lose my job, which was something I led, which was a very – another very interesting
personal decision to take, which was to do with something that I knew would not be
good for my own career in – in AECOM. It would finish my career in AECOM, in
principle, but on the other hand, would be good for my staff, good for my other
directors and so on. And so that was a – another very tough personal process to go
through, really, as to – as to whether it was the right thing to do.

Why did you decide it was the right thing to do?
I think in the end I’d reached a point where I didn’t really want to be a chief executive
anymore. I’d been a chief executive. I think, you know, the amount of shareholder
value I created for my shareholders from where I started was – was incredible. I think
I – I think I worked it out it was a factor of 2.8, or something, multiplier on their
shareholder value. From a very sick situation, I multiplied the value by 2.8 in – in
however many years it was, I guess this was about four or five years, which I thought
was pretty good going. I’m not cut out to be a chief executive, I don’t think. I found
it very stressful. I found it huge angst. There were lots of things that happened while
I was chief executive; I had to sack my finance director, I had to do all sorts of awful
things. I had to make loads of people redundant. In fact one of the people – after I
became chief executive, one of the people that I reported to before I became chief
executive, I made them redundant the next week. Stuff like that, I mean, I [laughs] – I
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had to be pretty ruthless and I had to be very careful. And I think I’d finished with
being ruthless. I – I really was very interested in how the world could be a more
sustainable place and I felt I wanted to try and move into a way in which I could be
more influential in that rather than simply focusing on the big company earning more
profit.

It does seem like, I guess – from going through this interview, you’ve sort of talked a
lot about shareholder value over the last sort of session compared to the engineering
concerns.
Yeah, yeah.

Did you get involved much in the engineering or was it more just the management of
it by this point?
Well, it was an interesting situation because in parallel with being chief executive, I
was still being involved in the projects that we’ve already talked about, so some of the
big bridges, the one in Hong Kong and other projects. I was leading them but I was
very technically involved in them. So – so I had a big technical involvement in those.
Leading up to the millennium, I came up with a proposal for a big millennium project.
You know, when the Millennium Commission asked for big projects to celebrate the
millennium, I came up with one for that, which I led. So I was still, you know, I was
still out there sort of flying the flag and trying to do big innovative things. But almost
all of my time and my emotional energy was sucked into the – the day to day
management of – whether people had got enough work today, tomorrow and the next
day and whether the – whether we were making enough profits to satisfy things. It’s a
– it’s an all encompassing and very stressful job, being a chief executive.

What are the working hours like, typically?
Very, very long indeed. I mean, I would say in that period I was working
continuously pretty much. I doubt whether I ever stopped working. You know, even
at the weekends, I would still be worrying about things and trying to have phone calls
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and discussions, and I was travelling a lot. It was hugely demanding, really, all
through that period.
[41:50]

What was the millennium project?
It was – it’s called the Ampang Elevated Highway Project and it was a – it was a prestressed concrete continuous ribbon of bridge running through the suburbs of – of
Kuala Lumpur, to actually lift the traffic above the rooftops, to get traffic into the
centre without the congestion and speeding up things. And it’s now part of a – a
larger elevated highway infrastructure. But it was – of course, because of the
problems, I had to spend a lot of time in Malaysia, negotiating, I would call it head
banging, with a very, very aggressive contractor called Leighton from Australia, who
was managing the project, trying to convince them to give us more money because of
the currency collapse, and keeping teams on the ground working and delivering
drawings on time and keeping construction going. It was quite a complex project. It
was very, very demanding. And I was right on the sharp end, trying to negotiate
better fees and so on. At the same time, we won the design of the Copenhagen Metro,
the first phase of the Copenhagen Metro, as well as designing the first phase of the
Bangkok Metro. So my teams were working on all those projects. And as chief
executive, I had to be involved in negotiating fee problems, to make sure the cash
flow was maintained. And – and probably the most difficult project was the
Copenhagen Metro, where we got into a very , very difficult situation with a cash flow
deficit, which reached nearly £12 million, which for a consultancy is a massive
amount of cash deficit that we still expected to recover but nevertheless were finding
it really difficult to negotiate recovery of the money. And that was clearly a very
serious issue for the whole of AECOM actually, not just for me. So I spent a lot of
time in Copenhagen, negotiating my way out of that as well. So it was – it was tough
[laughs].
[44:04]
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After the actual takeover – well, one or the other, with Oscar Faber happened, where
did you fit in once you’d given up your job?
Well, it was difficult. It was very clear I had to accede to the idea that the person
taking over, Ken Dalton, would be the chief executive and, you know, that it wouldn’t
have happened otherwise. And AECOM effectively made it clear to me that that
would have to happen. So – so I became a corporate development director, which was
like a strategic director for the business. And at that point AECOM did have a
corporate director system from the very top of the company right the way down, so I
was part of a – a system of – of continually building strategy for the business. But in
reality, it was very clear that that was dying as a – as a string of management insider
AECOM. They were shutting it down. So I knew very well that – that doing that job
would not be either liked very much by the new management of my company or – or
driven for much time. So it became very difficult. I became a sort of outsider. And
as anyone probably knows, when somebody else takes over as chief executive, they
always look at the books and actually blame the previous person for everything so that
they can get the best possible start to make it – to make their progress look good. So
what – what you do is you put the books so it looks much, much worse than it really
is, so you can show the – the progress you’ve made. And that’s what they did. So I
was the pariah person. So actually remaining in the organisation was quite difficult
because there was this continual , you know, well, things were so bad up to this point
but now we’ve taken over things are going to get better, culture going on, that it was
pretty hard to remain, really. So I was then starting to look for other opportunities. It
was a tough period, particularly with the people that I’d worked so closely with up
until that point.

Are there any sort of close colleagues you’d highlight in particular from that period?
Yeah. Well, there’s colleagues like Richard Hankin and Ed Plewa and others, you
know. We’d gone through hell and back together, clearly, from when I took over, and
they found it very difficult too. And they were not entirely happy – I mean, they all
agreed to do it, it wasn’t that, but they found it very difficult subsequently, ‘cause in a
way they were also implicated in it. But actually they’re still there and actually, you
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know, the – the bridge team in Faber-Maunsell and AECOM have maintained a world
leading position. So all of that – all of that building up of the bridge capability has
been taken forward. They’re still world leaders in underground railway technology,
following the – the metros and – and so on. So actually all of the – all of the good
foundations we laid have been taken forward and a lot of the people that I mentored
and helped are still there in the leading positions, which in the end is what’s
important. So as far as I’m concerned, it – it all worked out, but there’ll be a lot of
other people in the company who’ll say this was a bit of a – a bit of a nightmare, but
they didn’t necessarily know all the background, of course.
[47:30]

I think you’ve mentioned sort of in yourself in this period is a growing interest in
sustainability.
Yeah.

When does that sort of start emerging?
It’s interesting, isn’t it, but the composites work was very much thinking. And I was
actually presenting what I was doing all the time. I was a – a sort of – by this time I’d
become a presenter on the world stage, all over the place. And in fact, one example,
which I think was about 1998, from memory, I think I – they held the world’s first
conference on construction. There was something called the World Construction
Conference and it was held in America and I was the opening keynote speaker at that
conference, straight after Mayor Willie Brown of San Francisco, in front of thousands
of people. And my whole presentation was about global sustainability, the
importance of information systems and so on. So I, you know, I’d established a sort
of thinking – a thought position about the role of infrastructure, even back in 1998,
and that came from a combination of my understanding of materials and the way we
needed to change materials so they were more – you’d use less energy to make them
and they could be recycled and they needed less maintenance, and the experience
from the Severn Crossing, particularly in relation to the importance of infrastructure,
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in relation to social and environmental benefits that infrastructure can bring and the
way it can actually improve quality of life. And the stories I think I’ve already told
about people saying, you know, the Second Severn Crossing, you know, was a –
changed their life forever, things like that that have been said to me made me realise
that these things were really important. But they weren’t necessarily delivering a
more sustainable world, because climate change was – was beginning to be
understood as a problem. Resource scarcity was beginning to be understood as a
problem. And so it was a gradual realisation through that period, coming up to sort of
2000, that actually things were not well in the world. And – and the infrastructure
problems we were building were – were driving us remorselessly into this high
carbon, climate changing, resource constrained world. And I think, by the year 2000,
I’d seen that very clearly. And the first thing that happened actually formally was –
there was an organisation called London First in London, which was a business
pressure group, and they began to be concerned about this issue. And at that stage the
GLA didn’t exist, the Greater London Authority hadn’t been formed, and so London
First were playing a sort of role instead of the GLA, ‘cause there wasn’t a London
organisation. They were trying to fill that space. And they decided to create a
sustainability unit and they asked me if I would chair that and lead it. So I did and so
for a few years I led that unit to try and bring some overarching thinking into London
about sustainable development. And a number of people – David Fell, who was an
economist, Robin Stott, who was in the health sector, and a number of other
organisations and businesses in London met regularly and – and tried to initiate some
programmes. One of them was in the National Health Service. There was a big
hospital building programme starting, the PFI programme was starting, which was one
of the New Labour government’s initiatives on PFI. And we tried – not tried, we
engaged with the National Health Service to bring sustainable development thinking
into those PFI delivery processes for the London hospitals. And so we were meeting
in wine bars with people from the NHS to try and persuade them to build
sustainability into that thinking. So – so there was quite a sort of – I began to be
pulled into that world while I was chief executive. And I suppose being chief
executive gave me a bit of a profile as well, which helped position me in that sort of –
certainly within the London scene, anyway.
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Well, what sort of things can you actually do to build sustainability into things like the
PFI contracts at this time?
Well, a lot of it’s about having a clear framework for design and clear objectives for
the performance of the hospital. So a framework for design means that the designers
have to take account in the design of delivering certain social objectives, economic
and business case objectives and environmental objectives. And the framework is – is
like a sort of – an overall framework for design and the objectives are clear metrics
for certain things. So like energy performance of the buildings, like carbon intensity
of the energy use, like water management, like, you know, food – food and nutrition
in the hospital, where’s it going to come from and how’s that going to be organised,
transport in and out of the hospital, those sorts of things. And at that point in time
hospitals were not really thinking about those issues. They were tending to just think
about the building and the wards and the, you know, without actually thinking about
those issues at all. So it was quite a new set of ideas coming forward. And gradually
that worked, because the people we spoke to got it eventually. And although the first
projects weren’t changed, the NHS eventually delivered something called sustainable
health, which was actually a whole programme and philosophy around delivering
hospitals. And – and I do believe that what we did actually initiated that whole
process of change in the National Health Service, which is still going today.
[53:25]

What other sorts of people were actually involved in London First?
Erm, well, there was an executive – which is still going, so there was an executive
team there. But the companies involved – I think BG were one of them. Gosh, who
else? Thames Water, I think were involved. It was utility companies, Waitrose and
Tesco’s might have been involved. So it was the sort of usual suspects in London,
really, just meeting, coming together and deciding what actions we could take, really.
What could we do – other than lobbying people, what practical things could we do?
And I think probably one of the most – oh yeah, there was also people from the
RSPB, who were talking about the biodiversity in London and how it was declining at
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that point, how water quality wasn’t improving, biodiversity was going down, all sorts
of issues. So there was a lot of – a lot of issues that we were trying to look at. And
social issues. There were one or two people from – from the religious dimensions in
London as well and social side, respect for diversity, a lot of those issues.

It sounds a very sort of broad range of different groups and interests. How easy is it
to actually bring together into something doable?
At that stage it was very difficult, ‘cause without the GLA it’s very hard to actually
implement any policy, because everything was being driven by different elements of –
of society. You know, so you had the – you had the transport departments reporting
directly to government. You had development – developments which were reporting
in some other direction. There was no sort of overriding authority for London at that
stage, so it was very, very difficult. So other than making progress with the National
Health Service, or with transport, which is impossible, really, we couldn’t do very
much. To be honest, it wasn’t very good. It wasn’t until the GLA was formed and the
– Ken Livingstone was elected that actually some really interesting things could then
be done, which is a whole other story, really.
[55:40]

At the time, how well received was the message of sustainability in new
developments?
I would say at that stage – and we’re talking about sort of – the end of the 1990s, it
was still very much a fringe thing. The government, to be fair, had established some
very clear guidance. In, I think, 1997, the government published a set of guidance and
objectives on sustainable development in the UK, so there was some overarching
national documentation there, but very, very little indication as to how on earth you
implemented it. So the connection between national strategy and policy and – and
things on the ground just – just wasn’t in place and there was no real practical
implementation of any of this. Unless some individuals or community leaders or
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business leaders actually did something, nothing much was happening, really, at that
point in time.

I guess my other question on this is, I guess, a bit more internal to the construction
industry. Your keynote address in ’98, how well received was it?
It’s hard to know. I mean, clearly in the US particularly at that stage, it must have
been a fairly alien message, I would think. The people who organised the conference
were British, so I guess from their point of view it was quite a, you know, quite a
good message they wanted to bring to the world’s first conference. But I mean, it did
also talk about the role of information systems and satellite systems and information,
and it was sort of flagging up the role that Google and others could play in terms of
helping the world to be a more sustainable place in construction and so on, the role of
infrastructure. So it wasn’t too extreme a message. It was – it was a fairly proactive
message about the importance of these issues and how they could be used. But
nevertheless, I didn’t get much feedback from it. It didn’t – I didn’t get the feeling I’d
changed anything. It – it was just – it, you know, I was honoured to be asked and I
felt it went down quite well. But certainly you didn’t feel there was any real – real
sort of proactive things coming from it. There’s another part of the story comes much
later, when I did a keynote opening plenary presentation at the American Institute of
Architects much later on, when I was in my next job, that had far more impact. I
knew at the time that was having a big impact, whereas this much earlier wasn’t,
really.
[End of Track 9]
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From that early interest in sustainability at the end of the ‘90s, where does the story
go for you personally?
Well, it sort of – there are sort of two directions of the story. One really important
part of the story is to do with the election of Ken Livingstone to be the Mayor of
London. And he decided to appoint an independent commission, called the – the
Sustainable Development Commission in London. He was advised to do that by a
professor at the London School of Economics. And the good thing about Ken
Livingstone was that he listened to experts and – and actually surrounded himself with
experts and then tried to sort of implement things he was advised to do. And she said
to him, ‘You should really form an independent commission. You should get a lot of
experts around you to try and guide you on how to make London a more sustainable
city.’ And I was greatly privileged to be invited to do that and that was because of my
role in the London First Commission. And two of my colleagues, David Fell and
Robin Stott, that had been working with the National Health Service, were also
invited to be commissioners. So the three of us were effectively poached, because we
couldn’t really do both things – so we were sort of poached and invited to join that
commission. And that really enabled me to have a much, much deeper understanding,
developing over a period of years, as to how you govern a city and how you can help
a city to become more sustainable. I mean, effectively we did it together over two
terms of his office. We actually really worked together and actually really, I think,
helped to – to really, really change things. And – and for me personally, this was a
fantastic learning opportunity, to really work at the sharp end of – of transformation.
And eventually, as we’ll discover, it links into work I did in my next job as well. So –
so that was a really important sort of opportunity and – and dimension. And then
another dimension was – was me wanting to have a professional job, which actually
moved more into planning rather than into delivery of infrastructure. And in a way
those two things started to work together. I don’t think I necessarily knew they
would, but they eventually became a very powerful combination, which enabled me to
sort of move my career into a position where I could be much more influential on
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sustainable development in – in a practical global sense and in a – in the sense of
helping a city like London.
[02:50]

What were meetings with Ken Livingstone like over sustainability issues?
It was really interesting. The very first meeting we had, where we were invited for
the first time to meet each other and to meet him – he actually came to the very first
meeting and I can still remember it vividly. He didn’t come for very long. He walked
into the room, he sat at the end of the table and said, ‘Right,’ he said, ‘As far as I’m
concerned, you are the best experts that exist around the place at the moment to help
me. What I want you to do is to tell me what you think we should do in London to
make it a better, more sustainable city. So you tell me what you think we should do
and I’ll do my best to implement it.’ And he left. That was all he said. And for me
that was – you couldn’t have asked for any better position as a – as an independent
position. There were twenty-two of us, I think, experts drawn from every walk of life,
including people from trade unions, people who were experts in diversity, in religion,
in planning, in engineering, in science, in social science, in architecture. And we were
given the ask of advising and he said, ‘I’ll do my best to implement it.’ I mean, what
an amazing position to be in, really. And we very rarely met him after that. Most of
the dialogue was through officers that he established. And we had our own
administrative office and we used to meet regularly. And we, you know, I can talk
more about what we did, but – and the way it was implemented and the way it
changed things, but – but for me it was an incredibly wonderful opportunity. And –
and the respect that he showed us was – was very profound in the way that we helped
him, I think.

As a commission, what sort of things do you actually do, activities wise, or discuss?
I mean, most of it was meetings, a few public presentations as we reach certain
milestones. So it was very much up to us. So I think – I mean, the first thing we
decided to do was – because the GLA had only just been created, so it was a new
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organisation with new staff. They had staff members. They had different
departments. So what we decided to do was give them an overarching framework
within which to set policy and strategy. So we – over a period of the first, I suppose,
nine months to a year, we gradually developed what was called the London
Sustainable Development Framework, and what we decided to do was fashion that in
a way that it was a practical framework for action rather than just a set of objectives.
‘Cause most people had frameworks then which were, let’s have some economic
objectives, let’s have some social objectives, let’s have some environmental
objectives, we’ve got a framework, but it didn’t tell you how to deliver it. What we
tried to do was create a framework that was all about delivery. So it had things like
using resources efficiently, like taking responsibility for change, like making a
difference, getting results. So it was sort of like the three Rs, really. And – and we
created that framework. And then what happened was, because the GLA were setting
policies, they were creating a transport policy, a land use master planning policy for
London. They were creating a diversity policy, a – an energy policy, a waste policy.
What we gave them was a framework. So every single policy that was being created,
we reviewed the policy against our framework and told them how to change it so it
integrated more with all the other frameworks. So eventually, gradually, we got them
to understand how their various policies fitted together and how they spoke to each
other and how you could create more joined up thinking. So each of those strategies
and policies became much more powerful and much more – actually much more
ambitious, to be honest. We said, ‘Don’t worry about it. This is doable, you know.
Look at this city over here that’s done something.’ So it was very much about that.
And the journey eventually led to us supporting the Olympics bid and – and training
the bid team and so on, which is a whole other story that we can come back to, and –
and supporting the Olympics all the way through delivery too. So it – it was an
amazing – it’s actually one of the great sort of satisfying things about my career is that
I really feel we made a big difference in London. And, you know, I’ve seen London
transformed as a city through this process, including the Olympics.
[07:40]
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Could you just give me maybe one or two, I guess, practical examples of how you
think your work has helped make London more sustainable? I guess one of the things
I find interesting about this as well is the fact that some of these things you’ve
described before, you’re describing something new, you know.
Yes.

A new bridge, for instance.
Yeah.

But in this case you’re sort of dealing with, I guess, rejuvenating a – a centuries old
city, which – I would have thought your ability to actually do things in that sort of
context would be a bit more limited. How did you find it?
Yeah, they are. I mean, it’s a bit like thinking about the cities being retrofitted, in a
way. The city is an existing vibrant city that’s always evolving and changing, so
you’re not – all you’re doing is – each little step and evolution and change, you’re
adding a little bit of – a little bit of joined up systematic thinking about those issues.
And – and respecting people and respecting the need to conserve resources and
respecting biodiversity are all gradually introduced to things. So gradually policies
are introduced about growing food in London and – and providing local food and
nutrition, which is a very, very big movement in London now. That was kicked off
right from the beginning, ‘cause we said this is going to be important. Managing
water more efficiently in London in that respect. Having policies to reduce the carbon
intensity of London that led to the – to the climate change policy, which was launched
in – in 2007 was – was a leading initiative in the world in a city on – on reducing
carbon emissions, which was created and supported – not created but supported very
much by the commission saying, ‘This is really important. Do it. Don’t worry about
it. You know, it can be delivered,’ etc. And that led to the creation of the C40 Cities
Unit. So in a way it was – it was part of a global – the starting of a global movement
of change as well, which again we could come back to. But in the end it was lots of
very practical things on the ground. And, you know, the – the climate change policy
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led to a programme of retrofitting homes, where people were offered money and
schemes and advice to retrofit their homes and insulate their lofts. So in the end it
comes down to very practical initiatives on the ground. And – and streets - to have
sustainable drainage in the street and more trees and more parks being looked after
better, diversity being respected, policies in companies and the public sector, to
respect diversity for procurement, policies in London for new contracts, to have to
have clauses in them about diversity and providing local jobs and so on. There were
lots and lots of very detailed things, all of which gradually make a difference, step by
step.
[10:35]

What was the C40s – sorry, the C40 Cities programme?
Yeah, that was – Ken Livingstone had a – had a guy called Mark Watts working for
him, who was taken on – he was one of his long term political associates, and Mark
was tasked with creating the climate change policy for London. And in – there is a
link here with my next job, which we’ll talk about, but eventually that climate change
policy was – was written and that said that London would reduce its carbon emissions
by sixty percent by 2030, which is a very aggressive approach. This was probably the
– one of the most significantly aggressive campaigns for – for emissions reduction of
any city in the world at that – at that time. And it was a fully worked up proposal, so
it was fully worked out as to how that could be done. And they’re still struggling to
implement it. And Ken Livingstone decided that actually it would be a lot easier to do
this if he shared the journey with other cities in the world. So he went out into the
world and said, ‘Are there any other cities out there?’ He went to New York, he went
to Paris and to other cities and said, ‘Would you be interested in sharing the journey
with us, and therefore pooling resources to some extent?’ And they actually said,
‘Yeah, that’s a really good idea.’ So what he then did is procured somebody to lead
the – the funding and management of it and went and talked to Bill Clinton. And Bill
Clinton said, ‘Yeah, my charity would quite like to manage this for you.’ So it
became the Clinton Climate Initiative and he set up what’s called the C40 Cities
Group. So Nicky Gavron, who was the deputy mayor, and Ken Livingstone got forty
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cities together, so it became the cities – the C40. It was a bit like the G8, the
Government 8, it became the Cities 40. They set up an organisation that - procured
the Clinton Initiative to run it and they created this organisation that Ken chaired until
he lost his position as mayor and then David Miller in Toronto took it over. And now
Mayor Bloomberg in New York is now running the organisation and now I think there
are sixty to eighty cities all working together to share knowledge about initiatives to –
to reduce carbon emissions and improve quality of life in the cities. And that all
stemmed from that – that initiative.
[13:20]

Other than being involved with Ken Livingstone’s initiatives, were there any other
projects outside your immediate work at Maunsell Faber that you got involved in at
this time?
Yeah, there were. And in fact it was the – it was really the – it was a big – a big
initiative and it was something I initiated, and it eventually led to me leaving and
finding my new job. And it was – it was basically the Crossrail project, which is a big
cross London railway line, which had been proposed right from Victorian days. This
is a line that connects the – the line that comes into Liverpool Street through Stratford
with the line leaving Paddington to go to Reading and South Wales. It was
connecting those two lines up with an underground railway going through the middle
of London. As I said, this has been proposed since Victorian times. In the 1970s, the
– I think Conservative government tried to take it forward and did a lot of design
work on it, and it all fell over. The government refused to fund it and it fell into
disarray. And there was quite a lot of interest in resurrecting it at this time. And I
saw an opportunity to – to sort of change the nature of it, because at that stage when
they were resurrecting it they were going to create another discreet railway. So
instead of it being a – an RER type railway, which Paris has, where you can get a train
from the airport that runs all the way through the city and out into the suburbs and the
other side, which is a standard gauge railway that just runs through the city, they were
going to make it another dedicated railway with its own particular clearances and its
own rolling stock, and it couldn’t integrate with the rest of the railway network. I
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decided that – why don’t we reconsider it as part of the main railway network, so you
could run – even run freight trains through it, you could run high speed trains through
it and so on. So it became part of the railway network. And so I decided this might
actually help it to become more financially attractive and reduce the costs. So I got
together with Mark Bostock at Arup, who had got a reputation for completely
changing the high speed railway running into London from the Channel Tunnel, and
he had just got that project to be a privately financed project, which was then going
forward. So he’d got a great reputation for thinking about how railways could be
done better than the public sector. So I asked him if he was interested in taking this
on as another project, where we’d work together, and he agreed to do that. So he and
I worked heavens hard with a small team to refashion the Crossrail project, so it
became a through running RAR project through London. And we even timetabled
trains to fit in with the train services on either side and we – we looked at different
route connections. We connected it to Stansted. We connected it to the line coming
into Euston as well, through all sorts of clever tunnelling connections and so on and
so forth. So we created a whole alternative that was called London Regional Metro,
LRM, and we promoted it, and we looked for private sector funding. We tried to link
it with station development opportunities in London, see if we could get cross-funding
from – a bit like they’re doing in Hong Kong. And it was a very big effort and wasn’t
successful, as it turned out. Crossrail is being built but it’s not being built with that
format, it’s being built as a dedicated new railway, just like the old design. But
nevertheless, in the process of doing that, Mark Bostock – I got to know him really
well. And he kept saying to me, ‘You’re more Arup than Arup is,’ he used to say to
me occasionally, in the way that Mark does. And we’d obviously talked about
planning. He was – he was a planning and economics director in Arup. We’d talked
about planning. I’d talked about the need for integrated planning, of integrated
infrastructure planning and so on. And I was actually trying to refashion the planning
part of Maunsell, Faber-Maunsell, into an integrated system, having absolutely no –
getting nowhere with – with them. I’d said we needed to integrate urban design and
transport planning, environmental planning, land use planning, into a completely
integrated planning system, and – but Mark was really interested in that. So one
weekend, when on the Friday he’d said to me, ‘You’re more Arup than Arup is,’ I
obviously – as I said earlier, by this time I knew that my time in my company was not
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likely to last very long. So I said to my wife over the weekend, ‘I’m going to go back
on Monday. I’m going to say to him, are you interested in me joining Arup then?
You keep saying this, are you interested in me joining Arup?’ So I did that on the
Monday and he said to me, ‘Yeah, we are, actually. We’re looking for someone to
lead our planning business and create an integrated planning business.’ So I then
negotiated myself to become the leader of – of the European Planning Practice of
Arup.
[18:35]

I’m interested in the phrase, more Arup than Arup. What is Arup in that context?
It’s really interesting. I mean, in a way it was a huge compliment, in a way. Arup
was a – was an engineer who set up Ove Arup and Partners. He was a great believer
in the balance between design and engineering, or between design in a social and
environmental sense and engineering as a deliverer of social and environmental
benefit. That was his whole philosophy, and there’s some very nice writing that he
did about that subject. So he set up Arup to be a balanced organisation, where you
had design, architecture, master planning, social, environmental and economic skills,
as well as hard engineering skills. And he always wanted those to be in balance, so
you actually created a holistic approach to design and delivery. And that was how
Arup had become so successful. It also was run with a business model that’s like
John Lewis. So the organisation is owned by its staff rather than the Faber-Maunsell
AECOM model of rampant growth and – and external share ownership, which came
into AECOM after I left. So it was very much in control of its own destiny, very
much innovating from within and creating new ideas and new projects, which were
then taken forward and could underpin business success. So it was – it was home
grown innovation and – and complete sort of holistic self owned innovation, culture,
across a soft design and engineering interface. And he saw in me exactly that attitude.
And I think probably a lot of what I’ve said, one could sort of interpret how that
would – how that would be the case. At this moment in my development, this was
where I was too.
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Do you think he actually was trying to recruit you or were those just off the cuff
comments he made?
No, he was. I mean, he was actually. ‘Cause they – they actually had decided to
recruit someone to lead the planning business. They had really struggled actually to –
several of the senior directors in Arup had tried to run the planning business better.
So a lot of the senior people had had a go at it, I gather, over the previous years and
had failed, and so they still had an environmental practice. They still had a – an
architectural practice. They still had a planning and economics practice. They
weren’t working together – and they had transport planning. But they weren’t
working together, they were completely separate. There was no overriding
philosophy. And they were – they were sort of stagnating – they were quite
successful in their own right but they were stagnating. They weren’t moving forward.
And everyone was sensing the need for this integration, but they didn’t have anyone
who could deliver it, no one who had the business skills, the personal management
skills, the understanding, the vision, the … [Laughs] There’s a whole lot of things you
need to really pull all that together, and effectively create a new form of practice that
no other consultant had. So that was what they were looking for.
[21:56]

So how did you feel about the prospect of moving?
Oh, I was very excited about it. I – at that moment in time, it was a dream
opportunity for me. It was very, very exciting. I was very lucky to be in the position
where they needed someone. And for me it was a great privilege to join Arup,
because Arup is – when you’ve been in Maunsell, Arup’s a company everyone looked
up to in a way, and still do. It’s still the company that sets the pace globally about
thought processes and leading thinking. And we – we always – in Maunsell, we were
always benchmarking ourselves against – what’s Arup doing, you know, where are
they going, what are the new areas they’re moving into. And everyone had been
hugely amazed and impressed by what they’d done with the high speed rail link and
the way they’d moved it. Because the story is, you know, that – that a high speed rail
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link, designed by British Rail, was going to run directly from the Channel Tunnel into
Waterloo and was going to stay south of the Thames. Now Arup said – and this was
Mark Bostock said, ‘This is an economic development project. It’s not just a railway
connecting London to France. This is an opportunity to – to actually develop the
whole of East London, and indeed Ebbsfleet.’ So he said, ‘This should go through
Ebbsfleet. It should go through Stratford and it should come into King’s Cross and St
Pancras to enable the King’s Cross area to develop, to enable Stratford to develop, to
enable Ebbsfleet and Ashford to develop. And the amount of inward investment this
will bring into the UK will profoundly change the UK economy and this will therefore
be an opportunity. If you run it straight into Waterloo, none of that will happen.’
And so Arup fought for that change. You know, they fought right the way – with
Parliament, and they made themselves very unpopular with government. They fought
the internal politicians and civil servants who believed in what they were doing. And
with Lord Heseltine’s help, they managed to change it – actually with John Prescott’s
help too. And – and they eventually became the designers. They got a huge amount
of revenue and work out of it too, of course, which was part of the objective. But
everyone has huge respect for that, because of course, as we’ll discuss later no doubt,
that then led to the opportunity to bid for the Olympics and – and all of the rest. But
that would never have happened if Mark Bostock in Arup hadn’t fought for that
realignment. And for me to then be given the opportunity to effectively lead a much
bigger team with him in it, as an integrated team to do more of that sort of thing, was
a great opportunity for me.

Why do you think there was that – that hostility almost and opposition to doing more
integrated solutions at that time?
Well, it was basically because it was not invented here, simple as that. You know, the
railway industry said, ‘We need a railway,’ and this was going to be tracks running
through the cuttings and tunnels into the station. And they didn’t think about
anything else. So for them, the most efficient railway was the one that made the
shortest distance between the Channel Tunnel and – and Waterloo, with the least
number of – of cut and fill and – and viaducts and bridges and tunnels. And that was
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their job, you know, was to deliver a railway from one place to another. It was
nothing to do with economic development. It just wasn’t even on their agenda.

Shall we take a break for lunch?
[End of Track 10]
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Was your transition from Maunsell to Arup smooth?
It was very long. From the – from that day when I said to my wife, ‘I’m going to go
and ask if he’s interested,’ I think it took eleven months for me to join. And that’s
quite tough because I was a fairly senior and well known person in the industry by
this time and the fact that I was probably going to move to a very fierce competitor
was actually quite a sensitive issue at my time in my career, and I couldn’t let on to
anyone that that was likely to happen, or even give anyone any hint it was going to
happen. So for eleven months I was quietly trying to negotiate this – this process.
And the reason it took so long is Arup has a very – a very sort of torturous process of
bringing people in from outside. They generally don’t do that very often. They
certainly don’t bring in very senior people from outside. And their whole history,
they told me actually very openly, is it’s very rarely successful, that anyone who
comes from outside is so shocked at the difference in the culture inside Arup, they
don’t flourish, and therefore it’s very rare that anyone does. And therefore they go
through this quite long process of making sure it’s – it’s okay for you, you know, a
very caring organisation, really, and they’re really caring about me having made the
commitment, that I realise what [laughs] – quite how different it might be. So it took
eleven months. So all through that period I had to carry on with what I was doing.
And I think that was the London Regional Metro time. We were still working
together, so in a sense it made it easier. I think I was probably spending half my time
in the Arup office then, working with them. So in a sense it – it wasn’t so difficult.
But then there was a very tricky moment when I had to tell my organisation that I had
made this decision to leave and join, and actually take up a leading position in, a
competitor, to actually create a competing business with them, and that was quite a
tricky – a tricky and quite dynamic moment, really [laughs].

In what sense dynamic?
Well, I’d obviously more or less done the deal, so I then had to tell my – the guys in
my organisation, who I have to say by this time had become pretty aggressive towards
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me anyway, to, you know, to be brutal about it. They were pretty, you know, it
wasn’t a very pleasant situation anyway. But as soon as I told them that I was going
to join a competitor, they were horrified, genuinely horrified. And from going and
thinking that I was someone they’d like to have out of the organisation, they suddenly
thought, my god, you know, are we doing the right thing here if he’s going to join
Arup. You know, anyone else, it probably would have been okay, but Arup, oh my
god, you know, what on earth does this mean. So I got contacted by the highest level
of management in – in AECOM in Los Angeles, who said to me, you know, ‘Can’t
we persuade you to stay?’ [Laughs] Of course I very politely said, ‘No, you know,
this is something I really want to do. You know, this is as much something that I
want to do.’ And of course I could say, ‘I’ve already told you what I think the new
business model for planning is, you know, and I’ve told you and you haven’t listened
to me and you’ve virtually ridiculed me,’ which is sort of what happened. You know,
I’d written a – a plan for them to take forward an integrated planning business and
they hadn’t taken any notice of it. So I said, ‘Well, you know, I’m going to go and do
it there and we’ll see what happens.’

Why was going to Arup in particular such a problem?
Well, it’s what I said earlier, that all the consulting companies sort of looked up to
Arup as – as a leader and therefore anything that Arup did was, you know, was
regarded of interest. The fact that Arup was going to create an integrated planning
business clearly suddenly made them realise, my god, you know, this is – if they are
going to do that then this is obviously – looks like it might be something important
[laughs]. And the fact that I was going to do it was, I think, suddenly – goodness, you
know, here’s this civil engineering bridge man, which is probably all they thought I
was, going to do this. What’s all that about? [Laughs]
[04:43]

What is so innovative about the idea of integration at that time?
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Erm, well, I think it’s that anyone who is doing urban planning – and of course Arup
didn’t – sorry, AECOM didn’t really do very much urban planning. They didn’t have
an urban planning consultancy at that time. Anyone who does that knows that
actually it’s the – it’s the integrating of the resource systems, particularly energy,
water, food, waste, that actually determines whether you have loads of waste or loads
of efficiency. And it isn’t just the way you design the building or design the road or
the railway, it’s actually the way all the – the energy, water, food and waste
infrastructure works that determines the – the economic success of the society. And a
number of people in urban planning around the world had began to realise that, only
just, and therefore Arup, probably being at the leading edge of that, had seen this
opportunity, I think.

Do you remember how you found starting at Arup?
I do. It was – it was quite exciting for me because I had a lot of people management
skills by this time. I’d been a chief executive, I’d run large teams, I’d, you know, and
so I could go in there and interview my senior management team from the different
silos and very quickly I could see round pegs in square holes. You know, I looked
around me and I could very clearly see that some people were trying to do the wrong
jobs. You know, they – they had an idea that they should be a – if you like, a
financial business leader in something when they were actually really a technical
expert, and so on and so forth. So I could look round me and I could see all those
things. And coming from outside, it’s a lot easier, you see that much more clearly,
and because I came from outside, I was given the freedom to change all of that. So,
you know, there were some people I recognised could be really good for the future.
There were some people I thought were not good for the future and I was able to
reorganise and be fairly brutal and change things and move things around and create
new management structures and new reporting structures. And, you know, I could do
all that quite quickly, so actually I could make a difference quite quickly, both from a
management point of view but also from the point of view of projects. But the reason
I was able to make so much progress so quickly was – it must have been only the third
week I was there, they said they had been working a little bit with a Chinese company
called the Shanghai Industrial Investment Corporation, SIIC – they’d been working
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with them, not been paid yet but working with them, to try and help them develop a
so-called ecological city development project in Shanghai. And they said to me,
‘Would you, as one of the new things you do, see if you could land this as a major
project for the company in – in China?’ And I said, ‘Yeah, okay.’ I said – I had a bit
of familiarity with Hong Kong and China through Maunsell, so I said, ‘Yeah, I
understand a bit of the culture there. It would be an opportunity to build an integrated
planning demonstrate project, and therefore we could learn ourselves on a project how
to – how to make it all work.’ So I said, ‘Yeah, it’d be really exciting.’ So – so
actually I had a very fast – fast track opportunity to really pull all this together.
[08:20]

How did the atmosphere of the company compare to your previous experiences in
other engineering firms?
It was – to be honest, it was completely – as everyone had warned me, it was like
chalk and cheese. It was completely and utterly different. And I think there were
some shocking things, which everyone in Arup sort of knows in a way, but sort of in a
way sort of treasures as well, is that the actual financial reporting structures and
accountability structures are not vertically orientated in the way you would expect.
So it’s not a – a vertical management structure, it’s very, very flat, horizontal
management. So people are given lots of opportunities to take initiatives forward in
their very flat level responsibility and impress the person above to – to actually shine
and – and innovate. And there is a – an amount of money, which I think is about sort
of – might have been one percent, or – one percent of the profit, or maybe two percent
of the profit, is shared out across the organisation every year to go into sort of funding
and seeding new ideas and new projects. So if anyone has a new idea, they can apply
for some funding and the money, you know, it’s quite a lot of money around for that.
So they could make a case for it and therefore they get a little bit of money. They can
explore a new idea. And if it works after a year against a plan then they can get a bit
more funding the next year and gradually move it forward as a new business
opportunity. Well, nothing like that existed in my old organisation. There was no
sort of innovation fund or anything. You had to really – you just had to deliver
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projects. You had to win projects and deliver projects and that flat structure didn’t
exist. But also the reporting structures in Arup were very torturous and difficult to
use, but nobody seemed to worry about it. There was this whole culture of, you
know, it’s important to have good projects and earn money, but we do that through
innovation. In my team, I think seventy percent of our revenue that we were – new
fees we were earning every year came from existing clients and extensions of existing
projects. So we only had to go out into the world and bid against other consultants for
around thirty percent of our revenue, which was a complete transformation for me.
I’d never been anywhere where one had that level of – of deep engagement with
clients and – and future opportunities, where work flowed forward. And – and again,
another cultural difference that brings is therefore Arup didn’t have a big marketing
structure, ‘cause it sort of didn’t need to have a big marketing structure, because it
was – it just had these fantastic relationships, deep relationships, with clients who
were delivering more work and therefore it didn’t need to put itself out there. So it
never attended big conferences. It never had stands at the big conferences and fairs
and things, whereas I, in my old company, had always done that. You know, we’d
sort of always had to keep ourselves at the forefront, ‘cause we always felt we were
competing very strongly with so many competitors and if we weren’t visible we might
not be recognised, whereas Arup – everybody looked at Arup to see what it was doing
and it didn’t need to be any of these things. So it was – I think, as I’ve tried to sketch,
it’s a very, very different place.
[12:00]

I’m interested in this idea of having a team there as well. Who is in your team?
Well, I had – there were different – there were five different business units. When I
started off, I was only looking after the – the European part of Arup in terms of
planning. There were people doing planning in other parts of the world, but I wasn’t
directly responsible for them. So I had Chris Tunnell, who was leading the planners –
planning policy and economics team, and that team was very much working with
central government, helping them deliver new policies and new avenues of – of taking
forward sustainable development and so on. And also they had some economic skills,
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so they would be looking at the economics of things like new transport. And they
were the – the economics team there was Mark Bostock and the Channel Tunnel rail
link idea. So actually connecting infrastructure with economic development, you
know, is what they did. So they tended to brainstorm new opportunities for big
developers and – and the like. And then we had an environmental consultancy team,
which actually was probably one of the strongest teams, led by Paul Johnson, and they
were doing a whole range of environmental work. They were doing the
environmental appraisal planning work for the big infrastructure projects, like High
Speed 1, where they were literally looking at the environmental impacts and
mitigating those impacts through the design and doing studies for new reservoirs
around the UK and all sorts of other things, and now working on the environmental
issues around new nuclear power stations and those sorts of things. So really big
projects and really high profile work, new airport and all sorts of things. And then we
had the transport planning group, who were rather traditional transport planners, and
the leader of that group was someone who moved on rather quickly, because it was
very – it was very traditional. And then we managed to get that lot moving into things
like pedestrian modelling and – and more advanced systems modelling for transport,
which actually led to a huge development of work and new technologies and so on.
Actually on that we – we worked with the – the software gaming – sorry, the software
development lot that did the Lord of the Rings films, you know, all the battle scenes,
all of those individual avatars were all individually programmed. Well, that same
software company developed a programme for pedestrian modelling in cities, where
each individual and groups of individuals has different characteristics. So different
age profiles, disabled people in the mix, young children with their parents, people
with wheelie bags and things, could all be programmed in so you could have a much
more realistic understanding of how crowds would operate at airports and at football
stadia and for emergency exit and those sorts of things. So there was a lot of sort of –
a lot of technical development going on behind in the scenes in the transport group
that actually put us in a wonderful position later on when we came to the Olympics,
which I’ll talk about a bit later. And then there was an urban planning group, who
were still part of the architectural practice in Arup, so they were very much in a
different place in the organisation. And there was a big tension there as to whether
the urban planning group were willing to come out and join us an integrated planning
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team or stay with the building design architecture people. And so there was a big sort
of – one of the things I had to do was to try and encourage them and get my – get
them confident in me that I would help them to build their business within this
integrated planning team rather than be connected to the architecture team. And I did
that and Malcolm Smith, who then led that and joined me, is one of the world’s best
urban designers and he had a team with him, who again are some of the best urban
designers in the world. Quite a lot of them are trained in South America, who are
used to doing sustainable development projects, and they were the ones that then
came and helped us with all the projects in China. So – so they were very different
groups, but I had to sort of mould them into a single business objective. So I had to
get economists, who were willing to work closely and – and communicate effectively
with ecologists and freight transport people, who would communicate effectively with
policymakers and things. It was a very interesting process.
[16:45]

Interesting. I guess one of the things I find interesting in this is it sort of sounds like
you’ve got different groups with different specialities, but I’m wondering, with this
idea of integration, how integrated actually are they in their working practices round
the office?
Hmm …

I guess, how has integration between them happened?
Well, in a way it was partly physical. So we – we – actually after I left, they all came
into one office, but actually we never quite managed that. But a lot of them did all
come together in one part of – well, two floors of one office. It was the urban
designers who were never coaxed in while I was there but have now been coaxed in.
So there was a physical integration. There was a management reporting integration,
in the sense that we had a board, who ran the business, and each of them were on that
board. And we were accountable for the whole performance, not just their individual
business unit performance. And so they got used to the idea that it was much more
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important that we performed better as a team than their individual performance. But
the complicated thing was that it wasn’t just people in London. We had teams in
Manchester. We had teams in Newcastle, in Swansea, in Cardiff, in Bristol, in
Southampton, in – all over the country, and they were small groups of people, often
only three, four, five people, and they all had to feel part of the family too. So it was
actually quite complicated. And sometimes in Bristol we might have had some
transport planners and environmental planners, whereas in Manchester you might
have had some transport planners and urban designers and so on. So we didn’t have a
full team in every office. So we had a full team in London. So we had to sort of
manage it in a way where everyone understood the – the full integration, even though
they didn’t have it themselves. It was – it’s not easy, this. It’s very complicated, in
fact [laughs].

Does this new technology help at all?
Yes, it does. There’s no question that using video conferencing, using obviously
email is profoundly useful in this sense, ‘cause you copy emails to everybody in the
team and – but in the end, my experience still is that face to face contact and confident
– building confidence with people is still really, really important. And I still think, at
this moment in time, that in terms of business communication and management and
management of projects, personal contact is still really, really important. And I don’t
think it’s ever going to go away. I think it’s still – the dynamics of personal contact
and the confidence it delivers I just think is something about human nature that we
will always need it. I don’t think we’re ever going to find a substitute, even with the –
the very best video conferencing that exists at the moment, where you have a virtual
image of someone across the table. I still don’t think we’re going to be able to
dispense with – with face to face meetings, probably, you know, at least every six
months, and possibly every three months.
[20:00]

What were the first big projects that came up in your time at Arup?
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Well yeah, the first big project was one I mentioned, which the possibility of working
with SIIC in Shanghai. And SIIC had a big plot of land on something called
Chongming Island in Shanghai. This is about twenty percent of Shanghai’s land area,
but it’s an island in the Yangtze River, just to the north of the city. And this island is
extremely underdeveloped ‘cause it’s never had any infrastructure connected, you
have to get there by ferry, so it’s a very rural place. And they’ve got a plot of land at
the end of island, which is all agriculture. And they had the opportunity of building a
new urban development, called an ecocity. And the idea of an ecocity in the client’s
mind was a city that would run on renewable energy and would have a very low
impact on the ecology, sensitive ecology, around the bird wetland habitats and so on,
and were asking Arup to help them with the fashioning of that. They’d been asking
people to help them fashion this for about seven or eight years before I joined Arup
with other consultants. So almost every big consultant in the world had had a go at
trying to help them without any success. So – so we were invited – and the team were
already engaged with them when I joined Arup. So as I said earlier, I was asked to
see if I could lead this, to actually land this as a fee paying project. So I set about
doing that. So the first thing I did was I went to see a client in Shanghai and
developed relationships with them, which you have to do, with several visits and lots
of time out there. And gradually we evolved a process of working towards a
memorandum of understanding to support the master planning of a new ecological
city on this island, but also to take the methodology we established together to other
ecological cities around China. And that process was very long and arduous and cost
quite a lot of money to actually – on our side – as you do in China, to establish a
relationship towards a fee paying situation takes a long, long time. And we had to do
it with our local offices. We had a local office in Shanghai, we had a local office in
Hong Kong, who had to be involved. So it wasn’t that I could lead this entirely from
London. I had to engage the local teams and there was lots of internal strife and
politics in Arup about that at the time, partly because a decision to do this and to ask
me to do it had been taken in London. It hadn’t been taken in Hong Kong and
Shanghai, it turned out later. So they were entitled to make that decision in London
but it didn’t change the fact that it wasn’t entirely owned locally. So I had to – yeah,
so that wasn’t an easy situation. But anyway, we took it all forward. And I think it
probably took – I can’t remember now, probably – might even have been two years –
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at least eighteen months anyway, to reach this memorandum of understanding and a
clear business proposal, which was a fee paying project, to take forward the master
planning of the ecological city. And every time I thought we’d almost got to a deal, it
extended again, and it was very frustrating that we kept having to do more and more
work, which began to be a bit difficult from a commercial point of view, you know,
‘cause we were having to invest so much time and effort in it. But in the end we all
thought it was worth it so it was, you know, it wasn’t something I – I decided to do
entirely on my own, and my senior managers also agreed that it was worth doing. So
eventually we got to a point where a memorandum of understanding to do that was
signed in 10 Downing Street, with Tony Blair and Hu Jintao, the president of China,
standing right behind me, with my Chinese colleagues sitting at the desk in front.
And John Prescott was behind us too. And I’ve still got that wonderful photograph in
10 Downing Street of this memorandum of understanding being signed, with my chief
executive of Arup, John Prescott, Tony Blair, Hu Jintao and my Chinese colleague,
with us urgently signing this MOU. And I think the other people who signed MOUs
that day were Rolls Royce on jet engines and, erm, probably BAE Systems on
something else. I can’t remember. But it was a pretty big moment really in the
history of things, to do it at the time of Hu Jintao’s visit.

And what were the sticking points in the negotiation process?
Oh, the money you’re asking for is twice as much as we can afford and we could get
another company to come and do it for half the price [laughs], you know, the usual
negotiations over fees. A lot of very complex detail about using local design
institutes, ‘cause you have to still do that in China to get the sign off on drawings, so a
lot of complications about how they’re brought in and how they’d be paid and who
would pay them. Lots of details about exactly what it is we’re going to do and how it
would be done and what the methodology would be. Complexities in every direction,
actually. And of course, having to get sign off in China, you can’t do that,
particularly if the president’s standing behind, unless it’s signed off at many, many
layers of local and national government. And clearly this had to go through many,
many layers and – to get signed off. So that was a – a pretty momentous moment,
‘cause then we could actually get on and do the job, which was a very exciting time,
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because it was then that we really discovered how to do this, big time, and of course it
led to a lot of publicity too.
[26:15]

Could you actually describe to me, I guess, what the overall scheme for ecocity is or
was?
Yes, it was – the overall proposal for that end of the island – there was a master plan
for the whole island that had been developed, I guess by the Shanghai government,
and what they’re planning to do, and they’ve now done, is to build a road and rail
connection between the island and Shanghai and – well, actually two road and rail
connections, and then to develop new urban centres along the island, one of which
would be at the eastern end. And the site that our client owned had some of that urban
development on it, not all of it, and therefore there was an ecocity designated there,
and they wanted to move that forward as fast as possible, I guess because they – they
were a state controlled development company. They were not a private company.
But I guess with the Mayor of Shanghai, they’d decided to take it forward and this
would – this would obviously create revenues and other things for – for the state
controlled company. And so basically what it was was what’s called a start-up area.
So we – we weren’t planning the whole of the city. The whole of the city was
eventually going to be for around three or four hundred thousand people, so this was a
– a Greenfield site onto which you would build a – a new city for three or four
hundred thousands people, which I guess is the size of, I don’t know, Norwich or
Peterborough or something. Even bigger than that. And basically our job was to
master plan that. So you had the mix of uses, you know, where the housing was,
where the commercial development was, where the industry was that would attract
people to come and live there, where the waterways – all of the resource systems
management, the energy waterways systems, the transport systems, the port access
and – and the place making parks and so on. So it was a – it was a complete master
plan for all of those things, which had to be commercially deliverable for the client.
So it had to be a commercially deliverable project. So – so taking an integrated
planning approach was really important because we couldn’t have delivered the
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profound step change in performance that an ecocity would have compared with a
business as usual one, ‘cause you couldn’t just copy other cities that operate in a high
carbon resource inefficient way because that wasn’t what the client wanted. In fact,
the client wanted serious innovation. In fact, he said to me – almost every meeting we
had or he came to do another presentation, he would always say to me, you know,
‘What we want from you is innovation all the time. Everyone you bring on this
project has got to be able to deliver the very best world class innovation and that’s
what you’re being paid to do.’ And sometimes I’d bring along people who he would
question and say, ‘I really don’t want that person here again, thank you very much.
Bring someone better.’ You know, it was that sort of tough relationship.
[29:27]

What do you think the client was looking for? Why the need for all this innovation?
Well, at that time there was no question that at the high level in Beijing they were
realising that the trajectory of development of urbanisation, which was moving
extremely quickly, was putting huge pressure on the environment in China and was
also putting huge pressure on resource delivery, literally delivering coal for power
stations, aggregate for concrete, sand, cement, steel. The demand for all of that stuff
for urbanisation was huge. They were having to – to reach out around the world to
get the natural resources for all of that. And they were beginning to realise that if they
projected that forward with an increasing and accelerating consumption, that inflation
would start to kill the economy, because they would find it more and more difficult to
get that volume of material and that volume and the amount of energy they need and
the amount of water they need and so on, and also at the same time they had to keep
agricultural production going and, if anything, increase agricultural production. As
people got richer, they ate more food. So all in all, the Beijing government at a very
high level were seriously concerned and they had to change the model. So there was a
great encouragement coming down through the Communist Party to people on the
ground, you know, saying, you know, the first people who really crack this problem
are going to be the heroes. So there was a lot of messages coming down through the
state system to say to people, ‘Look, you know, if you can help us really show how
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this can be done, you can have a fast track through the Communist Party.’ So, you
know, there was quite a lot of – of peer group incentives, if not any other incentives,
to really do this. So the people we were working for had picked this up and were
personally passionate about it and believed in it, actually, genuinely believed that this
was the way forward. And wanted to try and do it. And in a way, it was a great
privilege to – to be in there at that time because this – this was a very big moment,
you know, in the – in the sort of big sweep of history, I think, globally, the fact that
we were able to be in there at a point in human history when this had been realised,
because many other developing countries hadn’t realised it at that point. And in fact
most people in – in the West were – were astonished that China was thinking this
back in 2005, 2004, when this was really moving forward. There was no realisation
whatsoever that China was thinking this way, because China was seemingly on an
industrial development path with the pollution and awfulness that – that, you know,
the world was really worried about, and couldn’t see any other signs of anything
different, and didn’t realise that this thinking was emerging. So it was – it became
quite a big story, because it – it was the first sign that China was – publically it was
the first sign that something different might be afoot. And that was interesting at that
moment.
[32:47]

I guess I’d be very interested in the idea of sort of planning to juggle all these
different variables. You’ve talked about these sort of things in passing, water
consumption, transport systems, carbon friendliness of materials. How do you
actually plan for all this? Is there a set of tools that helps you at all or …?
Yeah. Well, what happened was we started – we had a very detailed programme,
resourcing, partnerships, deliverables, in a very, very complex plan to deliver – ‘cause
actually the whole of the master plan was to be done in nine months. Having taken
fifteen months to negotiate the deal, we had to deliver the whole thing, you know,
completely approved in about nine or ten months. It was an extraordinarily difficult
thing with the extreme innovation. And the start up area was going to be home for
about 80,000 people, so they wanted from scratch to deliver a full master plan, or
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what’s called a control plan, for that area with this extreme innovation within nine or
ten months. So it was a very, very – [laughs] very, very demanding thing to do,
‘cause nobody knew what it looked like. You know, we had to invent it. So as you
say, we – or you hint at, we realised very quickly, probably about, I don’t know, two
months in, maybe only one month in – I was staying in a hotel room in Shanghai and
– I spent a lot of time in Shanghai at the time, and had a very sleepless night, because
I began to realise that if the team were going to work effectively, even just making
sure they were working on the same version of the plan – because it was evolving so
quickly, you know, the transport team, the water team, the energy team, the master
plan team, the buildings team, the environment team, all had to be working on the
same version of the evolving plan at any moment. I began to realise we needed a
model of the – a model of the human systems and resource flows and land use for –
for this evolving design, because if we didn’t have it, the water team would be doing
one thing, which would change the energy team’s model and so on, we would never
do it in the time. So about three in the morning in Shanghai one day, I got up and I – I
wrote on my laptop a specification for what I called an integrated resource modelling
tool, which would be a GIS, a global information system. That’s a sort of digital
tracking on a map system, where you could start recording your current design and the
likely human activity and resource flows that would arise from it for your stage of
development of the design, so that other people could then share – so if you then
changed something in your bit of the model, it would feed back into all the other bits
of the middle, like a sort of push-pull thing. And integrating, in other words, of an
energy model, a transport model, a water model, a land use model, that would all
integrate at the centre, so we could keep running – every week we would run it again
and everyone would get a refreshed version, which they could work on. So I specified
that we had to have that up and running within three weeks from [laughs] – from
scratch. But fortunately I had already anticipated this and recruited the modelling
people to do it, generally speaking, not just for China. I realised that to have an
integrated planning business, you need modellers. So they were ready to start. So
actually we did produce a working model within three weeks and that was then used
for the rest of the project. If we hadn’t had that, we’d never have done it in the time.
And I don’t think we’d ever have realised the profound opportunities there are for –
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for transformation. I can give some examples of things we discovered about that,
which the rest of the world began to get really interested in.
[36:45]

Please [laughs].
I’ll get a drink.

I’m trying to picture what this looks like a little bit as well. I guess most people’s idea
of modelling a city, it’s, you know, it’s Sim City, the computer game almost, where am
I going to put my blocks of housing, my blocks of shops. Is it that sort of model –
Yes it is.

Or is it a spreadsheet? It’s a –
No, it’s a – it’s a physical realisation, as well as a – as well as a map, it’s also a 3D
visualisation and it’s also a set of – a set of spreadsheets which define resource flows
and so on. So it’s, you know, what wires do you need to run the energy system and
where does the energy come from and where’s it got to go to and so on. It’s all of that
stuff. It’s everything that you would see out in the city – in any city in the world,
really. But obviously you configure it differently. So in some ways it’s the difference
between centralised systems, where you have a big power station servicing millions of
people, or you have decentralised systems servicing local people. All of those
decisions have to be taken in this very, very short time. Do you just hook the city up
to the grid in Shanghai or do you create your own local electricity grid, and so on and
so forth. So the sort of things we discovered, which were quite transformational –
first of all, the client wanted to run this on renewable energy and – and for electrical
grids, most people probably would know that you’re talking about wind, solar energy,
energy from biomass, where you burn something and create energy through a steam
turbine or something, energy from waste, where you burn methane maybe, ground
source heat pumps, where you use the difference in temperature between the air and
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soil to create energy for heating and cooling, for example. You know, tidal energy, all
sorts of things are possible. So we sort of know all about those sorts of systems and –
and opportunities. But for transport it’s not at all straightforward, because transport
hasn’t moved to a point, you know, we’re still using petrol and diesel. So there we
were basically saying to ourselves, what on earth do we do about renewables. We at
that stage didn’t think biofuels made a lot of sense, because China didn’t see – didn’t
have the land area to – to grow biofuels particularly, so they weren’t interested in
biofuels. They were very interested in electric cars and – and trucks, and potentially
in hydrogen fuel cell development. At that point it wasn’t clear which of those would
become the dominant technology. So basically we decided to have a city that ran
entirely with electrical hydrogen fuel cell cars and vehicles, no petrol or diesel
engines at all, because we wanted it to be all renewables. And that then led to some
very exciting discoveries, because what we discovered was, if you have a city entirely
with those vehicles, they don’t emit noise and they don’t emit pollution, and those are
two big issues. Now every building in the world currently is designed – the skin of
the building is designed to keep pollution and noise out. Our building designs are
now standardised around that – the need to do that in cities, whereas we suddenly
discovered we didn’t need to do that anymore. So the building designs could be quite
different and they – we could use what we call natural ventilation. So instead of
having a closed box, where you have to have air condition vent, you know, forced
systems, you could open windows, you could have natural ventilation flowing
through, which would enable cooling to happen in the summer. And therefore the
energy consumption of the buildings went down dramatically as a result of that new
thinking. So actually we found a sort of collapsing down of energy needs in the city
through a process of evolving a completely different approach. And that was just one
example of lots of other examples. By using trees to shade naturally ventilated
buildings, you could also reduce heat gain and so on. So we began to discover we
could have dramatic improvements because of this sort of systems approach. And –
and we were discovering this – we were literally discovering this, because nobody had
ever looked at this before. And we then got into food growing in the cities, you know,
growing food on rooftops, growing food in underground situations with – with
artificial lighting, of recycling water into food growing, recycling nutrients from
waste into food growing. All of these things we were discovering were very exciting
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opportunities, of using a given set of land to enable people to live off a lot of waste
and to live a lot more efficiently. So it became a very interesting story, really, and a
very interesting outcome. But actually the city doesn’t look any different. It’s four to
five storey buildings, not very tall buildings. It’s – it’s canals and – it probably looks
a bit like the Regents Canal area in London, fairly high density four or five storey
buildings, some of them more industrial, some of them residential. So it probably
looks like the sort of docks area of – of Amsterdam now being redeveloped. It looks a
lot like Hammarby in Stockholm. It looks like the newly developed Limehouse areas
in London, the new areas around Salford. You know, it’s very similar to that sort of
design. Nothing very radical in the look of it, lots of green, lots of walking and
cycling. Not very many big roads, so most of the roads are dead ends, so you have to
use the public transport or walk and cycle to get round the city. So the roads are not
conducive to getting in your car, they’re conducive to walking and cycling and using
rickshaws to move stuff around, but modern versions of those. So in some senses it’s
a very different place to live, but actually the look of it isn’t so different. It looks
really a nice place, actually.
[43:10]

Are there any sort of metrics you can give me for how much more efficient this is than
a traditional city?
It’s factor four, pretty much. So it’s a – it’s a factor four reduction in carbon
emissions, factor four reduction in pollution, factor four improvement in what we call
resource productivity, so the amounts of resources you need per units of GDP growth.
Not quite factor four in terms of energy consumption. Energy consumption is
probably about half a business as usual city. We didn’t go for any more than that
because we thought it might be very challenging, ‘cause people will still have their
laptops and electrical devices in – in their homes. So we thought a factor two on
energy consumption was probably the best we could do. Some big windmills as well,
‘cause it’s a windy place. Photovoltaic panels on the roofs. Green roofs to cool the
buildings down and stop the heat island effect, as we call it. Wonderful cultural parks
to express the cultural history of the – of the place and the region.
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[44:25]

I guess one of the questions I have is, you’re building a new city from scratch here.
Are there lessons for how we can retrofit existing cities from this experience, do you
think?
Yeah, there are. And it was very interesting that – of course one of the bits of this
story, which we’ll come to, is this hasn’t been built yet, but – and there are lots of
reasons why that still hasn’t been done. But in the process of evolving this design, it
began to get some publicity. I think the first major publicity was in the Sunday Times
and they sort of – they – they rather unfortunately called it the New Manhattan in
China, which was absolutely the wrong description, ‘cause it’s got nothing to do with
Manhattan. It just happens that Chongming Island is the same size as – or our
development was the same size as Manhattan. Anyway, that publicity, and the fact I
was on the Sustainable Development Commission in London, meant that the Mayor of
London got to hear about this and asked if I would go and do a presentation at City
Hall about what were the – exactly your question, what were the implications of this
for London, what does it mean, you know. And so I did a presentation on it in
London, to a lot of the senior managers of the different disciplines, and they got very
excited about it. And Ken Livingstone decided then to go to Shanghai to meet
everybody and to talk about it. And – and the deputy prime minister actually also
went, because Tony Blair had signed the MOU so there was an interest as well in the
Labour Party, and Ken Livingstone’s part of the Labour Party, and the deputy prime
minister went as well. And Ken Livingstone came back and said to his staff, you
know, ‘Well I think, you know, clearly a lot of the things that they’re talking about
here are trajectories that we could take London to by retrofitting London.’ So that’s
what then led to them developing the – the climate change action plan, which then got
– got publicised in February 2007. So we started this process in 2004. So there was a
sort of iterative process up to 2007. And Mark Watts became quite a close friend of
mine because – because of that process, of him developing that plan. And so the
climate change action plan in London was actually a key plan for retrofitting. And so
it was saying, okay, how are we going to reduce the energy consumption in the
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buildings by as much as a half, which is what we’d said. How do we substitute
National Grid high carbon energy with local renewable energy, which was about
putting in heating grids, putting in photovoltaic panels onto rooftops, possibly some
wind and so on. How do we manage waste better, how do we manage water better,
how do we do food growing. So all these things then started in – in London and
started to underpin London’s trajectory, and then that led to the C40 City network,
who also began to do the same thing. So now San Francisco has a low carbon action
plan. New York has a low carbon action plan. But none of them did up until this
point, so … It was really interesting how – how people could see this – this vision of a
city that hadn’t yet been built and they could see actually how it could represent
something that London and other cities could move towards. It wasn’t an extreme – it
looked similar. It just meant all the wires and pipes and systems would be different
and – and there would be a lot less car use, or electric car use.
[48:00]

Why hasn’t it been built?
The reason Dongtan wasn’t built was – was technically, because the – the
development, because it was on farmland, required a planning approval from Beijing
to build on farmland. And as I said earlier, Beijing is very concerned about losing too
much farmland. And the farmland on – on Chongming Island is very productive.
And up until that point, the bit of land at the start up area was going to be built on had
not got a designation for urban development. We knew that but the client said, ‘Don’t
worry about it. That won’t be a problem. We will get it.’ But he never got it. So it
was very simple that the approval from Beijing to build it never happened. And that
was all that I can ever say about it, really. I cannot explain why, despite all of the
publicity, despite the fact that Hu Jintao was clearly very interested in the project, but
in the end they decided that – what I was told from people in China was that it’s the
right project but in the wrong place. So in the end it was a very unfortunate
combination of circumstances. We didn’t have a choice about where it was. It was
where the client wanted it to be. So in the end, it wasn’t built. But that story doesn’t
stop there, but – we’ll come back to it, but in reality that’s the case. But actually we –
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we already started to work on other projects. So the MOU wasn’t just about this
project, which was called Dongtan – I don’t think I’ve said that, it’s the Dongtan
Ecocity, but also we started to work on other developments around China, ‘cause our
client was looking for other sites around China where the same approach could be
taken, with us as the consultants. And the idea was that as we did more of these
designs, that we would recover some of the – the money we’d invested in the first
one, because clearly it – it cost a little bit more than we – we actually were paid. And
so we did a number of other projects. I think there were four or five other sites that
we did detailed master plans for. And so we learnt even more. And there are more
things we learnt from these other projects as we went – went along.
[End of Track 11]
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Were there any other, I guess, wider consequences of the ecological city bit for you?
Did it tie into any other work in your life?
Yes, well, quite a lot, really. I mean, one of the strands that we’ve touched on and
haven’t really sort of quite nailed, which bridges me moving from Maunsell into
Arup, is the London Olympics and the influence on that of this sort of profound
understanding of sustainable city design and development, and the way that London
viewed it. And this really started with my – the team that I took over in Arup, with
Mark Bostock, had actually of course taken the Channel Tunnel rail link through
Stratford and – as a regeneration project, and as the next cycle of Olympic
competition began, and I guess this must have been while I was still working with
them on London Regional Metro, we, I think, discussed the fact that this could be a
site for the London Olympics. And I think to some extent Mark always, in the back of
his mind, had that idea. He had done some support to previous Olympic bids, so he
had some understanding of the business case behind them. And Mark actually
proposed the Stratford site to Ken Livingstone and – and prepared a document for
him, saying, ‘Why don’t you think about bidding for the 2012 Olympics?’ And I
guess this must have been back in 2002, 2003. And that gradually took root and Ken
Livingstone then decided to go ahead, I think with support from Tony Blair. And that
must have been more or less at the time that I was thinking of moving to Arup, and it
was also of course a time when I was very firmly involved in the Sustainable
Development Commission. And the Sustainable Development Commission knew
very well that this was in the offing. So what happened was, in the Sustainable
Development Commission, we formed a working group, which I was part of, and said,
‘We want to work with the bid team from day one to actually help them make this the
bid for the most sustainable Olympics that ever has been, and make this the profound
deep sort of thinking behind London and its bid.’ So I can still remember to this day,
I had the opportunity, very soon after the bid team were formed, to actually go to their
office, wherever that was, Canary Wharf somewhere, and actually do one or two
workshops with them. And what we did was we took the London Sustainable
Development Framework that we’d developed for London by that time. It had just
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been finished actually and accepted. And we took them through the framework and
used it in a workshop to actually evaluate what their different roles would mean. And
at that stage they had someone to look after transport, someone to look after security,
someone to look after environment, and so we – as a complete team, we took them
through it and explained to them, like we’d done with the GLA people, how their
individual disciplines might be changed a little bit by an integrated approach. And the
feedback we got after the first and second workshops was that what you’ve done is
very, very important for us because we’re actually very excited about this, but also
you’ve enabled us to feel more like a team. So instead of being separate disciplines,
suddenly it brought them together as a team and – and to some extent - they said that
was a very useful starting point for us. What then happened was that all the way
through the bid process, the Sustainable Development Commission argued that we
should continually support the bid and its design development, but also we should put
in place systems to enable the implementation, if London were to be successful, to be
implemented as well. So we had a lot of conversations about a continuous process
through the bid, through the design, through the – through the pitch, through the – if
we won, through the delivery of the project. So the commission was involved all the
way through those processes. And we had lots of meetings and brainstorming
meetings all the way through the preparation of the bid. And in fact I was personally
involved in – in one of the bidding teams, ‘cause there were various designers bidding
to do the Olympics’ design, and put in lots of ideas about demountable stadiums and
all sorts of things that eventually got built. I can remember going through all of those
ideas. So – so by the time the bid actually went in, I personally felt I’d had so much
involvement with it, I had a huge sense of ownership of that bid. And by this time I
was in Arup and we were working in China, and of course all of the feedback to the
low carbon plan for – which was 2007, had – had sort of come through and the early
stages of thinking about Low Carbon London had started by the time the bid went in.
So in a sense it was focused on many of those things as well.
[05:20]
And I still remember being in Shanghai when the bid – when the bidding
announcement was made, which I think we said was 2005, I think it was, on 6th July
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2005, when the announcement was made. And I was in a hotel in – in Shanghai with
my team from the Dongtan project, and none of us believed that London would win.
We all thought Paris was going to win. And when the announcement came and he
said London, that amazing [laughs] moment when he said London, I was completely
overwhelmed, because I knew – because I knew so much about London and its
sustainable development direction, I knew the Olympics would utterly transform
London in terms of its culture, in terms of its attitude and approach, if we delivered
the games successfully. And I was really emotional when – when that announcement
was made. I was as emotional as I’ve ever been, I think, because I realised how
important it would be. And also because I was then in Arup, I realised also what a big
opportunity for Arup it was [laughs], for my team. And actually after that, my
planning team in Arup did almost all of the planning for the Olympic park, did all the
sustainable development work, did the environmental work, a lot of the transport
planning work and so on. So – and the crowd – the crowd modelling for the turnstiles
and gates and – our team did so much to support the success of the Olympics, I – I
feel very proud that it was all delivered so successfully. So – so for me, the Olympics
is all entwined in that journey. And I think the role of the – the Sustainable
Development Commission and setting the framework, which became the defining
framework for the project – and the final bit of that was the fact they did actually
deliver what was set. And I – what happened in the process was that they produced
something called a Sustainable Development Framework for the project, which was
produced after the win. So after the win, the team produced a Sustainable
Development Framework and I was asked, as an expert member of the commission, to
go to a meeting in 10 Downing Street. And I sat at the Cabinet table, directly opposite
Tony Blair and Ken Livingstone, with a whole lot of other people round us - and this
thing had just been published. And they said to me, ‘What do you think of this
framework?’ And I said to them, ‘I think it’s a good framework.’ I said, ‘It’s not –
right now it’s not hugely ambitious, but I think it’s deliverable. But what you must do
is deliver exactly what it says in here, ‘cause if you wind back on any of the proposals
in here, then when we get to 2012, you will find that it’s behind the curve. Because
this subject is moving so quickly now, you must make sure that you deliver exactly
what it says in this framework. Don’t row back on any of it. And then when it’s
delivered, it’ll be a great success and – and so on.’ And to their great credit, they then
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went out and they made sure they recruited people like John Arnett and David
Higgins and others, who actually made sure it would be delivered. And – and that is
very much to their credit that they did that, because it is now seen to be a shining
example of best practice in the world and something the UK industry can now build
on for the future.
[08:50]

Can you give me one or two, I guess, representative examples of the sorts of thinking
that went into it, the outputs that it had?
Yeah. Well, I think one of them was – was the fundamental idea that accessibility
should be by public transport. And very few Olympics in history have ever taken that
decision that you would get there by public transport, which could be a bus or it could
be a – a train, or you could cycle. They had some of the biggest cycle parks I’ve ever
seen in my – in my life at the Olympics. And – and clearly you could get there – I
mean, I went so I know, you can get there really easily, despite the crowds, at any
time by public transport. So that was one. Another one is that it was a green
Olympics in every sense. The park was full of flowers. The – the opening ceremony
was full of grass and green and – and trees and so on. Every – every image you saw
of the Olympics had green things in it, and people living in harmony with the natural
world. Genuinely there was an element of harmony about it, in a very profound
sense. Good water management, low energy consumption, some – not a great
proportion of renewables, but a fantastic approach to waste management, so all of the
construction waste was recycled. And in the construction of the stadium, a great deal
of thought about materials, about recycling, reusing components right the way
through. So it was a hugely impressive – and lots of attention to social issues, so that
it became a cultural social event, volunteering – it had a tremendous sense of cultural
development within the community in London and the UK, I think, because of that.
So good stuff.
[10:35]
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I’m interested in the planning aspect of this as well. What I picked up on was crowd
modelling. Can you tell me a bit more about it and how it was used?
Yeah. Well, crowd modelling’s really important, because if you, you know, I went to
the world expo in Shanghai, where they had allocated massive areas of concrete, with
sort of gates and turnstiles and things, for people to use, which were never used. And
great – huge great areas of concrete exposed to the summer sun, which were intensely
hot and horrible to use, because they hadn’t got models of how people queue and –
and work. So crowd modelling is basically a process where you set up avatars and
people, and agent based type models, and you can actually literally model the way
people queue, the amount of queuing time you would have, the number of turnstiles
you would need for the security checks, because everyone has to have a security
check. And you can programme all that in and design systems that will work with any
level of – of crowd intensity at different times of the day with different events and
therefore have the thing properly staffed, have the right level of queuing
arrangements, make sure people are not exposed to summer sun or pouring rain and so
on. Nothing very complicated. And also safety and security, if people have to get out
quickly too. So all of that can now be modelled using this sort of software that’s now
used in – in some of the big films, where you have loads of soldiers fighting or people
fighting and battle scenes.
[12:15]

Another person you’ve mentioned quite a bit over, I guess, your introduction to Arup
on one or two of the projects has been Mark Watts. What sort of chap was he?
Yeah. Mark Watts was very interesting, ‘cause he was a very – very sort of – he was
a Ken Livingstone sort of political appointee. And he – he became a sort of real
expert in city governance. He’s a policy and economics person, basically, not a
technical person. But in the process of developing the carbon action plan, he
obviously had a team with him, who were experts, and Isabelle Dedring was one of
those that he recruited, who’s now a Deputy Mayor for Transport in London. And he
recruited really expert people from MIT and Yale and Harvard and other people to
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really help him. And it then transpired that – because I got to know him really well –
and when Ken Livingstone was running for the – for his third term of office against
Boris Johnson, I said to Mark, you know, ‘If – if Ken isn’t successful, would you be
interested in joining – in joining me and my team and actually becoming our cities
guy?’ And actually that’s what happened. So actually he then joined me in Arup. So
– so Mark and I have been – have been very good friends and he’s now a colleague in
Arup as well, helping with our cities initiative. And that’s really interesting that he’s
crossed over from being a political appointee to being a – an expert in cities in a – in a
consulting practice, which is, you know, I think it’s great, ‘cause he’s developed his
career as well.

Do you think this sort of period, working for these two big sustainable projects, has
had much effect on your personally?
Yes, it has, because it’s given me so much more confidence. I’m now brimming with
confidence about this methodology, really, because I know this methodology
delivered a fantastic master plan in Dongtan, but it wasn’t built. So a lot of people
say, ‘Well, you know, it’s all sort of, you know, it wasn’t built, so you don’t know
really whether this would have worked.’ But we’ve now delivered the – the Olympics
with it and I don’t think anyone could say that this wasn’t a profoundly successful
project in almost every sense. And – and so we have now got a real demonstration
[laughs] of how this methodical approach to – to frameworks, objectives, delivery, of
engaging supply chains, of – of doing all this integrated systems complexity, really
can deliver a – a profound transformative approach, which actually has the capability
of lifting the human spirit in – in really quite a profound way. And I don’t think
there’s anyone in the UK that hasn’t felt, you know, coming to this sort of New Year
period now, that doesn’t feel some sense that it’s been a wonderful year, you know,
because of the Olympics. It’s been a very uplifting year, I think, and we, you know, I
think – I don’t see any reason why this can’t become the norm in the UK, you know.
We should be able to feel this level of – of design, creativity, of addressing the planet,
of addressing natural systems and so on, can be the norm and it can be affordable and
deliverable and – and can develop good business opportunities and everything else.
So I – I think, in answer to your question, I’ve just become more confident about this.
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And – and everywhere I go in the world, everyone seems to be much more – can
certainly see it and understand it. And I think the London Olympics is going to have
an effect all over the world, because I think people have seen it, and the more they
understand about how it was done, the more I think they’ll want to replicate it too. So
– so I think it’s good.
[16:00]

Do you have any sort of continuous involvement with the process, or is it sort of a
case of at the start back in 2005?
Well, my team in Arup do. We’ll come to what I’ve now done, ‘cause I’ve – I’ve
now moved away into yet another life, which we’ll come to. But – but actually my
team in Arup are now doing the legacy development. So the Olympic Park clearly
was designed for an event but it was also designed to be a legacy development. So
the big bridges in the park for all those people were designed to be cut down. You
know, there’s a temporary bit of the bridge, or a temporary bit of the road, and that’s
going to be removed and downsized. And now the park is going to be turned into part
of a new urban development for East London. So there’s going to be lots of new
houses and – and living and working conditions built in and around the park, which
are going to enable it to be a – stitched into London’s fabric. So all of that is being
planned at the moment and my team in Arup, who worked on the Olympics, have
been appointed for the legacy planning. So yeah, so in a sense my team are still
[laughs] – are still working on it, but I’m not personally.
[17:15]

Where does the story from 2005 go for you next?
Well, basically what happened was – the other bit of the story, which – which came
about through the Institution of Civil Engineers, is – the Institution of Civil Engineers
have something called the Brunel Lecture, and in 2008-2009, I had the honour of
being asked to give the Brunel Lecture. And this is something obviously reflecting
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the importance of Brunel in – in engineering history and to really reflect the sort of
approach he had to transforming society, to ask someone to sort of reflect that in a
modern sense. And they invite you because they – they obviously think you’re
someone that can do that. And they asked me to choose a subject and they give you
the opportunity to present the subject all around the world, where civil engineers – the
British Institute of Civil Engineers have some representation. So it was a big
opportunity for me. Arup agreed to support me and give me some time to do this
alongside my other duties, and enough money to be able to employ a researcher to
make a decent job of it. So I decided, with my interests, that what I should do is look
forward to 2050 and – when we’re likely to have around nine to ten billion people
nominally – nine billion people living on the planet, and actually look at how we
could achieve a sustainable – so-called sustainable life on the planet in 2050, and
work out the policies and investments that would be needed to get there. And what
we did was we studied - taking a lot of background work that Arup had done
themselves, we actually studied all of the best examples of good practice, including
the work we’d done in China, and said, ‘If that sort of idea was replicated, including
retrofitting cities and changing agricultural practice – if that was replicated
everywhere, would it be possible to have a sustainable world with nine billion
people?’ And what we discovered in that research was that it would but it would
require profound transformative change. So having done that, I then took that lecture
to – in the end to thirty-three countries, which is an awful lot, and everywhere I went,
I tailored the findings of that to the particular country. So the population density, the
current GDP level and – and so on, I was able to take my lecture and I was able to – to
advise them in – in the whole spectrum, of high GDP to low GDP, what sort of
opportunities there would be for them and what policy and investments might be
important. And I did that in thirty-three countries over a period of between about
2008 and 2009, 2010. And that was done alongside my Arup duties. So I had people
in those countries and so I was able to sort of use it as a marketing platform for Arup
as well as a way of exploring what the reality was. So that was a very profound
opportunity. And what I discovered in doing that were some wonderful examples of
transformative change that I didn’t know about, that I was able to build into the
lecture. So the lecture began to become more powerful, because I kept finding new
things to build into it. If I give you one example, which is the transformation of Seoul
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in Korea - the city of Seoul in Korea is one of the C40 Cities and I discovered that
they had done a project in Seoul, where they’d taken a major elevated highway, very
much like the one I’d designed in – in Kuala Lumpur, actually, which is somewhat
weird for me – they’d taken an elevated highway, which was originally built over a
river. This elevated highway was very wide and very dominant, very noisy, very
polluting, and the mayor of the city decided to take it out completely, remove it – it
goes right through the city, take it out completely and replace it with a river with a
walking and cycling access along the river, so that people from the edge of the city
could now walk and cycle easily into the city centre and get access to jobs. So jobs in
the city centre were accessible by – by poorer people and therefore there was more
labour in the city centre. The city centre was quieter and cleaner. There was much
more footfall on – on the businesses there. And he did it as an economics project. So
I called my lecture, A Transition to the Ecological Age, which is what the premier of
China, Hu Jintao, was beginning to call the transformation in China. So I called it A
Transformational to the Ecological Age and what the policies and investments should
be to get there. So I began to use examples like this. I said, ‘Here’s an example of
Seoul moving to the ecological age.’ And so this built a whole portfolio of
knowledge, but the most fundamental part of that was that I realised that everywhere I
went, as I presented this picture using examples, everyone could see that that was the
way to go. They were quite clear, actually, that we start – we had to start taking roads
and cars out of city centres, or at least polluting ones. We had to get more walking
and cycling. We had to get lower energy consumption. We had to put greenery and
food in them, water management. And suddenly this became something that, through
the course of 2008 to 2009-10, became something that looked really radical in 2008 to
something where everyone said, yeah, we know that but how do we do it. It was an
incredible journey for me because within that time everyone seemed to get it. And I
realised then that the problem was that people couldn’t deliver it. The public sector
were stuck, in the sense that they didn’t have an independent commission to help
them. They were stuck in their existing tracks. The public – private sector were stuck
with their existing business models of exploiting oil or gas or buses or trains or
whatever and nobody could jump into a space, or be drawn into a space, because
nobody had this independent expert advisory group, with modelling tools and – and
support that could take them to a different place. They just didn’t have that capability.
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[24:09]
So partly in realising that, I’d already taken a step towards that in London, which I
hadn’t yet talked about, which is in the early stages of the progression of developing
the project in China in – in Shanghai, we suggested to the Chinese and the British end
– and this was John Prescott, why don’t we create an independent organisation that
works alongside the Sustainable Development Commission, called the Institute for
Sustainability, that actually is an action orientated organisation, that brings finance,
business and research together and helps this retrofit to accelerate, ‘cause we thought
that having that more business orientated organisation alongside the independent
commission would – would help to start driving much larger scale retrofit into
London. And that was set up – and I’m actually now chairman of the board, but that
was set up, must have been around 2008, 2009. And very quickly I could see this was
going to make a big difference and it is now driving what we call Total Community
Retrofit Projects across East London, where we’re doing integrated retrofit. And so
having been to thirty-three countries and seen – they all wanted this type of
combination of a – of an action orientated independent charitable institute and an
independent commission, I decided to set up a charity to actually set these up around
the world, to create open source tools that they could use to then help to enable every
region of the world eventually to draw down these tools and copy other examples in
their country and actually replicate this model as a sort of collaborative self owned,
self governed, data driven approach, to really find profound transformation using
examples from demonstration projects to really help change to happen. So through a
story I can tell, I was triggered into this – this idea that maybe I should do this because
I began to realise that in those thirty-three countries, Arup was doing some great work
but the change process wasn’t happening fast enough. The onset of climate change,
the onset of resource depletion, was accelerating. All the things that we’d seen and
we knew the Chinese government were worrying about were accelerating worldwide
and the world financial system is beginning to be strained by this too. And it was
very obvious to me that, unless somebody did something to trigger something more
profound, we weren’t really going to change things quickly enough. So I decided to
do something about it and that’s what I eventually left Arup, about the middle of 2010
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– well, I transitioned out between 2010, 2011, with the express purpose of trying to
create an organisation that would enable this process to start happening.
[27:30]

I guess one of the big overarching questions I’d like to ask is, you know, as a civil
engineer, why do you care? Why do you think sustainability is important?
Yeah, it’s interesting, isn’t it? Ah, gosh. I don’t know why I care, really, because in
the end I guess it’s some deep cultural thing in my that cares – ‘cause I always have
cared in a way. I mean, I’m sure I probably talked about this. If I think back to me as
a – as a whatever I was, nine or ten year old, you know, listening to Sibelius
symphonies at home, no idea why I did and why I was interested in Sibelius
symphonies and imagining myself floating over treetops and lakes in Finland, you
know, to enjoying the mountains and the hills as a Boy Scout and, you know, really
revelling in the natural world and the beauty of it and so on, to gradually working in
the delivery of change through infrastructure and so on. There’s just been a sort of
cultural journey, really, of connecting up all of these things that – that I seem to care
about. So I can’t really explain it. It’s just a sort of fusion. I don’t think there was
anything particularly about my parents or my background, I mean, other than the fact
they were keen gardeners and in a sense always had their hands in the soil, which
probably had something to do with it. But I don’t think it’s quite as deep as that. I
think there’s just something maybe accidental about the – my life, and my father
coming home with the tape recorder with Sibelius symphonies, I don’t know, really.
So it may be an accidental thing, but – but I have had the opportunities to really
explore it and really push the boundaries at different stages. The Second Severn
Crossing project, I obviously began to understand planning very deeply. I began to
understand that you can do things. You can actually bring back natural systems.
Having affected them during construction, you can bring them back and make them
even more vibrant, and so on. I’ve had direct hands on experience, in practical terms,
of the fact that the natural world is quite resilient. We can help it back to life, as long
as we respect it and work with it. And also understanding that actually for human
beings, the presence of flowers and natural systems, like we had in the Olympics, is
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really uplifting. It actually definitely changes your physiology and your attitude to
things. So it’s all of those things, really.

Is there any sort of – I guess you’ve talked about this sort of period taking – this talk
around, I guess, three different countries. Is there any sort of key moment in that
where it clicks for you at all or is it a gradual build up?
No, I don’t think so, because it was a – like all these things, you collect information
and you build it into each step of that road. So it was like an expanding – expanding
of something. There wasn’t any particular point on that road where suddenly
something happened, but there was a particular point – well, there are two points,
actually. One of them wasn’t connected with that, but I was invited to – by Li Kashing to something called the Shantou dialogues, which I knew nothing about. It’s
organised actually by someone at the BBC, whose name I’m not going to remember
right now but we can – we can come back to it maybe next time. And this is a
dialogue between people who are selected from all over the world to come and talk
about an issue of the day. And this particular dialogue, they wanted to talk about
sustainable development and what it meant to Asia. And I was invited, completely
out of the blue, as was a guy called Olaf Gerlach-Hansen from the Danish Cultural
Institute, as was Jeff Mulgan, who was then the advisor to Tony Blair on social and
sustainability issues. He’s now – he’s now in NESTA and he’s been in the Young
Foundation and lots of other places, who’s a very – very great focus on social issues,
and another guy called Martin Porter, who works for the European Union. And in that
dialogue we obviously got some very deep conversations going about this, and
particularly with Olaf. I’ve always had a very strong view that art and culture are a
powerful part of this whole story. And obviously as an engineer, you don’t have a lot
of opportunity to draw art and culture into things, but in planning you sort of do. And
I had a really good feeling, from the Sustainable Development Commission in
London, that art and culture were part of the solution to the change process, that
actually if you engage the cultural history of a community in your conversation with
them about going forward, you’d have a much more productive outcome, particularly
if it resonated into religious philosophy, Taoism, Confucianism, even – even the
sustainable roots of Christianity and the sustainable roots of poetry and language and
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Shelley and Wordsworth and so on. And so Olaf and I particularly formed an
organisation, called Culture Futures, which is an international organisation that brings
art and cultural players into the visioning process of transformational change for low
carbon transformation. And we experimented with this and we – we had an event at
COP14, which was in – in Poznan in – in Poland. We had another event at COP15,
the famous COP15 in Copenhagen, when we all thought things might move forward.
We had another event at COP17 in Durban. And what we found is that – when I do
the ecological age presentation about the visioning of the future and we bring people
from the art and culture community, we get a fantastically energetic idea about how to
transform places. So – so that sort of led me to a really sort of profound
understanding that that connection is important. And that came from the Shantou
dialogue. And now in my new life, which we’ll talk about, Olaf and Danish Cultural
Institute, Jeff Mulgan and Young and now NESTA and Martin Porter in the EU, are
now all connected to the same sense of direction. So that – that was one particular
event.
[34:15]
And then there was another really important event, just to complete the story, when –
I was at a conference in Hong Kong, organised by the Climate Exchange and a lady
called Christine Loh, which is an independent organisation set up to try and get Asia
and China and Hong Kong to move in a low carbon direction. And she brought
together the world’s top climate scientists, and the Beijing government, in December
2010, to discuss the way forward. And this was just when China was developing its
twelfth five year plan. It hadn’t been published, but it was just before the Cancun
COP conference. And at that conference people said, ‘There’s a fifty percent
probability of human catastrophe in 2070, because there is a fifty percent probability,
if we don’t do anything, that climate change will – will give rise to global warming of
four or five degrees by 2070, that might become runaway climate change. There’s a
fifty percent probability, if we get to that level of warming, it will run away to be
much, much higher and that will be the end of the human race. Fifty percent
probability.’ And there I was thinking, my god, you know, my four grandchildren,
which I’d got by this time – I don’t like the idea of them experiencing the – the
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progression to human catastrophe. We then got to a point where John Ashton, who
was the British government’s supporter of the climate negotiation process, was on the
stage with someone from China, talking about the Cancun negotiations, and I was able
to ask questions. So I got my hand up before anyone else, with an audience of about
800 people, and I said, ‘Why is it not possible, when you’ve got 200 countries
negotiating, to talk about the elephant in the room, which is the emissions coming out
of coal and gas fired power stations around the world? Why can’t you allocate money
from the World Bank, the European Investment Bank and other organisations, to put
some money into a pot to solve this problem? Because if we solve that problem then
actually all of this becomes a lot easier.’ And they said, ‘Well, it’s not our problem to
solve. We’re negotiators. We don’t solve problems,’ which is sort of what I
expected. I sat down and a woman in the row in front of me, who is called Santa
Raymond, who is now one of my advisory board members on my new organisation,
she turned round to me and she said to me, ‘If you had the resources, what would you
do?’ And I said, ‘Well, I’d probably bring a hundred of the world’s best engineers,
best scientists, best financiers, best business people, best ecologists, best economists,
together and go and show that it is possible to do – do all this differently, because I’ve
now concluded it is. And we go and demonstrate it somewhere.’ And she said,
‘Winston Churchill, in the last war, didn’t have a hundred experts, he had about
fifteen to win the last war. They had their networks and they clearly had big teams,
but nevertheless there were fifteen experts round him. So couldn’t you do it with
fifteen experts? Do you really need a hundred?’ And I said, ‘Yeah, you probably
could. If you had fifteen of the top people in the world, with all of their networks and
understanding, you probably could.’ And so she looked me straight in the eye and
said, ‘Why don’t you do it then?’ [Laughs] And this was December, so it was nearly
Christmas, so I went home and discussed it with my wife. And I said, ‘I’ve got all of
this connectivity into China’ - I’ve actually got a lot of connectivity into India, that I
haven’t really talked about, because there were things going on in India, things going
on in Africa, things going on all over Europe. I’ve got a pretty good idea, I’ve done
the research, I think I understand how to put all this together. Probably there aren’t
many people in the world who have now reached that level of understanding. So
maybe I should. So I discussed it with my wife and I said, ‘I’m reaching sixty-five.
I’m going to be sixty-five in 2012. We’re both going to get a pension lump sum.
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Would you mind if we used that money to set up a charity, and not give the money to
the charity, ‘cause we sort of need that money, but loan it on the basis that if we’re
successful, we’ll get that money back. But use it to create the charity and create
momentum to provide the tools and demonstration projects to actually really show
this is possible. So instead of having Dongtan projects that don’t exist, to actually
help places around the world to really demonstrate this is possible, using the very,
very best people in the world, the best companies in the world, the best finance people
in the world, and actually make it happen.’ And we agreed that we would. So I went
back into Arup in – in January 2011 and said, ‘I’m going to leave. I’m going to set up
a charity. I’m going to try and do this really crazy thing and see if we can take all of
that learning and – and try and move it forward.’
[39:20]

Did you get much media attention to what you were planning at the time, doing all
these lectures, turning up at conferences?
Well, all the way through my career, up until that point – no, probably up until about
2006, when the Dongtan project became very – very noticeable - there was a lot of
media attention up to about 2006, particularly with the Dongtan project, and to be
honest I was completely overwhelmed by the media attention. And that wasn’t
because we pushed it. It was because the world was absolutely fascinated in the fact
that China might be moving in another direction and we seemed to be right on the
sharp end of that. So the Dongtan project, we – we had media interest from every
corner of the world, and everywhere I went after that, people wanted to know about
Dongtan, but I wasn’t talking so much about it. So up until that point, there was a
huge amount of media interest, and all through my career there’s – up to that point
also there’d been television programmes about composites and – and so on and so
forth. But after that, I realised that that sort of publicity was a little bit
counterproductive, because actually I think that media attention sort of scared off the
Chinese government to some extent - ‘cause I don’t think they were confident about
delivering it, and I think actually it created a problem. We were asked to do that
publicity by our client so it was – he wanted the publicity, but I think in the end it
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didn’t help. I think it’s much better to get on and do things without too much
publicity and quietly and then to move forward. So ever since 2006, it – it’s – I’ve
tried to make sure this sinks down below the waves. So I’ve gradually evolved from
mainstream media contacts and television and radio and world service and so on,
which I did a huge amount of, towards using social media. And probably – I guess
the defining point of that was when the Time magazine – I was involved very much in
– I was a principle voice on CNN, talking about Dongtan and Wanzhuang and these
projects in China, and that was a sort of – in a way, a very high point. But of course
subsequently, when these projects weren’t delivered, you know, people questioned the
whole situation when you’re a principle voice saying this is the future. And the Time
magazine said I was one of thirty – whatever they said, global eco heroes or
something, alongside Arnie Schwarzenegger, and the Guardian said I was one of fifty
people who could save the planet, all this sort of stuff. As far as I was concerned, this
was not saying anything other than the fact that I had a big responsibility, I’d been
recognised as somebody who knew enough to – which I guess is partly why I thought
I should do something. But secondly, I realised that actually you’re not going to
change the world through publicity. You’re going to change the world by action on
the ground. So I’m now basically focused on that.
[Interruption – female enters the room]

How did you feel at that point, once CNN and Time magazine and the Guardian had
nominated you as one of the people who could save the world?
I don’t know. I mean, I suppose there’s always part of you that says, wow, you know,
this is absolutely amazing, isn’t this exciting. But then there’s another big part of you
that says, you know, this is – this is really awful because this is a massive
responsibility. These people are saying there is a need for these people and they’ve
got to do something, you know. And then when I looked around at the other people
and I looked at the influence they could have compared with the influence that
potentially I could have, their influence was – in practical terms, was relatively
limited. So I – I did feel a sense of responsibility rather than the – anything else. I
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don’t think it blew my ego up very much. It probably did a little bit but not too much
[laughs].

Can you tell me a bit more about that sense of responsibility, briefly?
Well, I mean, I – because I know so much, and I constantly check and analyse the
science behind what’s happening on the planet, it’s like staring into the abyss every
day for me. I – I am looking into some very, very dark corners of the future of human
civilisation. And I don’t like doing that but I feel it’s necessary to do that to – to have
any sense of where we should go. And therefore there is a huge responsibility, when
you’re seeing that, to – to actually try and provide some leadership in a better
direction. So that’s sort of how it feels. It – it’s both scary and challenging and
exciting and terrifying all at once.

Shall we call it quits for the day? That sounds a good place to stop.
[End of Track 12]
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Track 13

How did you come to transition from working for Arup to working for your new
charity?
Well, I hadn’t ever intended to leave Arup and set up a charity. I didn’t have that as
an objective. But I think as I’ve explained in other parts of the interview, I have this
sort of ability to climb the mountain that’s ahead of me and – and as I’m nearing the
top and pulling people behind me who can climb it again and again and again, I tend
to be looking for the next higher peak. And I suppose I was doing that. And my trips
around the world doing the Brunel lecture had created such a learning experience for
me, of seeing the needs around the world for a change of direction, that that amazing
trigger event that I talked about before, I think, in Hong Kong, which was in
November, December 2010, actually tipped me into thinking, you know, how am I
actually going to do something next. And the only thing I could think of was setting
up a charity, because it seemed a very appropriate thing to do to try and help the
world to move in a new direction.

What was the charity called?
I – I suppose the first thing I did, of course, was think up a name, and the name I came
up with was the Ecological Sequestration Trust, which everyone I say it to says, ‘Why
on earth did you call it that? That’s a terrible name. Nobody will ever be able to
remember it,’ and so on. But I really wanted to make the point that actually the
natural world, and the natural systems that actually recycle nutrients and carbon and
water and actually sequester the carbon, because that’s where the fossil fuels have
come from, is by sequestering carbon from the atmosphere into – into forests, which
then become coal and gas and so on. That process is a process that we need to
accelerate in order to stop polluting the atmosphere. So I wanted to make a point,
really, that the technical solutions that we’re aiming for need to be combined with
natural cycles of sequestration of carbon in order to find a better way forward for
mankind. And it was – the name was intended to flag that up.
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[02:25]

How much work is involved in actually founding a charity?
It’s quite complicated. I mean, the – the beginnings of it were obviously creating a
business plan identifying people who are going to help me build the charity, applying
to the Charities Commission to actually get permission to call it a charity, because you
have to go to the Charity Commissioners in the UK and get their permission and then
you have to have rules of the game which they agree, which you then have to abide to.
You have to set up the legal structures. You have to set up bank accounts. You have
to find some money to fund the thing going forward. So actually, you know, the first
three or four months were – were very intensive setting it all up and – and trying to
figure out how to do it, you know, what on earth was it we were going to do and how
– how is it going to be delivered. And so it was a very intensive process and with me
on my own, really, ‘cause this was me [laughs], just little old me.

What do you think you actually hoped for in those early days?
Well, I – my business plan was – I figured out what we were going to do. We were
going to do three or four things, really. One was we were going to create an open
source modelling tool. Open source means that everyone can have access to it and the
coding, so they can actually improve and develop it in the future, a bit like Linux
compared with Microsoft software. And that tool would enable all of the data, which
is now ubiquitous around the world, from satellites, from crowd sourcing, from
Google Earth and so on, to be pulled together anywhere in the world - if you draw a
red line round the region, anywhere in the world. The local people could have a
modelling tool which would pull all that data in to enable them to actually decide how
to manage their resources and develop and – and do agriculture, forestry, water
management, urban development better and – and with less stress on the planet. So
the first thing was to create those tools, and I reckon that will cost about $10 million
to – to that with – with people I – I knew – I hoped would actually join me to do it. I
then decided that we needed demonstration regions in the world in which to take this
model and show that it really could lead to transformational change, better water
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energy, food resilience. And so I allocated about $30 million to actually set up those
regions, three regions, it’s now turned into four regions, and then $20 million to sort
of support technology development and other things, and then about $20 million to
run the trust, with top people from all over the world. The basic philosophy was to
bring together the very best scientists, engineers, architects, social scientists,
financiers, business people, every discipline really – bring them together and focus
them in on one or two places in the world and help those places to really show the
world how to change. And so the total amount I reckoned I would need was about
$80 million over five years of the trust’s life, which is a lot of money. And we’re still
in the process of raising that money, but if we do raise it, it’ll probably be one of the
fastest growing charities ever created in the world [laughs], if we – if we succeed.
[06:05]

How do you go actually go about raising money for a venture like this?
Well, I decided to target – well, the initial funding – I had to put money in myself
because in the end, if you’re going to do something like this, you have to make a
commitment yourself, because nobody else is going to kick it off. So I made that
commitment. I then got the modelling team on board, who were willing to use, or
bring the models they’d already created, and piece them together, and we needed to
and an economics model onto it, which was new and had never been done before.
And the person developing the economics model also runs a charity and was willing
to put quite a lot of effort in at their own cost – we will refund them, but initially. So
basically there were two of us putting money in for the – for the first year or so. And
then we targeted large global foundations and very large corporate businesses on the
basis that certain foundations fund this type of – trying to change the world thing.
And some large businesses are very keen on new business models associated with the
changing nature of the world, moving to more resilient energy, water, food – it’s
called the energy, water, food nexus of change, and a lot of big companies are now
targeting that through collaborative developments. So – so it’s quite complicated.
And what we discovered over the last year is that you have to find organisations with
a good cultural fit, ‘cause what we’re trying to do is extremely ambitious. It’s
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completely holistically game changing in every sense and companies find that quite
hard to cope with. It seems too, you know, too ambitious and too complicated. Even
the largest companies in the world find it quite – quite complicated. So what I didn’t
anticipate is that it would take so long to – to get them alongside, and that’s been –
lots of very positive things have happened, which we can talk about, but actually the
most disappointing thing is the amount of time it takes to engage these very large
corporates and to get them on side and to gradually help them to understand how
useful this might be. And in a sense, they tend to call it like docking. You know, it’s
very hard to see how we can dock with you. We like what you’re trying to do, we
think it’s very important, but we can’t quite find a way of docking with you. So it’s –
it’s like sort of hearts and minds joined but cultural and physical stuff, quite tricky.

What sort of corporations are we talking about?
Well, we’re talking about some of the world’s largest energy companies, chemical
companies, technology companies, product manufacturing companies and so on, so
household names. I’m not going to say who they are yet, but – but household names
and some of the largest companies in the world in those categories. And I’ve
probably talked to most of them at a pretty high level, including CEO level, some of
them, and, you know, we’ve made quite a lot of progress but it’s quite, you know, you
have to go through a lot of detail and a lot of sort of governance processes and – and
fairly rigorous examinations of your business planning and your – and whether you
can deliver it, you know, ‘cause in the end these are large sums of money and they’ve
got to be sure that you’re going to deliver it and benefit them as well as the – as the
planet.

As a very sort of small charity starting up, is it difficult to engage with larger
companies like that? How do you actually approach them?
It’s – yeah, I think it’s very unusual. I mean, I think very few – if ever, has any
charity ever been set up in this type of way to, you know, not to be an advocacy
charity, you know, just to sort of sing from the rooftops, something’s got to change,
but to actually seed dramatic change. You’ve got to be very, very technically capable
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and you’ve got to have the team that they trust to deliver. And finding the right
people that everyone will trust, ‘cause everyone has a track record of some black and
whiteness in their [laughs] – in their careers. And of course they have to have a
certain amount of trust in me initially and then my CEO that I brought on and my
technical team. So clearly they have to do a lot of due diligence on us and our track
record, but of course I did know quite a lot of these companies already through my
career so I had a – some advantage. I had some profile. And as I’d mentioned before,
you know, I had got some accolades, like the CNN principle voice, the Time magazine
eco hero, with an expectation that I will do something, the Independent newspaper
and the Guardian and so on, so lots of people saying that I could do something useful.
So that in a way was helpful in this particular situation.
[11:35]

How did the charity actually grow from that early point?
Well, it was never intended that we would have many people, ‘cause we were going to
outsource a lot of the – a lot of the work. So the modelling side was a matter of
finding the modelling team who would create a model for a price that would become
an open source tool. And probably the biggest early success I had was finding people
who were willing to do that, ‘cause most people who’ve got existing models of cities
– not of particular cities but generic models that can be used in cities, and economics
modelling tools and agriculture modelling tools and forestry and water modelling
tools, generally they tend to be proprietary and they want to make a business out of
selling them to people. So I said to them, ‘No, that’s not [laughs] – the model here is
to create a really powerful model that can be open source, and then you can get
consultancy work with the trust with – with the tool we’re going to create. But we’re
going to make it available to everybody.’ But somehow or other I managed to get
people together who were willing to do that. And it was rather nice for me because
Imperial College was one of those key organisations that I’d been working with for
some time. I went to Imperial College, so it was a bit like coming home for me and
that was really nice. And others around Europe, mostly. Most of the advanced
modelling tends to be in Europe. So that was probably the first sort of big success I
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had was finding a modelling team who would sign up to actually delivering the open
source tool.
[13:15]
The second phase was – which sort of went in parallel, was finding the regions of the
world that were likely to implement profound change and were willing to work with
us, and – and I believe would actually do it, ‘cause I didn’t want to waste my time having had some experience in my earlier career of places who wanted to do profound
change and never actually did it, I didn’t want to go back over that again. So I had to
then do a lot of due diligence and assemble local teams in my target countries and
decide which those countries were, to actually go forward. And that built a team as
well, who were ready and waiting to go forward once we had the funding. And then
we established an advisory of board of experts in most disciplines, which has now
reached, I think, something like thirty-five to forty people, who are willing to support
the principle of the trust, have their name on the website and then, when called on, to
actually support us and work with us. And finally, a group of trustees, who would
oversee the charitable objects of the trust and make sure the government’s processes
were right, and of course a small executive team, a chief executive, technical director,
research director and some staff who would support us. So that was how we built up
the team. So the permanent team, the executive team, is very small. It’s still only two
or three people who are – who are paid and the rest are voluntary. But the outreach
probably is now – I guess it’s probably sixty or seventy people who are fairly well
connected, if not active, prepared to be active at any moment.

You mentioned last time this idea of Churchill’s little team of fifteen experts. Is the
advisory board your equivalent?
It is really, yes. It turned out to be a bit more than fifteen, because the number of
discipline is – it’s not just as simple as fighting a war. You know, you’ve got [laughs]
– you’ve got to engage communities, you’ve got to do social things, cultural things,
ecological things, environmental things, business things, finance things, you know.
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It’s very, very – it’s sort of everything [laughs], really. So we’re finding we need
thirty, thirty-five people, who are leading experts in their own right.

How do you go about signing up what sounds like a large group of experts to – to
your charity?
Well, it’s very much meeting them, talking to them, explaining it to them, going
through what role they might be able to play and how that might be played out over
time, which generally means them acting as a sort of – someone overseeing the
knowledge base we’re going to build up, ‘cause a lot of this is about disseminating
knowledge. So we’d like them to sort of oversee the knowledge base, which means
they have access to it, which obviously they’re interested in because they like to build
their knowledge all the time. And secondly, obviously to support the demonstration
projects and be active on the ground as necessary to support their particular discipline
within the demonstration region. So generally speaking, people are really attracted to
that. And we – we will pay them, so the $18 million included money for paying the
advisory board. So the only people who aren’t paid are the trustees, who have to –
have to do it as a charitable contribution. And so generally speaking, just about
everyone I asked has actually said yes. One or two have had to drop out for personal
reasons, but generally speaking it’s been very successful and we’ve got some fantastic
people on the advisory board.
[17:00]

Any you’d highlight, that area of special – I can’t pronounce the words this morning,
specialities [laughs].
Well, Bill McDonough and Michael Braungart are the people who created the cradle
to cradle specification for product manufacture. Cradle to cradle is a specification
where you don’t pollute the planet and the products can be recycled and reused
without polluting the planet too. And that specification has been developed by them
and is now accredited through the German Environment Agency. And they are
effectively advisory board members so that we can move to cradle to cradle product
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use in our demonstration regions as part of the transformation to a – what we call a
circular economy model of reusing and recycling as much stuff as possible. So
there’s one example. And then we’ve got our – sorry, our economics expert, Hannes
Kunz, who’s building the model, who is about the only economist I could find in the
world who can actually do value based economics, where you essentially asses the
value of a certain human intervention or a certain change as – as opposed to just
looking at costs and finance, and therefore we can make links, for example, between
improving air, water, soil quality and human health and therefore the economic
benefit that brings, which is not just a financial equation. It’s a value equation. And
all of that’s missing from current decision making. So we’re – we’re able to make
those connections and build the value propositions in with an economist who
understands it and a health expert who can put numbers to it.
[18:50]

I’m interested in these demonstration regions. Where did you choose and why?
Yeah, we – we had a – like any good sort of logical process, being an engineer, I
suppose, you start with a set of criteria. So the set of criteria was to have national or
state level leadership in the particular country, which would be sustained over at least
five years, which meant you had to look at election cycles and things, or robustness of
re-election. You then had local city scale, regional scale local leadership, both in the
public and private sector, and also a desire in the community, in the local region, to –
to engage in a process of transformational change. And finally, regions of the world
and countries of the world where there was a lot of development action happening. In
other words, where there were a lot of financial flows happening, so that we could
demonstrate change as fast as possible. So those were the sort of criteria. So very
clearly, and almost intuitively, I decided that – that China had to be one nation. India
had to be another nation. Somewhere in Africa had to be another area, because of the
very rapid economic development. And as it’s turned out, the fourth one has turned
out to be Europe, because a lot of – because we’re based in Europe and there’s a lot of
interest developing in what we’re doing, we decided in the end to have a
demonstration in the UK to represent Europe. So – so we went through a process of
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trying to find out which places of those four areas we would choose and a lot of the
year has been spent going backwards and forwards and using my very extensive
contacts in those countries, and knowledge of, you know, communities in those
countries to ask their advice and help us to decide where to go and eventually reach
conclusions, which we have reached now. So we more or less know what we’re
doing. Perhaps Africa’s still a little bit uncertain but the others are highly determinant
now.

I guess China, Africa, Europe, India, they all sound like quite different sorts of
environments. They’re different places, really. Is the open source tool actually that
easily applicable to all these different models?
Yeah, we think so, because you start with using satellites and satellites are fairly
ubiquitous now. And although the Chinese have their own satellites, the sort of earth
observatory data that they’re able to collect is very similar to the European Space
Agency satellite. So essentially there is a sort of - there’s almost like a common
protocol now of – of observing the earth and its ecological cover, its development, its
resource flows, its – its chemistry, its air quality, everything now be assessed using
satellites every couple of days. So essentially we concluded very quickly that, you
know, those systems could be used to – to download data. And most of that data is
available free at end of use and – which is great. And then of course collecting local
data will be locally applicable and the methodology there might well be different, and
the protocols will certainly be different for collecting data. But we want to try and
make all of our protocols and data collection within each of those countries standard.
So once the model is demonstrated in one part of India, let’s say, it can then be rapidly
expanded to the rest of India, using the same protocols, so there’s not a lot of
confusion about what the data really means. And therefore you have to engage people
who are looking at data protocols across each country, which are a different set of
people, although they tend to have their own global associations as well.
[23:05]
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Can we talk about maybe one of these demonstration regions in a bit more detail? I
guess, as we’re in Europe, perhaps that might be an interesting one to pick on.
Yes. The journey started with thinking it could be Oxfordshire. And the reason for
that was that I’d been already supporting a number of developments in Oxfordshire
around low carbon development and something called the low carbon hub in Oxford.
And so I started off exploring Oxfordshire. And in the UK, our planning environment
currently is – there’s something called a Local Enterprise Partnership, which has a
jurisdiction to actually take forward regional development and infrastructure
investment in community activities. And they happened to have a jurisdiction of the
whole of Oxfordshire, so I sort of decided that might be interesting. But very quickly
I realised that, within the Westminster environment, and particularly the Westminster
environment as – as replicated or as active in Oxfordshire, which includes the prime
minister’s constituency, the ability to move forward highly innovative thinking is very
restricted. And although people on the ground locally effectively signed up to do it, I
couldn’t get the energy around fundraising, because we need to raise funds locally as
well as globally. And I very quickly realised that they were not going to put the
energy into picking it up locally. They were expecting me to do that. Well, clearly
we can’t as a small charity. And therefore some of the criteria that I established about
local leadership and energy and drive just weren’t applicable there. So after a little
while – and this was only after, I suppose, three or four months – I’d also been very
actively involved in supporting the Wales development approach to low carbon
sustainable development. And Wales had actually been playing quite a key role in
some of the big global, regional conferences that had happened over the last ten years,
actually. The Welsh government had been very active. There’s something called
ecological footprint, which is a measure of how much of the world’s resources people
are using compared with one planet, and in Wales they had targets to reduce the
Welsh ecological footprint. They’re one of the few countries in the world who have
those targets. And they were also developing legislation around energy efficiency and
low carbon and – and sustainable development more generally, so they were very
proactive. And therefore, through a number of other contacts there, including Tata
Steel, who are developing the – the photovoltaic thin film coating on the steel sheets,
which I think I mentioned earlier, which is also happening in Swansea - we got into
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contact with Swansea and they expressed a – a very strong desire to be a
demonstration region. So through a process, which included going to Rio Plus 20 and
meeting the –the minister from the Welsh government, and holding workshops in
Swansea to gauge local interest, we reached a point where they have agreed to – to be
a demonstration region. So that probably includes the Swansea City region, probably
as far as Neath and including Port Talbot, and then possibly including Pembroke and
Carmarthenshire as well. So a combination of very rural, very industrial, including
Milford Haven port and – and the deepwater ports at Swansea and – and Port Talbot
steelworks. So it’s an interesting combination. And in fact it’s a region that was the
cradle of the industrial revolution in the UK and the whole idea now is it becomes the
cradle of the ecological revolution, which is really nice.
[27:10]

I’m interested in how your open source modelling tools might actually be used in this
environment you’ve just outlined.
Yeah.

Could you give me maybe one or two, I guess, on the ground examples of how this
tool could actually be used?
Well, obviously when we started this journey, first of all we didn’t quite realise how
fundamentally important this would be, because having local tools that enable all that
data to be accessed by local people, including communities and local businesses and
public sector, was something I hadn’t quite realised that – we were just reaching that
point in human history when that was possible, you know. The journey over
thousands and thousands of years has suddenly led to a point within a year or two now
when actually this is possible. And – and that was really quite amazing. If I think
about the journey through my career, you know, the growth of the digital systems, the
fact that we’ve just reached this point now is quite remarkable, really. So – so that
was part of it. But of course when we said to Swansea and we said to the region in
India and the region of China, we’re going to bring this tool to enable you to build this
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model locally, they said, ‘Well, how are we going to use it?’ Just like your question,
‘What does it mean, you know, how we actually use it? How do planners use it?
How do designers use it? How do communities use it? How do businesses use it?’
So we went through a process – and this actually was evolved, not in Swansea, this
was evolved in India actually through a workshop there. We came up the idea of what
we’re calling a regional collaboratory. Collaboratory is a sort of combination of
collaborative laboratory, so it’s a laboratory of very practical – a laboratory where
people can actually collaborate together to – to change their region and to have access
to all the information you need to do that, which is literally everything, whether it’s
health, whether it’s human activity, mobility, energy use, water management, forestry,
agriculture, waste, pollution. You have access to all of that so you can figure out how
to make it better. And we concluded that this probably should be like a green campus,
and in fact in Swansea it’s probably going to be an extension to the Swansea
University campus, where you have open access to come in and use work stations,
which enable you to access the model. And the model will not be accessed, you
know, as a horrendously complex digital beast. It’ll be accessed through a dashboard,
which will be appropriate to your particular interests. So if you’re a community, there
will be a community dashboard, which will be like a real visual model of your local
neighbourhood, with data on what’s going on and what the resource consumptions
and the resource flows are and things like that, whereas if you’re an urban designer
for the region, there’ll be an urban design portal where you’ll have tools there to
enable you to look at changing land use patterns and urban design and infrastructure
and look at the economic changes in the region that result from that. And if you’re a
public sector person, there’ll be a policy setting dashboard, where you can try out
different taxation regimes and different aspects of policymaking, just very much like
you would try and do normally but with a much more sophisticated economic linkage.
And businesses will be able to do something similar. If you’re an energy company
you’ll be able to work with the energy modelling part of the – of the whole thing. But
as anybody looks to change something going forward, other people will be able to see
what impact that has on them too, so there’ll be all sorts of different scenarios being
developed communally to test out different futures. So the model won’t predict
anything but people using it will be able to create scenarios to examine different
futures together. And so it probably sounds horrendously complicated, but in reality
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we’ve got quite a long way with actually, you know, in very practical terms, figuring
these things out. And our advisory board will obviously help to fashion the
dashboards. So for example, the Royal Institution of British Architects have got
engaged with us and are very excited about designing a dashboard for architects and
urban designers, for example, that could be replicated across the UK. So the money
allocated covers all of that sort of design of those tools, which would be generic tools,
which will then be used to – to build and use the local model in Swansea, but could
then be used anywhere else.
[32:00]

Taking a sort of step back from this – assuming this model here - this works in
practice, people do engage with it and it does bring about change, what do you think,
you know, the region will look like in many twenty-five, thirty years’ time?
I think it probably may not look very different. I mean, hopefully the ecology will be
much more vibrant. So I would expect to see a lot more agroforestry – that’s what we
call agroforestry, where you develop more productive agriculture on less land with
larger forest cover, which actually helps with the water management. ‘Cause we
tended to remove too much forest, so actually the water and nutrient management
systems are not as effective as they could be if – if we had better balance. So the
urban developments would have a lot more ecology, a lot more urban parks and trees
and a lot more natural systems, so instead of having a lot of hard drainage, there’d be
a lot of natural systems, more – more water around, more natural drainage systems of
that kind. Probably quite a lot of renewable energy facilities. I would expect to see
more – particularly in Swansea, a lot more windmills and PV panels on buildings and
tidal – tidal lagoons out in the bay and various things that – that are very obviously
creating energy for – for people locally. Probably less pollution coming out of the
industrial plants and that – those pollutants being used for – for example, gases being
used to run local transport and things like that, so sort of less pollution and rather
more mixed use developments, more public transport, rather less car use, more
walking and cycling, more – probably higher density developments in town centres,
more vibrancy at street level. And a lot of industry, a lot of new industries coming, a
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lot more jobs being created around reuse and remanufacturing, so maybe as a hub for
Northern Europe. Swansea could become a centre for remanufacturing, reusing
products, cradle to cradle products, manufactured using renewable energy created
locally, providing jobs for local people.

How much more efficient do you think that might be compared to where we are now,
if you could put a number on it?
Yeah. Well, it’s about a factor of four. So what we’re aiming to demonstrate is that carbon emissions go down by eighty percent, so – so basically – well, a trajectory for
eighty percent reduction by 2050. So you’re on a trajectory for factor four, factor five
reduction in – in carbon emissions and then a factor four, factor five reduction in
ecological footprints, the amount of stuff that’s going through the economy. So you
should be able to measure that. And it’s quite interesting, actually. I read just
yesterday that there’s some research been done now that shows already the UK use of
stuff probably peaked about four years ago, that actually we’re already on a trajectory
now of less stuff, which is to do with recycling, reusing, using eBay, you know,
recycling toys and stuff to other kids. You know, those things I think are beginning to
have an impact. So if the products themselves are also recyclable then actually you
can see quite a dramatic reduction of stuff, and you can already see that starting to
happen. So we would – we would try and show people what the future might be like
in – by bringing all this to Swansea.
[35:40]

It sounds a very sort of systematic way of looking at this. Is it hard to convince
people that, you know, this little thing that they’re doing here makes this big a change
in concert with these other things going on?
Well, basically, of course what we’re not doing is coming in and telling people what
to do. And any region like Swansea has got a whole mix of people looking to invest
in different changes and some of those investments might be rather – what I might call
old school. You know, they might be related to what I would say is the industrial
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model, but some of them of course to this new model. And so what we try and do is
engage with the – with the local communities and private sector and public sector that
are trying to get change going in the direction that we believe in, and they then have
the model, so they could accelerate that process. So in a way the model is very
exciting for them because they can see how they can move things in the right
direction. And for other major investments, we hope the model can be used to show
how those investments could achieve a better return on capital and therefore show
businesses actually there is a better return on capital on moving in this new direction.
And a lot of that’s to do with new business models, where, instead of selling goods,
you’re selling services and you’re – you’re making money out of resource efficiency
as part of the product and so on. So there are, you know, there are ways that this
direction improves things. So in a way it’s providing tools for people to enable them
to see how to move in a new direction, but at the same time giving them access to the
– the very best people in the world, to advise them, so they don’t have to invent it all
for themselves. So the – the other bit of the equation is finance, because obviously
we’re in a deep recession ad life is difficult and the banks are very restricted on the
amount of money they can loan people. So what we’re going to try and do is open up
access to pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, multinational banks globally that are
looking to spend money on climate adaptation projects, major infrastructure projects
that achieve a return on capital, particularly pension funds, over the long term. And at
the moment they – they’re the ones with all the money, but they can’t spend it because
they don’t know what to spend it on anymore. They – they can’t spend it on – on
share investments because they’re very dodgy with the world – the way the world
economy is. They find it very difficult to spend it on – on property, because property
prices are very unstable. So they’re – they’re finding it very difficult to invest. So
what we’re trying to do is to persuade them that these demonstration projects can give
a very stable and evidence based transparent view of transformation that can achieve a
good return and therefore establish a – if you like, a green fund for Swansea that can
be drawn down progressively to accelerate the change process. That way people of
Swansea get benefit of investment, the rest of the UK sees a demonstration happening
more quickly and then can pick up on the good ideas, and therefore the whole thing
will accelerate. And we’re going to try and do that in India, China and Africa at the
same time as well and get those big players involved to actually help them to achieve
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a more stable return on capital. So it’s very, very ambitious, this. It goes right to the
– it goes right to the heart of – of the world economy in the way it’s operated at the
moment, really. That’s the intention anyway.
[39:30]

What do you think the biggest challenges are actually going to be?
[Laughs] Well, there’s clearly challenges everywhere. I mean, one of the biggest
challenges is, of course, that a lot of people have – have incentives in maintaining the
status quo. So there’s a huge amount of lobbying and interest in not changing and
maintaining a status quo, which of course maintains pollution and relatively unstable
systems, which we know are going to cause a problem downstream. But there’s a lot
of – a lot of people who don’t really want to move out of that. So that’s one problem
and I’m well aware of that ‘cause I’ve been innovating all through my career. And I
think I may have said before, when you’re doing extreme innovation like I’ve done,
probably eighty percent of the people that cuddle up to you, saying, wow, this is a
great idea, let’s work together, want to stop what you’re doing, actually want to kill it,
but they cuddle up to you because that’s the best chance they’ve got of killing it. So
I’m well aware of that. So I’m very – we are being very selective on – on who we end
up partnering with. So we go through a long process of establishing the right cultural
engagement to make sure that people really do believe in what we’re doing and that
it’s not just being done to sort of pull the rug from under our feet at some point in the
future. So there’s – that’s probably the biggest worry I have of them all.

Is climate change scepticism ever a feature – something you have to go up against?
Well, clearly I – I go to a lot of meetings and do a lot of talking to a lot of people, and
I’ve probably only met about three climate change sceptics over the last three or four
years. And I think I once counted up the number of people I presented to. I think it’s
probably around fifty to one hundred thousand people, so it’s not too bad that I’ve
only met – well, at least people who’ve actually spoken to me, anyway, who’ve only
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been three or four people, which is not very many, really. But probably the sort of
people who are attracted to what we’re doing are not the sceptics [laughs].
[41:50]

You mentioned photovoltaics in passing a moment ago. I don’t think we have talked
about it before, actually.
Oh right, okay. Well, part of my – one of the jobs I did, and I don’t know whether
I’ve mentioned this, I was chairman of the Steel Construction Institute at one stage,
following on from my early steel expertise. And when I was chairman, British Steel,
which became Corus, was very much the dominant player in the UK and they were
very involved with the institute. And I became convinced that they – they were
basically trying to sell products that were made from steel, obviously, like steel roof
sheeting, and I could see very clearly they were beginning to struggle because the
price of the steel was dictated by the price in China and other places and not by the
price that they could make it for. So it was increasingly difficult for them to sell the –
the roof sheeting competitively. So I said to them, ‘Look, thin film photovoltaics are
coming along. You know, I’ve been reading about these things you paint on that
could create PV panels. Why don’t you look into your roof sheeting having an
integral photovoltaic skin, which meant that when it’s used you could turn these
buildings into power stations? So you could actually generate more energy than you
need in the building and then you could start powering the – the community using
your big sheds, you know, logistic sheds and your supermarket sheds and things. And
this might be an attractive product, which would give you a, you know, a global
advantage, and the cost of the steel would then become less significant and therefore
you could, you know, use the Port Talbot steel and accelerate the production and –
and use of it.’ So nothing happened – I said this to the Corus board – this was way
back, and then all of a sudden out of the blue, five years later somebody ran me up
and said, ‘You know you had that meeting with the board? Well, we’ve actually done
it and we’ve actually started the process of developing this.’ And eventually that led
to the setting up of something called SPECIFIC – S-P-E-C-I-F-I-C, capitals, which is
a research and development facility, which is based in Baglan in – between Port
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Talbot and Swansea. And the intention of this development is to develop all sorts of
products using steel but including the PV coated roof panels. And they’ve now
worked out that with the technology they have, that if this product was put onto every
shed in the UK, which is a bit of a tall order but if it was, you’d probably be able to
generate thirty percent of the UK’s energy needs from – from shed roofs, which
shows just how interesting potentially it is as a partial solution to renewable energy
from sunlight. So they’ve just actually reached the point where the products are – a
production line is now being tested for the production of these panels and we’re
hoping now that – with the demonstration region in Swansea, that we can ask all of
the people with sheds in Swansea, you know, whether it’s Waitrose or a logistics
company, to say, ‘Look, why don’t you try this out on your shed in Swansea and see
how it works? And we’ll make all the sheds in Swansea does this and then we can see
how that works too and see whether it works for the community.’ So that’s one of the
pieces of the jigsaw that led to Swansea being selected.
[45:25]

You've used a word in passing quite a bit, which is, you know, community, community
engagement, outreach.
Yeah.

Tell me a bit more about this aspect of it.
Yes. Clearly in the end, life on the planet isn’t going to change unless individuals
change their lifestyle. It’s not really what corporates do, it isn’t what governments do,
it’s actually how we live and in the end that’s what decides change. So in the end
you’ve got to work with a community for them to start living a different type of life if
– if things are going to change. So that’s really a fundamental requirement of any
change process. So the methodology we’ve developed has – has been honed slightly
through the Culture Futures network, which I think I may have mentioned, which
we’ve been establishing around the world, where we work with local people and
communities to understand climate change and how we can actually start changing
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and living slightly different. And so the process that we’ve begun to refine is the –
the first thing we do is we go to a new place, we find community leaders who are
already trying to change things in the right way and we invite them to a workshop and
we discuss what we’re planning to do and what their role might be and how they
could play a leadership role in the transformational process. And then we bring
forward the sort of cultural history of the place. We engage with the art and culture
community. And while we’re building the local model, while they are building the
local model, they can have their own workshops and discussion groups and start
putting data into the model, which then becomes their data and it becomes their
model. And after about nine months of that process, hopefully they will own the
model and also will have understood better and shared with others the – the idea of
the journey that – that can be taken forward. And from that point onwards, they’ve
then got the tools and the history and the understanding of the diversity of culture and
philosophies and different religious ideas, you know, because religion comes into this
philosophy comes into it, family history comes into it, and hopefully all of that
melting pot can then help take it all forward.
[47:47]

One of the things that, I guess, might relate to this a little bit that you’ve mentioned
before is social media. You mentioned that that has become a more and more
important part of what you do. Is that part of the community aspect as well or is it
something different?
Yes, it’s connected to that. And a lot of it is – you know, people are beginning to call
it community led thinking, and you can’t have community led thinking because –
without a community that can – that can interact with each other. So, if you like,
Facebook pages and Google Plus sites and Twitter and all these things are – are
already operating, you know, there are already communities of – of that type within a
region like Swansea anyway and it’s – it’s a natural idea to engage them in this sort of
open data, open access, transparent system of engagement. And with the opening up
of data from government, the opening up of data from various sources, this general
idea of opening up the – the data world, which is happening from many, many
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different directions, it then becomes very logical to actually take this forward using
social media platforms. So actually when we created the trust, I decided, for the first
time in my business life, to take the trust brand and communications forward through
social media rather than through conventional engagement with media, newspapers,
television, radio and so on. So we didn’t target that, we targeted using social media.
So we set up Facebook, Google Plus, Twitter sites and we’re constantly trying to
figure out how to develop strategies around using those tools, but to engage it with
local people in the regions too, so they sort of join the journey. So it becomes a sort
of collective, not just in Swansea, but a collective with people who can share what’s
going with people in India and China and Africa as well as we go forward. So it’s
quite a – it’s a very bold experiment, this, because, as I understand it, very few
charities have ever been set up like this. Very few communities have ever been
engaged in radical change like this in a constructive way rather than a, you know,
we’ve got lots of destructive examples, like the Arab spring, which – you could say
it’s constructive but it has to have a destructive phase first. What we’re trying to do is
go straight into a constructive phase of change, which can help people, and that’s –
again, I don’t think has ever been tried. So there are lots of big innovations going on
here all at the same time.

How much do you actually use Twitter now in your day to day work?
Well, at the moment I’m – I’m the major Twitter person in – in the trust, so it tends to
be my Twitter feed that tends to be the trust Twitter feed, although we’ve got a trust
Twitter account as well. So I’m probably tweeting about four or five times a day and
my tweet is – tweets are mostly about sustainable development and lessons learned
globally that I think are relevant to this transformational process. So I’ve learned a lot
of – so there are a lot of tweets about community engagement and examples around
the world where that’s happening, a lot of tweets about renewable energy, carbon
reduction, climate change matters, new technologies and so on. So I tend to try and,
in a fairly modest way, cover the world. So I’ve got a following now of about three
and a half thousand Twitter followers, which I’ve built up over the last six or seven
years, initially in Arup and then transferred into the trust. And I’m probably adding
about, I suppose, ten, fifteen followers a week type of thing. So it’s steady, slow, but
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I think it should be slow. I don’t think one wants any – any big celebrity type things
to happen here. It’s very much a slow building. But actually I think the Twitter
following is – is very – it’s a very good following in the sense it – it has a lot of
construction industry organisations, a lot of people passionate about sustainable
development transformation, who are sharing information all the time. And so it
tends to be – what we’re trying to do is establish ourselves as a communication hub
for information about sustainable development best practice. And it’s quite
interesting because I’m – I’ve seen a transition from being very interactive with the
followers to being very – they’re just literally picking up what we’re giving them and
taking it out. And – and one feels some great sense of responsibility about that, but
also it’s – I think we have established ourselves as quite a reliable communication hub
for global information on sustainable development practice.

What sort of reach do you actually have?
Globally?

Mm.
Yeah, it’s quite interesting. I – we tend to do a New Year’s message and – although
Twitter yet doesn’t have the tools for you to monitor it easily globally, but I have a
parallel set of email addresses of people who are – there’s quite a lot of crossover
between the two. So with emails, you can actually monitor the spread. So actually
we did a sort of campaign monitored email New Year’s message that went out on
New Year’s Eve and on a computer screen you can then actually see the spreading of
the – as people click on that email, you can actually see it exploding across the world.
And actually within – I think within about five hours, I think probably around about
400 people had opened the email and that went all the way from Hawaii, across North
America, through the Caribbean, right across Europe, through India, through –
through the Middle East, across into South Africa, South East Asia, China and Japan,
and South Korea, within sort of four hours. So it was a very – it was a very
interesting illustration actually of how – of how global our reach is in the trust and
how much interest there is in what we’re doing globally.
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[54:37]

One of the other things I was interested in on the subject of technology was space,
which you’ve mentioned in passing a couple of times, but I wasn’t quite sure where it
fitted in, how it came to fit into this model we’ve talked about.
Yeah. Well, I mean, over the last – and of course I hadn’t been directly aware of this.
I was a little bit aware of it, because of being a visiting professor at Surrey University
on composite materials. There was a cross connection with their satellite
developments going on at Surrey. So I was very much aware of the space link
because the material technologists there were involved in the space side. But I’ve
always thought with the composite side of my experience, that somehow I was going
to get involved in space technology in some way or other. But what’s actually
happened is that the space satellite vehicles have become very sophisticated now, so
they not only look and take pictures of the earth every couple of days, so you can see
how it’s changing, but they also use infrared and other sensors to actually – they can
actually assess tree canopy cover, different types of trees. They can assess air quality,
carbon content of air, carbon monoxide spillages on the land, different chemicals,
pollution in waterways. They can measure water levels in real time now using
infrared systems. So they – they can provide a huge amount of real time data on
human and ecological activity. And all of that’s coming together with the European
Space Agency programmes, which are going to launch in 2013-2014, which will give
global coverage of a lot of this data and make it available free at end of use at a scale
down to about a fifty metre grid – grid size on – on the land. It will be free at end of
use of data of that kind, which will be fantastic, really. So our aim is to – to set up the
foundation model, so if somebody says, ‘Right, I’m going to create a model in this
region,’ and they draw a red line on a map – and the global agreements we have will
enable that data to be pulled down into a – what we call a GIS model, a global
information system model, so it’s positioned on the map. And also Google Earth
creates a 3D image of that place too, so you have the 3D image with real time data
and activity updated continuously, available free at end of use almost instantly.
You’ve drawn a red line on a map, you’ve got that to start with, to then feed your
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local data in and to put sensors in to clarify some of that data on the ground, but
through sensors. So it’s – and use crowd sourcing of social data and so on. Mobile
phones to give you mobility traces of people’s mobility patterns and stuff like that.
So all of this will be available to people locally and we’ll build that complete model
within about six months from setting it up. But you couldn’t possibly do this without
satellite technology. You know, the whole trust objective would be impossible
because it would cost so much to build these models. We – we want these models to
be available to farmers in the middle of Africa as well as to people in cities.

Shall we take a break for lunch?
[End of Track 13]
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How different is this approach from previous practices and other ideas about
sustainability?
Well, I think this has brought home to me in a sense what – I started doing that
because I believe, from experience in Arup, that the scale of approach was really
important, that it was no good doing this at a very small development scale, no good
doing it as a national scale, because we know the COP processes, national government
decisions, are not working. So it seemed to me that there was an obvious scale at
which to demonstrate this, which was a regional scale.
[00:40]
And what happened, one day – very soon after deciding to set up the trust, somebody
walked into my office in Arup, because it took about six months for me to actually
leave Arup, and he said, ‘Can you design eco cities?’ And I said, ‘Yes.’ And this guy
turned out to be a Hungarian theologian and philosopher, and he had the idea of
developing an ecological development in Hungary and was very interested in us
working on it. But after a conversation of about two hours, it was very clear, he was
just as interested in the philosophy and theology of eco cities in general terms. And
so we developed a very interesting dialogue through the early days of the trust and at
some point he got very excited and said, ‘You’ve got to come to Split for three days
during the summer and – because we need to talk.’ So in the end I prized myself out
of London to spend three days in Split on the Adriatic coast, which is the place that all
people from Budapest go to for their holidays. And I spent all day every day talking
to him in cafes and restaurants in Split, in a lovely old town, literally talking fourteen
hours a day for three days, continuously, with this ferociously intelligent theologian,
quizzing me about every aspect of everything I was thinking about, the philosophies,
the cultural aspects, everything, really. And then he went away – and he’s – he
studies, erm, the calligraphy, the Chinese calligraphy, and he also has uncovered a
European version of calligraphy, which happened during the silk – when the Silk
Road was developed in China and Europe, it went through Budapest. And apparently
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there was a Hungarian version of calligraphy and he – he brought all that back to life.
So he was an expert in all of that cultural history of the Silk Road and the – and all of
the – the communities right across the spans between China and Europe. And he
came back and he said to me, ‘Do you realise what you’re doing?’ He said, ‘Basically
what you’re doing is you’re creating a new science.’ And he said, ‘Basically what
you’re doing is creating a science of human activity, ecological activity and resource
flows on a closed planet.’ And the science we’re using at the moment for urban
development and economics is not based on a closed planet, it’s based on an infinite
supply of resources, fundamentally, so all the decisions we’re taking are really
difficult and increasingly problematical and not really relating to the real world issues
anymore because of the fact the closed planet is becoming more and more important
with nine billion people. And he said, ‘That new science will have a new
communication language. So not only will you be developing a new science, you’ll
be creating a new communication language that could be something like the Apple
communication language. It could be a communication language which could be as
important as the Apple software is to – to people at the moment.’ And he gave me an
illustration of that. And it was at that point, I suppose, when I didn’t really know why
I was spending three days in Split, talking to him, that I realise that there was
something very fundamental about this. And the way I now articulate that is by
saying, if you look at climate science, which is very much a science of a closed planet
- because climate science has now evolved as – as the first science really, which
genuinely looks at the – the climate as a – on a closed planetary system. And it has no
boundary conditions in that sense. It’s a continuous system boundary type model.
And we need something similar on the land to connect with that and it is intended that
our regional model will connect automatically to the climate model, so you’ll be able
to interface the two and work out that. But eventually it may be possible that our
model can interact with the climate model. So as we change things on the land, it
could in fact show how that changes the climate model too. And most climate
modellers I’ve spoken to have got very excited about this because they’re saying that
at the moment they can’t relate their climate model easily to regional adaptation
scenarios because there’s no interactive model that connects the two together. So
they’re very excited about it. So fundamentally, there is a very important deep
profound underlying issue that we’re trying to grapple with, which is that land based
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science and economics doesn’t reflect a closed planet. So drawing boundary
conditions for carbon counting and so on is really impossible because we don’t have
the model. So what we’re trying to do is create the model that enables that to be done.

Who was the philosopher, theologian?
His name was Imre Kovacs and he’s a master calligrapher himself as well as being a
philosopher and theologian. So he’s quite a remarkable person, actually.
[06:05]

What convinced you to go to Split for –
Just him, really. Just the fact he offered to go. And actually on the calligraphy front,
he said that the – the new communication language would be an evolution of
calligraphy, ‘cause actually calligraphy is – is a system of depicting human activity in
natural systems. He said that – he thinks that the communication language will evolve
from that. So the symbols we end up using will be sort of symbols evolved from that
into a closed planet type of scenario. So he – his view is that it – the language will be
an evolution of calligraphy, which is remarkable, really. But I suspect – we don’t
have a plan to tackle that at the moment, but we – we would, of course, love a – a
group to pick up that issue as well at some point in the future.

Do you have any other, I guess, similar interactions with groups that you might not
normally think of as being part of the civil engineering system building process like
this?
Well, I suppose the whole engagement with the art and culture community has been
very exciting. And – and every single Culture Futures event we’ve run – I’ve had –
something has happened at one of those meetings which has really moved me, really
more significantly than any other experience I had in my working life.
[07:30]
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If I can give an example. We had a Culture Futures event at COP14, which was the
COP before Copenhagen, when we were all so optimistic. And it was in Poznan in
Poland. And our – our event was the only one where we’d invited local people in
Poznan, local artists, local culture people, musicians, poets, to come along and – and
engage in the whole understanding of how we address climate change. And I – I gave
my presentation on how we – we respect ecology and work with it and so on. And we
had presentations by artists. And suddenly, in the question and answer session,
somebody stood up - a rather elderly man stood up in the audience and in – in broken
English said, ‘There’s something I want to say.’ He said, ‘I’m a – I’m an ecologist.
I’ve been a research ecologist in Poland through my professional working life. I’m
now retired.’ And he said, ‘I’ve been waiting my whole life for someone to give the
speech that you gave today.’ And he said ‘For me, this has been like my spiritual
father talking to me.’ And he sat down again [laughs].

How did you feel about that?
Well, I was very moved in a way, because in a sense – I’m not his spiritual father in
any sense, but I’m tapping into what are very profound issues for – for people and
their – their culture and their history and so on. So – so I’m very well aware of the
fact that I’ve moved so far from my engineering roots, you know, to a point where
there is this opportunity to engage people at a completely different level, but still
using the skills engineers and science can offer and using digital data and other things
to really inform decision making. But – but it is possible, through this – I suppose it’s
a philosophy and – and one which still will trouble me probably forever is whether –
whether goodness in communities is going to be the overriding outcome of the
collaborative process of change. You know, is it going to be a good direction or is it
going to be a bad direction. I – you can’t control that. There’s no way we’re going to
establish that. There are people who will establish it for themselves. But it’s – it’s
quite rare, I think, in human – in the human condition, that it’s ever been possible for
– for communities to come together to really – to really comprehensively plan their
future together. And – and we will find out whether that leads in a good direction or
not. I think it will, because I – I actually think, in a collaborative environment, that
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goodness can prevail. And I think the London Olympics in a way has shown that
recently, which is something I was actively involved in helping to sort of set up in
terms of the philosophy, the – the guiding principles, the sustainable development
frameworks and everything else. And – and a lot of goodness came out of that and,
you know, that – that is great, you know. And I’m sure that – it was all through
planning and care and skill and everything else, but nevertheless there’s a very good
side that emerged from the human spirit and I hope the same thing will happen in the
demonstration regions.
[11:07]

What do you think the risks are if this does go to the dark side, as it were, rather than
a positive direction?
Well, I don’t know. I suppose in – in a way, it’s the worry that, within a sort of socalled democratic process, that a group could get hold of this and actually use it for
their own ends and – and start controlling the way the thing goes with – with some
sort of hold over the community. And I suppose one can see in a way that, you know,
that that sort of happens in some parts of the world. But I hope that the openness and
transparency of the implications of a bad direction can – can actually stop it, if people
can actually see the, you know, some of the awful things that could happen, hopefully
then they – they might make sure it doesn’t happen. I don’t know. We will find out.

On the subject of the tools again, is there an element of gaming here as well that you
might seek to bring out in future, do you think? It all sounds a lot like SimCity to me.
Yeah, it was always the intention that – because we – we have already seen SimCity
and other gaming tools being very successful and kids and adults like using such
things, we are going to, alongside the main model, have a gaming version of it, which
will have – will be updated occasionally, so it will – it will be like the region, but it’ll
be a gaming tool where people can explore scenarios in a much more simple way.
But we will create a gaming version, using gaming experts. And in fact there – there
is already a process going on in – in Scandinavia of producing such gaming tools and
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we’re going to hopefully link up with them. Because a lot of the time we’re just
trying to link up with people who are already doing some of these good things. And –
yeah, so we hope that the – the portals that urban designers might use, or communities
might use, you could have a switch and you could – if you want, you could switch
into a gaming tool, just to sort of, you know, have a slightly more relaxed play around
future scenarios.

Why do you think the gaming aspect is an important tool?
I think it’s very important for education. I think it’s very important for young kids
and for students researching and, you know, creating an underpinning, and maybe
even for entrepreneurs, young entrepreneurs, who leave university, can’t find a job
and can go along to the collaboratory and start exploring ideas. And – and they could
do that first of all using gaming tools and then move to the – the big model. And part
of our thinking is that if young kids get used to the idea of using a tool and really
having an understanding of their region that’s more profound and useful, as they grow
up and they can be motivated and inspired hopefully to learn to become skilled, so
they can then change their own neighbourhood for the better. And it does seem to me
that that’s a – that’s a very attractive idea of – of helping kids to stay in the
neighbourhood and be excited and motivated about how they could really help to
fashion it in the future and their kids can then come along. I often think a good
definition of sustainability is – is wanting to – to bring your kids up in the place that
you’re – you’re living. You know, a sustainable community is one where people
choose to stay and bring up their families. I think that’s a pretty good definition of a
sustainable community, really.

While we’re on the subject of the sustainability idea, how important do you think, you
know, energy concerns will actually be in the future, renewable energy?
Energy will be very important. We’ve got to learn to use less energy, but that’s not
difficult ‘cause we – we use it tremendously wastefully at the moment. So assuming
we can probably in the UK reduce our energy consumption by about half, which is
what Germany’s planning to do, and I see no reason why we shouldn’t plan to do
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something similar, quite a large proportion could eventually come from renewables.
Probably as much as thirty percent, I would guess, of that half, which is fifteen
percent currently. And the rest could come from things like ground source heat
pumps and – and biomass, which are sort of forms of renewable And we could
hopefully capture carbon in – in the fossil fuel energy production, which we will still
have in 2050, 2070, I’m sure. We can actually manage the carbon in those processes
so it’s not creating the pollution it does at the moment. I, you know, I think all of that
should be the way forward, which is what we’re hoping to demonstrate with the trust.
But I think we’ve got to – we’ve got to use less energy fundamentally. That’s – that’s
the biggest secret to finding a solution. The – the good news is there’s an awful lot of
energy available. The sun delivers massive amounts of energy to the earth every day
and we only use a fraction of that. So actually the, you know, in theory there isn’t an
energy problem, it’s just a matter of harnessing the sun’s energy in different ways,
rather more intelligently than we do at the moment.

I guess a lot of people are quite cynical about renewable energy, I’m going to get that
wind turbine off my lawn, it’s not going to produce enough energy anyway. What do
you think the solution to such concerns actually is, if any?
Well, I think there are two important things. One is that communities should have
some benefit from renewables which are in their neighbourhoods and regions. I
believe that, you know, if you’re using the wind and the sun, they’re – they’re gifts in
a way. They’re not owned by anyone. So I think the exploitation of those should –
should be shared with communities and therefore so communities get some payback
from having these facilities. That’s number one. Number two is that I think we
should stop thinking about electrons and selling energy through electrons but selling
services and selling services through – even through products and through lifestyle
services. And stop actually worrying about energy and its cost but start worrying
about whether services are being provided at an attractive price or not that use energy.
I think as soon as we start to do that and we realise the benefits of using renewables
for cradle to cradle manufacturing and job creation, etc, etc, then actually I think
demand will start demanding the types of products and energy supplies that are clean
and – and sustainable. And then I think the whole thing is closed up and – and if the
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energy is being used efficiently and it’s being – and the manufacturing is in closed
loops without pollution, then I think we will all get used to the idea we can run the
world on renewables and stop worrying about the price, ‘cause we’re not using much
of it anyway, and it’s – it’s providing a lot of other benefits and creating jobs and
other things. So I think that will happen but – but clearly we’ve got to get a lot of silo
driven selling electrons mindset out of the system first and that’s going to take a long
time to do that, I think.
[18:35]

One of the other things I was interested in as well is you mentioned numerous COP
sites in passing. I was just wondering if you could give me an idea of what it’s
actually like going to one, if there are any that stick in your mind in particular.
Yeah. Well, I’ve been to 14, 15, 17 and COP – sorry, Rio Plus 20. So I’ve – I’ve
done a few, not very many compared with what some people have done. So basically
what they are is – is things that are attended by national governments, because there
are negotiations going on around documents, words in documents, and generally
speaking, since COP14 anyway, the words in those documents have achieved almost
nothing. So you have this massive bureaucratic process behind closed doors, which is
highly politicised and highly technocratic, completely divorced from any communities
and any real actions on the ground, which is done in massive conference halls, cooled
and heated with diesel generators and with plastic grass, open areas where you sit and
have your coffee and tea and – and it’s really awful. I mean, it – it looks like the end
of the world, you know. It looks like something that shouldn’t be happening, in a
way. And then you’ve got all the lobbyists and NGOs and all the groups trying to
influence governments’ direction, screaming from the rafters and having side
meetings and – and big businesses there too trying to influence the outcomes. And
nothing seems to be changing. An awful amount of pollution and – and awful things
happen every time they – they occur and – and every time you go you end up
thinking, this can’t be any route to solving the problem. It just doesn’t feel like it’s a
place where good things are going to happen. So I personally don’t think that we’re
going to – we should hold out any hope that these processes are going to yield a speed
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of change that we really need at the moment. I think, if we can start demonstrating
profound large scale regional transformations, then, you know, then these COP
processes might – might get re-energised in some slightly more productive way. But I
would think that’s five to ten years away, personally. I can’t see it happening, not
within the next five years, anyway.

Has there been any, I guess, development in the debate over those ones you’ve
actually been to?
Yeah, it has. And in fact the city groups, the groups of cities starting to work
together, have sort of created a – a sense that actually there’s much more happening at
a city regional scale than there is at a national scale, in terms of, you know, changing
direction. So yeah, so I – yeah, I think there has been a – a changing theme away
from national – a – a reliance on national government solving the problem, which of
course they never could anyway, it would only create an environment in which local
things could change better, to realising that local things can happen anyway. You
don’t need to have national agreements for local good things to happen.
[21:50]

On the subject of national versus local as well, do you think there’s any particular
reason why this – this band of thinking that you’re proposing actually arises in the
UK in particular?
Yeah, it’s very interesting, ‘cause I – I’ve been wondering about this myself, because
we – we do have this sort of historical thing. You know, a lot of innovations that are
thought up in the UK often get exploited outside the UK. And I suppose when I first
set out the trust, I was on the track, you know, saying, ‘Oh well, of course, you know,
we’ll go and support this in India, China and Africa and it won’t really happen here.’
But suddenly there’s a – a very big momentum for it to happen here too. So both the
initiation and the exploitation, or the demonstration, particularly in Europe, could
actually happen in the UK, which will be pretty exciting actually in the overall sweep
of – of things. So why is that? I think in a way the – the journey for me is rooted in
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the consulting organisations I’ve worked in. So if I think about Freeman Fox and –
and Maunsell and AECOM and Arup – well, not AECOM but Maunsell and Arup,
they’re – they’re very much a product of the – of the British empire in a way, ‘cause
those consultancies evolved out of the opportunities that British engineers had to go to
Hong Kong and Australia and – and commonwealth countries to do work overseas.
And that’s what kick started Hong Kong, kick started activity in China. Obviously
India was always on the agenda. So in a way I am, I suppose, benefiting from that
opportunity, you know, building on those connections and opportunities. That’s
number one. Number two is those consulting companies have worked at the leading
edge of innovation and both – both engineering and planning, increasingly planning,
over a long period of time. And then – then again, so my work journey and learning
opportunity has benefited from those types of organisations. And not many other
countries in the world have leading companies of that stature operating globally. So
again, I benefited from that. Thirdly, the research base in the UK is phenomenally
good. The university research base that we have here is –is world class and – and it is
possible to – to dip into that, as I’m doing at Imperial College, and bring through
world class research, which increasingly is integrated systems thinking research, to
connect into this, to – to help make it happen. So there are a lot of reasons why UK is
sort of positioned – or why I’ve benefited from a positioning that I’ve got from the
UK, which, if I’d been born in another country in the world, I probably wouldn’t have
had.
[25:00]

Picking up on the personal journey aspect of this as well, I guess we’ve talked a lot
about what you hope the charity will actually achieve, the gritty details of how it will
actually work, but I was wondering about you as the person sort of moving through
this story yourself. The last time we really talked about what you personally were
doing was almost when you were at Arup and, you know, the decision to actually start
the charity in the first place. But I was just wondering how you actually made that
transition from being, you know, working in a normal engineering job, almost, to
actually doing something completely different. What was the process like?
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It’s quite strange, actually, because I’ve always had a personal assistant throughout,
you know, for as long as I can remember. Clearly I didn’t always have one, but I’ve
had one for at least half my career, anyway. I’ve had someone doing stuff, you know,
booking flights and organising things and making sure I turn up for meetings and
making sure my diary’s organised and so on. And I had one for the first four or five
months – Arup were very kind and, you know, I eased out as a consultant and they left
my PA looking after me for a while, so she helped with some of those things. But
now I don’t have that at all, so I have no PA. I have a chief executive, Mike Cherrett,
who works with me. And – and it was a transition – first of all we thought we’d have
an office. We thought, you know, you’ve got to have a charity, you’ve got to have – a
new charity’s got to have an office, and very quickly realised it would be a complete
waste of money. Why – why bother to have an office? ‘Cause we found we could get
a click a day PA, who basically does things for us, like book flights through a dial a
flight company – she does all those sorts of things for us and she only charges for the
amount of time she’s actually working for us, literally, the minutes. So – you know,
so we’ve got someone who’s always there for us at any time of the day, anywhere in
the world, she’ll help us, but she only, you know, we only pay for the time that we
use. We have Skype, which we use, which is, you know, pretty much free video
conference calling and so on. We obviously have Twitter and emails and – and all the
other communication media. And we have – we have conference calls most weeks
with the team and – and we have volunteer people who are in different countries
helping us and – and so on. So it – it’s been a very interesting journey ‘cause it’s
made me realise now that the digital world enables a small charity to do things that
were never possible. And the final bit of this is that actually there’s a lot of big
companies, like legal organisations and others, who are very willing to help you. So
BWB, the big legal charity lawyers in London, helped set up the trust for me, not free
but at a very low cost, and then a large American legal practice, through a corporate
social responsibility agenda that’s run globally, selected us – we put ourselves to say,
‘Would you do work for us?’ They selected us and they’re now producing all our
legal agreements free for us and so on. So it’s been a very interesting learning curve
of what’s possible as a charity, of – of how little operational costs you can get away
with and how much impact you can make. And for me personally, this has meant a
complete lifestyle change. You know, I don’t go off to work every day in the way I
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used to, so I can spend a bit more time with my grandchildren than I used to, see them
a bit more. On the other hand, I – I’m away a lot. I’m doing a fantastic amount of
travelling, inevitably. And it’s very tiring and demanding because you don’t have the
personal backup, you don’t have people with you most of the time. And you have to
organise everything on the ground locally in advance and rely on people locally
helping you and sorting it out. So in a way it’s quite demanding. So you’re – you’re
really on the sharp end. You feel on the sharp end. On the other hand, I’m learning
more every day than I did when I – I feel as if I’m learning more every day than I did
when I was about ten and it’s very exciting. So – and I feel that we’re making a lot of
progress quite quickly. So – so it’s very motivating.

If not office, where do you work?
I have a library at home, which, you know, I can sit in and – and work from. If I’m up
in town, I use the Institution of Civil Engineers as my club, the coffee shops and the
rooms there. Another colleague is an institution mechanical engineer so she can use
the rooms there. And Arup still make rooms available if we need them for big
meetings. So we do it like that. So it’s all basically – we pay our subscriptions to the
– those organisations but basically they provide facilities for us. So it all works really
well.
[30:10]

What’s the library at home like?
It’s a relatively small little room with a – with one wall of – of books, erm, and the
other wall is a bay wall – wall to floor bay window looking out over the garden,
which is a pretty spectacular sort of garden, full of trees and – and birds fluttering
around and grass and bushes flowering in the – in the summer. It’s very beautiful,
actually. So it’s – it’s quite a nice environment for working in.

Are there any advantages to working from home, do you think?
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I think there are now. I must admit, I found it quite tricky to start with. You know, I
found that the – I suppose it’s not the lack of company, because I’ve, you know, in a
sense, working in an office, you’re not working with people, you’re often working on
your own. But there’s – there’s something a bit strange about it to start with. But I
really enjoy it now. I’m much more relaxed, I think, generally speaking. Cranking
yourself up after the holiday, like I’ve just done today, is perhaps slightly difficult –
more difficult when you’re at home, ‘cause you don’t have that, I’m off to the office
now to start the life again, it’s not quite the same, so you have to crank yourself up a
bit. But I think generally speaking I’ve – of course, I’ve retired in the process. I’ve
reached sixty-five, so I’m now drawing a pension, so in that sense it’s – I’m a
pensioner, so [laughs] I get my pension cheques. So that makes it different too.

I’m interested in, I guess, what sort of activities are you actually doing when you’re
working from home? We’ve talked about lots of different engineering activities over
the course of your career, but I’m wondering what you actually do at home in the
library.
Basically just sitting at a laptop [laughs]. It’s – it’s very boring, really. It’s just
basically on a laptop and you’re basically either sending emails, surfing the web,
tweeting, preparing presentations or, you know, a lot of it’s preparing presentations,
actually, putting material together for – for key presentations, which come along
every week.

You used an interesting phrase a little while ago, which is something along the lines
of, well, I moved away from engineering. Do you still think of what you’re doing now
as engineering or something different?
It’s definitely something different, ‘cause it – it clearly isn’t like engineering. But
then engineering, when you get into senior management, isn’t like engineering either.
So in a way, it’s not – doesn’t feel vastly different. It certainly doesn’t feel any
different to what I was doing in Arup. In fact it feels a little bit more hands on than
what I was doing in Arup, because I’m now – I’m not right now but within this year I
shall be very deeply involved in transformational projects in regions of the world,
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which is what I like to do. So I think it’s going to become very project focused again.
So I think in a way I can see myself travelling sort of, you know, from the planning
back into the projects again and using all of my skills across the different disciplines.
And in a way I should do that because to drive this holistic change, I think I’ve got to
– to start with anyway, I’ve got to engage right across the spectrum to make sure
everything stays on track, but then bring people through who can then take it all
forward. So I – I see myself doing this fairly intensive activity, which is nothing like
as – I don’t spend eight or nine hours every day working now, generally speaking.
It’s less than that. But I see myself only doing this level of intensity for another three
or four years and then hopefully that mountain will be climbed and there’ll be teams
taking it all forward and then I can – I don’t know what I’ll do then [laughs].
Something else will happen, no doubt.

I was going to ask, you know, is there another mountain after that already on the
horizon?
I haven’t seen one. To be honest, I think I might stop looking now, because – ‘cause
if this is successful, I think there’ll be enough mountain ranges in – in every aspect of
what we do to – to keep any avid mountaineer [laughs] busy for – for however long
I’ve got left. So I can imagine, you know, I just think this is going to be a very
exciting journey. And I think – I’m sure I’ve said this before, but one of the things
that really motivates me is seeing young people learning and developing and
developing their careers in the way I had the opportunity in the – the very early days
in my career, when things went wrong on the bridges and I had to pick up the pieces.
And I want to give young people those opportunities. I want to create the – the
creative environments in which they can actually really make their careers out of this
process of change. And I meet so many young people who are desperate to do that
that I see my job as facilitating that environment for them, so they can actually really,
you know, really, really change things in a way that individuals when I was brought
up couldn’t possibly have done. So I see it as being much more so rather than less so,
hopefully.
[35:38]
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Do you think there’s been a personal learning curve for you in this latter part of your
career as well? It sounds like you’ve had to get involved in a lot of areas where I
don’t think you were before.
Yeah, I have. I mean, I never imagined, in my wildest dreams, I would have spent
three days in Split with a theologian, or – or spent time with social scientists, you
know, sort of trying to work out what sense of place is and how you measure it and
how you – how you make it better and so on, and – and doing cultural planning with
artists and poets and – and musicians and so on. No, I never imagined any of that
would be part of my responsibility. So I’m learning more every day than I did when I
was ten, as I said earlier. So it’s – it’s still a wonderful learning experience.

Have the learning processes actually changed? You talked about having to learn new
techniques earlier in your career. Carbon fibre composites, for instance.
Yeah, yeah.

But looking at the way you have – you go about learning new things now, do you think
the mechanisms are different?
Yeah, they are. I mean, the way you communicate them is different too because
there’s no point in learning something unless you can then share that learning with
someone else, and that’s very much what the trust is about. You know, it’s about –
it’s about creating learning environments and then pulling that learning through into
helping other people. And – and you’ve got to be able to communicate very clearly
and effectively, and I spent a lot of my time doing that. And it’s really finding the
language and the stories and the images which enable people to understand it. So
increasingly what I’m finding is you can’t write the words down. It’s much better to
talk to people using images and – and symbols and ideas and tell stories to help them
understand what this is about. So that’s something that, as a technocratic engineer,
you were never taught to do. And storytelling was never quite [laughs] part of a – a
bridge engineer’s armoury.
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[37:40]

How much travelling do you have to do now?
Well, I’ve done a huge amount. I mean, last year, 2012, I went to – I think I went to
China three times. I went to India five times. I went to Budapest, Washington, all
over Europe, to Rio, so on and so forth, which is ridiculous and I, you know, last year
was a very important year for establishing the demonstration regions and that has to
be done personally, really. You know, people need to trust you and get comfortable
with you. But hopefully, as we go forward with teams on the ground, I won’t need to
do as much. So hopefully it’ll drop off this year.

How do you actually build relationships in, you know, let’s take India or China as an
example, somewhere far away from home.
Really through quite a lot of personal contact time, through eating food together,
through having a bit of sort of personal time just talking about your life and what it’s
about and your motivation, by having very strong technical presentations and
capabilities. By being very clear about what you can do to help people and what
values – or what value can arise for them out of it, so they can see the – the long term
benefits. And particularly engaging them in their journey to see how you can help
them deliver what they really want to do better and quicker and faster and so on. And
that’s how you create the relationship, really. It’s by tapping into that and actually
finding the right people, of course, too. But – and you can’t do that without local
help. So you need a lot of local help, particularly on the cultural side. You know,
how do you go about asking someone if they’ll sign an MOU with you? You know,
what are the protocols you have to go through to get there?

How do you actually start building one of those relationships in the first place? I
mean, what was the initial contact?
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Well, if we take India, for example, which was the city of Surat, I had no contact with
the city of Surat, but one of my colleagues, who was going to run the trust in India,
had done lots of work in Surat. He recommended it as a place that might be interested
in taking this forward. So I checked it out with – I triangulated it with lots of other
people around the world and they all sort of agreed that Gujarat and Surat might be a
good place. So what people recommended was – the first thing you should do is go
and see the chief minister in Ahmadabad, that’s Chief Minister Modi. So Mike Rann,
who was the – was the president of South Australia in – in Australia was very
interested in my trust and he knew Chief Minister Modi personally. So he actually
made the approach to Chief Minister Modi and said, look – you know, ‘cause they’d
met on several global conferences. I’d actually met Chief Minister Modi myself when
I was in Arup. He’d invited me to see him at the World Economic Forum one year.
So I had a – a bit of personal contact, but the introduction was made by Mike Ran and
Chief Minister Modi said he would agree to see me. So I went to Ahmadabad, had no
promise to see him but in principle it could happen while I was there, and eventually
the message came that I could hare [ph] over there and go through about five layers of
armed guards and security and get to see him for half an hour, which was amazing,
just me and him in the room together, talking about – him talking about his vision of a
low carbon future for his state and me talking about how we could help him, talking
about our grandchildren and – although he didn’t verbally say he would support us, he
said, ‘It sounds like a really good idea.’ So after that I was then able to go to Surat,
‘cause I guess some messages had gone out, see the Chamber of Commerce, the
mayor, the commissioner, who were very enthusiastic about the proposal, and we then
held a workshop and took it all forward from there. So quite a – quite an intensive
and thoughtful process.

Is it India you’re travelling to next?
Yes, I’m going there hopefully next week to sign a Memorandum of Understanding
with the Chamber of Commerce and the City Municipal Corporation, to actually go
forward with our demonstration region and regional collaboratory in Surat, yeah. So
hopefully that’s going to happen at a big conference that’s being held. Chief Minister
Modi has just been re-elected and there’s a conference called Vibrant Gujarat, when
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all the big businesses from across Gujarat go, and the idea is to sign the MOU and ask
the big businesses to get involved in the initiative, as one of the new sort of post
election initiatives.
[43:00]

I guess that really does bring us pretty much up to – well, not just the present day, but
next week.
[Laughs] Next week, yes, absolutely.

I guess I’ve got some overarching questions about your career as a whole that I was
interested in. Firstly, I was wondering if you’d won any awards for the work that
you’ve done.
I’ve won loads of awards, yes [laughs]. Gosh, more than I can remember, probably.
That’s partly, I suppose, ‘cause I have been involved in fairly successful innovations,
which have been recognised as – ‘cause people like to give innovators awards if they
actually achieve something. So I have got a few awards. And I’ve got some personal
ones for achievement, like the Royal Academy’s Frank Whittle Medal for engineering
and the environment as a sort of major contribution to – to quality of life in Britain
and – and that was a pretty special, you know, I felt very personally honoured to
receive that one. But others have been sort of industry awards as well. So I’ve got
quite a few.

Thinking over the course of your whole career, what do you think the biggest changes
you’ve actually witnessed have been?
Gosh, it’s a big question.

That’s why I leave it till the end [laughs].
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I think probably, as I think anyone who’s listening to this will – will figure out, that
it’s actually this digital – the ability to model the world in real time, increasingly in
real time, has the potential to help us to avoid all the problems a human race has – has
had so far. Anthropologists say that the whole history of the human race is – is
basically of rapid expansion collapse, back to a few people and then rapid expansion
again. You know, there are so many human civilisations where that’s happened. And
apparently we’ve got a very narrow DNA compared with other animals because we
are someone who – when our backs are at the wall, we’re very good at surviving, but
only just. And we tend to exploit natural resources and then collapse and then rapidly
expand in a different way and then collapse again. So this has happened all through –
all through human history. So I think this is the moment when we could break that
cycle, by using digital systems to enable us to understand human and natural activities
on the planet and the way they’re influenced by – by the sun and the weather and
random events, of course, too, and possibly steer our way to a more resilient future. I
think this is the first moment in human history when that’s possible and that is
because of digital systems, because of computing power, because of satellite
technology, because of the ability to treat the earth as a, you know, something we can
observe and understand. And genuinely we can do that now. And I think this is
therefore probably a very – a very important time, because if we can harness that –
that ability in a good way then actually we could – we could actually really provide a
fantastic future for people on earth, actually. But it’s got to be done fairly quickly
because it could get awful really quickly [laughs]. It’s a question of really whether
we’ve left it too late. But – but that’s the thing that’s really a – I now realise, with the
trust and the modelling, what’s now possible. It is actually astonishing what we’re
now capable of doing and probably it will get more astonishing over the next five
years.

I guess my other closing question is how you actually have thought about doing this
interview, which is session number five now, so we’ve probably done about twelve
hours’ worth, how you’ve actually found the process. How do you feel about being
asked in the first place?
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I was very honoured. I was deeply honoured, actually, to be invited. For me, this is a
huge privilege, because in a sense I’ve always been fairly thoughtful about what I’m
doing and my sort of place in things. I think I’ve been lucky enough to have – have
been able to influence quite a few things and to, you know, be in a position to
influence younger people as well. So I’ve always had a sense of responsibility around
that and therefore I’ve always wanted to share, you know, some of the things that I’ve
been able to share in this with other people. So for me, this is a wonderful sharing
platform and hopefully, you know, the – the information in here and the outreach in
digital form from it will be very helpful for future generations. And I suppose it’s
also – I have also thought that it is possible one day, people might look back at this
and – and hopefully see that the transformation did happen and actually see this and
have a bit of a record of the moment when the – when we began to realise it was
possible. It would be nice to think that – it may be 100 years or 200 years, that people
might actually be looking back at this and thinking, gosh, this was the moment when
– when maybe things could – could be moved into a better direction. I sincerely hope
that’s true. So it’s been a great honour. I’ve enjoyed every minute of it, actually.
Your questioning has been excellent and has brought out things from me that I
probably had forgotten and I’ve enjoyed every minute of it.

Have you mentioned it to anyone else?
I have mentioned it to a few colleagues. Whenever I have reunions with people from
my past, I mention it, because it seems relevant. And I’ve told them that, you know,
I’m laying down a record here, so if any of you want to use it as a – as a record, please
do, because that’s why I’m doing it, really. So I have mentioned it to people in that
context. I’m actually very proud that I’m doing it too.

That’s the last of my actual formal questions. Do you have anything you’d like to add
before I hit that stop button?
No [laughs], I don’t think so.

Peter, thank you very much. It’s been brilliant.
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No, thank you. Thank you, Tom. It’s been great.

Thanks
[End of Transcript]
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